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CHAPTER I

HIS LIFE

Abu '1-Abbas Ahmad lbn Mustafa al-̂ AlawT was born 
in 1286 A.H. - 1869 A.D. - at Mostaganem on the coast of 
Algeria. He was an only son, and had two sisters. A 
little less than a year before his birth his mother Patimah 
"saw in her sleep the Prophet with a jonquil in his hand.
He looked her full in the face and smiled at her and threw 
the flower to her, whereupon she took it up with humble 
modesty. When she woke, she told her husband of the vision, 
and he interpreted it as meaning that they would be blessed 
with a pious son, and he had in fact been Importuning God 
not to leave him without an heir .... and after a few weeks 
God confirmed her dream, and she conceived her son." ^

After Shaikh Ahmad's death in 1934, ShaikhcUddah 
found among his papers the following autobiographical

1. Ar-Raudat as-Saniyyah. p.9* This work was compiled by
*Dddah Bin-TCnis, the Shaikh Al-Alawl' nephew by 
marriage, and published two years after the Shaikh's 
death. It contains information of various kinds 
about his life and spiritual activity.
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extract1 which he had evidently dictated some years
previously* to one of his disciplest

"As to learning how to write, I never made much
effort in that direction, and I never went to school, not
even for a single day. My only schooling was what I
learned from my father at home during the Qoran lessons
which he used to give me, and my handwriting is still quite
unproficient. My learning by heart the Book of God went
as far as the Surat ar-Rahman,* and there I came to a
standstill owing to the various occupations to which I was
forced to turn through sheer necessity, because the family

3had not enough to live on—  although you would never have 
thought it, for my father was proud and reserved to the point 
of never showing on his face what was in his mind, so that 
nobody could have ooncluded from outward signs that he was 
in need of anything. I hesitated between several different 
crafts and finally took to cobbling and became quite good at 
it, and our situation Improved in consequence. I remained 
a cobbler for a few years, and then went into trade, and I
1. Ar-Kaudat as-Saniyyah, pp.9-27. Exoept for abridgements 

here and there to avoid repetition, I have quoted it in 
full.

2. The references to Turkey at the end show that it was 
dictated after 1923 at the earliest.

3. His family had no doubt been in better circumstances 
previously. At any rate the Shaikh's great-grandfather 
Ahmad is referred to as one of the notables (a^Sn) of 
Mostaganem in a poem entitled Sablkat al-Iqygn by
Muhammad ibn Hawwa' (Ar-Haudat~as-SaniyyahT^p.7)
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lost my father when I was just sixteen. Although I was so
young I had been doing all sorts of things for him and 1
was bent on nothing so much as giving him pleasure. He
was exceedingly fond of me, and I do not remember him ever
blaming me for anything or beating me, except when he was
giving me lessons, and then it was because I was lazy in
learning the Qoran. As to my mother she was even more
lavish in her affection, and she worried more about me than
he had done. In fact after his death she did all she
could in the way of harsh words and blows and locking the
door and so on to prevent me from going out at night. I
wanted very much to humour her, but I could not bring myself
to give up attending lessons at night and gatherings for
remembrance. What made her so anxious was that our house
was outside the town on a road which one might well fear to
go along alone at night; and she continued in her attempts
to stop me, and I for my part continued to attend those
gatherings, until by the Grace of God she gave her full
consent, and there was nothing to mar our love for each
other, which remained unclouded until the day of her death 

2.
in 1332, when I was 46.

Dhikr. Remembrance of God is the basis of Islamic 
mysticism as it is, in fact, of all other forms of 
mysticism, although in some it is expressed as 
"concentration" (Sanscrit ekâ r.vaj rather than 
"remembrance".

1 llfif..
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As to my attendance of lessons, it did not amount 
to much, as it was only possible now and then, in between 
work, and if I had not had a certain natural aptitude and 
understanding I should not have gained anything worth 
speaking of* But I was very much addicted to learning, and 
would sometimes steep myself in books the whole night long; 
and I was helped in these nocturnal studies by a Shaikh 
whom I used to bring back to our house. After this had 
been going on for several months, my wife took offence and 
claimed divorce from me on the grounds of my not giving her 
her rights, and she had in fact some cause to complain. My 
attendance of lessons, such as it was, did not go on for as 
much as two years; it none the less enabled me to grasp 
some points of doctrine in addition to what I gained in the 
way of mental discipline. But it was not until I had 
busied myself with the lore of the Folk ( cilm al-qaum)̂  
and come to know its Masters that my mind opened and I began 
to have a certain breadth of knowledge and understanding.

(At this point the scribe to whom this was dictated 
asked him about' how he first came into contact with those 
who follow the path of the mystics.)

My first leaning in that direction was marked 
by my attachment to one of the Masters of thecIsawT

1. The Sufis often refer to themselves as the Folk. See
below p./z/ note//



1path who impressed me by his unworldliness and evident 
piety* I made every effort to comply with the requisites 
of that order* and this came quite easily to me on account 
of my youth and the instinctive attraction for wonders and 
marvels which is part of human nature* I became proficient 
in these practices, and was well thought of by the men of 
the order, and I believed in my ignorance that what we did 
was purely and simply a means of drawing near to God. On 
the day when God willed that I should be inspired with the 
truth we were at one of our gatherings and I looked up and 
saw a paper that was on one of the walls of the house we 
were in, and my eye lit on a saying that was traced back 
to the Prophet* What I learned from it caused me to give 
up what I had been doing in the way of working wonders, and 
I determined to limit myself in that order to the litanies 
and invocations and recitations of the Qoran. Prom that 
time I began to extricate myself and to make excuses to my 
brethren until I finally gave up those other practices

TarTaah. This word is used especially of the path of the 
mystics, and by extension has come to denote, as here, an 
order or brotherhood of those who follow this path.

2# In the^lsawT Tarlqah, at any' rate in certain branches of 
it,fire-eating, snake-charming and other such practices 
are prevalent# Their origin in this order is traced 
back to its founder, Muhammad ibncTs&. Having incurred 
the jealousy of the Sultan of Meknes, he was ordered to 
leave the town with his disciples. They had no 
provisions for this exodus and were soon extremely hungry, 
so they begged their Master, who was famed for miracles, 
to give them some food. He told them they could eat 
anything they found on the road, and since there was 
nothing there but pebbles, scorpions and snakes, they ate 
these, which fully satisfied their hunger without any 
ill-effects. (See l#Einn, Marabouts et Khouan, p.305;
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altogether# I wanted to drag the entire brotherhood away ^  
from them also, but that was not easy. As for myself, I 
broke away as I had intended, and only retained from that 
contact the practice of snake-charming. I continued to 
charm snakes by myself or with some of my friends until I 
met Shaikh Sidi liuhammad al~BuzIdI.

As to my meeting with this Shaikh, whichever way 
I look at it, it seems to me to have been a pure Grace 
from Godf for although we - that is, I and my friend 
ttdl al-Ha// B i n - W  who shared „  Business with *e - were 
longing to find someone who could take us by the hand and 
guide us, we did not go to the Shaikh Al-Buzldl and seek him 
out where he was, but it was he who came to us, quite 
unexpectedly. My friend had already told me about him#
He said: ”1 used to know a Shaikh called Sidi Ifemû  of the
family of the Prophet. He left his home and went for 
several years to Morocco, and when he returned many people 
attached themselves to him. In fact he used to speak with 
authority about the path of the mystics, but to try him 
God sent against him a man who did him much harm so that he 
found himself faced with all sorts of opposition, and now 
he is as subdued as any disciple, without a trace of his 
former spiritual activity. However, I think that he is

1. The Shaikh Al-BuzXdl was generally known by this name, 
which is short for Muhammad.
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one who could be relied on for guidance upon the path.
No true spiritual guide has ever appeared whom God did not 
try with someone who wronged him either openly or behind 
his back**1

This was the gist of what he said, and immediately 
I determined to go to this Shaikh on my friend’s 
recommendation* I myself knew nothing about him except 
that once, when a boy, I had heard his name in connection 
with an illness which I had. They brought me an amulet 
and said* "This is from Sidi Hamu Shaikh Buzldl", and I 
used it and was cured.

My friend and I were at work together some days 
after this conversation, when suddenly he said* "Look, 
there is that Shaikh going down the road." Then he went
up to him and asked him to come in, which he did. They
talked for a while, but I was too busy with my work to be 
able to notice what they were talking about. When the 
Shaikh got up to go, my friend begged him not to stop 
visiting us. He said good-bye and went, and I asked my 
friend what impression he had had, and he said* "His talk 
is far above what one finds in books." He came to see us 
from time to time, and it was my friend who talked to him 
and plied him copiously with questions, whereas I was more 
or less tongue-tied, partly out of reverenoe for him and 
partly because my work left me no time to talk.
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One day, when he was with ub in oar shop, the 
Shaikh said to met "I have heard that you can charm snakes, 
and that you are not afraid of being bitten.” I admitted 
this. Then he said* “Can you bring me one now and charm
it here in front of us?" I said that I could, and going
outside the town, I searched for half the day, but only 
found a small one, about half an arm’s length. This I
brought back with me and putting it in front of him, I
began to handle it according to my custom, while he sat and 
watched me. "Could you charm a bigger snake than this?” 
he asked. I replied that the size made no difference to 
me. Then he said* "I will show you one that is bigger 
than this and far more dangerous, and if you can take hold 
of it, you are a real sage.” I asked him to show me where 
it was, and he said* "I mean your soul which is between 
the two sides of your body. Its poison is more deadly 
than a snake's, and if you can take hold of it and do what 
you please with it, you are, as I have said, a sage indeed." 
Then he said* "Go and do with that little snake whatever 
you usually do with them, and never go back to such practices 
again"; and I went out, wondering about the soul and how its 
poison could be more deadly than a snake's.

Another day, during this period when the Shaikh 
used to call on us, he fixed his eyes on me and then said
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to my friend: "The lad is qualified to receive instruction”
or "He would be receptive to instruction", or some such 
remark; and on another occasion he found a paper in my 
hand on which was written something in praise of Shaikh

• c * *  «—  1Sidi Muhammad ibn Isa , and after looking at it he said to 
me: "If you live long enough you will be, God willing,
like Shaikh Sidi fcwiammad ibn^Isa", or "You will attain to 
his spiritual rank" - I forget his exact words. This 
seemed to me a very remote possibility but I said: "God
willing" $ and it was not long before I was attached to 
his order and took him as a guiding light in the path of 
God. My friend had already been received into the order 
about two months previously, though he had kept this from 
me, and only told me after I myself had been received. I 
did not understand at that time the reason for this secrecy.

After the Shaikh had transmitted to me the 
litanies for morning and evening recitation, he told me not 
to speak about them to anyone - "until I tell you", he said. 
Then in less than a week he called me to him and began to 
talk to me about the Supreme Kame (Allahj and the method of 
invoking it. He told me to devote myself to the

1. The already mentioned founder of the Isawl larlqah 
(c.1450-1523 A.D.). He was hipself a member of the 
Jazuir branch of the ShadhilT ikrlqah and was a grandson 
of Muhammad ibn Sulaiman al-lazull (d.1465 A.D.), the 
founder of that branch and the compiler of Dala'il 
al-Khairat, which is probably the most widely used book 
of litanies in Islam.
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remembrance of God in the way generally practised in our
order at that time; and since he had no special cell of
retreat for remembrance, I was unable to find a place where
I could be alone undisturbed. When I complained of this to
him, he said* "There is no place better for being alone
in than the cemetery." So I went there alone at nights,
but it was not easy for me and I was so overcome with fear

1that I could not concentrate on the invocation , although 
for many nights I tried to do so.

When I complained to the Shaikh he said* "I did 
not give you a binding order to do it. I merely said that 
there was no place better for being alone in than the 
cemetery. Then he told me to limit my invocation to the
last third of the night, and so I invoked at night and made
contact with him during the day. Either he would come to me, 
or else I would go to him, although his house was not always 
a good place for meeting on account of the children and for 
other reasons. In addition to this, at midday, I went on 
attending the lessons in theology which I had attended
previously. One day he asked me* "What lessons are those
that I see you attending?" I said: "They are on the
Doctrine of Unity (at-tawfild) and I am now at "the realization 
of proofs"." He said* "Sidi So-and-so used to call it

1. Dhikr. which can mean "calling to mind" literally as well 
as metaphorically.
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"the doctrine of turbidity" (at-tawliXl)Then he addedi 
"You had better busy yourself now with purifying your inner
most soul until the Lights of your Lord dawn in it and you 
come to Know the real meaning of Unity. But as for 
scholastic theologyf it will only serve to increase your 
doubts and pile up illusion upon illusion." Finally he 
saidi "You had better leave the rest of those lessons 
until you are through with your present task, for it is an 
obligation to put what is more important before what is of 
lesser importance."

Ho order that he ever gave me was so hard to 
obey as this. X had grown very fond of those lessons
and had come to rely on them so much for my understanding of 
the doctrine that I was on the point of disobeying him.
But God put into my heart this question: How do you know
that what you are receiving from the Shaikh Al-Buzldl is 
not the kind of knowledge that you are really seeking, or 
something even higher than it? Secondly, I comforted 
myself with the thought that the prohibition was not a 
permanent one, and thirdly I remembered that I had taken 
an oath of allegiance to obey him; and fourthly I told
myself that perhaps he wanted to put me to trial, as is the
way of Shaikhs. But all these arguments did not stop the
ache of sorrow that I felt within me. What sent that
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away waa my spending in solitary invocation the hours which 
I had previously devoted to reading, especially after I had 
begun to feel the results of the invocation.

As to his way of guiding his disciples, stage by 
stage, it varied# He would talk to some about the form in 
which Adam was created and to others about the cardinal 
virtues and to others about the Divine Actions, each 
instruction being especially suited to the disciple in 
question# But the course which he most often followed, and 
which I also followed after him, was to enjoin upon the 
disciple the Invocation of the single flame with distinct 
visualization of its letters until they were written in his 
imagination* Then he would tell him to spread them out and 
enlarge them until they filled all the horizon. The 
invocation would continue in this form until the letters 
became like light. Then the Shaikh would show the way out 
of this standpoint - it is impossible to express in words 
how he did so - and by means of this indication the spirit 
of the disciple would quickly reach beyond the created 
universe provided that he had sufficient preparation and 
aptitude - otherwise there would be need for purification 
and other spiritual training. At the above-mentioned 
indication the disciple would find himself able to distinguish 
between the Absolute and the relative, and he would see thtĴ
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universe as a ball or a lamp suspended in a beginningless, 
endless void. Then it would grow dimmer in his sight as 
he persevered in the invocation to the accompaniment of 
meditation* until it seemed no longer a definite object but 
a mere trace. Then it would become not even a trace, and 
so it would remain until the disciple was submerged in the 
World of the Absolute and his certainty was strengthened by 
Its Pure Light. In all this the Shaikh would watch over 
him and ask him about his states and strengthen him in the 
invocation degree by degree until he finally reached a point 
of being conscious of what he perceived through his own 
power, and the Shaikh would not be satisfied until this 
point was reached, and he used always to quote the words of 
God which refer to* "One whom his Lord hath made certain, 
and whose certainty He hath then followed up with direct 
evidence”

When the disciple had reached this degree of 
independent perception, which was strong or weak according 
to the capability of the disciple, he would bring him back 
again to the world of outward forms after he had left it, 
and it would seem to him the inverse of what it had been 
before, simply because the light of his inward eye had 
dawned* He would see it as “light upon light”, and so it 
had been before in reality.

1. Qoran, XI, 17*
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In this degree the disciple may mistake the 
bowstring for the arrow as has happened to many of those 
who are journeying to God, and he may say as more than one 
has saids "I ara He whom I love, and He whom I love is 
and the like - enough to make anyone who lias no knowledge 
of the attainments of the mystics and is unfamiliar with 
their ejaculations throw at them the first tiling that he can 
lay hands on. But the master of this degree soon comes 
to distinguish between the spiritual points of view, and to 
give to each of the different degrees of existence its due 
and to each of the spiritual stations what rightly belongs 
to it. I myself was snatched up to this station, and it 
was my home for many years, and I became as it were expert 
in it, and made known its obligations, and my followers have 
had what I wrote about it when I was in its grip, and some 
of them now have knowledge of its obligations, and some of 
them fall short of this knowledge. This state still comes 
back to me sometimes, but it does not compel me to write

1. Al-Hallaj. dee Le hi wan d*al-Hallaj, edit. Massignon, 
19559 p*93* verse continues i hWe are two spirits in
one body," and is largely the basis of Massignon*s theory, 
so ^discriminatingly followed by other Orientalists, that 
Al-Hallaj was not a "monist", that is, that he did not 
believe in wa&dat al-wujud, Oneness of Being. I will 
refer to this question later, but it may be noted here that 
Ghazali, in his Mishkat al-Anwar (see Jawahir al-Ghawall. 
Cairo, 1343i p.lIS) quotes these verses in much the same 
context as the above and like the Shaikh Al-Alawl he takes 
them as springing from a certain state of spiritual 
drunkenness below the Supreme Truth and therefore as not 
representing Al-Hallajfs ultimate conviction.
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about it. True, it prompts me to speak about it, but it 
is lighter than it was, something that I feel^rather than 
something that I am submerged in.

This path which I have just described as being 
that of my Master is the one that X have followed in my 
own spiritual guidance, leading my own followers along it, 
for I have found it the nearest of the paths which lead 
to God.

when I had reaped the first fruit of the
2invocation which is knowledge of God by way of contemplation ,

1. Elsewhere he defines the state of supreme sanctity as 
being one of inward intoxication and outward soberness, 
in virtue of which the mind fulfils its analytical function 
with perfect clarity, although, as he indicates here it 
may occasionally feel a touch of the heart's rapture.
But in the case of the mystic who, though far advanced 
upon the path, has not yet reached the end, other-worldly 
drunkenness is liable to invade the mind and make it 
superaaturally and unbearably active, or produce some 
other abnormality in it, thus throwing the soul off its 
balance. He often quotes AfctJ ̂l-Hasun ash~dhadhilT as 
having said: "Vision of the Truth came upon me and would
not leave me, and it was stronger tnan I coula bear, so I 
asked God to set a screen between me and It. Then a 
voice called out to me, sayingi "If thou besoughtest Him 
as only His Prophets and Saints and IvuKaramad His beloved 
know how to beseech Him, yet would He not screen thee 
from It. But ask Him to strengthen thee for It." So
I asked for strength and He strengthened me - praise be 
to God."* (Al-MnaH al-Quddusiyyah, p.26).

2* Mushahadah. This word implies a certain duality between 
tlie subject and object of vision. It is used of direct 
spiritual knowledge, but only in a relative sense. 
dhuhud is used of the absolutely direct knowledge which 
God lias of Himself.
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I saw clearly the meagreness of all that I had learned 
about the doctrine of Divine Unity, and I sensed the 
meaning of what my Master had said about it. Then he told 
me to attend once more those lessons which I had attended 
previously, and when I did so I found myself quite different 
from what I had been before as regards understanding. I 
now understood things in advance before the Shaikh who 
was teaching us h^d finished expounding them. Another 
result of the invocation was that I understood more than 
the literal sense of the words; and in short there was 
no comparison between the understanding which I now had and 
that which I had before, and its scope went on inoreasing, 
until when anyone recited a passage from the Book of God, 
my wits would jump to solve the riddle of its meaning 
with amazing speed at the very moment of recitation. But 
when this took hold of me and became almost second nature,
I was afraid that I should come altogether under the sway 
of its imperious and persistent impulsion, so I took to 
writing down what my inward thoughts dictated to me by way 
of interpretation of the Book of God, and I was so much under 
its sway that I brought them out in a strange and abstruse 
form. This is what led me to begin my commentary on 
al-Murshid al-MuIn , in an attempt to stop myself from
1. Bee ■ngpendix Ai A3r Mnoh aiUunriflnalyynh.
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falling into a still more abstruse manner of expression*
God be praised that this did in fact help to stem the 
onslaughts of that surge of thoughts which I had tried by 
every means to stop and could not* and my mind came near 
to being at rest* It was much the same kind of predicament 
which had previously led to my putting together my book on 
astronomy called Miftah ash-Shuhud fi Masahir al-Wujud1,
I was absorbedly pre-oecupied for certain reasons with the 
movements of the heavenly bodies, and the arrow of my 
thoughts had gone awry* To make a long story short - and 
I have already referred to this question in the book itself2 -
when I found that I was unable to resist this surge of

* < * ^
thoughts* I complained to my Master about it* and he said: 
"Take them out of your brain and put them in a book* and 
then they will let you rest* and it was as he had said* f 
But I have still not been able to bring myself to allow the 
book to be published* and God alone knows whether it ever 
will be.^

1. See Appendix A.OJ
2* He speaks of "an inward state which overcame my heart and 

prevented my thoughts from roaming anywhere except in the 
domain of the heavenly bodies” (Miftah aah-Shuhud, p*6j. 
This particular example of heart-drunkennese trespassing 
on the mind might be expressed in other words by saying 
that his exaltation of spirit in the domain of the Seven 
Heavens of the next world had encroached upon his soul* 
drawing it up to the seven heavens of this world.

3* It was published seven years alter his death* in 1941.
The manuscript was dated 1322 A.H* (1904 A*B*).
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To revert to what I was saying, when after many 
long days I was freed from the obligation of devoting myself 
exclusively to the Divine Name, my Master said to me:
"Now you must speak and guide men to this path inasmuch as 
you are now certain where you stand." I said: "Do you
think they will listen to me?", and he said: "You will
be like a lion: whatever you put your hand on you will
take hold of it." It was as he had said: whenever I
spoke with anyone in the intention of leading him to the 
path he was guided by my words, and went the way I pointed 
out to him; and so, praise God, this brotherhood increased."

At this point I will interrupt the Shaikh’s 
autobiography with something that he says elsewhere:™r "i

"Out* taster, Sidi Muhammad al-BuzIdi, was always 
urging us to visit the tomb of Shaikh Shuaib Abu Madyan1 
at Tlemcen. He spoke of him with great reverence and said 
that prayers maae at his tomb were answered; and he used 
to tell us: "It was through his blessing and with his

1. Shu aib Abu Madyan (d.1197 A.D.), whose tomb at Tlemcen 
is a place of pilgrimage from all over the Moslem world, 
was a disciple of cAbd al-Qadir al-JIlanl and a near 
spiritual ancestor of Abu 'l-Hasan ash-ShadhilT, the 
founder of the ShadhilT Tariqah. It was to the DarqawT 
branch of this t'ariqah that the Shaikh Al-BuzidiF’s Master, 
Muliammad ibn Qaddur al-Waklli belonged^ Therefore, by 
becoming his disciple, the_Shaikh Al-BuzTdl became a 
spiritual descendant of Abu Madyan (See Appendix B).
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permission that I went to Morocco. I spent a night at 
his shrlnef and after I had recited some of the Qoran I 
went to sleep, and he came to me with one of my ancestors. 
They greeted me, and then he said: "Go to Morocco. I
have smoothed out the way for thee.*1 I said: "But Morocco
is full of poisonous snakes. I cannot live there." Then 
he passed his blessed hand over my body and said: "Go
and fear not. I will protect thee from any mishap that 
might befall thee." I woke trembling with awe, and 
immediately on leaving his shrine I turned my face westwards, 
and it was in Morocco that I met Shaikh Sidi Muhammad ibn 
Qaddur.

The Shaikh’s autobiography continues:
"I asked my Master why he had ordered me to speak

after first having imposed silence on me. He said:
"When I returned from Morocco I taught our doctrine as I
had taught it there. Then when I found myself faced with
opposition I saw the Jfrophet of God in a droai*, and he
ordered me to remain silent. from that time I kept such a
hold of silence upon myself that sometimes I felt I would
burst into flame. Then, just before my meeting with you,

YijiatxI had another dreag in which I saw as it were a gathering

1. Al-Mawadd al-Ghaithiyyall, p.13*
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#%_ -J1of fuqara , and every single one of them had my rosary 
round his neck. When I woke I took what I had seen as a 
good sign of activity in the future* That is why I am 
willing that you should propagate the doctrines of our 
order. Otherwise I should not have dared to allow you to 
make them known. Moreover, I saw very lately one.who said 
to mei "Speak to people; there is no harm in it.” By 
"one who said*’ he no doubt meant the Prophet, though God 
knows best.

Such was my beginning; and I remained at his 
side for fifteen years, doing all that I could for our 
order. Many others helped me in this, though of the old 
ones there are now only about ten left - «j/God lengthen 
their lives and show increasing solicitude for them.'

As for myself, I was so taken up during all that 
time with the service of the Shaikh and with furthering the 
increase of our order, that I neglected the demands of my 
own livelihood, and but for the friendship of the Muqaddam

• c 2Sidi al-Hajj Binr-Audah who took care of my finances and
1. Plural of faqTr "poor", which is used in the sense of 

spiritual poverty to denote members of a tarlqah.
2. He also, like the Shaikh Al-̂ AlawT, was by this time a 

representative (muqaddam) of Shaikh Buzldl, with power 
to receive novices into the iarlqah in his name and to 
instruct them.
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kept my affairs in order, my business would have been 
altogether ruined. I was so busy in the service of the 
order that our shop was more like a zawiyah1 than anything 
else, what with teaching there at night and dhlkr during 
the day - all this, God be praised, without any loss of 
money or lessening of trade.

Then, not long before the death of my Master,
God put into ray heart the desire totaigrate. I was so
struck with the moral corruption in my own country that
I began to make all possible arrangements for moving
further East, and some of my friends had the same intention;
and although I knew very well that my Master would not allow
me to leave the country unless he ctoe with us, I was
driven on by all sorts of plausible motives. However,
after I had actually started on the removal - this was some
days before his death - freed myself from all trade
obligations, sold my possessions and mortgaged what was
difficult to sell in the way of immovables with the intention
of having them sold by someone else when I had gone, and
after my cousins had already started off ahead of me, and
Just when I myself was on the point of leaving, my Master
who was already ill suddenly grew much worse, and one could
1* This word, literally "corner" or "nook”, is u5ed of the 

meeting-place of the members of a tarlqah.
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see on him the signs of approaching death. I could not 
bring myself to leave him in that state, nor would my 
friends have allowed me to do so. His tongue was paralysed 
so that he could not speak, but he understood everything. 
What was especially painful to me myself was that I felt 
pulled in different directions to do things which were 
scarcely reconcilable one with another: on the one hand
there was my Master's illness which obliged me to stay with 
him, and on the other hand I had a permit to travel for 
myself and my family which was due to expire on a certain 
date, after which it was no longer valid, euad what made 
matters worse was that at that time it was difficult to 
obtain a permit. In addition I was also burdened with 
winding up my business and selling my furniture; and I 
had sent my wife to her family in Tlemcen so that she 
could say good-bye to them. In fact it was as if I were 
no longer in my own countrj. hone the less I decided 
that I could not possibly leave my Master just as he was 
dying, and go off after I had spent fifteen years with him, 
doing all I could to serve him and never having once crossed 
him even about the smallest point.

It was not many days before he was taken to the 
Mercy of God. He only left one son, Sidi Mustafa, who 
had something of the holy simpleton about him; he also left
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a wife and two brothers, of whom one, Sidi al-Hajj Alimad,
<L _is now dead| whereas the othert Sidi Abd al-Qadir, is still 

in the bonds of life. The Shaikh was exceedingly fond of 
his family and especially of his son9 Sidi Mustafa. Just 
before his death I saw him give a long look at him9 and it 
was clear that he was thinking of his simpleness, and that 
he was afraid he would be neglected after his death9 and 
when I realized this I said to him: "Sidi, act on our
behalf and take care of our interests in the next world 
before God, and we will act on your behalf in this world 
and take care of Sidi Mustafa." His face shone with joy, 
and 1 kept my promise and did everything I could for his 
son until the day of his death, never in the least troubled 
by his state of mind which others found so irksome. I took 
care of the Shaikh1s daughter also - he only had one - until 
she married.

After we had said a last farewell to our Master,^ 
some of us prepared him for burial, and he was buried in his 
zawiyah after I had prayed over him the funeral prayers - may 
God shower Mercy and Blessings upon him.* A few days later 
news came to me from my parents-in-law in Tlemcen*
"Your wife is very seriously ill." So I went to Tlemoen,

1. The Shaikh Al-Buzldf died on Shawwal 12th, 1327 
(November 6th, 1909)•
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and when I arrived I found that my wife, who was so deeply 
religious and so full of kindness and so pleasant to live 
with, was almost at her last breath, I stayed with her for 
three days, and then she died and went full of grace to the 
Mercy of God; and I returned -back to Mostaganem, having 
lost my master and my wife, homeless, without means of 
livelihood, and even without my permit to travel, which had 
expired# I went to the Ministry to have it renewed, and 
they put me off for several days. Then they promised to 
give me a permit for myself alone.

Meantime, while I was waiting for it to be issued, 
the men of our order were conferring together about who 
should take charge of the fuqara. I myself was not present 
at their discussion, being prepared to accept their choice. 
Moreover I was quite unreconciled to the idea of remaining 
in the country, so I said: "It is for you to appoint whom
you wish for this function and I will support you", for I 
knew that there was one amongst them who would be capable 
of it (apart from myself, and 1 assumed that they would 
appoint him)1. But since this meeting of the fuqara proved 
somewhat argumentative, because (although they would all have 
agreed to choose me; they knew that I was determined to go 
away, so that each one proposed the solution that seemed

1. The Shaikh’s manner of expression becomes somewhat 
elliptical here. I have tried to expand it.
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best to him and there wa3 much difference of opinion, the 
Iviugaddam Sidi al-Hajj Bin-Audah saidi "We had better leave 
this question for the moment, and meet again next week. 
Meantime if any of the fuqara has a vision, let him tell us 
about it,” They all approved of this suggestion, and before 
the appointed day many visions had been seen - they were all 
written down at the time - and every one of them was a clear 
indication that the matter in question devolved upon me.
So the fuqara were strengthened in their determination to 
make me stay with them and act as their remembrancer."

I will here interrupt the Shaikh*s narrative
c _again, this time with a quotation from Shaikh Uddah Bin-Tunis, 

condensing it here and there to avoid repetition of what has 
already been said:

"The Shaikh Al-Buzldl died without ever having 
told anyone who was to succeed him. The question had in 
fact been broached to him by one of his more prominent 
disciples who thought well of himself and fancied that he 
was qualified to fulfil in our order the functions of 
upbringing and remembrancing; but the Shaikh Al-BuzTdi 
answered him as follows:

”1 am like a man who has been living in a house by 
permission of the landlord, and who when he wishes to leave 
that house gives the keys back to the landlord. He it 
is, the Landlord, that sees who best deseives to have the 
house placed at his disposition, I have no say in the matter.
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God createth what He will, according to HIb Choice1** ... • 
and after his death his followers were left in a state of 
great upheaval, although most of them showed quite plainly

c ptheir leanings towards Shaikh Sidi Ahmad Bin-Alfwah on 
account of his having, as was known, already exercised 
the function of his Shaikh, even to the point of guiding 
disciples to the end of their journey, although his Shaikh

«twao still alive and giving sustenance (wa-shikhu-hu hayyunA Y
yarzuq)♦ This was the strongest indication of how well 
his Shaikh thought of him, and how qualified he was to 
succeed him.

Now since visions are to be relied on for 
ascertaining the truth about things which lie hidden from 
our normal perceptions^, just as they are to be counted as 
glad tidings^ for him who sees them, or for him on behalf of
1. Qoran, XXVIII, 68.
2. The Shaikh Al-Alawl’s great-great-great-grandfather All 

was known in Kostaganem as Al-Hajj cAlIwah (a dialectal 
diminutive;, whence the name Bin«*Allwah was given to his 
descendants.

3. The Prophet said: “The believer’s vision is a forty-sixth 
part of prophecy” (BukharT, kitab al-Hlyal, Bab at-Tablr, 
2-4, and most of the other canonical Vooks), and:
“Visions are from God, and dreams are from Satan”
(Bukharl, ibid•).

4* The Prophet said: “Naught is now left of prophecy but the 
bearers of good tidings (al-mubashshirat)”. They said: 
“What are the bearers of good tidings?” and he said:
“They are the visions of the pious” (ibid., 5)*
He also said: “If any of you seeth a vision that he loveth,
it is from none other than God” (ibid,, 3)*
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whom they are seen, I wish to set down here some of those 
visions that were seen on hehalf of our Master, Shaikh Sidi 
AJimad Mn-^AlIwah1."

2He then gives an account of some of the many 
visions which-irere seen after the Shaikh î l-BuzTdl̂ s death, 
and of which here are a few;

"In my sleep I saw Shaikh Sidi Muhammad al-BuzIdl,
and not forgetting that he was dead I asked him of his state,
and he said* MI am in the Mercy of God". Then I said to
him* "Sidi, to whom have you left the fuqara?", and he
answered* "It was I who planted the shoot, but it is Sidi 
• ^AflUnad Bin-Allwah who will tend it, and it will come, God 

willing, to all fullness of fruition at his hands" (ilbd 
al-Q&dir ibn Abd ai^haAman of Mostaganemj.

"In my sleep I saw myself go to visit Shaikh Sidi 
— cMuhammad al-BuzIdr, and Shaikh Sidi Ahmad Bin-Allwah was 

sitting beside the tomb which was open. I saw the body of 
the dead rise up until it was on a level with the surface 
of the earth. Then Shaikh Sidi Ahmad went and took the 
shroud from off his face, and there, unsurpassably beautiful, 
was the Shaikh. He asked Shaikh Sidi A&mad to bring him 
some water, and when he had drunk he gave what was left to 
me, whereupon I started^Saying to the fuqara* "In this water 
which is left over from the Shaikh there is a cure for all

1. Ar-Eaudat as-Saniyyah, pp.129-31
2. Ibid. pp.131-49-
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sickness*" Then he began to talk to Shaikh Sidi Ahmad, 
and the first thing he said to him was: "I shall be with
you wherever you may be, so have no fear, and I give you 
tidings that you have attained to the good of this world 
and the next. Be very sure that in whatever place you are, 
there shall I be also," Then Shaikh Sidi Ahmad turned to 
us and said: "The Shaikh is not dead. He is as you see 
him to be now and the death that we witnessed was just a 
rite which he had to perform." (Al-Munawwar Bin-Tunis of 
Mostaganem)#

111 saw Shaikh Sidi Muhammad al-BuzXdl stop and 
knock at the door of my house, and when I rose to let him 
in I found that the door was already open. He came in, 
and with him was a companion, tall and very thin, and I 
said to myself: "This is Sidi Ahmad BinAlIwah." After
they had sat with us for a while, Shaikh Sidi Muhammad al- 
BuzIdT rose to his feet, and said he wanted to go. Then 
someone said to him: "If you go, who will you leave to look
after us?", and he said: "I have left you this man -
this man", and he pointed to Shaikh Sidi Alimad Bin-Allwah"
(A member of the family of Al-Hajj Muhammad as-Susl of 
GhalTzah).

"I saw the Imain'All1 - and he said to me: "Know
1# The Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law, the fourth Calip/^ 

sometimes described as "the St* John of Islam"* In most 
of the spiritual chains of succession by which the Sufic 
orders trace their descent from the Prophet, he is the 
connecting link with the Prophet himself (see Appendix B).
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that I am All and your Tarfqah ia cAlawiyah" " (Al-Hajj 
Salih ibn Murad of Tlemcen)•

"After the death of Shaikh Sidi Mhhammad I had 
a vision that I was on the shore of the sea, and near at 
hand was a huge boat in the centre of which was a mast 
like a minaret, and there, on the topmost turret, was 
Shaikh Sidi Ahmad Bin-̂ Alfwah. Then a crier called out:
H0 you people, come on board the boat", and they came on 
board from all sides until it was full, and each one of 
them was well aware that this was Shaikh Sidi Ahmad's boat; 
and when it teemed with passengers, I went to the Shaikh 
and said* "The boat is full. Are you able to take charge 
of it?", and he said: "Yes, I shall take charge of it
by God's leave.” " (Al-Kllanf ibn al^Arabi).

ShaikhCUddah also quotes the following from the
e.Shaikh Al-Alawi himself*
"In my sleep, a few days before the death of our 

Master, Sidi Muhammad al-BuzIdf I saw someone come in to 
where I was sitting, and I rose out of reverence for him, 
overcome with awe at his presence. Then, when I had 
begged him to be seated and had sat down facing him, it 
became clear to me that he was the Prophet. I turned on 
myself reproachfully for not having honoured him as I should 
have, for it had not occurred to me who he was, and I sat 
there huddled up, with my head bowed, until he spoke to me,
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saying: "Knowest thou not why I have come to thee?", and 
I said: "I cannot see why, 0 Apostle of God". He said:
MThe Sultan of the East is dead, and thou, God willing, 
shall be Sultan in his stead. What sayest thou?" I said: 
"If I were invested with this high dignity, who would help 
me, and who would follow me?" He answered: "I shall be
with thee, and I will help thee." Then he was silent, 
and alter a moment he left me, and I woke up on the heels 
of his departure, and it was as if I saw the last of him, 
as he went, with my eyes open and awake1".

Let us now resume the Shaikh*s interrupted 
narrative: "Since the fuqara knew well that there was no
turning me away from my intention to go, they compelled me to 
take charge of them if only while I was waiting for the 
permit to travel, although their aim was to make me give 
up my journey by every possible means. One of those 
who were most bent on my staying was my dear friend Sidi 
Ahmad Bin-Thuraiya, and he spared no possible effort to 
that end, all for purely spiritual motives. One of his 
devices was to marry me to his daughter without imposing 
any conditions on me, despite his knowledge that I was

1. ShaikhcIsa Hur ad-Dfn Alimad, one of the Shaikh's disciples, 
once remarked to me that a vision, coming from outside, 
is different even "materially" from the ordinary dream 
projections of the subconscious, and that one of the 
secondary characteristics of the vision is that it is 
often followed immediately by a state of entire vigilance 
without any intermediary process of waking up.
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determined to go away. I accepted jftis offer very gladly, 
and gave her what little I could in the way of marriage 
portion.

Unfortunately she did not succeed in living on 
good ternis with my mother. I waited for a considerable time, 
but the situati-on was still just as bad as ever. I had 
already taken my mother's part in more than one situation 
of this kind; but a separation which had been relatively 
easy for me in the case of other wives seemed very hard in 
the case of this last one. As for any possibility of 
reconciliation between the two, it was clearly very remote 
indeed; and when my father-in-law saw the dilemma I was 
in, he suggested divorce and even demanded it with some 
insistence, saying; "It is your duty to look after the 
rights of your mother.1 As to the rights of your wife,
they are guaranteed by the words; If the two separate, God

2will enrich both out of His Abundance ; and all that,
God willing, shall not affect our friendship in the least• "
He went on and on repeating this suggestion, and I knew 
that he was sincere, although my own feelings were all 
against it.

1. "A man came unto the Prophet and said: H0 Apostle of God,
who hath moat claim upon my kindness of companionship?" 
The Prophet answered: MThy mother". The man said: ‘'Then 
who?" He answered: "Thy mother." He said: "Then who?"
He answered: "Thy mother." He said: "Then who?" He 
answered: "Then thy father." " (Bukharl, Adab, 2.)

2. Qoran, IV, 130.
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Much the same took place between me and Sidi 

HammadT Bin-Qari Mus-fcalai I had to divorce a wife who 
was a member of his family and whose guardian he was; but 
God is Witness that both to my face and behind my back - 
to judge by what I heard of him - his attitude was very 
like that of Sidi Â fcnad Bin-Thuraiya, and we are still the 
best of friends. As to the cause of this divorce, it was 
my being pre-occupied at that time, almost to the point of 
Intoxication, first of all with learning and then with the 
remembrance and the invocation. Meanwhile the rights of 
my wife were neglected, as were, very nearly, the rights 
of my whole family. So, in one way or another, it has been 
my fate to divorce four wives. But this was not because of 
any ill treatment on my part, and therefore my fathers-in- 
law did not take it in bad part. In fact they are still 
fathers-in-law to me; and what is more surprising, some of 
my wives forewent the remainder of their marriage portion 
after we parted. In a word, any short-comings that there 
were were on my side, but they were not deliberate.

When the fuqtara had made up their minds, with 
the circumstances all in their side, not to let me go away, 
they decided to have a general meeting in our Master’s 
zawiyah,*•.and they took the oath of allegiance to me by 
word of mouth, and it continued to be taken in this way by
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the older fuqara, whereas all subsequent newcomers took It
- ithrough the clasping of hands • As to those members of the 

order who were outside Mostaganem, I did not write to any 
of them, nor did I put them under any obligation to come to 
me. But it was not long before groups of fuqara started 
coming to me of their own free will to acknowledge me, 
testifying as to their own convictions and telling what they 
had heard about me from our Master or what had come to them 
by way of intuition or inspiration. So it went on, until 
all the members of the order wei'e united except two or three. 
This union of the fuqara was counted by us as a miraculous 
Grace from God, for I had no outward means of bringing 
within my scope individuals from so many different places.
It was their unalloyed certainty, nothing else, as to how 
I had stood with out* Master in this respect. Moreover the 
training that they had had from him was firmly ingrafted in 
them as regards recognizing the truth and acknowledging it 
whatever it might be, for he had gone on giving them the 
means of doing this until, thank God, it had become second

1. The rite of initiation into the Shadhill order and its 
branches is based on the precedent of the Beatific 
Allegiance (Bai^at ar-ui5wan. see Qoran, X1VIII, 10, 13), 
the#oath of fealty sworn to the Prophet by his Companions 
at Hudaibiyyah. The older fuqara did not repeat this 
rite of handclasping as they had already been formally 
admitted to the order, once and for all, by the Shaikh 
/Al-BuzTdX. Some of them did however repeat it five years 
later as a gesture (see Ar-Kaudat as-Saniyyah, p.29) when 
the Shaikh had decided to make himself independent of the 
Darqawa.
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nature to them.
I received their oaths of allegiance and gave them 

advice, and I spent on those who visited me at that time 
part of what I had in hand for my journey, and I took nothing 
from them, for I never felt easy about taking money from 
people.

As a result of all this I was left in a quandary, 
not knowing what to do or where the Will of God lay. Ought 
I to go away, according to what I felt to be an imperative 
need, or ought I to give up all idea of going and devote 
myself to acting as remembrancer to the fuqara, according 
to what seemed to be my fate? I was still hesitating when 
the time came for which God had ordained that I should visit 
the seat of the Caliphate1* One day He put into my soul 
a feeling of constriction which was so persistent that I 
began to look about for a means of relief, and it occurred 
to me to visit some of the fuqara outside the town* So I 
took with me one of the disciples who was staying with us, 
Shaikh Muhammad ibn Qasim al-BadisT, and we went off with 
God's Blessing. Then when we had reached our destination 
it occurred to us that we might as well visit some of the 
fuqara in Ghaliaan, which we did; and after we had stayed 
with them for about two days, my companion said to me*
"If only we could go as far as Algiers.' I have a good
1. Istanbul.
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friend there9 and what is more, we could go to some of the 
publishers and this contact might bring Al-Mlnah al- 
Quddusiyyah nearer to being printed." We had the 
manuscript of this book with us at the time, so I let him 
have his way. We had none of our fuqara in Algiers, and 
when we arrived, my companion set about trying to find his 
friend, although he was not particularly anxious to do so.
In ti.is connection he said to me: "Places in which there are
no fuqara are empty" - such was his experience of the 
kindness and cordiality which is one of their essential 
characteristics.

After we had made contact with one or two 
publishers it seemed that for various reasons none of them 
were disposed to accept my book, so my companion said:
"If only we could go to Tunis, things would be easier for 
us in every respect." I agreed, and we travelled from town 
to town until we reached Tunis. The only rememberer 
(dhakirj that I knew there was a blind man, Sidi al-Hajj 
)^^Id, who knew by heart the Book of God. He used to call 
on us at Mostaganem on his way to visit his Master in 
Morocco.••.But as to my numerous fellow countrymen who had 
settled in Tunis, there was none of them that I wanted to meet, 
so we entered the town at an hour of siesta^, and found

1. Qoran, XXVIII, 15.
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lodgings, and I constrained myself not to go out until
there should come to us some rememberer whom we could go out

viV c #nwith. This was on account of a 4ream I had had in which 
men who were members of dufic brotherhoods came and entered 
the place where I was and took me out with them to their 
place of gathering* When I told my companion this, my 
idea was too much for him, and he said: ”1 did not come here 
to stay shut in by these four walls*” So he would go out 
on various errands and walk round parts of the town and 
them come back; and after we had spent four days in that 
house, there came to us the company of people I had seen in 
my dream. They were from among the followers of Shaikh 
oidi y^a-Sadlq as-SahrawT who had died only a few months 
previously. This holy man traced back his spiritual 
ancestry in the path of God through Sidi Muhammad Zafir and 
his father Sidi kuhammad al-Madanl to Shaikh Sidi Maulay 
Al-̂ Jlrabl ad-harqawi^.M

I will insert here something that As-SSdiq. as- 
dahrawlfs Master, Muhammad Lafir al-Madanl, had written 
some twenty-five years previously:

”My honoured guide and father, Shaikh Muhammad 
Hasan iSfir al-Madanl, left Medina about 1222 A»H* (1807 A.D*) 
and went as far as Morocco in search °f a way by which he

1. The founder of the tarlqah to which the dhaikh Al-Buzldr 
belonged.



might attain to God, and he took guidance from many Shaikhs
including Shaikh Mukhtar al-Kuntl of the QadirT Tarlqah.
He also became attached to the flasirls who are a branch of
the Shadhilfs. • .Then he met Sidi Alimad al-Tijanl and took
guidance from him. He also joined the order of Sidi
Muhammad ibnCIsa which is likewise a branch of the ShadhiliT
Tarlqah. Then God brought him together with his Master,
the Standard-Bearer of the Shadhiil Tarlqah in his day, Sidi
Maulay Al-?ArabT ibn Ahmad ad~l)arqawl. His meeting with him
was on Safar 23rd, 1224 A.H., in the ParqawX Zawiyah at
Bu-Barih in Ban! 2arwal, two days* journey from Fez. He
took the path from him, and his heart was opened under his
guidance, and if it be asked who was xny father's Shaikh, it
was Maulay Al-̂ Arabl ad-Darqawl. For about 9 years he was
his companion. •• *Then Maulay Al-?ArabT said to him one day,
in great earnestness t "Go to your country, MadanX. You
have no longer any need of me"; and on another occasion he
indicated that he had reached the end of all perfection, and
said to himi "You have attained to that which is attained
to by the perfect among men," and he told him to go to his
country, the House of the Perfumed Shrine, and when he bade
farewell to him, he wept and saids "X have made you the

1instrument of my credit with God and a link between me and 
His Prophet•"
1. Because he was going within easy reach of Mecca.



He went to Medina, and stayed there with his 
family for three years...and every year he Joined the 
Pilgrims on Mt. Arafat and then returned to Medina where he 
visited continually the Shrine of the Prophet, spending 
his time turned towards God, steeped in contemplation, in 
utter detachment* • • .And he saids "During that time I met 
with the perfect Shaikh, the knower of Gody Sidi Ahmad ibn 
IdrTs* I found him on a most exalted footing as regards 
following the wont of the Prophet, and I so marvelled at 
his state that I took initiation from him for the blessing 
of it.1

1. Akhadhtu an-hu tabarrukan. If he hadjaeen referring to 
Ills initiation from the Shaikh Ad-DarqawT he would have 
said akhadhtucan^hu suldkan or istirshfidan, thus indicating 
the full initiation oif spiritual guidance upon the mystic 
path* But it is not uncommon for one who has no need 
of such guidance to seek a partial initiation as a 
mutabarrik in order to partake of a special blessing - 
a virtue, as in this case, or a particular branch of 
learning, as in other cases* Still more frequently is 
such an initiation taken by those who are not capable 
of following a spiritual path, or even of conceiving what 
a spiritual path is, but who have an indefinable urge to 
benefit from the general blessing of the brotherhood^ 
chain of spiritual succession (silsilahj As we shall 
see, the Shaikh Alwllawl had many such mutabarrikTn 
attached to him*
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During his stay in Medina he was asked for 
spiritual guidance by some who were Booking a /faster but he 
made no response to them out of pious courtesy to his 
Shaikh^ until he heard a voice from the Pure Shrine which
said to him: wBe a remembrancerf for verily remembrancin^

2profiteth the believers • He said: HI quivered and shook
at the sweetness of that utterance, and I understood it to 
be an authorisation from the Apostle of the All-Bountiful 
King". So he obeyed God *8 command and transmitted initiation 
to various persons in the city of the Prophet*•*and returned 
to his Master Maulay Al-ArabT ad-DarqawI*.•and remained in 
his presence for some months* Then Maulay Al^Arabl died, 
and my father set out once more for Medina* •• and when he 
reached Tripoli some of its people attached themselves to 
him***and received initiation from him. Then the number 
of his disciples increased and the brotherhood became famous 
and men associated it with him, and on this account it was 
named At-Tarluat al-Madaniyyah and it is a branch of the 
ShadhilT Tarlqah*
       - — —    I...,-.— — — — ..ii— —      —

1. Although one who has received initiation is capable of 
bestowing it, the Shaikh Ad-DarqawI had presumably not 
given him any formal instructions in this respect.

2* Qoran, LI, 55.
3. Al-Anwar al-Qudsiyyah fl TarTq ash-Shadhiliyyah. 

pp.3W , "  Tsxanbdl, IBW .  ------------
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To resume the Shaikh Al-Alawl's narratives 
"The whole gathering (of MadanI fuqara; sat downf and we 
talked together for a long time#Then they asked me to go 
out with them to a place they had in mind and they went on 
insisting until they took me out and brought me to the house 
of one of their friends# Then one after another the fuqara 
came to visit us, full of eagerness to be with us* Such 
was their hospitality to mey and the honour they showed me'; 
and in a word I saw nothing come from that whole group that 
was not good and beautiful - may God reward them#1*1*

During my stay in Tunis I was continually visited 
by men of learning and pietyf and we talked about many

2questions and reached a mutual understanding on many points ••• 
With them came a number of their students, some of whom were 
already on the path of the Folk whereas others were not, 
and of these last several entered upon it. Some of the 
students suggested that I should give them a lesson in

1. Two years later, in 1911, the Shaikh Al-Alawl sent to 
them from Mostaganem, and they all became his disciples 
(Shaha îd wa-Fazawa, p#145)•

2# He mentions the names of some of his visitors, amongst 
whom was the late Shaikh Muhammad ol-Khidr ibn al-Ilusain 
alt-luhisl, who in his old age was appointed Hector of 
the Azhar in Cairo immediately after the Egyptian 
Hevolution of 1952.
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Al-Murshid al-Mufn1, and that I should expatiate on a 
passage in it by giving examples. What I said found favour 
with my hearers, and this lesson was the immediate cause 
of some of the students becoming attached to the order.
That is how we spent our time, both in remembering and 
remembrancing, and some derived benefit, and God be praised 
for that visit.1

As to the question of printing Al-Minati al- 
Quddusiyyah, we made a contract with a publisher through — *
the mediation of a fellow-traveller. We liked them both 
very much and this was what decided me, although I knew 
that the press in question was not well equipped. As 
a result, the book wa3 not brought out at the appointed 
time, and I had to go and leave it behind me in charge of 
someone whom I delegated to look after it.

I had decided to go on to Trip!Joi to visit my
cousins, who had left Mostaganem, as I have already mentioned,
to settle there. Since I had a permit to travel, I thought
that I had better take this opportunity. I was also
prompted by thoughts of visiting the Holy House of God and
the tomb of the Prophet, but unfortunately a letter came
1. "Guide to the Essentials of Religious Knowledge", the 

XVIIth century poem (bycAbd al-VvShi  ̂ibncAshir) on 
which the Shaikh*s Al-MinaH al-Quddusiyyah is a 
commentary.
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to me from Mostaganem at that time telling me that the 
Pilgrimage was forbidden1 that year, and cautioning me

2  •—  j _______Jagainst standing on Arafat for fear of incurring the 
penalty.

At all events I embarked for Tripoli by myself, 
and suffered some hardship through travelling at that 
season, for it was cold winter weather*..In fact I only 
had one day of relief: I was meditating on the crowd of
people - men of Jerba^ and others - who thronged the boat 
and I was wondering whether there was a rememberer amongst 
them, when one of the travellers stopped beside me and 
looked hard at me as if he were trying to read my face.

rThen he said: "Are you not Shaikh Ajimad B4n-AlTwah?"
"Who told you?", I said. "I have always been hearing 
about you”, he said, "and just now while I was looking at 
you, as I have been for some time, I suddenly realized 
that you must be that very man”; so I said that I was.
Then I went with him to another part of the boat and having
1. By the Prench authorities, owing to an epidemic that year 

in Saudi Arabia.
2. The culminating point of the Pilgrimage when the Pilgrims 

stand on Mount Arafat on the day before the Great least. 
The "Bay of Arafat" in question was December 22nd, 1909.

3. An island off the coast between Tunis and Tripoli.
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asked his name, was told that he was Al-Hajj Matuqj when
we began to talk together I realized that he was of those

_  ̂ 1 who have knowledge of God (min al- arifln bi Llah) . I
asked him if he found any spiritual support among his fellow
countrymen, and he said that he was the only faqir in
Jerba. from my meeting with him the time passed as happily
as I could have wished until he and those who were travelling
with him landed at Jerba, and I was once more in the grip
of loneliness and the inevitable hardships of travelling in
winter until I myself landed at Tripoli.

My cousins were waiting for me at the harbour.
We were longing to catch sight of each other, all the more
impatiently on account of our enforced separation. No
sooner had we reached their house and sat down than we
discussed the question ofamigration and all that was connected
with it, and they told me that materially speaking they were
well off, thanks to God's safe care. As to the country,
it seemed to me as far as I could tell a good place to
-̂migrate to, since its people were as like as possible to
those of our country both in speech and in ways.

Towards sunset I asked my cousins if they knew
CCSany rememberers there, or any Shaikhs who had ignowlodgo/of

and they said that they only knew a Turkish Shaikh, who 
was the head of some government department, a man of the

1 *  Snasfic. .
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most evident piety. I asked if it would be possible for us 
to meet him the next day, and just as we were considering 
this there was a knock at the door and one of them went out 
and came back sayings "Here is the Shaikh himself at the 
door, asking if he can come in." He had never visited 
them at their home* I told them to bring him in, and in 
he came, a tall man with a long beard dressed from head to 
foot in Turkish fashion.

foe greeted each other, and when he had sat down 
he said: "A man from the West - he meant Shustari^ - says
of the Divine Manifestation (tajalll): "My Beloved
embraceth sll existence, and appeareth in both black and white. 
I said: "Leave Western talk to Western fol£ and let us hear
something from the East." He said: "The poet said
•embraceth all existence*, and did not specify either V.est 
or East", whereupon I knew that he was well versed in the 
lore of the mystics. He sat with us for an hour or two 
that night, all eagerness, listening with all his faculties 
rapt in attention, as I noticed. Then he took leave of us, 
but not before he had made us promise to visit him at his 
office the next day. We went the next morning to where he 
worked, the department of maritime revenues of which he was

1. CA1T ibn^bd Allah ash-Shustarl (d.1269 A.D.) The poem 
is given by Massignon in^fextes in^dits relatifs k la 
mystique musulmane, p.l3oV^---

<̂2 C o —  ijC.
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the director. He received us most joyfully and gave orders 
for work to be stopped and gave his staff a holiday, although 
there was much work to be done. Then we went off with him 
alone, and it would take too long to tell of all that we 
spoke of in the way of mystic doctrine, but I may mention 
that he said to me! "If you wish to stay in our country, 
this zawiyah here is yours, and all the outbuildings that 
go with it, and I will be your servant.” I knew that all 
he said was spoken in perfect sincerity, and I told him 
that I would leave my home and settle there. I went for a 
short walk round the district and found myself very attracted 
by that neighbourhood, a® i* it corresponded to something 
in my nature....

On the third day I heard a town crier calling out: 
"Whoever wants to go to Istanbul can have a ticket for very 
little”, and he added that the boat was due to leave at once. 
Immediately I had an urge to visit the capital of the 
Caliphate, and I thought that very likely I might find there 
the learning I felt the need for. So I asked one of my 
cousins to go with me, and he said he would, but the sight

c Tr
ot the fury of the sea and the tyash of the waves stopped
him, for he was not in a fit condition to make the journey,
and it was just as well that he refused to go.*
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Don’t ask me for any details about our embarcation.'
Once I had found a place on the deck I began to v/onder where
I should turn for help and refuge upon the journey, and I
found no comfort in anything but reliance upon God,

By the time we reached Istanbul I had almost died
of sea-sickness, and what made my plight worse was that at
that time I had not a single friend in Istanbul to take me
by the hand, and I was so ignorant of Turkish that I was
hard put to it to say the simplest thing.

One day after my arrival I was walking at the
outskirts of the town, and suddenly a man took my hand and
greeted me in clear Arabic, and asked me my name and where I
came from. I told him who I was; and who should he be
but an authority on Islamic law from Algiers, a man of the
family of the Prophet. By that time I was avid to see the
sights of the capital, so I put myself in his hands, and he
was a great help in showing me what I wanted .to see. But
I was unable to satisfy my thirst to the full owing to the
upheavals in which the Caliphate1 was involved and the troubles
which were soon to break out between the Turkish people and
their so-called "Renaissance Youth" or "Reformist Youth".
1. The "winter" referred to was that of 1909-10. The

Sultan *Abd al-Hamid had been deposed on April 28th, 1909, 
and been succeeded by his brother, Muhammad V, who was 
more or less a tool in the hands of the "Committee of 
Union and Progress".



This movement was headed by numerous individuals whom the 
Government had banished and who had consequently become 
scattered throughout various countries of Europe where they 
had started newspapers and periodicals in the sole purpose 
of criticising the Government and exposing its weaknesses 
in the eyes of foreign states; and self-seekers found in 
this subversive movement loopholes and doors through which they 
pushed their way and gained their ends. Thus was the 
Caliphate doomed to have its ruler arrested and thrown into 
prison, while the "Renaissance Youth" went about its work 
with utterly unbounded ruthlessness until in the end they 
succeeded in achieving their aim, and the meaning of their 
"Renaissance" and "Patriotism" and "Reform" became as clear 
as day to anyone who had eyes to see. But I will say no 
more: what the Remalists have done makes it unnecessary
for me to trace this degradation step by step.

I was convinced that the stay which I had hoped 
to make in those parts was not feasable for various reasons, 
of which the chief was that I sensed the impending change 
from kingdom to republic, and from republic to unprincipled 
tyranny. So I went back to Algeria, feeling that my return 
was sufficient as fruit of my travels, even if I had gained 
nothing else; and truly I had no peace of soul until the 
day when I set foot on Algerian soil, and I praised God for
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the ways of my people and their remaining in the faith of 
their fathers and grandfathers and following in the footsteps 
of the pious.

An account of the Shaikh Al-AlawT, by A. Berque,
2was published as an article in Revue Africaine, 1936* It 

gives us some interesting facts, with one or two important 
quotations, and I will refer to it from time to time in 
what follows. But unfortunately it contains many mistakes 
and misunderstandings*^ and the author gives us little 
respite from his own somewhat chaotic, effervescent mentality, 
which he projects continually into what he writes, sometimes 
quite unconsciously letting it blot out the personality he 
is trying to put before us.

He had not read the above autobiographical narrative. 
Instead he had heard some of the legends which had grown up 
around these few months of visits to Tunis, Tripoli and 
Istanbul, and in consequence he affirms that the Shaikh 
"spent ten years of his life in the East", travelling,
"in Egypt, Syria, Persia and India", and he adds: "This
remains the most mysterious and least known part of his life."
1. The Shaikh’s autobiography ends here.
2. pp.691-776.
3. The title, "Un Mystique Modernists”, appears to be not so 

much a misunderstanding as a wilful sacrifice of essentials 
to accidentals for the sake of a sensational heading - 
wilful, because his own quotations are in themselves 
enough to show that the Shaikh was essentially very 
conservative.



Note 4
In answer to a question of mine, one of the 3haiklx,s 

oldest living disciples, Shaikh Muhammad ibn al-Hashiml, 
who left his home in Tlencen and«migrated to Syria many years 
before the Shaikh1 s death, and who is now head of the ̂ MawT 
Zawiyah in Damascus, writes to me that the shaikh certainly 
never went to India, and that apart from what he describes 
in his autobiography his only visit to the Near East was 
shortly before his death when he made the Pilgrimage and 
went on from Mecca and Medina to Jerusalem and Damascus and 
from there back again to Mostaganem,
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But although these ten years in the East were no more real 
than a dream, I think there can be little doubt that this 
dream corresponds to what the Shaikh would have chosen for 
himself if his destiny had allowed it. His attempts to 
escape from his function with an urgency which seems to have 
bordered at times on claustrophobia show at any rate that 
he would not have chosen to spend the rest of his life 
beneath the weight of the responsibility that was to be his, 
and one of his motives, possibly the chief, is no doubt to 
be understood in the light of what he says about the learning 
which he Mfelt the need for”.

c.Berque writes: "I knew Shaikh Btn-Aliwah from
1921 until 1934. I saw him slowly grow old. His 
intellectual enquiringness seemed to become sharper each day, 
and to the very end he remained a lover of metaphysical 
investigation. There are few problems which he had not 
broached, scarcely any philosophies whose essence he had 
not extracted".1

From his writings, as also from the testimony of 
those who knew him, one has the impression of a vast and 
penetratingly active intelligence of which the higher or 
central part was utterly and eternally satisfied - he speaks

^  % 2of "remaining inwardly forever steeped in drunkenness" -
P*693-

2. Al-Minali al-Quddusiyyah, f>. 22.
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and of which the circumference, that is, the earthly or 
mental part, in so far as it had any respite from the 
demands made on him by his thousands of disciples, found 
ample sustenance in meditating on the Qoran and the 
Traditions and in exploring the great 3ufic treatises, in 
particular those of Ibn‘ArabI and jlli. Moreover he was 
a great lover of poetry, especially of the odes ofcumar 
ibn al-Farid, long passages of which he seems to have known 
by heart. But although it does not appear directly in his 
writings, it is evident from what Berque says that at the 
extreme edge of this circumference there was a certain 
nostalgia for something which he never found at moataganem 
and which perhaps he would not have found anywhere else in 
the modern world, unless he could have come into contact 
with representatives of other religions who were on a 
spiritual level with himself, such as, for example, his 
slightly younger Hindu contemporary, Sri Ramana Maharshi of 
Tiruvannamalai/who8e teaching was essentially the same as his 
own. But he seems to have had no knowledge of Hinduism, and 
none of Taoi3m or Buddhism, nor had he any intellectual ex
changes with the Qabbalists of Judaism, and as regards Christian
ity, with which he always maintained a certain contact, it 
is extremely doubtful whether he ever met any representative
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of it who was even remotely comparable to himself.
Here, however, he would in any case have needed 

an exception, for generally speaking Christianity scarcely 
admits of mutual understanding with other religions. The 
average Christian simply rejects them, apparently unconscious 
of all that his attitude implies to the detriment of the 
Glory of God and to the limitation of His Mercy'*', whereas 
the Christian mystic, who like his counterparts in other 
religions is vigilantly jealous of the Glory of God, is 
indifferent to other religions, legitimately so, for the

1. Unless one is content to imply that God is a monstrosity 
of injustice, caprice and ineffectuality, the words "None 
cometh to the Father but by Me” must be considered a priori 
to have been spoken by Christ as the Logos, the Divine Word, 
of which not only Jesus but also, for example, the Hindu 
Avataras, including the Buddha, are manifestations; and 
just as these are "the Word made flesh", so the Vedas, 
the Torah and the Qoran are "the Word made book". But 
since so many people, especially Europeans and Semites, 
are incapable of following seriously a religion unless 
they believe it to be the only one, it is clearly 
providential that the above saying of Christ should be 
taken by most Christians in an absolute sense as 
referring to one particular manifestation of the Word, 
and that the average Moslem, while not denying other 
religions, is inclined to relegate their validity to 
pre-Islamic times.
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Note 2
There are of course exceptions. A great contemporary 

of the Shaikh, Pope Pius XI, said in confidence to Cardinal 
Facchlnetti whom he had just appointed Apostolic Delegate to 
Libya; "Do not think that you are going among Infldel3. 
Moslems attain to Salvation. The ways of Providence are 
infinite." These words, spoken so many years ago, have 
only been made public recently, LfUltimat Anno VIII, 75-76, 
p.261 (Florence, 1954).
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method of "the straight and narrow path" of love scarcely 
admits of looking either to the right or to the left.

But although all mystic paths are "straight and 
narrow" in a certain sense, this description is not 
immediately apt as regards Sufism, that is, Islamic 
mysticism, for wheresoe^r ye turn, there is the Face of God\ 
In Islam it is the vista of knowledge whicn predominates over 
that of love, and the Sufi is essentially a gnostic 
(arif bi ̂ Ilahj. Sufism is not so much a path hedged by 
temptations and distractions on both sides as a passage 
across a wilderness, each stone of which is liable to be 
transformed in an instant from barren poverty to Infinite 
Riches. In one of the Shaikh^ poems, the Creator is 
represented as saying:

"I have made the veil of my creatures
as a screen for the Truth,

And in creation there are secrets whichp 
suddenly gush forth like springs."

He also continually quotes the saying of the Prophet:
"Lord, increase me in marvelling and wonderment." The
alchemy of gnosis does not leave things at their face-value,
but reduces them to nothingness or reveals them as aspects

1. Qoran, II, 115.
2. Diwah, p.10. All references to the Dlwan are to the 

second edition. Por a translation of most of this poem, 
see below, pp. Jo7 -2.̂
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of the Face of God*
The full Islamic perspective, that is, the Qoranic 

perspective, is far too vast for the average Moslem* The 
words: For each of you we have appointed a law and traced
out a path, and if God had so willed« He would have made you 
one community  ̂remain for him little more than a dead letter, 
and the same may be said of many other verses such as:

2 L a  M *, *For every community there is an Apostle , and Verily we have 
sent Apostles before thee* About some of them have we told 
theet and about some have we not told thee^, and Verily they 
that believe and the Jews and Sabaeans and Christians - 
whoso believeth in God and the Last Day and doeth deeds of 
piety - no fear shall come upon them, neither shall they 
grieve^* But the Sufi, who methodically seeks to permeate 
his whole being with the Qoran, of which the Shaikh says:
11 It hath taken up its dwelling in our hearts and on our 
tongues and is mingled with our blood and our flesh and our

5bones and all that is in us"' cannot fail to be interested, 
potentially, in all other heaven-sent religions as manifesta
tions of Divine Mercy, as God’s Signs on the horizons *̂
1* Qoran, V, 48. 2* Qoran, X, 47*
3* Qoran, XL, 78. 4* Qoran, X, 47*
5* Diwan, p*64
6* We shall show th e m  Our Signs on the h o rizons and in 

themselves u n t i l  it be clear to them: He is the Truth.
(Qoran, XU,
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I say "potentially" because he may never come into direct 
contact with other religions, and in any case he will be 
more or les3 bound to retain outwardly the prejudices of the 
great majority of his co-religionaries so as to avoid 
creating a scandal.r But in so far as these prejudices are 
his own, they will be like fetters of gossamer upon his 
outlook, ready to be brushed away at a mere touch.

According to Berque, "the Shaikh was always hungry 
for knowledge about other religions. He seemed to be quite 
well informed as regards the Scriptures and even as regards 
the patristic tradition. The Gospel of St. John and the 
Epistles of St. Paul appealed to him in particular. As 
an extremely subtle and penetrating metaphysician, he was 
able to reconcile plurality with unity in the Trinitarian 
conception of three persons in a eonsubstantial identity...
He rejected it none the less, but his understanding of it 
made some people think that he adhered to it."'*'

At the time when the Shaikh left the^IsawT Tarlqah, 
and when he and his friend Al-Hajj Bin-Audah were searching 
for a spiritual path, there were several different branches

1. Berque, p.739*He was in fact accused by some of his enemies of believing 
in the Trinity (ibid., p.735)*
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of the DarqawX TarXqah firmly established in the province 
of Oran to which Mostaganem belongs, not to mention many 
branches of other orders* Yet the Shaikh said! "Although 
we considered it an absolute necessity to take as a guide 
someone who was generally recognized as a toaster by those

2who could judge9 we had little hope of finding such a one". 
Fifteen years later9 at the death of the Shaikh Al-Buzfdr, 
there was still the same quantity rather than quality among 
those who offered guidance* The Shaikh Al-Alawl knew

ft**. « . . ' V  * j s

himself to be a spiritual guide in the very fullest sense; 
and this same knowledge gualified him to realise that most 
of the other heads of zawiyahs in that part of the world 
were capable of giving at the best a very limited guidance* 
Whenever at the death of a Shaikh there is no one clearly 
qualified to succeed him9 it is natural that his son should 
take his place9 and thus the headship of every zawiyah is 
more or less doomed to dwindlef sooner or later9 into a
hereditary function^, the holder of which has little to offer
1. According to Depont and Coppolani9 Iss ConfrSries religieuBas ■usulmanea, pp.510-1, there were over 9500 members of this 

brotherhood in Algeria at that time* In Mostaganem itself 
there were three Darqawl zawiyahs, and itjnras no doubt from 
one or more of these that the Shaikh Al-Buzldl met with 
opposition on his return from Morocco* Berque wrongly says 
that he was a member of the Habri branch of the Darqawa, 
whereas in actual fact he was not a descendant of Shaikh 
Muhammad al-Habrl but as it were his younger brother, both 
being disciples of Muhammad ibn Qaddur of Morocco*

2 * Raudah, p. 12.
3* One of the Shaikh#s disciples remarks! MThe (bodily) lineage 

of the sons of Shaikhs is in most cases an impediment to 
them, for their dignity prevents them from going to seek out the truth from those who really possess it.(Shaiia"id* p.156, note 1.)
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but a tariqat at-tabarruk, simply initiating novices into 
the order so that they can partake of the blessing (barakah) 
of their spiritual ancestors. But as for a tariqat 
as-suluk, a path of travel which leads to a goal, no one 
can guide others along it unless he has first passed along 
it himself.

In one of his poems the Shaikh declares:
"I hid the truth1 on a time and screened it well,
And whoso keepeth God’s Secret shall have his reward. 
Then when the Giver vouchsafed that I might proclaim it, 
He fitted me - how I know not - to purify souls,
And girded upon me the sword of steadfastness,
And truth and pietyf and a wine He gave me,
Which all who drink must needs be always drinking,
Even as a drunk man seeketh to be more drunk.
Thus came I to pour it, nay, it is I that press it.
Doth any other pour it in this age?"2

The sight of the relatively wasted efforts of so 
many fervent souls unconsciously following "blind guides" 
made the Shaikh more and more outspoken as regards his own 
function and indirectly - sometimes even directly - as 
regards the false pretentions of others. He seems to have 
been especially troubled by one particular case, with regard
1. The truth of his own supreme spiritual realization, or the- 

dootrinal truth of -the possibility of Tsuch realisation! or
TTCTuil •

2. Dfwah, p.35. For a translation of the whole poem, see 
Below, pp.
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to which he says:
"Dreadeth he not the Lord of the Throne on the day

of his meeting Him,
And claimeth he attainment when the goal he hath 

not reached?

Feareth he not God when in speech he alludeth
Unto his realizing of the Truth and M o  wtanoe*

the Supreme Station?

The multitude taketh his gilt surface for true 
gold,

But in the eyes of the elect he is deeply at
fault.

If God had not disclosed to us the truth of his
state,

Being prone to think well we should have judged 
him most worthy,

And hut for God's veil which we fear to rend,
I had specified, not generalized, declaring his 

name outright.M1
There is little doubt that he felt himself to be

the renewer (mujaddid) which the Prophet had promised for
2every century. The last one had been unquestionably the 

great Shaikh Ad-DarqawT himself. The Shaikh Al-'i.lawT says:
"I am the pourer, the renewer*’̂, and: "Proclaim, 0 chronicler, 
the name of *Alaw5T after DerqawT, for God hath made him his
1. Dfwah, pp.6-7 -
2. "God will send to this community at the head of every

hundred years one who will renew for it its religion"
(Abu Da'ud, Ivlalahim, 1).

3. Diwan, p#30, 1.6.
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Xsuccessor** His poems were not published until just after
the first world war, though they had a wide circulation in
manuscript. But the jealousy of the various heads of
Zawiyahs was probably roused not so much by anything he
said or wrote as by the fact that they found themselves
being deserted by their own disciples.

The Shaikh was at this time in his early forties.
Berque who met him about ten years later says: **A
remarkable radiance emanated from him, an irresistible
personal magnetism. His glance was quick, clear and
extraordinarily attractive He was very aflable and
courteous, unassertive, full of tact and delicacy, anxious
to avoid any friction.... and at the same time one was
conscious of a great tenacity of purpose in him, a subtle

2flame which consumed its object in a few moments11. One 
of his disciples wrote: *'When he was talking he seemed
almost negligent, as though he was relying upon help from 
outside, and at the same time he mastered men's hearts and 
brought them by force to the point of what he was saying1*̂  
Another wrote: MHe spoke to everyone according to his
intellectual capacity and particular disposition, and when 
he was speaking it seemed as if the one he was speaking to

Piwan, p.45» 1.6.
2. />p.2*S*. .
3* Shaha7id, p.137*
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was the only one he cared for in all the w o r l d . H i s
presence was such that when he went out he was liable to

2draw men irresistibly after him down the street.
As might have been expected, the greatest opposition 

to him came at first from the heads of the Darqawi Zawiyahs 
in the neighbourhood. This was brought to a climalC when 
after about five years^ he decided to make himself indepen
dent of the mother zawiyah in Morocco and thus distinct 
from the other Algerian branches of the order, and to name 
his branch At-Tariqat al-^lawiyat ad-Darqawryat ash- 
Shadhillyah.

One of his motives for taking tiiis step was that
« . » * •

he felt the need to introduce, as part of his method, the
practice of khalwah, that is, spiritual retreat in the
solitude of an isolated cell or small hermitage. Needless
to say, there was nothing very drastic in this, for if
remembrance of God be the positive or heavenly aspect of
all mysticism, its negative or earthly aspect is retreat
or drawing away from other than God. The Proĵ pet said:
"Be in this world as a stranger, or as a passer-by* ,
and one of the most powerful aids to achieving this permanent
L  Shaha id, p.l41
2. Ibid., p.95•
3* Raudah, p.29*
4* Bukharl, Riqaq, 3*
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inward spiritual retreat is bodily withdrawal which, in 
some form or another, perpetual or temporary, is a feature 
of almost all contemplative orders. In some Sufic 
brotherhoods - the Khalwatl Tarlqah, for example - it was 
the tradition to make retreat in a special hermitage. But 
in the Shadhili Tarfqak and its branches, the spiritual 
retreat had usually taken the form of withdrawal to the 
solitudes of nature, after the pattern of the Prophet's 
retreats in the cave on Mount Hira, and though inevitably 
the khalwah must have been used on occasion, to introduce 
it as a regular methodic practice was something of an 
innovation for the descendants of Abu ^1-Hasan ash-Shadhill. 
However the Shaikh no doubt found this form of retreat more 
practicable than any other in view of the conditions in which 
most of his disciples lived. He had himself suffered for 
want of a definite place where he could be alone; and we 
have seen that it was part of his method to supervise at 
times very closely the invocation of his disciples, which 
presupposed that the disciple in question would be within 
each reach of him.

His action in making himself independent seems 
to have created, for the moment, a disproportionately 
violent ill-feeling. Every obstacle was put in his way,

1. See above, p./o
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and no effort was spared to detach from him the Shaikh 
Al-BuzFdl's former disciples, now his by oath of allegiance* 
Moreover he had no time to earn his living and was extremely 
poor, sometimes to the point of having to sell his household 
goods, for he could not brihg himself to ask his disciples 
for anything and they did not always perceive that he was
in difficulties.̂ * But although some of the Shaikh

  2Al-Buzfdi's disciples did in fact fall away from him new
disciples began to flock to him from elsewhere, including
even one or two heads of Zawiyahs^ together with their
followers. His opponents among the Darqawa must have been
somewhat disconcerted when the great-grandson of Mawlay
Al-Arabl ad-Darq[awI himself came from the mother zawiyah in
Morocco and took the Shaikh as his Master. Here follows
an extract of a letter from him^:

"What I saw in the Shaikh and his disciples compelled
me to cleave to his presence, and in longing for a possible
means of opening my inward eye I asked his permission to
invoke the Supreme Name. Until then I had simply been an
initiate of the order and nothing more, but I had heard that

Shaha7id, p.101. 2. Raudah, pp.29-30.
3* For example, Muhammad al-HifnawI, a Khalwatl Shaikh 

(Shahald, p.224. note 1). and MuHammad al-Iyadf. a 
SfrS'dhill Shaikh (Shaha’id, pp.156-8)

4. Muhammad ibn At-Tayyib ad-DarqawI
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my ancestors used to rely on the Tariqah as a means of 
direct attainment, not merely of attachment to a spiritual 
chain. After I had practised the invocation of the Name 
according to his instructions, I had certain experiences 
which compelled me to persevere in it, and before long I 
had direct knowledge of God..•.If 1 served the Shaikh as a 
slave for ever and ever, I should not have given him back 
a tenth part of a tenth of what I owe him. In a word, it 
was what compelled my great-grandfather to follow Sidi 
Mawlay illl Al-Jamal which compelled me to follow Shaikh 
Sidi Ahmad Ben-̂ kllwah. • • .1 paid no attention to those of 
my family who blamed me for following him, for they did not
know the trutji of the matter But when I explained things
to my uncle, Sidi Mawlay Abd ar-Hahmah\ he showed no
opposition to my following the Shaikh. On the contrary, he

2often gave me to understand that he had no objection.”
The ill-feeling against the Shaikh on the part

of other zawiyahs was short-lived, and only went on here
and there spasmodically in the case of one or two hereditary
marabouts who were in danger of losing their influence
altogether. But he had now to face the attacks of the
enemies of Sufism, and before long he became one of their
I. The head of the mother zawiyah.
2* Shaha^id, pp.151-3* When he left Mostaganem, the Shaikh 

said to him: ”If you owe me anything, pay me back by
giving your family their due, especially your uncle” 
(ibid., note 5).
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chief targets. The publication of his poems was the signal 
for a general attack in various newspapers and periodicals 
on him and on the tariqah in particular and on Sufism in 
general. As regards himself, hostility seems to have 
concentrated especially on a passage in one of the early 
poems written many years before the death of his Master.
He says of it: ’’Everything has a cause, and the cause of
those verses was that one day I was overwhelmed by a great 
longing for the Prophet. Then I fell asleep, and in my
sleep I saw him in front of me. I was at that time in a
state very different from the one in which you see me now, 
and he stood there, haughty and aloof, whilst I, in all 
abasement and humility before him, addressed him with those 
verses, and when I woke I wrote them down.”1 The offending 
verse was:

"If I should die of longing, rejected, what excuse
will save thee?”

The Shaikh was accused of disrespect towards the Prophet
for daring to address him with anything in the nature of a
threat. In view of the utter devotion expressed in the
poem as a whole the accusation can scarcely have been in
good faith, but the Shaikh seems to have felt that he had in
fact been guilty of a certain impropriety. The offending
passage was left out of the second edition, and although
1. Shaha^id, p.56, note 1.



several of his disciples wrote vigorous defences for the
press, he would not allow any of these to he published*1',
nor would he himself answer any of the personal attacks.
The nearest he came to doing so was to write to the editor
of one of the hostile papers, An-Najali, (after greetings)t
"You have unsheathed your blade and thrust at my honour and
reputation with the vigour of a man whom nothing will
daunt, and I took it all as springing from jealousy for the
religion and the desire to defend it until the writer was
led on to abuse and insults. And all these too I accept
and place upon my head, if they were truly meant in defence
of the honour of the Prophet. If God knoweth good in your

2hearts, He will requite you with good. But if not, then 
I submit my case unto God. Verily God is the Seer of His 
slaves.

Many of the features of the S h a i k h ’s few months 
travel after his, Master's death are very typical of his life

1. Several years later, however, he allowed one of his 
Tunisian disciples to publish a large collection of 
testifications as regards himself by Moslems of note and 
authority from various Islamic countries, together with 
many extracts from letters in praise of him and the
^Alawr TarTqah in general. It was compiled by Muhammad 
ibn*Abd al~Bari* , entitled Kitab ash-Shaha^id wa'l-Iatawi, 
and published at Tunis in I9S5•

2. Qoran, VIII, 40. 3. Qoran, XL, 44.
4* Shaha'id, p.214, note 1. This was published in An-Na.jab 

itself,which later published a long article in praise of 
the Shaikh and his disciples (Shaha-^id, pp.55-61)
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as a wholet and this is especially true of his visit to 
Tunis, with the somewhat furtive entry into the town to
avoid meeting profane acquaintances! the dream about members

k, > w
of Sufic brotherhoods coming to him, his staying four days 
in the house until they actually came, and his finally 
going out with them and meeting and teaching many others. 
Particularly characteristic is his lack of plans as regards 
details and his continual reliance upon inspiration, in 
one form or another, to tell him what to do. Thus 
although he was by nature exclusive and aloof, and 
disinclined to mix with those who were not, he never allowedA
a general rule to interfere with the particular law of 
each moment which came to him through the dictates of the 
spirit, and it was certainly these dictates rather than 
his own inclination that imposed upon him a function which 
went far beyond the confines of his aawî ah.

Ibn^Xbd al-Bari'*writes: MGnce when the Shaikh
was in Algiers he was followed on his way to the Great Mosque 
by a crowd of over a hundred, men who, far from being 
initiates were mostly no more than Moslems in name. When 
they reached the door of the mosque he told them to go in 
with him, which they did. Then he told them to sit down, 
and sitting down himself in their midst he preached to them. 
When he had finished they turned to God in repentance and
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gave the Shaikh their oaths anti matie covenants with him
that they would never revert to their former state#1,1

t»hen he stayed for a few daye in the country, it
2sometimes happened that almost the whole countryside would 

come to him for initiation* If they did not aspire to 
follow the path, they came for the initiation of blessing 
(ahd at-tabarruk> * Another of his disciples, Svbd Allah 
al-MishrT, writes: "You would find sitting in front of
him hundreds, nay, thousands, with heads bowed as if birds 
were hovering round them and hearts full of awe and eyes 
wet with tears, in silent understanding of what they 
heard him say."^ Another, ̂ Abd ar-iiahmah al-«Jafarl, writes: 
"I went to a Shaikh in Bujayah and took initiation from him 
after he had prescribed for me, as a condition of this, a 
considerable number of daily litanies. I persevered in 
reciting them regularly, and after a while he ordered me 
to fast every day and to eat (after sunset; only barley 
bread soaked in water. I kept to this also, and then he

4transmitted to me the seven Divine homes according to the
JU Shaha^id, p.95t note 1. 2# Shaha^id, p.140
3. Ibid*
4# These are: (i) La ilaha ilia *JJah (there is no god

but God), (ii) Allah, (iii~rHuwa (He), (iv; Al-Haijfc 
(the Truth), (v) Al-ftayy (the living), (vi) Al-Qayyum 
(the Immutable), (vii) Al-wahhar (the Irresistible;.
S&l. Joo - / ,
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well known practice of the Khalwatl Tariqah* Then after 
a few days he ordered me to go and give guidance to others, 
and as soon as I heard this from him I shuddered with 
dismay and disappointment9 for I knew that this was not 
what I had been looking for* I had only received from 
him certain vague indications which I did not understand 
the meaning of, and when I told him of this he sharply 
forbade me ever to make such confessions again either in 
front of him, or in front of my fellow disciples for fear 
that it 3hould cause them misgivings**•#I left this Shaikh 
and set about looking for one more worth cleaving to thei
company of, until by the Grace of God I came into contact
with this supreme faster Shaikh Sidi Ahmad al-̂ Alawf through
the intermediary of one of his disciples,1 after he had
first given me AJL-IJLnaii. al-Qucidusiyyah to read. Then when

2the faster himself came to our part of the country I 
renewed my initiatory oath of allegiance to him, whereupon 
he transmitted to me the invocation of the Name as practised 
by his followers, and told me I could invoke it wherever 
possible, in secret solitude or openly, in company 
(khalwatan au ̂ galwatan). He stayed in our country for

1. That is, he received initiation from one of his 
Iilû addams •

2. cArsh al-JaSterah in the province of Constantina.
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thirteen days* and in that time about two thousand men, 
women and boys entered the Tariqah. Then after he returned 
to Mostaganem 1 went to him there and he sent me into 
fchalwah. I staged there for six days, and gained from this 
all that I had previously hoped for".”1* The Shaikh's visit 
to those parts was in 1919* The last quoted disciple, 
writing five years later, during which time he had become 
a Muqaddam, says that in the Shaikh's name he had*received

„ imore them six thousand into the order and supervised their
spiritual retreats, not counting those who stop short at

2the initiation of blessing." He adds that many among 
these thousands had been given permission to guide others, 
remarking that "it was not the Shaikh's practice to 
authorize anyone to give guidance except after his soul had 
been purified and his Inward eye had been opened to the 
Divine light.

Most of the Shaikh's Mu^addams represented him
in their own towns or villages, but some of them travelled

y
from place to place. One of these tells how the Shaikh 
sent him and others to travel among the tribes in desert 
places, forbidding them to accept any invitations to meals

1 . 3haha/id, pp.123-4 
2* Shaha^idt p.124 
3.
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except in so far as was absolutely necessary. He told
them to ask for nothing except water for the ablution.
When questioned about their reluctance to accept hospitality

%they used to sayi We hare only come to you so that you
may take guidance from us upon the path or at least that
you may give us your oaths always to perform the prayers
at the right time with as much piety as you can muster.1,1

In short, the Shaikh^ life is a demonstration
of the utter falsity of Kassignon's statement that the
school of IbnCArabT (to which the Shaikh Al-AlawT
unquestionably belongs) "put an end to the outward radiation

2of Islamic mysticism throughout society as a whole."
Reliance on the inspiration of the moment is one 

of the mysticfe essential features, in virtue of which it is 
often said that the Sufi is Ibn al-Waqt (the son of the 
moment)• In its full maturity this reliance is no less 
than an aspect of the supreme spiritual state which.is the, 
goal of all mysticism. Although the term Al-Insan al-Kamll 
("Perfect Mari" or "Universal Man"), which is used by the 
3ufis to denote this state, infinitely transcends human 
nature ("man" being used here above all symbolically to

Ibid*» p*158
2 . Easai sur les origines du lexiaue technique de la 

Mystique muoulmane (second edition), p.80.
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indicate the Perfection in whose image he was created), it 
none the less includes, on the earthly plane, an integral 
human perfection, which implies not only a static 
flawlessness but also, dynamically, a perfect reaction to 
every circumstance of life, that is, a reaction which is

r ■

in complete conformity with the JDivine Good Pleasure 
(ftidwan Aifcitth); and when there is no other means, legal 
or traditional of knowing where the kidwah lies, such a 
reaction can only be achieved by following the inspiration 
of the moment* The Shaikh was fond of quoting the verses

"Submit unto Salma1, go whither she goeth,
And follow the winds of Pate, turn whither

they turn"2
Similarly he remarks that the inward essence of islain 
(resignation to the Divine Will), to which only the elect 
can penetrate, is istislam (going to meet the Divine Will 
in utter compliance)^.
1* A womans name symbolizing a Divine Attribute, perhaps 

Wisdom a^ in Ibn^Arabl1® Tarjuman al-Ashwaq, IV.
2* Minah, p.42* This verse has its place_in the Shaikh*s 

spiritual heritage, for when Ahmad Zarruq (see Appendix 
B) took a last farewell of his Master, Ahmad al-Hadraml 
and asked him forja final precept, he simply replied:
"Submit unto Salma and having finished the line^
would say no more._ This anecdote is told by^Abd Allah 
Gannuh in his Mashahir fiijal al-Ma&hrib* Ahmad. Zarruq, p*ll.

3« Minah, p*151*
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It is in virtue of his istislam. which denotes a
perpetual state of expectant but serene readiness to act
at a moment's notice, that the fully realized mystic is
the most practical^of men. This truth was impressed upon
Berque by his visits to fclostaganem. He quotes Delacroix
as having remarked that Hmost great mystics have had the

2gift of creative action1* and of the Shaikh Al-Alawl he 
himself says: "His faith was full to overflowing and
communicated itself to others in a cascade of lyrical 
eloquence. But at the same time he retained a keen sense 
of facts and how to make the best of them. He belonged 
to that class of men, often to be met with in North Africa, 
who can pass without transition from deep thought to action, 
from the mysteries of the next world to the life of this, 
from the vast sweep of ideas to the smallest details of 
native politics.
1. The wide-spread opinion to the contrary springs partly 

from failure to understand what mysticism is and, in 
consequence, from counting as mystics those who are not 
or those who, like William Blake, for example, have only 
a touch of the mystic about them, and partly from the 
fact that true mystics never consider this world as a 
self-sufficient whole but only as a fragment of the 
Universe. What seems to be practical from a worldly 
point of view may be grossly unprac ..ical ifrom a more 
universal point of view, and vice versa.

2. Etudes d'histoire et de psychologic du mystlcisme.
3* p.693-
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It was his practicality in view of the ignorance
and limited understanding of great numbers of those who
were attached to him, which prompted him to write9 in
addition to his more profound and abstruse works, one or
two very simple^ expositions of the elements of Island,
which differ none the less from the ordinary exoteric
catechisms in that they always have an opening^explicitly
or implicitly, on to the domain of esoterism. It was
a principle of the cAlawl Tariqah that the first thing to
be done with a novice was to teach him his ordinary

2religious obligations according to his capacity •
Another result of the Shaikh’s acceptance of 

facts, however much they might go against his own natural 
inclinations, was that in 1922 he started a religious weekly 
newspaper, Lisan ad-Din, which in 1926 he replaced by 
another with a wider scope, Al-Balagh al-Jaza*irI. Both 
were published in Algiers* Al-Balagh in particular, which 
was continued for a few years even after the Shaikh's death, 
served a double purpose* We have already seen that it had 
been part of the Shaikh Al-BuzTdi's method to insist on 
M s  disciples "reco sizing the truth and acknowledging it 
whatever it might be", and that "ha had gone on giving them
1* See Appendix *( ", ' V .
2. Shaha^id, p.233, note 1.
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the means of doing this until it had become second nature 
to them,” The Shaikh Al-̂ Alawl was as well aware as his 
Master had been that no purification is complete if it does 
not include the purification from false ideas as well as 
from other psychic impurities, and one of the purposes of 
Al-Balagh was to bestow as far as possible on his disciples 
a just and objective outlook in every respect* For example, 
although he continually and strenuously opposed the activities 
of Christian missionaries in Algeria and other Islamic 
countries, he none the less defended them against many of 
the usual attacks and pointed out that for the most part 
far from being the political instruments of their respective 
countries they were continually exhorting their governments 
to make sacrifices as regards material interests* ”But 
why”, he adds, ”do not these missionaries care more for the 
spiritual welfare of their own people?”1

Apart from his disciples, Al-Balagh was for the 
community at large. It was his means of preaching a 
renovation of Islam in all its aspects, not puritanically, 
as one who seeks to strip his religion of everything that 
goes beyond his understanding, but on the contrary seeking 
to safe-guard its dimension of breadth and above all to 
restore what it had lost of its dimension of depth*

1* Jan. 9th, 1931*
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"If Islam could speak”, he writes "it would 
complain to God, enumerating all the evils which assail 
it." But he asserts continually that of all the dangers 
which beset Islam, by far the greatest come from certain 
Moslems, and he makes it no secret that he is referring to 
those exoteric authorities (ulama az-zahir) of the group 
known as As-Salafiyyah who claimed to be "reformers"
(muslihun). a word which often aroused his anger and sarcasm, 
prompting him to quote: And when it is said to them: "Cause 
not corruption in the land", they say: "We are nothing if not 
reformers." Kay, unknown to themselves they are workers of 
corruption.2 This Neo-Wahhabite group was particularly 
hostile to the 3ufic brotherhoods*  ̂whom they looked on as 
one of the most powerful factors for the maintenance of those 
"superstitions" which they aimed at eradicating.

Apart from his defence of Sufism which, as we 
shall see, he vindicates as a perpetuation in so far as is 
possible of the Islam of the Prophet and his Companions, he 
uses Al-Balagh to attack in his turn the so-called "reformers" 
for their continual yielding to the modem age at the expense 
of the religion. At the same time he exhorts the heads of
1. April 17th, 1931.
2. Qoran, II, 11-2
3. However, the majority of exoteric authorities have always 

recognized Sufism as an integral part of Islam, nowhere 
more so than in North Africa (SeecAbd Allah Gannuh, ibid., 
pp.17-8). There were rnmiy wadijt and Muftis among the
Shaikh^ disciples (Shalia id, p.227).



zawiyahs to practise what they preach. As regards this 
world in general he takes his stand against all anti- 
religious movements and in particular against communism,
For Moslems he stresses the importance of raising the general 
level of knowledge of classical Arabic. He denounces the 
practice of becoming naturalized French citizens.^ Again 
and again he points out the dangers of westemizationt that 
isy of adopting European habits of thought and life9 and in 
particular he condemns those Moslems who wear modern 
European dress.^ r;

As a spiritual guide9 and therefore a psychologist
par excellence, he knew that clothes, which are the immediate
ambiance of the human soul, have incalculable powers of
purification and corruption# It is not for nothing that
the contemplative and other orders of Christianity, like
those of Zen Buddhism, have kept throughout the centuries
to a dress that was designed and instituted by a spiritual
authority bent on choosing a garb compatible with the wearerfs
dedicated life. Moreover generally speaking, apart from
such examples, one may say that in all civilizations (but
1, This however was not from nationalistic motives# The

Shaikh strongly discouraged his disciples from taking part 
in any political movements (ShahS>id# p#61j# But he knew 
well that when the average Algerian ioslem becomes a French 
citizen he inevitably gi/es up, together with his Arab 
nationality, something of his Islam also, although he may 
not be aware of it.

2# For the various reierences to Al-Bal75gh, see Berque,
pp,718-28.
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the modern one)dress has been more or less dictated by the 
consciousness that man is the representative of God on earth 
and nowhere is this truer than in the Islamic civilization*
In particular the Arab drees of North-West Africa, the 
turban, burnus and jallabah, which has remained unchanged for 
hundreds of years, is an unsurpassed combination of 
simplicity, sobriety and dignity, retaining these qualities 
even when in rags*

Al-Balagh was strenuously attacked by the 
modernists and also, as was to be expected, by the 
Salafiyyah reformist group, one of whose papers, Ash-Shihab, 
published in Constantins, kept up an almost undiminished 
hostility until 1931» when the editor, Btn-Badis, happened 
to come to Mostaganem and both he and the Shaikh were invited 
to a wedding feast* Although the Shaikh was in bad health 
at the time - it was barely three years before his death - 
he accepted the invitation since it is against the wont of 
the Prophet to refise to go to a wedding, and having come 
face to face there with the editor in question, he invited 
him to the Zawiyah. In the next number of Ash-Shihab 
there appeared the following item of newsi

"A supper was given by Shaikh Sldi Ahmail_B*n~ 
^AlXwah and it was attended by some of the leading men of 
Mostaganem, together with about a hundred of the Shaikh's 
pupils* The Shaikh himself was exceedingly cordial and
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gracious to the point of serving some of the guests with 
his own hands*• • After supper verses from the Qoran were 
recited, and then Shaikh's pupils began to chant some of

c. ,the odes of Umar ibn al-farid which they did so beautifully
1that their audience was greatly moved* The pleasure of 

the evening was further enhanced in between the singing 
by literary discussions about the meaning of some of the 
verses; and among the many examples of courtesy shown us 
by our host the Shaikh, I was particularly struck by the 
fact that he never once touched on any point of disagreement 
between us by so much as a single allusion that might have 
compelled me to express my opinion or to defend it* Our 
conversation all turned on those many questions about which
we are in perfect agreement, avoiding those few points about

2which our opinions differ.”
By this time > the Shaikh had zawiyahs not only

all over Korth Africa^, founded by himself in person -
he often made short journeys of the kind described in his
1* Berque (p.753) quotes the Shaikh as having said to him: 

"Music is not crippled with the dry bones of words*
Liquid and flowing like a stream, it carries us into the 
Presence of God."

2. Ratldah, pp.113-4 quoting from Ash-Shihab, vol*7, no.11.* • ~trn x
3. As early as 1923 was quoted in the Echo d'Qran 

(Sept.13th) as having said that he had at least 100,000 
disciples. Pour years luter Probst-Biraben wrote in 
Revue Indigene that he had more than double this number 
(Berque, p7?b6).
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autobiography - or by one of his Ifu/̂ addams, but also in
Damascus* in Palestine (at Jaffa* Gaza and Faluja), in
Aden, Addis Abbeba, Marseilles, Paris1, the Hague and 

2Cardiff ; and from all these outlying zawiyahs there was 
a continual stream of pilgrims to Mostaganem*

To bring this summary account of the Shaikh*s
life to a close* I will now quote what Dr. Marcel Carret

3says in his Souvenirs:

in the spring of 1920* It was not a chance meeting,, for 
I had been called in to him in my capacity as doctor*
1. In 1926 he was invited to preach the first sermon and 

lead the first prayer at the inauguration of the laris 
Mosque. Berque quotes from a letter by a Franciscan 
Father who saw him* surrounded by several of his disciples, 
Hsittlng on a sheep-skin on the second class deck of the 
boat which took us to Marseilles” (p*737)*

2* For an account of the cAlawI Zawiyah at Cardiff, see 
Yemeni Arabs in Britain by B.B. Serjeant in the 
C-aograghical' Magazine , August* 1944* The Shaikh had 
many Yemeni disciples* mostly seamen, who established 
zawiyahs at various ports of call including not only 
Cardiff but also subsequently* after his death, at 
Liverpool* Hull and South Shields* and inland at Birmingham.

3* The narrative which follows was written in French in 1942.
It has since been privately printed (Mostaganem, 1947), 
but it is difficult to obtain, and as it has no circulation 
in Europe, it runs the risk of being forgotten altogether, 
which would be a great loss, for it is a unique document 
in more than one respect. U ul.

HI met the Shaikh Al-\lawl for the first time
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It was then only a few month© since I had started a practice 
at Mostaganem.

What could have prompted the Shaikh to consult a 
doctor* seeing that he attached so little Importance to 
the petty misfortunes of the flesh. And why had he ohosen 
me* a newcomer, from among so many others?

It was from him himself that I eventually learned 
the answers to these questions: not long after my arrival
at Mostaganem* I had set up a clinic in Ac Arab town of 
Tigitt1 exclusively for the use of Moslems, and three times 
a week I gave consultations there for a minimum fee*
Moslems have an instinctive repugnance for State organized 
dispensaries, and my clinic which was set up in their very 
midst and arranged to suit their tastes and customs* was a 
success. Echoes of this came to the ears of the Shaikh.

1. (Dr* Carret*s note/ Mostaganem is one of the few places 
in Algeria where the European and Arab towns are quite 
separate one from the other. Such a separation is the 
rule in Morocco where lyabtey was able to profit from 
the mistakes made in Algeria. In the case of 
Mostaganem, it was the lie of the land which had made 
it what it now is* The two quarters are separated 
by a deep ravine* and each retains its own particular 
characteristics. The Moslem town alone has from 
twelve to fifteen thousand inhabitants* and is called 
Tigitt. It was there that the Shaikh al-Alawi lived* 
and it was there,overlookingthe sea, that they built 
the Eawiyah which he made so famous, and where he now 
lies buried.
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His attention was attracted by this initiative 
on the part of a newly arrived French doctor who, unlike 
most Europeans, apparently did not look down on Moslems 
from the heights of a disdainful pride* Without my knowing 
it, and without the least attempt at investigation on his 
part, he was benevolently informed by his disciples as to 
how I looked, what I did, my movements, my way of treating 
the sick and my sympathetic attitude towards Moslems* As 
a result, the Shaikh al-Alawi already knew me quite well 
when I was still ignorant of his very existence* A rather 
serious attack of influenza which he had during the Spring 
of 19^0 made him decide to send for me*

From my first contact with him I had the 
impression of being in the presence of no ordinary 
personality* The room I was shown into was, like all rooms 
in Moslem houses, without furniture. There were simply 
two chests which, as I found out later, were full of books 
and manuscripts* But the floor was covered from end to 
end with carpet and rush mats* In one corner was a 
rug-covered mattress, and here, with some cushions at his 
back, sitting straight upright, cross-legged, with hie 
hands on his knees, was the Shaikh, in a motionless 
hieratic attitude which seemed at the same time perfectly 
natural*
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The first thing that struck me was his likeness 
to the usual representations of Christ* His clothes, 
so nearly if not exactly the same as those which Jesus 
must have worn, the fine lawn head-cloth which framed his 
face, his whole attitude - everything conspired to 
reinforce the likeness. It occurred to me such must haveA
been the appearance of Christ when he received his disciples 
at the time when he was staying with Martha and Mary.

\ My surprise stopped me for a moment on the 
threshold* He also fixed his eyes on my face, but with 
a far-away look, and then broke the silence by asking me 
to come in, with the usual words of welcome. His nephew,' 
Sidi Muhammad, acted as his interpreter, for although the 
Shaikh understood French well^he had some difficulty in 
speaking it^and in the presence of a stranger he made as 
if A&did not know it at all*

I asked for some sandals to cover my shoes, so 
as not to defile the carpets and the mats, but he said 
that this was quite unnecessary. A chair was brought for 
me, but it seemed so ridiculous in such surroundings that 
I declined it, saying I would rather sit on a cushion.
The Shaikh smiled almost imperceptibly, and I felt that by 
this simple gesture I had already gained his sympathy.

His voice was gentle, somewhat subdued* He 
spoke little, in short sentences, and those about him obeyed
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in silence, waiting on his least word or gesture* One 
felt that he was surrounded by the deepest reverence*

I already knew something of Moslem ways, and 
realizing that I had to do with someone who was not just 
"anyone", I was careful not to broach too abruptly the 
subject for which I had been called in* I let the Shaikh 
question me, through Sidi Muhammad, about my stay in 
Mostaganem, what had brought me there, the difficulties 
I had met with, and how far I was satisfied*

During this conversation a young disciple had 
brought in a large brass tray with some mint-flavoured tea 
and some cakes* The Shaikh took nothing, but invited me 
to drink when the tea had been served, and himself 
pronounced the "Bismillah" (in the Name of God) for me as 
I raised the cup to my lips*

It was only after all this usual ceremonial was 
over that the Shaikh decided to talk to me about his health* 
He said that he had not sent for me to prescribe medicines 
for him; certainly, he would take medicine, if I thought 
it absolutely necessary and even if I thought it would help 
him, but he had no desire to do so* He simply wanted to 
know if the illness he had contracted a few days previously 
was a serious one* He relied on me to tell him quite 
frankly and without keeping anything back what I thought of
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his condition* The rest was of little or no importance*
I felt more and more interested and intrigued: 

a sick man who has not the cult of medicines is rare enough 
as it is, but a sick man who has no particular desire to 
get better and who simply wants to know where he stands is 
a still greater rarity*

I proceeded to make a most thorough medical 
examination, to which the patient docilely submitted* The 
more circumspect I showed myself during this examination, 
the more confidently he put himself in my hands* He was 
amazingly thin, so much so that one had the impression of 
an organism in which life wa^ only working at a reduced 
speed. But he had nothing seriously wrong with him. The 
only other person present at this examination was Sidi 
Muhammad who, with his back towards us and eyes cast down, 
stood sadly and respectfully in the middle of the room, 
translating the questions and answers in a low voice, but 
seeing nothing of what took place*

% When I had finished, the Shaikh resumed his 
hieratic attitude on the cushions, Sidi Muhammad clapped 
his hands, and the young man brought in some more tea*

I then explained to the Shaikh that he had a 
fairly bad attack of influenza, but that there was nothing 
seriously wrong with Mm, that M s  cMef organs were 
working quite normally and that probably all his troubles 
would disappear of their own accord after a few days.



But although it was unlikely there would be any complications, 
there was always a certain risk of them in such cases, so 
that his illness must be closely watched, and I would have 
to come and see him again by way of precaution. I added 
that I found his thinness somewhat alarming, and that he 
ought to eat a little more. I had in fact learnt, in 
answer to my questions, that his daily diet consisted of 
no more than one litre of milk, a few dried dates, one or 
two bananas, and some tea.

The Shaikh seemed very satisfied with the result 
of my examination. He thanked me with dignity, apologised 
for having troubled me, and told me I could come to see him 
again whenever I thought it necessary. As to the question 
of food, his point of view was somewhat different from mine * 
for him eating was an obligation1, but he was in the habit 
of reducing his diet to a minimum.

I pointed out that if he did not have enough to 
eat he would grow weaker and weaker and would have less 
resistance against future illnesses. I understood very 
well that he attached no importance to this but on the other 
hand if he felt at all bound to prolong his life or simply 
to keep himself alive, it was indispensable for him to bow 
to the demands of nature, however annoying they might be.

This argument evidently impressed him, for he
Its— To avoid the guilt of auioluc.
hnvft • am h ; Ji ir-flnnna. thftY kĥ 'vr
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remained silent for quite a time* Then, with an evasive 
waive of the hand and a slight smile he said gently i 
"God will provide•"

He was now sitting just as he had been at my 
entry, and there was a far-away look in his eyes* I 
retired discreetly, carrying with me an impression which, 
after more than 20 years, remains as clearly engraved 
on my memory as if it was barely yesterday since all this 
took place*

I have described this first visit to the 
.^haikh al-Alawi in all its detail because X thought that 
the best way of bringing out his personality was to start 
by transmitting the impression he made on me at our first 
meeting* This impression is all the more reliable for 
my having known nothing about him before I set eyes on him*

1 tried to find out something about this unusual 
person, but no one seemed able to tell me anything in 
particular* North African Europeans live as a rule in 
such ignorance of the inner workings of Islam, that for 
them a Shaikh or a Marabout is a kind of wizard, without 
any importance except for what political influence he may 
have; and as this Sha#kh had no such influence, they knew
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nothing about him.
Moreovert on second thoughts, I began to wonder 

whether I had not been rather the victim of my imagination* 
That Christ-like face, that gentle voice, so full of peace, 
those courteous manners, might have Influenced me into 
supposing that there was a spirituality there which was 
in fact non-existent* His attitude might have been a 
calculated "pose14, and beneath this promising surface there 
might be nothing at all.

Hone^the^less he had seemed so simple and natural 
that my first impression persisted, and it was duly 
confirmed by what followed*

The next day I went to see him again, and also for 
several days after that, until he had quite recovered.
Bach time I found him just the same, motionless, in the 
same position, in the same place, with the far-away look 
in his eyes and the faint smile on his lips, as if he had 
not moved an inch since the day before, like a statue for 
which time does not count*

V
At each visit he was mors cordial and more 

confiding* Although our conversations were fairly limited 
and altogether general in topic, apart from medical questions, 
my impression grew stronger and stronger that the man in 
front of me was no impostor* ft were soon on friendly 
terms, and when I told him that I considered my visits as 
doctor no longer necessary, he said that he had been very



pleased to make my acquaintance and that he would be glad 
if I would come to see him now and then, whenever I had 
time*

#*•*##*********#*«*«*

This was the beginning of a friendship which was 
to last until the death of the Shaikh in 1934* During 
these fourteen years I was able to see him at least once 
a week* Sometimes I went for the pleasure of talking to 
him when I had a few spare moments, sometimes it was 
because he had had me sent for on account of some member 
of his family, and often also because his own precarious 
health needed my attention*

Little by little my wife and 1 became intimates 
of the house* After a certain time they made us feel 
altogether at home there, and eventually they came to 
consider us almost as members of the family* But this 
took place gradually and imperceptibly*

When I first met the Shaikh the present zawiyah^ 
had not yet been built. A group of

Is* Thisoword, lSterallys^corn&a^1, is used of the place 
.̂(someluiiies a stâ tll mosque) where theNviembers\>f a sufic 
Motherhood meetx^ogethe^u Bŷ  extension, as In thiiK,̂  
cahfi, it M  comprise in its meanin^ the out-buildings ' 
also> thus haying thh^sense of. "spiritual centre". '
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fuqara had bought the ground and made a present of it to
the Shaikh, and the foundations had already been laid,
but the troubles of 1914 had interrupted the work, which
was not resumed until 1920*

The way in which this zawiyah was built is both
eloquent and typical: there was neither architect - at
least, not in the ordinary sense - nor master-builder, and
all the workmen were volunteers# The architect was the
Shaikh himself - not that he ever drew up a plan or
manipulated a set-square. He simply said what he wanted
and his conception was understood by the builders# They
were by no means all from that part of the country# Many
had come from Morocco, especially from the Hiff, and some
from Tunis, all without any kind of enlistment# The news
had gone round that work on the zawiyah could be started
once more, and that was all that wa^ needed# Among the
Shaikh's North African disciples there began an exodus in
relays: masons some, carpenters others, stone-cutters,
workers on the roads, or even ordinary manual labourers,
they knotted a few meagre provisions in a handkerchief and
set out for the far-off town where the Master lived to put
at his disposal the work of their hands. They received no
wages# They were fed, that wa*> all; and they camped out
1# Plural of fafljir, literally "poor”, used in the sense 

of spiritual poverty to denote the members of a Sufie 
brotherhood#
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in tents. But every evening, an hour before the prayer, 
the Shaikh brought them together and gave them spiritual 
instruction. That was their reward.

They worked in this way for two months, sometimes 
three, and then went away once more, glad to have 
contributed to the work, and satisfied in spirit. Others 
took their place and after a certain time went off in their 
turn, to be immediately replaced by new arrivals, eager to 
start work. More always came, and there was never any 
lack of hands. This went on for two years, by the end of 
which the building was finished. This manifestation of 
simple and outspoken devotion gave me a deep sense of 
inward happiness. The world evidently still contained some 
individuals disinterested enough to put themselves, without 
any recompense, at the service of an ideal. Here, in 
mid-XXth century, was the same fervour that had built the 
cathedrals in the Middle Ages, and no doubt the actual 
building itself had taken place along somewhat the same 
lines. I was happy to have been an astonished eye-witness.

#********************

As soon as the gawiyah was finished, the fuqara 
said that they would like to have a big festival to 
celebrate its inauguration, and the Shaikh gave his consent, 
feeling that he could scarcely do otherwise.

By that time I had known him long enough to be



able to tell him exactly what I thought, and I expressed 
my surprise that he should consent to a manifestation 
which accorded so ill with his habits and which was so 
contrary to his taste for solitude and self-effacement.

He had already given up using his nephew as 
interpreter during our conversations. None the less,
Sidi Muhammad was nearly always present at our meetings#
We spoke as a rule in French, and he only intervened when 
the Shaikh felt himself unable to give exact expression 
in our language to some particular thought.

At my expression of surprise he gave an almost 
imperceptible shrug of the shoulders, and said more or less 
I cannot remember his exact words: "You are right. Such
things are superfluous. But one must take men as they 
are. Not all can find complete satisfaction in pure 
intelligence and contemplation. They have a need now and 
then to gather together and to feel that their own ideas 
are shared by a great many others. That is all they are 
asking for now. Besides, there is no question of the 
sort of festivity that you must have seen at some of the 
Moslem places of pilgrimage, with pistol shots, displays of 
riding, various games and far too much food. For my 
disciples a festival means spiritual rejoicing. It is 
simply a reunion for the exchange of idea3 and for communal 
prayer."

When looked at in this light, the idea of a
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festival no longer jarred on me. To judge by the number 
of disciples who came, it was a success. They came from 
all directions and from all classes of society. According 
to what the Shaikh had told me9 I had expected that this 
reunion would be no more than a sort of congress where the 
academically minded hope to shine in discussing knotty 
questions of doctrine and displaying their talent for pin
point hair-splitting quibbles.

As far as I could gather from certain passages 
of inaugural speeches which Sidi Muhammad roughly translated 
for me, it was in fact something of the sort, especially 
among the younger disciples. It Y/as not there, however, 
that the interest lay, but with the older disciples who did 
not talk and who were rapt in deep meditation. I was 
specially struck by the most humble of them all, the iiiff 
mountaineers, who had been travelling for a whole month, 
going on foot from hamlet to hamlet, with their spirits kept 
up by the inward fire that burned in their simple souls.

They had set out full of enthusiasm, like the 
pioneers of the gold-rush, but it was no temporal riches 
that they had come in search of. Their quest was purely 
spiritual, and they knew that they would not be deceived.
I watched them, motionless, silent, drinking in the 
ambiance as if plunged in a kind of beatitude through the 
very fact of being there, penetrated by the holiness of the 
place, with their chief aspiration realized. They were
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happy, in complete accord with themselves, in the Presence 
of God....

At other times, after remaining motionless and
silent for hours at a time, the disciples would softly
start up a lingering chant. Then they would divide up
into circular groups, and holding hands would begin to sway
forwards and then backwards, slowly and rhythmically,
pronouncing clearly, in time to each movement, the Name
"Allah". This began to a fairly slow rhythm which was
given by a sort of choir leader at the centre of each
circle, whose voice could be heard above the others.
Meantime some of them went on with the chant, which grew
progressively louder and more vigorous. little by little
the speed of the rhythm increased. The slow swaying to
and fro gave place to an up and down movement with knees
bent and then suddenly straightened. Soon, in eaoh circle
of rhytnmic movement (the feet remained stationary), they
began to gasp1 for breath, and the voices became hoarse.
But the time went on growing quicker and quicker; the up
and down movements became more and more violent, jerky and
almost convulsive. The Name of God was now no more than a
breath, and so it went on, always quicker and quicker, until
1. This "gasping" is however intentional, as a means of 

integrating the body into the rhythm, and is not the 
result of physical discomfort.



the breathing itself was no longer heard. Some of them 
would fall to the ground in a state of exhaustion.

This exercise9 which was analogous to those of 
the whirling dervishes, was evidently intended to produce 
a particular state of soul. But I wondered what could be 
the spiritual link between such rough and crude practices 
as these and the nobility and refinement of the Shaikh.

And how had the Shaikh's fame spread so far? 
There was never any organized propaganda. The disciples 
made not the slightest attempt to proselytize. In any 
town or village that happened to contain some of their 
number they had, and they still have today, their own 
little secluded zawiyahs, each under the guidance of a 
muqaddam, that, one who is invested with the confidence 
and authority of the Shaikh. These little brotherhoods 
refrain on principle from all outward action, as if they 
were jealously bent on letting no one share their secrets. 
None the less, the influence spreads, and would-be novices 
are always coming forward to ask for initiation. They 
come from all walks of life.

One day I voiced ray surprise to the Shaikh. He
said;

"All those come here who feel troubled by the 
thought of God."

And he added these words, worthy of the Gospels;
"They come to seek inward Peace."
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That day I did Kct dare to question him any 
further for fear of seeming too inquisitive. But I 
realized that there was a connection between what he had 
said and the incantations which I had sometimes heard and 
which had intrigued me. Fairly often, in fact, whiifi-I 
was talking quietly with the Shaikh, the Name "Allah" had 
come to us from some remote comer of the zawiyah, uttered 
on one long drawn out, vibrant note*

"A....1...la...«h « "
It was like a cry of despair, a distraught 

supplication, and it came from some solitary cell-bound 
disciple, bent on meditation. The cry was usxially repeated 
several times, and then all was silence once more.

"Out of the depths have I cried unto Thee,
O Lora"1

"From the end of the earth will I cry unto Thee, 
when my heart is overwhelmed: lead me to the rock that is
higher than I."2

These verses from the Psalms came to my mind.
The supplication was really just the same, the supreme cry 
to God of a soul in distress.

I was not wrong, for later, when I asked the
Shaikh what was the meaning of the cry which we haa just
heard, he answered:
1. Psalm CXJCX, 1
2. Psalm LXI, 2.
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"It is a disciple asking God to help him in his 
meditation."

"May I ask what is the purpose of his meditation?"
"To achieve self-realization in God."
"Bo all the disciples succeed in doing this?"
"No, it is seldom that anyone does. It is only 

possible for a very few."
"Then what happens to those who do not? Are 

they not desperate?"
"Nos they always rise high enough to have at 

least inward Peace."
Inward Peace. That was the point he came back 

to most often, and there lay, no doubt, the reason for his 
great influence. For what man does not aspire, in some 
way or other, to inward Peace? ....

When he was relatively well, the Shaikh always 
received me, except in winter, on a sort of verandah at 
the bottom of a little garden surrounded by high walls, 
reminiscent of certain paintings in Persian manuscripts.
It was in these peaceful surroundings, far from the noise 
of the world, amid the rustling of leaves and the song of 
birds that we exchanged remarks sometimes interspersed 
with long silences.

As happens with those who understand each other 
and have reached a certain degree of intimacy, we did not 
mind being silent; and silence was sometimes imposed on



us by a remark that called for reflection. Moreover the 
Shaikh never wasted words, and we felt no need to talk 
except when we really had something to say.

He had been surprised at first to find that I 
knew a little about the Moslem religion, at least as 
regards its essence and principles, that I knew something 
about the life of the Prophet, in its outlines at any 
rate, and the history of the first Caliphs, and that I 
was not altogether uninf ormed about the Kaaoa and the 
W£ll of Zamzara and the flight of Ishmael in the desert 
with his mother ilagar. All this was very little, but the 
average European is generally so ignorant about these 
things that the Shaikh could not hide his surprise.

Por n*y part, I was surprised by his broad
mindedness and tolerance. I had always heard that every 
Moslem is a fanatic and could never have anything but the 
greatest contempt for non-Moslem foreigners*

The Shafkh said that God had inspired throe ̂ 
Prophets, first Moses, then Jesus, then Muhammad. He 
concluded that Islam was the best in that it was based on 
the most recent message of God, but said that Judaism and 
Christianity were none the less divinely revealed religions 

His conception of Islam was equally broad. He 
only insisted on the essential. He used to say*

"To be an orthodox Moslem it is enough to observe
five points* to believe in God^ to recognize Muhammad



Note 1
Needless to say, he did not mean three in a limitative 

sense, since the Qpran mentions twenty-eight* Uoreover, in 
one of his treatises for novices al-?*agbul. p*7)f
he draws attention to the already quoted verse (see p.53) to 
the effect that the Qoran does not mention nil the Prophets, 
and he warns against limiting both the number of these and 
the number of Sacred Scriptures*



as Hie last Prophet, to pray the five dail^prayers, to 
give the prescribed alms to the poor, and to make theA
pilgrimage to Mecca.M

What I appreciated especially in him was his
complete lack of proselytism# He expressed his views
when I questioned him, but seemed to care very little
whether they did me any good* Hot only did he never make
the least attempt to convert me, but for a long time he
seemed totally indifferent to what my religious beliefs
might be# That was, moreover, altogether characteristic
of him# He used to says

"Those who have need of me come to me. Why seek
to attract the others? They care little for the only
things that matter, and they go their own way#"

Our conversations were thus not unlike what
might take place between two neighbours on good terms with
each other who exchange remarks from time to time over the
hedge that separates their gardens.

But one day my own ideas happened to come up
for discussion and this led him to sound me a little.
Perhaps he had already thought of doing so, without knowing
how to broach this delicate question, and was simply waiting
for the opportunity.

It came in connexion with those flegro Moslems
who have brought some Sudanese practices into Islam. They 
go through the streets at certain times leading a bull



garlanded with flowers and ribbons, to the sound of drums 
and tambourines accompanied by dances, shouts, songs 
and the clapping of metal castanets. It was now one of 
these occasions, and beneath the verandah, at the end of 
the peaceful garden, the distant and muffled sounds of one 
of these processions came to our ears. I do not know why, 
but I gave vent to a comparison between these manifestations 
and certain Catholic processions, which, I added, seemed to 
me pure Idolatry, just as the Eucharist was nothing more 
or less than sorcery, unless one considered it symbolically.

"It is none the leas your religion," he said.
"In a sense", I replied. "I was baptized when

I was still at my mother*s breast. Apart from that there
is nothing that binds me to it."

"What is your religion then?"
"I have none."
There was a silence. Then the Shaikh said:
"It is strange."
"Why strange?"
"Because usually those who, like yourself, have 

no religion are hostile to religions. And you do not 
seem to be so."

"What you say is true, but the people you refer 
to have kept the intolerant religion*^ mentality. They 
have remained restive. They have not found, in the loss 
of their beliefs, the inward Peace that you speak of.
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On the contrary."
"And you? Have you found it?"
"Yes* Because I have followed things to their 

furthest conclusions and 1 look at everything according to 
its true value and in its proper place#"

He thought for some time, and then he saidi 
"That also is strange#"
"What?"
"That you should have arrived at this conception 

by means other than those of the doctrine#"
"What doctrine?"

* He made a vague gesture and sank into a state of 
meditation# I understood that he was unwilling to say 
any more about it9 and 1 withdrew#

Prom this day I had the impression that I 
interested him more# Until then our relationship, always 
very cordial, with every appearance of intimacy9 had not 
gone beyond the limits of a casual friendship. He had 
found me a pleasant enough acquaintance and he liked me9 
but none the less I wao a foreigner and somewhat remote# 
Several years had passed during which I had been for him 
no more than a fleeting distraction, probably of very little 
importance in his eyes9 the passer-by that one meets on 
life1® journey, a momentary companion that one accepts for 
part of the road because he is polite and not tedious, and 
then forgets#
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After this, whenever we were alone together, the 
conversation took an abstract tum#.###.I regret with all my 
heart that I did not write down then and there those 
wonderful conversations which implied far more even than 
was actually said, and which I now realize would have made 
a document that was precious not only for me but also for 
others. But at that time I did not attach the importance 
to them that they have acquired in my memory with the 
lapse of the years.

I can only therefore give a general glimpse of 
these meetings, simply noting down one or two striking 
points which have remained fixed in my mind. Sometimes 
the dialogue was limited to a few remarks interspersed 
between long silencesf sometimes it consisted of an 
exposition of my point of view, asked for by him. For 
now it was he who was the questioner. We never argued.
I mean by that that we never had anything in the nature of 
those controversies in which each party tries to convince 
the other that he is right# It was just an exchange of 
ideas, no more.

That was how I came to explain to him my attitude
towards religion# I said that since everyone is troubled
by the enigma of his existence and his future, we each
seek some explanation that will satisfy us and set out
minds at rest. The religions provide an answer which 
satisfies most people# What right have I to trouble those
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who have found spiritual tranquility in religion? Besides, 
whatever means are used, whatever path is chosen, anyone 
who is bent on gaining peace of mind is always obliged to 
take some belief as his starting point. Even the path 
of science, which is the one I have followed, is based

<3
on a certain number of assumptions, that, affirmations 
which are considered as self-evident truths but which none 
the less cannot be proved. Along whatever line one looks, 
there is always some element of belief, whether it be 
great or small. The only truth is what one believes to 
be true. Everyone follows the course which suits him 
best. If he finds what he is looking for, then for him 
this course is the right one. They are all equal.

Here he stopped me, saying)
"Bo, they are not all equal."
I said nothing, waiting for an explanation, 

which came.
"They are all equal if you only consider the 

question of being set at rest. But there are different 
degrees. Borne people are set at rest by very little; 
others find their satisfaction in religion; some require 
more; it is not only peace of mind that they must have, 
but the Great Peace, which brings with it the plenitude of 
the Spirit."

"What about religion?"
"For these last religion is only a starting
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point."
"Then is there anythin# above religion?"
"Above the religion there is the doctrine."
X had already heard him use this word: the

doctrine. But when 1 had asked what he meant by it he
had been unwilling to answer. Timidly I tried again: 

"What doctrine?"
This time he answered:
"The means of attaining to God Himself."
"And what are these means?"
He gave me a smile tinged with pity.
"Why should I tell you, since you are not

disposed to make use of them. If you came to me as my
disciple I could give you an answer. But what would be 
the good of satisfying an idle curiosity?"

On another occasion it so happened that we were 
talking about prayer, which I considered as a piece of 
inconsequence on the part of those who believe in the 
Sovereign Wisdom of the Divinity.

"What is the point of prayer?" I had asked.
"I see what you have in mind", he said. "In

f

principle you are right. Prayer is superfluous when one 
is in direct communication with God. for then one has 
direct knowledge. But it helps those who aspire to this
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communioation and have not yet reached it. Hone the lessf 
even in this case, prayer is not indispensable* There 
are other means of reaching God*”

"What means?w
JL

"The study of the doctrine^ flfeditation or 
intellectual contemplation are among the best and most 
effective means# But they are not within the scope of 
everyone •M

What surprised him the most was that I should 
be able to go on living quite serenely in the conviction 
that I was destined to total annihilation, for he saw 
beyond doubt that I was deeply sincere# Little by little, 
when, at various intervale, he came back to this question,
I brought him to understand that my serenity was due to 
humility rather than to pride. Man's anxieties spring 
from his wanting at all costs to survive his own death#
Calm is obtained when one has altogether rid oneself of 
this desire for immortality# The world existed before me 
and would continue to exist without me.#•••••It was no 
more than an entertainment to which I had been invited 
without knowing why or how, and the meaning of which I could 
not grasp, if indeed it had one. But this entertainment 
was none the less not without its interest. That is why 
I turned my eyes towards nature rather than towards



abstract ideas. When I had to leave the entertainment I 
would do so regretfully, because 1 found it interesting.
But in time it would no doubt end by boring me. Besides, 
in any case, I had no choice. And what did it matter?
When one crushes an ant the world goes on just the same."

"What you say is true of the body no doubt", he
said. "But what of the spirit?"

"True, there is also the spirit. The conscious
ness we have of ourselves. But we did not have it at 
birth. It was developed slowly together with our bodily 
sensations. We only acquired it progressively, little by 
little, as our knowledge increased* It developed alongside 
of the body, grew up with it, came to full strength with it, 
like a sum total of acquired ideas, and I fail to convince 
myself that it could survive this body to which it really 
owes its existence."

There was a long silence. Then, coining out of
his meditation, the Shaikh said:

"Bo you want to know what is lacking in you?"
"les, what?"
"To be one of us and to see the Truth, you lack 

the desire to raise your spirit above yourself. And that 
is irremediable."

********************

One day he asked me point-blank:
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"Do you believe in God?"
I replied:
"Yea, if you mean by that an indefinable 

principle on which all depends and which no doubt gives 
a meaning to the Universe •"

He seemed satisfied by my reply, I added:
’’But I consider this principle as being beyond 

our reach and our understanding* What surprises me, 
however, is to see that so many people who claim to be 
religious and even believe that they are so, and are 
convinced of their immortality in God, should be able to 
go on attaching importance to their earthly existence.
They are neither logical, nor honest with themselves*...
It seems to me that if I were certain of life after death, 
the scene of this earthly life would become devoid of all 
interest for me and I should be utterly indifferent to it.
X would live entirely in expectation of the true life 
yonder, and like your fuqara I would devote myself 
altogether to meditation."

He looked at me for a while as if he were reading 
my thoughts. Then his eyes met mine with a piercing 
glance which went far beyond them, and he said slowly:

"It is a pity that you will not let your spirit 
rise above yourself. But whatever you may say and 
whatever you may imagine, you are nearer to God than you 
think."
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"You are nearer to God than you think*"
When he spoke these words, the Shaikh al-Alawi 

had not much longer to live. The pilgrimage to Mecca 
which he had been bent on making before his death and to 
which he had added a journey to Syria and Palestine had 
exhausted him* He was extremely weak9 but his mind was 
still alert.

(Meantime Sidi Muhammad, his nephew, who had
fulfilled the function of nniqaddom, had died, and his
place had been taken by another of the Shaikh's nephews of 
whom he was particularly fond, Sidi Adda Ibn Tunis. It 
was Sidi Addah who accompanied him to Mecca, and it is he 
who is now head of the Zawiyah.

Sidi Addah did not hide his anxiety from me.
Through him I learnt that the Shaikh was becoming more and 
more given to deep meditation, from which he seemed to 
emerge only against his will. He ate practically nothing 
and although I both scolded and entreated him, he simply 
gave me the shadow of a smile and said gently:

"What is the use? The hour is drawing near."
There was nothing I could answer.
The fuqara began to look at me in a special way.

I realized that they were trying to make out what I thought

pf^sentnead oiSthe isother* Zawiyah.



1* The 3haikhfs slater had two children, Sidi f/fuhamraad 
and a daughter naiaed Khalrah (the wife of 3haikhCUddah) 
both of whom he adopted, I asked 3haikh Muhararmd ibn 
al-Hashiral (see above p.43a) if the Shaikh had had any 
children of his own. He answered: ">\o far ncr-1 knew 
He had none by his first or second wife. Thsn when he 
came to vi3lt us in Daraaaeus on his way from the 
Pilgrimage I said to him: #Have you had any children in 
all this time?1 and he answered tHof. Then he said: 
fYest you are iqy children*, at which all the brethren 
v/ho were present rejoiced,*

2. Shaikh Adda (or ratherCUddah) b, Tunis died in 1952, 
find was succeeded by his son, the Shaikh Al-Uahdr, as 
head of the Mostaganem Zawiyah,
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of the Shaikh's health. Usually I saw little of them.
They knew who I was, and the friendship that the Shaikh 
showed me was enough to make them well disposed towards 
me. But none the less, they generally remained somewhat 
aloof. The feeling that their Master was in danger brought 
them nearer to me. I reassured them with a smile. I was 
in fact convinced that the Shaikh would go on living to 
the very last flicker of his strength - not that he would 
fight to live, but that he had accustomed his body to do 
with so little that his organism went on working at a 
reduced speed* I knew that he would continue like this, 
with a minimum of strength which would have long since 
proved insufficient for anyone else. He would use up 
the very last drop of oil in the lamp of life, which he had 
turned so low that it was now no more than a night-light#
And he knew this as well as I did.

The Shaikh scarcely ever introduced me to any 
of the fuqara except those who were of Western origin. 
Westerners did in fact come to him now and then. But my 
relationship with them was always rather limited. Hot 
being an initiate, I did not speak their language and I 
felt it would have been inquisitive to question them as 
to what hod brought them to this path.

Some of them were real personalities - for 
example, a well-known artist,1 whose acquaintance I would
1. This wascAbd al-Karlm Jossot
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(continuation of Note)

Barque says that he wrote "Lo Bentier dfAllah which 
contains a summary of the 3haikhf3 doctrine*, and he quotes 
one or two passages from it* But Barque has been dead for 
some years, and I have been quite unable to trace thi3 book 
or article, which ever it may be. Dr. Carrot writes to me 
that he nevor heard of it, although he came to know Jo3aot 
very well at one time, since when he has completely lost 
touch with him. Nor could the Biblioth&que Nationals give 
me any help.
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never have expected to make in this way. On joining the 
Tradition this artist had taken to wearing Moslem dress, 
which suited him so well that he might himself have passed 
for a shaikh. He spent eight days in the Zawiyah, and 
was accompanied by a member of the Tribunal of Tunis1 
and by a lady2, both initiates, as he was, and extremely 
likeable *

There was also an American, more or less without 
means, who had arrived no one knew how, but who fell ill 
after a few days, and had to be sent to hospital, and 
eventually repatriated.

Even Moslems whom 1 knew were not fuqara came 
sometimes as far as my house to ask after the Shaikh's 
health...

Despite his increasing weakness, the Shaikh 
continued to talk to his disciples, but was obliged to 
make his sessions with them shorter. His heart was
1. By name Jacfar Tayyar, one of the official interpreters 

at the Tribunal Mixta in Tunis.
2. Mariam borlno. She was of Christian origin but had 

been a Moslem for many years, and had become the 
disciple of dhaikh Muhammad Khair ad-Dfn of the Kattahl 
tariqah. He had always instructed her in French, as 
she knew only enough Arabic to perform the rites. On 
his death she was at a loss for a Master until she 
found the Shaikh al-AlawI CSss Shaha^ id Tm»Fatawa
\ p - z s s  )•
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growing feeble, and its beat became irregular, and I had 
much trouble to make him take the stimulants which were 
necessary to restore its defective rhythm. lortunately
infinitesimal do3es were enough to act on an organism that 
had never been contaminated by the action of medicines.

In 1932 we were badly shaken by his having a 
partial heart attack. I was summoned in all haste, and 
when I arrived his pulse was imperceptible and he seemed 
to have lost all consciousness. An intra-veinous 
injection brought him round. He opened his eyes, and 
looked at roe reproachfully.

"Why did you do that?" he said. "You should 
have let me go. There is no point in keeping roe back. 
What is the good?"

"If I am at your side", I answered, "it is 
because God willed it so. And if He willed it so, it was 
in order that I might do my duty by you as your doctor."

"Very well", he said. "In shE "Allah” ̂
I stayed with him for some time so â » to watch 

his pulse, fearing that he might have a relapse, and I 
only left him when he seemed to me to be out of immediate 
danger.

**#**#*****#<**««***#

1. If God wishes.
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After this warning there were others* Hone the 
less the Shaikh lived on9 with ups and downs9 for nearly 
another two years* When he was relatively well he resumed 
his normal life as if nothing had happened* He seemed 
however to be waiting, eagerly but patiently9 for the end* 
His intense inward life only showed itself in his expression* 
His body seemed no more than a worn-out prop which at any 
moment was going to crumble to powder*

One morning he sent for me* His condition9 to
all appearances9 was no more serious than it had been the 
day before or the day before that9 but he said*

"It will be to-day. Promise me to do nothing, 
and to let things take their course*M

I said that he seemed to be no worse but he
insisted.

"I know it will be to-day. And I must be
allowed to return to God."

I left him, impressed by what he had said, but
none the less a little sceptical* I had seen him so 
often with his life hanging by a thread without the thread 
having broken, and so I thought it would be again that 
day*

But when I came back in the afternoon, the picture 
had changed* He was scarcely breathing, and I could not 
count his pulse. He opened his eyes when he felt my 
fingers on his wrist, and recognized me. His lips
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munnured*
"I am going at last to take my rest in the 

Presence of God#"
He clasped my hand feebly and closed his eyes# 

It was a last farewell* My place was no longer there, 
lie belonged from then on to his fuqara, who were waiting 
in the background. I withdrew, telling Sidi Adda that 
I had seen the Shaikh for the last time.

I learnt that evening that two hours after I 
had left he had gently passed away, almost imperceptibly, 
reverently surrounded by all those disciples who lived at 
the fcawiyah or were staying there.

The last drop of oil had been used up.

I have tried to give here an idea of what the 
Shaikh al-Alawi was like. I am well aware that this 
account leaves much to be desired, but I was bent on 
relating nothing except what I was absolutely sure of. 
Some of the remarks I have quoted are exactly, word for 
word, those that were used by the Shaikh himself. As 
regards others, I cannot be sure that he used exactly the 
same expressions that I have ascribed to him, but I can 
guarantee the general sense as being his.

It would have been easy to embroider such a 
theme, but I preferred to keep to the dry sobriety of the



memories of which I was certain, ana I feel that the Shaikh 
stands out all the clearer and truer to life. My portrayal 
of him has moreover the special characteristic of having 
been made impartially and objectively, without needless 
panegyrics and without the halo that a disciple would no 
doubt have been tempted to put in. It is enough in itself, 
and perhaps gains for having been sketched by one of 
"the profane".

I have avoided any personal appreciation of the 
shaikh's doctrine. My opinion about such questions would 
have been in any case irrelevant, because my intention was 
simply to give an impression of the Shaikh as I had known 
him, and not to discuss his ideas. I know that the doctrine 
in question was an esoteric one, and since I am not an 
initiate my ideas are inevitably very vague about it.

Perhaps the initiates will smile when they read 
some of my impressions, but they will thank me for my 
sincerity and for having been as simple and straight-forward 
as I could. They will notice also that never in any 
place have I used the word "faith". • • • • I remember once
having said to him that what prevented me from trying to 
"raise my spirit above myself" was no doubt lack of faith.

He answered*
"Paith is necessary for religions, but it ceases 

to be so for those who go further and who achieve self- 
realization in God. Then one no longer believes because
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one sees* There is no longer any need to believe when 
one "sees" the Truth."

I hope the adept© will forgive me for this very 
imperfect representation of a personality so unusual and so 
remarkable as that of the Shaikh al-Alawi. It is for 
them that I have piously set down these few memories, which 
will interest them, I think, and of which the only merit 
is sincerity*”

Like hr* Carret*s "Souvenirs", the following 
quotation1 also speaks for itself:

"The idea which is the secret essence of each 
religious form, making each what it is by the action of its 
inward presence, is too subtle and too deep to be personified 
with equal intensity by all those who breathe its atmosphere. 
So much the greater good fortune is it to come into contact 
with a true spiritual representative of one of those forms 
(worlds which the modern west fails to understand), with 
someone who represents in himself, and not merely because 
he happens to belong to a particular civilisation, the idea 
which for hundreds of years has been the very life-blood of 
that civilization*

To meet such a one is like coining face to face, in 
mid-twentieth century, with a mediaeval Saint or a Semitic
1. ftahimahu LI ah by Frith jo# Sehuon in Cahiers du Sud, 

A ofi t-5e p t e mb re, 1935 •
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Patriarch, and this was the impression made on me by the 
Shaikh Al-Hajj AKmad Ben-5u.Twah, one of the greatest Masters
of Sufism# who died a few months ago at Mostaganem.

In his brown jallabah and white turban, with his
silver-grey beard and his long hands which seemed when he
moved them to be weighed down by the flow of his barakah,
he exhaled something of the pure archaic ambiance of
Sayyldna Ibrahfm al-Khalll^. tie spoke in a subdued, gentle
voice, a voice of splintered crystal from which, fragment
by fragment, he let fall his words*• • His eyes, which were
like two sepulchral lamps, seemed to pierce through all
objects, seeing in their outer shell merely one and the
same nothingness, beyond which they saw always one and the
same reality - the Infinite* Their look was very direct,
almost hard in its enigmatic unwaveringness, and yet full
of charity* Often their long ovals would grow suddenly
round as if in amazement or as if enthralled by some
marvellous spectacle* The cadence of the singing, the
dances and the ritual incantations seemed to go on vibrating
in him perpetually; his head would sometimes rock
rhythmically to and fro while his soul was plunged in the
unfathomable mysteries of the Divine Name, hidden in the
dhikr, the Remembrance *•• He gave out an impression of
1* "The Priend (of God)", a title given in Islam to 

Abraham.
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unreality, so remote wa^ he, so inaccessible, so difficult 
to take in on account of his altogether abstract simplicity* • 
He was surrounded, at one and the same time, with all the 
veneration that is due to saints, to leaders, to the old and 
to the dying.”

frill 1H

tm, ©r Ain#rat.
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CHAfTElt II 

HIS VINDICATION 01 BUBIoM

Between 1920 and 1930 the Shaikh Al-cAlawI 
wrote three short treatises in answer to three different 
attacks on Sufism - attacks for the most part so petty 
and childish that one might be surprised that he should 
have stooped to answer them at all. But he no doubt 
realised that they had a significance which went far beyond 
their immediate authors, and that they were nothing less 
than particular crystallizations of a general hostility 
which was, as it were, in the air, and which it was therefore 
dangerous to ignore.

The perspective of the mystics and what might . 
be called Mthe modern perspective** are poles apart; and 
since most people are apt to be irritated by what they do 
not understand, or, to quote the shaikhfs own wordss MKe 
who is ignorant of a thing is hostile to I t ,  any critic 
of mysticism, however crude and unintelligent his arguments 
may be, can be almost certain today that his words will 
awaken a chorus of agreement from quite a large portion of 
the community, especially from among the younger generations

1. Al-Qaul ul-MacrQf, p.42 (all references are to the second 
edition," 1357 Or.)
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in Eorth Africa and the Middle East, whex* the modem 
outlook has scarcely had time yet to betray its own 
insufficiencies.

The first of these attacks was a pamphlet entitled
n rn mm mmMir at li-izhar ad-dalalat (MA Mirror to show up Errors") by 

a certain cUthman ibn al-Makkl, a teacher in Al-Jamj^ al-Azam 
at Tunis. he had had words with members of some Sufic brothar- 
hood - Possibly with some of the Shaikh's Tunisian disciples - 
and had expressed his disapproval of them in the clearest 
terms. Their answer had not been to his liking, and 
"A Mirror to show up Errors” was his revenge.

"Your 'mirror',M said the Shaikh in his reply1,
"is so full of back-biting and defamation that it almost

2 \ bursts with rage , throwing out sparks as big as castles-*
against those who remember God .... and whenever I tried
to exonerate the writer for what he had written, the tongue
of truth witiiin me would says Pens conform to those that
wield them and jars only ooze out what is inside them."**

The author of the "Mirror*, after quoting several
1. Al-Qaul al-M&cruf fi *r-Raddcala man ankara Jt-Tasawwuf, 

which is written in the form of an address to*Uthmfih ibn 
al-Makkl•

2. Qoran 1XYII, 8.
3* Qoran, LAXVII, 32. This and the previous quotation are 

from Qoranic descriptions of Hell.
4. Al-Qaul ai-Macruf, p.4.
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texts to show that it is the duty of every Moslem to enjoin 
good and reprehend evilt had put the latter half of his 
preaching into practice by plunging into a tirade against 
innovations (bidaT?» in particular against the so-called 
innovations of the Sufis9 such as their meeting together for 
remembrance of God, practices for which he said he could find 
"no textual warrant

"After testifying that they (the Sufis) are 
innovators" says the Shaikh, "you quote the Tradition1:
"(rod ref use th to accept the good deeds of one who hath zoade

2an innovation until he lay aside that innovation" . Your 
meaning is that God will not accept the good deeds of His 
rememberers until they abandon their practices of remembrance 
and meeting together/inasmuch as these - so you maintain - 
are innovations. Will you please tell me then, if the 
groups of rememberers give up their practices, where are they 
to go, and what other kind of assembly have you elected for 
them? Are they to go about the streets, or shall they 
seek to pass their time in aimless amusements? Do you not 
know that man by his very nature tends to seek the company 
of his fellows? And if they are not to be stopped from
1. I have used this word throughout with a capital to 

translate fiadlth, "saying of the Prophet".
2. Ibn Majah, i nqaddimah, 7.
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meeting together - and stop them you cannot - what better 
alternative have you for the generality of Moslems than that 
they should meet together for the sake of (tod and voice 
their remembrance of Him? • ••• Then you kindly vouchsafed 
them two more Traditions: "Innovators are the worst of men - 
nay, of all creatures" and "Innovators are the dogs of 
hell-fire"; and fearing lest your reader might not understand 
exactly who the "innovators" in question are - for all men 
have not equal powers of understanding - you added, so as to 
leave no doubt: "Abu Bakr at-TartushI said: "The school of 
the Sufis (madhhab aa-suflyyah) is idle vanity, ignorance 
and error." Islam is nothing other than the Book of God 
and the wont (aunnah) of His Apostle

It is scarcely conceivable that TartushI could have 
2made the above remark* Still less conceivable is it that

1* Al-Qaul al~Maruf, pp.36-7*
2. If TartushI had been really hostile to taaawwuf he would 

have blamed his enemy Ghazali for being a Sufi instead of 
saying of him (with no little injustice): "This man
of tus has done much ham to those who follow the mystic 
path by adulterating the Sufic doctrine with philosophy*" 
(See Martin Schreiner, Beitrage £ur Geschichte der 
theologischen BewegungeiT im Islam in SeTtsciiri?t der 
deutschen morgehlandischen Gesellschaft, vol*32, p*503) 
Asin Palacios refers to Tax^sKT as being himself a 
Sufi (El Islam Cristianizado, p. 184, note 1).
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Hasan al-Baerl, one of the most outstanding mystics of the 
second generation of Islam-1 could have censured his 
contemporaries for meeting together for the sake of the 
remembrance of God, as the author of "the Mirror** maintains 
that he did. In this connection the bhaikh says: "How
by all that Is marvellous did you come to hear of Hasan9a 
supposed censure and not come to hear of what the Prophet 
said as reported by Muslim and Al-Haklms

"Verily God hath Angels, a noble company of 
travellers, who seek out the circles of remembrance on 
earth, and when they find one they throng together above 
It, wing against wing, so that the highest of them are In 
Heaven. God saith unto them: "Whence come ye?", and they 
say: "We come from Thy slaves who are glorifying Thee and 
magnifying Thee and testifying that there is no god but 
Thee ana praying unto Thee and seeking Thy Protection."
Then He saitn: "lor what pray they unto Me?" - though He 
knoweth best the answer - and they reply: "They pray unto 
Thee for Paradise". "Have they seen it?”, He saith, and 
they reply* "Ho, 0 lord." "What if they had seen it.1" He 
saith, and then: "From what seek they my Protection?", and 
they reply: "From the fire." "Have they seen it?", He saith, 
and they say* "Ho." ’What if they had seen it.1", He saith,
1. bee Iviassignon, Basal, pp. 174-201.
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and them "Bear ye witness that I have forgiven them, and
that I have granted them that for which they pray into Me,
and I have vouchsafed them My Protection against that where-
from they sought it#*1 Then they say: "lord, amongst them,
sitting with them, is a sinner*", and He saith: "Him also
have 1 forgiven, for he is among a folk (qaum)^ whose fellow,
that sitteth with them, shall not be confounded*" "

How comes it that God showers blessings on those
who remember Him and promises them "what no eye hath seen
and what no ear hath heard and what the heart of man cannot
conceive"^, whereas you confront them with a corresponding
measure of vengeance and retribution? And how comes it that
you set aside what the Truth - all Might and Majesty is His -
has affirmed upon the tongue of His Apostle with regard to
those who hold sessions of remembrance, and that you go
looking about for something else?

But far be it from you to succeed in your purpose,
for the canonical books are thronged with Traditions in
praise of the sessions of remembrance, and they flow to us
1* It is in virtue of this Tradition that al-qaum, "the Polk", 

has come to be used in the special sense of the mystics 
of Islam" •

2. Al-Hakim an-WaisaburT, al-Mustadrak ̂ tla 7s-̂ aftihaln
fî l-ftadith, pt*l, p*49^ (Hyderabad edition)* Muslim#s
version, TEikr 8, is almost identical. cf* also
Bukharl, -PavEat, 68.

3* BukharT, Tawhld, 35.



from the ocean of the Wont in wave after wave.1’1
The Shaikh then proceeds to quote many more of

these Traditions of which here are two:
"I had rather sit from the time of the Dawn Prayer

until sunrise with folk who are remembering God than set
free from slavery four of the sons of Ishmaely and X had
rather sit from the time of the Afternoon Prayer until
sunset with folk who are remembering God than set free from

« 2slavery four of the sons of Ishmael."
"When any folk gather together and remember Godt

the Artels brush them with their wings and Mercy enshroudeth
them and the Spirit of Peace descendeth upon them and God
maketh mention of them unto those who are in ills Presence."^

The Shaikh comments: "If enough has now been said
to convince you that the sessions of remembrance are eminently
desirable» tell me before God where these desirable gatherings
are to be found? Do the Traditions refer to something
which takes place off the lace of the globe, or only in

4other religions?"
1. Al-Qaul al-Macruf, pp.24-5
2. Abu Da*ud, cI3jb, 13-
3. Iruslim, ... hikr. 11; Tirmidhl, Ddfaat, 7.
4. Al-Qaul al~l.[aruff p.33* One of the strongest arguments 

In support ot tlie Sufis claim that they are the spiritual 
heirs of the Companions lies in the fact that certain 
undoubted practices of the Companions, as for example 
(apart from the above; the spiritual retreat (ictik5f)
are now only to be found in the Sufic brotherhoods™
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He goes on to point outt by way of digression 
but for the sake of an extremely important principle of 
Islam, that a thing's being an innovation is not an absolute 
ground for condemning it.

"You say: "With regard to God's words: This day
1 2have 1 perfected for you your religion , the Imam Kalik 

saids "Therefore what was not then religion is not now 
religion* God is only to be worshipped through that which 
he hath ordained" ", to which you append your own words:
"and these meetings were not ordained at all, so that it 
is not right for God to be worshipped through them"....
You hope, do you not, that the reader will imagine that the 
whole of this pronouncement is Malik's, and that he is 
condemning the practices of the bufis as being a sort of 
new religion? *•*• But if only you heeded the Traditions 
"le are to follow my wont and the wont of my rightly guided 
successors'*̂ , a Tradition to which you yourself refer
1. Qoran, V, 3. This verse is the last Qoranic revelation, 

received by the Prophet during his farewell pilgrimage to 
Mecca, shortly before his deathyand announced by him to the 
assembled multitude on Mount Arafat.

2. Malik ibn Anas (713-795 A.I).) the founder of one of the 
four great schools of orthodox Islamic law - the school 
to which the Shaikh al-AlawI himself belonged.

3. Tirmidhl,cIlm, 17; Abu I>3*ud, ^unnah, 5* This Tradition 
leaves an open door fOr ijtihad,”that is, for establishing, 
by inference from the Qoran and the wont of the Prophet, 
legal precedents about points of law not definitely and 
explicitly laid down by the Qoran and the Prophet.
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implicitly1, you would know that the precedents which are 
established through inference and on analogy are to be 
counted as part of the wont, seeing that those who strive 
to establish these precedents are the Prophet's successors,
and it was in reliance upon them that general consensus

pof opinion (ijma ) was adopted as a criterion of the *ill 
of God."3.

The Shaikh then refers to the following well 
known Tradition which was reported on the authority of Umar, 
the second Caliphs

"One day when we were with the Apostle of God 
there came unto us a man whose clothes were of exceeding 
whiteness and whose hair was of exceeding blackness, nor 
were there any signs of travel upon him, although none of 
us had seen him before. He sat down knee unto knee opposite 
the Prophet, upon whose thighs he placed the palms of his 
hands, sayings "0 Muhammad, tell me w at is the surrender 
unto God (al-islamj.M The Prophet answereds "The 
surrender is that thou shouldst testify that there is no* 
god but God and that Muhammad is God's Apostle, that thou
1. By invoking the authority of Malik, as one of the Prophet's 

successors on a cextain plane*
2. After the Goran and the Traditions, the third highest 

authority in Islam is 1 jma* the unanimous opinion oi those 
who are thoroughly versed in the Goran and the Traditions 
and are therefore capable of ijtihad*

3. Al-Gaul al~Kacruf, p.31*
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•shouldst perform the prayer, bestow the alms, fast Bamadah

and make, if thou const, the pilgrimage to the Holy House."
He saidt "Thou hast spoken truly" and we were amazed that
having questioned him he should corroborate him. Then he
saidt "Tell me what is faith", and the Prophet answeredi
"It is that thou shouldst believe in God and His Angels and
His Books and His Apostles and the Last Lay, and that thou
shouldst believe that no good or evil cometh but by His
Providence." "Thou hast spoken truly", he said, and thent
"Tell me what is excellence (ihsanj". The Prophet answered:
"It is that thou shouldst worship God as if thou sawest Him,
for if thou seest Him not, verily He seeth thee." "how
tell me of the Hour1", he said. The Prophet said:. "He
that is asked knoweth no more thereof than he that asketh."
"what are its signs?" he said. The Prophet answered:
"The signs of its coining are that the daughters of slave
girls should rise to the degree of their mistresses and that
those who were but bare-foot, half naked, needy shepherds
should build themselves buildings ever higher and higher."
Then the stranger went away, and I stayed there long after
he had gone, until the Prophet said to me: "Q^mar, knowest
thou the questioner, who he was?" I said: "God and His
Prophet know best, but I know not at all." "It was Gabriel",

_  2said the Prophet.” "He came to teach you your religion." "
1. The end of the world.
2. kuslixn, I man. 1.
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Thus Islam in its fullest sense consists ol three
planes - surrender or submission (ialam in the iiarrower
sense of the wordj, faith (linan; and excellence (ihsahj9
and there is scope on all three for the exercise of
iitihad, wherever the Qoran and the Traditions do not
bear directly upon some particular point, and wherever it
becomes necessary to extend their guidance to it by
means of inference and analogy•

"If it were not clear to you," continued the
Shaikh, "that the lolk's practice of gatherings is
taken directly from the Law, as it indicated by the
Traditions which expressly tell us how desirable it is
to hold sessions of remembrance, you might at least have

1credited the founder of the school of Sufism with having 
accepted such practices only after examining them in the 
light of Inference from what is in the Book and the i&ont, 
that is, after having exercised ijtihad on the plane of

1. He is referring to «Junaid of Baghdad (d.909 A.Iu; to 
whom all the orders of Sufism trace back their descent 
(see Appendix B). He does not mean, needless to say, 
that Junaid was the founder of Islamic mysticism, but 
that beneath his iitihad the plane of ihsah crystallized 
as it were into a definitely organ!zed branch of the 
religion, just as the plane oi islain crystallized under 
Abu HariXfah, I alik, Ash-Shfifî T and Tbn llanbal into the 
four great schools of Islamic law.
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• 1  e •  2  —• -*Ihean , just as Ashari exercised it on the plane of iman

and fcalik and his peers on the plane of Islam .... In other
words, even supposing that we admitted for a moment that the
practices of the iolk are innovations, might they not he
counted as "approved innovations'* (bida* mustahsanah; which
may he termed "wont" (sunnahj according to the Tradition*
MWhoso in Islam establisheth a fair wont9 unto him shall be
given the meed thereof and the meed of each one that acteth
upon it until the Day of Judgement"^. Note how the
innovation is here called "wont"# Did you not know that
communal vigil in the mosques during itamadah was one of the
innovations oiCUmar, and it came to have the force of Wont
and he said of it: "What an excellent innovation iB

!• With regard to the Prophet#s definition of ihsan, it should 
be noted that the word for "worship" fabadaT means 
literally "to serve as a slave%  and indicates not merely 
a series of acts but the perpetual state of slavehood to 
God. Thus to worship God "as if thou sawest Him" implies 
perpetual remembrance of God, and to achieve this some 
form of spiritual guidance and method is, practically 
speaking, Indispensable, except for those few who are 
inordinately gifted# Here in fact lies the origin of 
the Sufic brotherhoods, which developed just as naturally 
and inevitably as did the schools of law, and without 
which the plane of ihsan, which in the first generations 
of Islam was relatively spontaneous and unorganized, could 
never have been prolonged throughout the centuries.

2. Abu’l-Iiasan al-AalfarT (d#935 A.D.) one of the pioneers of 
dogmatic theology in Islam.

3. Muslim, end oi El tab al^Ilm.
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this.M̂  Such a thing needs no explanation, even though 
it concerns the rites of worship*

But as to Sufism, it only affects the rites of 
worship in a qualitative sense , most of it being concerned 
with the purification of the inward parts of the soul, and 
with acquiring of virtues, and busying oneself with the 
remembrance, and being present with Him who is remembered.•• 
Is this in your eyes contrary to the religion, or is it a 
support for it? • •••

My digression about innovation was only necessary 
as regards practices which are not enjoined by any specific 
text* But the folk's practice of gatherings was directly 
authorized at the very fountain-head of the Law with the 
utmost clarity ....

1. MAbd ar-haliraan ibn Abd saidt MI went out with Umar ithe 
oecond -Caliphf one ni^ht in kamadhn to the Mosque and the 
men were scattered here and there, singly and in groups* 
One man would he praying by himself, and another, having 
started to pray, would be joined by several more who 
prayed together behind him. And oJmar said: MIf I put 
all these men together behind one reciter of the Qoran 
it would be more seemly*M Then he decided to do so, 
and brought them all together behind Ubayy ibn Kefb.
Later I went out with him another night, and the men were 
all praying together behind one reciter, and he said: 
”>vhat an excellent innovation is this.'” (Bukharl,
Tarawlh, 1).

2• Being a Sufi entails, above all, praying with greater 
concentration and sincerity.
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As to your sayings "Islam is nothing other than
the Book of Gtod and the Wont of His Apostle," who told you
that the Sufis say that Islam is based on any principles
other than these? They sayf however* that in the Book of
God there is lore which is beyond most men^ attainment.
The Sultan of the Lovers1 saidi

"There lieth a lore beneath the words of the text
too subtle to be grasped by the farthest reach of sound

2intelligences,"
It may well be that one who cleaves to externals 

can see nothing in the Book of God but what his own 
intelligence* such as it is* can apprehend and that he may 
belie what goes beyond this without realizing that in
knowing the outside of the Book only he is as one who knows
a fruit by nothing but its peel - and beyond that lies
"what no eye hath seen and what no ear hath heard and what
the heart of man cannot conceive," Let him examine himself: 
if what his heart hides is more precious than what his tongue 
tells of, then he is one whom his Lord hath made certain1: 
but if not* then he has missed far more than he has gained,..

1, ^Umar ibn al-Farid (d.l235 A.Dj 
2• Al-Ta* iyat al-Kubra, 1.675 *
3# See above, p.13*
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Xhe Prophet said s "Knowledge of the inward is one of the
Secrets of God. It is wisdom from the treasury of His
Vtisdom which He casteth into the heart of whomaoe *er He will
of His slaves"^ and "Knowledge is of two kinds, knowledge
in the heart which is the knowledge that availeth, and
knowledge upon the tongue which is God’s evidence against His 

2slave" * This shows that secret knowledge is different from 
the knowledge that is bandied about.

Abn Hurairah said* "I have treasured in my 
memory two stores of knowledge which I had from God’s 
Apostle* One I have divulged; but if I divulged the 
other ye would cut my throat"^ ••*•

In saying i "Islam is nothing other than the Book 
of God and the V.ont of the Apostle", it is as if you said: 
'Islam is what I understand oi the hook and the Wont, and 
no more"**.* which means that you set your own innermost 
perceptions (sarlrah; on a level with the innermost 
perceptions of the Companions - nay, ycxxeptiona of the 
ProphetsI • •••

1* Quoted by SuyutI in al-Jami* as-Saghlr from hailaml’s 
Musnad al-Firdaus. Compare also Qoran, XII, 76* *Ve 
raise in decree whom w  Will, and above each one that 
nath knowledge la one t'hai knowet IT more ♦

2* Suyufcl, ibid*, from Ibn Abi Shaibah’s Busannaf.
3* Bukhari, cIlm.
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The Prophet said: "The earth shall never be
found lacking in forty men whose hearts are as the heart

is within the community an elect to whom God has revealed
the secrets of the Book and the Vvont, and where else is this
body of men to be found save amongst the rememberers, who
are marked out for having devoted their lives to God? It
was of such as them that Dhu Jn-Kuh al-Kisr! said: "In
my travels I met a slave girl and asked her whence she
came. She said: "Prom men whose sides shrink away from
beds^". Then I asked her whither she was going, and she
said: "To men whom neither bartering nor selling diverteih

4 * 5from the remembrance of God 11 ....

2* The Tradition i htly different form
(i.e. •••forty men like the Priend etc. Jfatti tabaranib 
al-Mû -jam al-Kablr, Muanad Anas ibn'HaSlik. For other 
similar Traditions from most of the canonical books, 
see ouyutI*s Al-Khabar al-liall ala .VujiXd al-wutb,etc. 
in Al-Hawi li^l-Fat&wi^ pt.Il pp.4 53-72. ~

3* Qoran, XXXII, 16
4* Qoran, XXIV, 36
5* See Kalabadhl^ Taarruf, ch.l; In Arberry*s translation, 

The hoctrine of T”e' -,;.i'io, p. 11.

of the Friend1 of \the All-Merciful"2 ...
In fact tradition tells us explicitly that there

!• Abraham
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Then you held forth about seeking to induce
1 2 states of ecstasy 9 which you say is forbidden • Truef

it is not what the path of the Folk aims at9 but it is

1. "Seeking.. ••ecstasy" is a translation of the single word 
tawSjud.

2. The Shaikh here refers in a note to fcadarij as-Salikln, 
Ibn wayyim al-Jauziyyah's cojuinentarry on. iiarawi 'a Man&zil 
as-Sa?irin: "Tawajud is seeking to induce a state of 
ecstasy Iwajdj through deliberate effort, and opinions 
differ as to whether it is legitimate or not. The 
truth is that if one's effort is for the sake of 
enhancing one's reputation it is wrong, but if it is for 
the sake of obtaining a hal (the partial and transitory 
realisation of a spiritaal" degree) or maqam (the integral 
and permanent realization of a spiritual degree;, it is 
justified."
This is cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattahl's paraphrase of Ibn 
Qayyim. The full text in question is on p.43 of pt.3 
in the hanar edition of the Madarij.
SarrEj Ifcit&b al-lu«fr« p#303; says much the asm as 
Ibn wayyim, and both quote in delence of legitimate 
tawgjud the saying of the Prophets "v»eep, and if yet 
weep not, then try to weep (tabakau/" (Ibn M&jah, Iqamah 
176; which makes one think oT tlie Tews wailing at the 
"Western a all" and the Hed Indians going out into the 
wilds of nature to lament, and similar inodes of tawajud 
in other religions. A mystic contemporary of the 
Shaikh, a man only 6 years older than him but very far 
removed in space, said in an unforgettable description 
of the Red Indian ritual lamentation? "Until now I 
had only been trying to weep, but now I really wept..." 
(Black Elk SpeakB, by J.G. heiha'Sdt, p. 187)* Standing
—A nhi. u i S B S S
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Xthe result of a feeling of rapture , a feeling which you 
evidently lack* God commended the People of the Book for 
their rapture» mentioning one of its aspects with the 
highest praise i ¥*hen they hear what hath been revealed
unto the Prophet# thou ooeat their e.yes overflow with tears

2from their recognition of the Truth* Does not tiiis point 
to a sudden impact of movement within the believer through 
hie remembering God and listening to His Words? Has He not 
said moreover: If we brought down this Qoran upon a mountain,
thou wouldst see it cast itself down^cleft asunder through 
fear of God***** Why then can you not excuse hearts for being 
cleft and bodies for spying from side to side at what 
causes the cleaving of mountains? It is simply because you 
do not find within yourself what otheisfind, for there are 
hearts, as indeed He has mentioned, as hard as stones or

Aeven harder ; or else it is because you have mentioned the
Hame of God and recited His Book merely by rote**** The Imam
1* In the aspen-like soul of the mystic there is nearly 

always some spiritual motion, however slight, so that 
tawgjud, instead of being a new departure, is in most 
cases merely the exaggeration of an initial degree of 
wajd (ecstasy; which the mystic fears to lose and wishes 
to increase. In other words tawajud means Mrushing out 
to meet ecstasy half way”, and that is why the Shaikh makes 
no distinction in the following pages between tawajud 
and.wajd.

2* Qoran, V, 83.
3* Qoran, LIX, 21
4* Qoran, II, 84
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Ash-Shafi i heard someone reciting: This is a day on which
they apeak noti nor are they permitted to proffer excuses,^ 
whereupon he fainted and was carried to his house. But 
such occurrences do not call for much explanation, seeing
that awe and rapture have caused even the death of many of

- 2 our pious ancestors .... Have you never read or heard His
Words: Only those are believers whose hearts thrill with
awe at the remembrance of Qod\  and did you not know that
the Prophet mentioned as being amongst his people "folk who
enter Paradise and whose hearts are as the hearts of birds"^.
Where are those referred to in these utterances to be found
if not among the rememberers? ho doubt you tell yourself
that you are one of them. So answer me this, with God as

5 -your witness: Are you one of those who remember God much »
or of those whom neither bartering nor selling divertsth from 
the remembrance of God, or of those whom neither their 
possessions nor children divert from the remembrance of God̂ ,

1. Qoran, LXVIl, 35-6
2. See Hujwxri, Kaahf al-Mahjub» ch•XXV; in Mcholsons 

translation, pp735S-7^~
3. Qoran, VIII, 2.
4* : uslim, Jannah, 27 J Ibn Hanbal, II, 331.
5. Qoran, XXXIII, 35 
6* Qoran, LXIII, 9
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or of those who remember God standing and sitting and reclining 
upon their sldes^, or of those whose hearts thrill with awe 
at the remembrance of God, or of those whose e^os overflow
with tears when they hear what hath been revealed unto the
Prophet, or of those about whom the Prophet said* "The
solitary ones take precedence, they who are utterly addicted

2to the remembrance of God" , or of those who are called mad 
through acting on the Prophet’s injunction: "Multiply
remembrance of God until they says "Madman."* or of those 
who arc called pretenders because they act on his injunction* 
"Multiply remembrance oi God until the hypocrites say*

A•’Verily ye are pretenders'* H ? Tell me, I beg you, which 
group you belong to. Are you one of the sayers or the 
said? .«m«

If the grace of ecstasy is beyond you, it is not 
beyond you to believe that others may enjoy it#... hone the 
less 1 uo not say that dancing and manifestations of ecstasy

1# Qoran, III, 191
2. This Tradition is to be found, with very slight variations, 

in nearly.all the canonical books, e.g. Muslim, hhikr, 1. 
dee also Hakim an-ftaiaaburl, Muatadrak, I, p.495.

3. Ibn Hanbal, III, pp. 68 and 73.
4. Suyuti, Al-Jami aa-Sa&hlr, from Ibn Hanbal*s Kitab fi 

ẑ-^uhd.
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are among the essentials of Sufism. But they are outward
signs which come from submersion in remembrance. let him
who doubts try for himself, for hearsay is not the same as
direct experience*

In connection with dancing you said that he who
holds it to be legal is an infidel, and in support of this
you quote from Ibn Wahban^: ”V*hoso maintaineth that dancing
is permitted, they said, is an inf idel, above all if it be
to the playing of tambour and flute”•••

What then do you say to the dancing of JaStar ibn
Abl Talib, if it be true, as some Traditions tell us, that
when the Prophet said to hims ”Thou art like me both in

2 >looks and in character” , he danced in his presence? ....
And do you imagine that the hulls hold dancing to be 
absolutely lawful, just as you hold it to be absolutely 
unlawful? It behoves the learned man not to pass any
judgement about it until he knows what is the motive behind 
it, lest he forbid what God has allowed. This is why

r • I1 ustafa ibn Ismail iiabasĥ  said: “Although the followers of
1. Iianail jurist, d.1366 A*h*
2* Ibn Hanbal, I, 108

One of the last precept* given by the Shaikh All\al-Jamal 
to the Shaikh Ad-Darqawl was that he and his followers 
should continue to follow the example of Jefifar the Prophet's 
cousin, in dancing to the Glory of God. (Hinn, ibid, p*233).

3* A Shaikh of the MadanT branch of the Darqawa, the author 
of a defence of lasawwuf entitled An-Easrah
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Ibn fcahban seem to hold that dancing is altogether forbidden,
we can safely be guided by the saving of Ibn Kamal Pashai

"In wooing rapture there is no blame,
And none in swaying to and fro*
Thou risest if one call thy name 
And on thy feet dost hurrying go.
He whom his Lord hath summoned 
May then go hurrying on his head,"
Every lover is shaken at the mention (dhikrj

of his beloved*.• and if love crept through the marrow of
your bones, you would long to hear the mention of Godf even
from an infidel, and you would say, as the Sultan of the
Lovers said:

"Mention of her is sweeter to me than all words else, 
Even when alloyed by my censurers with their 

blame of me."'*'
Then, you would know what it is to thrill with awe,

and you would see whether you could retain the mastery over
yourself or not. Have you not read in the Book of God about
the women who cut their hands when Joseph came before them.
They, said* i/eurlesa is God^ Gloryi This is not of 

2humankind. how if such as this could happen through
contemplating created beauty, why should not something of the
l.cUmar ibn al-iarid, his Mimiyyah which begins Adlr dhikra 

man ahwa, 1*3.
2* Qoran, XII, 31*
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kind happen at the c o n t e m p l a t i o n  oi the Beauty of its 
Creator9 w h e n  lie appears in all the S p l e n d o u r  of His 
Greatness?

BememhraiiCe is tne mightiest rule of the religion* »•
The law was not enjoined upon us# neitner were the rites of
worship ordained but for the sake of establishing the
remembrance of God# The Prophet saidt "The circumnambulation
round the Holy House, the passage to and fro between Safa and
Karwah1, and the throwing of the pebbles were only ordained

2as a means of remembering God" ; and God Himself has saidt 
itemember God at the Holy Monument . Thus we know that the 
rite of stopping there was ordained for remembrance and not 
especially on account of the monument itaelff just as the 
stay at Inna was also ordained for remembrance, not on account 
of the valley, for He has saidi nentember God during the

1# Two rocks in Mecca (the wall of the Great Mosque comes 
near to Safa, after which one of its gates is named) 
between which Hagar passed in search of water for herself 
arid Ishmael. To pass between them seven times is one 
of the subsidiary rites of the Pilgrimage.

2. TirmidhI, Hajjf 64
3* Qoran, II, 198* This is a mound at a place called 

Muzdalifah where the Pilgrims spend the night after the 
day on Mount Arafat, and where each gathers 49 pebbles 
with which to stone iSatan, represented by 3 stone pillars 
in the valley of Jluna (between Arafat and Mecca) where 
they spend the next three days.
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appointed da^s’*’. Moreover concerning the ritual prater He
. . ..  '  -  ^ • 2 has said i Perform the prater in remembrance of Me ; and

you will find other examples if you look through the Book.
In a word, our performance of the rites of worship is
considered strong or weak accoruing to the degree of our
remembrance of God while performing them. Thus when the
Prophet was asked what spiritual strivers would receive the
greatest reward, he replied! "Those who remembered God
most”. Then when questioned as to what faster© would be
most rewarded he said: "Those who re use inhered God most”,
and when the prater and the almsgiving and the pilgrimage
and charitable donations were mentioned, he said of each:
"The richest in remembrance of God is the richest in reward.M

"You said: "And among innovations is the reciting
of the Qoran in musical cadences, for it is a reprehensible
practice which should be stopped"^ .... lour quoting of
this sentence obliges me to comment on the extreme audacity
with which you make pronouncements about God*s religion
without knowledge, and the eager haste with which you seize
upon texts without understanding* liven if we admit that
God has afflicted you by limiting you to the pronouncement of
1. Qoran, II, 203 
2* Qoran, XX, 14
3. The author of "the Mirror" was here quoting from

al-Mi^yar al-Jadld, an extensive collection of legal 
decisions fey feaghribl J irists compiled by FuHamroad al~ 
Mahdl al-<azzahl.
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one legal authority only, you should at least not have set 
him up as judge over the whole law, hut only over yourself 
and over those of your school who ask for your opinion; and 
even then you should have said: "It is somewhat blameworthy
according to so-and-so #s way of thinking, but the law does 
not expressly censure it." This is what you ought to say 
in every case about which there is a difference of opinion.
You should know that the Law is of too wide a scope to be 
comprised within a single school of thought.

Jalal as-buyutl quotes in his book1 a number of
Traditions expressing the Prophet*a approval of chanting the
Qoran - enough in fact to make it unnecessary for us to look

•>2any further as regards this question.
The dhaikh then quotes some of the so sayings of 

the Prophet, of which here are a few:
"There is not one of us who doth not chant the

Qoran" \
"dod hath not allowed anything so freely as He 

hath allowed His Prophet to chant the Qoran”̂
1. Al-Jami* as-daghir
2- Al-Qaul al-r.a*ruf, pp. 31-59 (with oxnissionsi
3. Bukhara", Ibn Hanbal and others. But according to Sufyan 

ibncUyainah the Prophet hero used the verb yataghanna in the 
sense of yaataghnl, i.e. ’’There is not one of us who is not 
utterly satisfied with the Qoran.” (Hakim,Î us tadrak I,p.569^ 
However in the next quoted Tradition the same verb has, 
according to the Imam Ash-Shafi*!, its more usual meaning of 
"chant” (See Lane's Arabic-Bngliah Lexicon, ghaniya, 2), and 
indeed it would scarcely make sense otherwise.4. Bukharl, Tawhld, 32; Muslim, Musalirun, 232.
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"Adorn the Qoran with your voices"^
2"hecite the Qoran in the cadences of the Arabs*"

- — -> *• —"The irophet heard Abu Musa ̂ 1-Ashvari reciting
the Qoran and said to him: "Thou hast been given one of
the psalms of the House of David

According to the Mirror, "another reprehensible 
innovation is the use of rosaries", and it went on to qualify 
as hypocrits all those who use them* The Shaikh replies:

a."iYen if we admit that there is no lack of hypocrits 
amongst those who use rosaries for glorifying God* there is 
certainly no lack of sincere worshippers either, so how can 
we possibly pass a general judgement? Have you everyone^ 
conscience within your grasp? Probably if you asked the 
possessor of a rosary what is his intention in wearing it
round his neck, he would say; "I find it prevents tie from
keeping company with fools and from entering places of ill
1. Bukharl,t Tawliid, 52, and also most other canonical books* 

See Al-HaStim/1 Ynustadrakt I, pp.571-5*
2. Tabaranl, Al-Ifocjam al-Awsat
3« Bukhari, Paia^il al-wur^an, 31; Muslim, i usaliruru 235*
4* The *Alawls of Algeria and Morocco, like the other Darqawa, 

wear* their rosaries round their necks. The large, flat, 
wheel-shaped beads make them very distinct in appearance 
from the smaller round-beaded Middle Eastern rosaries 
which are usually carried in the hand.
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repute, so I have put it here as a letter upon ©y soul, lor
it says to me as clearly as il it could speaks "keep thy
duty unto God. Thou are not one to commit flagrant acts
ol disobedience.” Is this anything but a pious intention?
Similarly, il you questioned one who carries a rosary in
hie handf he would probably say: ”1 hold it so that it
may7 remind me ol Goa whenever I forget to reikember Him;
lor I have heard that the Prophet said: ”How excellent a
remembrancer is a majpyi1̂ ". Is this anything but a pious
intention? ... Similarly there are those who carrj rosaries
by way of imitating devout men, hoping to be eventually of
their number, and this also is a pious intention. Then

a.there are a few ol those whom you describee as hypocrits,A
^  ^  A  A  _ 2and they only remember God a little.

It is such verses as this la^t which compel the
Sufis to steep themselves in remembrance and to be quite
open about it and to abound in it, so that they may pass out
of the category of "little” into that of "much", thus
escaping altogether from the qualification ol hypocrits which
is remembering God only a little. Lay God inspire both us
and you to remember Him much - and to think well of His Saints•'
1. wuoted from Hailaml’s Lusnad al-iirdacs by.Suyutl in his 

al-Mn&ah fi^ttikhaahi fts-subtiah. Gee al-Hgwi li^-xataui,11, pp,li9-44 * ~~
2m Qoran, IV, 142. It is the Shaikh who adds this Qoranic 

definition of hypocrisy.
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what is the difference between counting with
date-stones (for which you say there is a precedent) and
counting with beads or any other ritually clean objects.
You have affirmed that some of the Companions counted with
pebbles instead of date-stones. Perhaps you object to beads
because they are strung on a cord. hut tradition reports
that Abu Hurairah had a knotted cord v/ith a thousand knots
in it ana that he did not go to sleep until he had told it.
Does not this come very near to the bead-strung rosary that
is used today? And do you think that Abu Hurairah would
have left his rosary behind if he had gone on a journey, for
example, or that if the Prophet had seen him carrying it in his
hana, or wearing it round his neck1 he would have censured him?
Personally I do not think so - but dod knoweth beat.
1. Another of the last procepts ̂ iven by the Shaikh cAli al- 

Jamal to the Shaikh Ad-Barqawi (see above, p. 136note Z ) 
wa^ that he and his followers should continue to follow 
the example of Abu Hurairah in wearing rosaries round their 
necks (Rinn, ibid). Whether Abu Hurairah had in fact 
such a rosary can neither be proved nor disproved. But 
necessity is the mother of invention, and since the 
Prophet continually recommended the repetition of formulae 
a specific number of times (the canonical books abound 
in Traditions to that effect), and since all are not 
equally good at counting on the fingers, as the Prophet 
himself appears to have done, without being distracted by 
the effort of counting from the formula itself, it would 
be rather strange if not a single one of the Companions 
had bean able to devise so simple and practical an 
expedient as a knotted cord.

i
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lou complain that the rosaxy ie shaped like a 
cross* By all that is marvellous, what has the form of
a rosary to do with that of the cross? however, "the eye
of hatred ferrets out faults'1* But if a man must needs 
avoid, in what he eats and drinks and beholds, anything 
that comes anywhere near to being shaped like a cross, then 
your own form, in virtue of whioh you are a human being, 
comes far nearer to a cross than a rosary does* lor you 
said of the rosarys "If the two division marks are long, 
then its resemblance to the cross shows up very clearly

iindeed*" But however long they may be, your own resemblance
to the cross shows up far more clearly* If you stand up
and stretch out your arms sideways, you will have no need
to look for the cross in the rosary, for you will find it
in yourself, and then you will be obliged to put an end
to your own existence or at least take care never to see
yourself, lest your sight should fall upon something that
1* The Islamic rosary has normally ninety-nine beads and, at the end, a piece about the length and shape of a 

finger, called the alif* The beads are divided by two division marks into throe lots of thirty-three* If 
one holds it up by the alif it will look something like a cross upside down provided that the division marks 
are quite abnormally long and also that they happen to be pointing in exactly opposite directions*



resembles a cross. But if Gad doomed you to make comparisons 
as regards the rosary, why did you liken it to the cross 
rather than to the garlands with which the Arabs used to 
garland both themselves and whatever they Intended to give 
as an offering when they visited the Holy House of God, as 
a sign to prevent anyone from doing harm to the wearer of 
them. These garlands are ropes made of plaited rushes and 
the like, and God has praised the Arabs for this practice.1

1. Qoran, V. 97
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Then you started a new chapters MAnother error Is 
imitating the infidels",*** and you mentioned a number of 
innovations which cure indeed to be avoided*•«• but it was 
clear to me that you were just treading out the ground for an 
onslaught, with all your fury, upon the tombs of the righteous 
and those who visit them* If you had really aimed at 
stopping the imitation of the infidels, you would have written 
a chapter urging the need to guard against the scourge of 
foreign customs which now holds us in its grip and which is 
taking its unresisted course amongst our sons and our womenfolk 
You would have urged us to keep to Islamic precedents and 
Arab ways, but instead of this you made pronouncements 
which for the most part could serve no purpose except to stir 
up discord amongst us. After quoting what Sidi^AlI al- 
Ujhurl1 says about making much of tombs, "in fact the 
generality of Moslems almost worship them”, you salds "If 
he had lived in our times he would have said outright "they 
worship them " and not "almost", for their actions and their 
words are quite explicit in this respect." In Heaven's name, 
when has the community of Muhammad apoetasized to the point

4 f ,

of worshipping tombs? If only you had kept strictly to the 
words of al-Ujhurl, and so left a loop-hole for yourself and
        ■ ■ — -.I ■   — .■■■■ 1—  ... .... .

1* Malikl Shaikh at the Azhar, d.1656.
2, According to "the Mirror", ti ls "tomb-worshijr was in 

Imitation of the Christians*
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other Moslems* *.*.
Even if we allow that you are here following the 

, school of the Wahhabis who forbid visits to tombs altogether, 
you will need a pleasanter manner of expressing yourself 
than thls9 if you wish to spread that doctrine among those whose 
hearts are firmly entrenched in beliefs and practices whioh 
run counter to it* although in any oaee the community is very 
unlikely to drink it down with all its sourness at one 
gulp* *••

Then you said2 “Some of the learned say that the
Prophet had forbidden the visiting of toms at the beginningA
of Islam because the Arabs in the age of ignorance had made 
much of tombs and probably even worshipped them* He 
therefore protected the beliefs of the faithful by the 
prohibition in question* But when the religion was firmly 
established, he allowed these visits** This is no doubt 
a partial explanation, and it seems to me that there is also 
another possibility, namely that he forbade visits to tombs 
at the outset of Islam because none of the polytheists who 
were in those tombs were worth visiting* But when the 
cemeteries teemed with Moslems, martyrs and others, he made 
it permissible to seek blessings at their graves and to stand 
at their shrines.
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After this you set about establishing a new 
decree* "Where ignorance is general," you said» "and 
naught remains of learning but the name, and where faith
is weakened by the belief that the dead Shaikh who is visited
can do harm or confer beneflt9 then visiting tombs is
forbidden to the generality of Moslems*"

Tell me* before Godf whether the Sufis whose 
doings you have remarked on* approve of legalising what is 
unlawful or illegalising what is lawful* They approve of 
certain tilings* yes* but of tilings more innocuous than that* 
they hold it lawful, to meet together for the reembrsnce of 
God* and to say out lovit There is no god but God, and so 
on* and you have put their practices into the category of 
"erring innovations"* whereas the truth is that this change 
of law which you are tryin^ to force upon us is much more 
deserving of the name "innovation"*

As to your pretext for stopping visits to tombs 
on the ground that the average Moslem believes that the dead 
Shaikh who is visited lias power to give or withhold, etc*,
I do not think that such a belief exists in any single member 
of the community* Moslems in general simply believe that 
there cure intermediaries between them and God* and they seek



their help in time of need*, for they have not yet reached
the spiritual state you claim to have reached yourself, in
which all mediation ia abolished, and so they have recourse
to what is nearer to God than they are, and that is all.

As evidence of the profitlessness of visiting the
dead you quoted the words of IbncArabi al-Hatiml: "Yerily
the dead man is of no avail, for to avail is to act, and his
action hath been suspended." Row I do not say that there is
any mistake in these words of his, but I do say that there
is a mistake in your understanding of what he meant. The
dead man is of no avail as regards the training of the
disciple and his furtherance upon the path of God. It is
scarcely possible to receive the benefit of guidance without

to
the companionship of a living man. But as the benefit whichA
is sought when one takes as intermediaries and intercessors 
with God the elect of ills creatures, and when one seeks 
blessings at their shrines, this the Law gives us no option

•1. for example, round the tomb of Al-Iiuaain (the younger of 
the Prophet's two grandsons; near the Azhar in Cairo 
there revolves a circle of suppliants and pilgrims from 
early morning until late at night. Again and again over 
a period of nearly fourteen years I used to see women, 
both rich and poor, bring sick children into the sanctuary 
and pass their hands over the outside of the shrine and 
then over their children's faces and heads. Never once 
did I hear any of them ask the Saint himself to cure her 
child. But more than once I heard one says "0 Lord 
Husain, ask thy mother to ask her father to ask God to 
cure my child."
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but to acknowledge 9 for the Law-giver has on the contrary 
allowed us to seek grace through what is altogether lifeless» 
such as the Black Stone and the Holy House 9 let alone 
forbidden us to do so through undefiled spirits and bodies 
whose substance is pure light* Moreover let me point out 
to yout by way of caution9 that Ibn^rabl's remark embraces, 
amongst others of the dead, all those who stand in the Grace 
of God - Prophets, Saints, Martyrs and the righteous* Bid 
not God reveal to him who is the very crown of their glory i 
Verily thou art dead and they are dead**. I am afraid that 
when you took the remark in question as evidence of the 
absolute unavailingness of any dead man as an intercessor 
through whom we. may make entreaties to God or at whose grave 
we may seek blessings, you failed to realize all that such 
an Interpretation implies.1 However, your ideas will not 
be able to squeeze their way into the beliefs of those who 
cleave to the Prophet and follow his Wont.

At any rate, you have played your part most 
dutifully! for having gone beyond all bounds in reviling the 
members of the Sufic brotherhoods and in cautioning people 
against keeping company with them, and having demonstrated 
that no good can come of associating with them while they

1* Qoran, XXXIX, 30.
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are still alive, you were afraid lest someone might imagine 
that there might he some benefit in visiting them when they 
were dead, so you said: MIhn rArabI saidt Verily the dead 
man is of no avail." " Then it became clear - and it 
is in fact the gist of your whole treatise - that both alive 
and dead they are good for nothing. This is your judgement;

4and the linal Judgement is God’s."
Apart from criticisms in print, the Shaikh also

had visits from those who felt that some of the cAlawi practices
2were ua-lBlamio. One such visitor objected to the practice 

of repeating over and over again the Divine Same Allah; and 
in answer the Shaikh published as a serial in Al-Balagh 
al-Jasa? irT a short treatise^ on the perfect legitimacy of 
this particular dhikr. Here are a few extracts.

"You know, my brother, that every name has an 
influence which attaches itself to the soul of him who mentions 
it even if it is not one of the Divine Hames* lor example,

1. Al-Qaul al-Macruf, pp.62-76
2. Occasionally visits took an unexpected turn; Sidi cAlI 

as-Sadaqawl, one of the Shaikh’s most devoted disciples, 
tells us that he first visited the Shaikh to criticise 
him (Shaha'id, p.104); and the compiler of the Shaha^ld 
adds iiiat he now sees many among the disciples iho had first 
come to the Zawiyah with hostile intentions.

3# Al-Qaul al-lfutamad fi Mashrulyyat adh-Dhikr bi 1-Ism Sl-KuffadV
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if a man repeat several times the word "death's he will 
feel an imprint upon his soul owing to the mention of that 
name* especially if he persists in it9 and there is no doubt 
that this imprint will be different from that which is 
experienced from mentioning "wealth" or "glory” or "power" • 

Any reasonably sensitive man will be conscious of 
the influence upon his soul of the name that he mentlonsf 
and if we admit this, we are bound to believe that the Kame 
of Majesty1 also produoes an influence upon the soul as other 
name8 do, each one leaving the particular imprint that 
corresponds to it* I think you are aware that a name is 
ennobled with the nobility of him who is named inasmuch as
it carries his imprint in the hidden fold of its secret

2essence and its meaning*”
He quotesJ from Ghas&Ll’s commentary on the Divine 

Names with regard to the Name Allah* "That which the slave 
getteth from this Name is deification (ta*alluhj* by which 
I mean that his heart and his purpose are drowned in God, so 
that he seeth naught but Him.

As to the legality of invoking this Name, no other 
warrant is needed than the following verses from the Qoran*

li Allah. 2. Al-Qaul al-Mutamad, pp.5-6* 3* ibid. p*16.
4* Ghazali, Aj-Maqsad al-Asna, p.33 (Cairo, 1322 A.H.j
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Jell them* Invoke “od (Allah; or invoke the 
All-t erciful (Ar-fiaiiiaarx; whichever ye invoke, liia are the 
iaireat l.ames^, and;

God*a are the Fairest iiamea, so invoke Him by
2them. 3

The Shaikh duly quotes these, but he goes even 
further* The following argument is very typical of him, 
both as regards its somewhat disconcerting unexpectedness and 
also as an example of his readiness to meet his critics on 
their own ground.

**The question of invocation is of wider scope than 
you imagine. A sick man lay groaning in the presence of the 
Prophet and one of the Companions told him to stop and to 
be patient, whereupon the Prophet said: "Let him groan,
for groaning is one of the Lames of God in which the sick 
man may find relief*

Low suppose that the sick man had been repeating 
the Lame of Majesty Allah.1 Allah** instead of Ah.* Ah.** would 
that Companion's objection have been justified?

This is surely enough to make a man think well of 
the rememberers, whatever their method of remembrance* But

1* Qoran, XVII, HO*
2* Qoran, VII, 180.
3* Suyuti, Al-Jakl* as-Sa^hir.
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supposing that all I have said so far does not convince you
as a logical proof, then it is only fair to say that the
question is one about which we must agree to differ* In

— 1other words, it is a matter for i.1tinad » and on what pretext, 
my brother, would you compel us to accept your way of 
thinking and subscribe to your iitihad when we have done 
nothing to compel you to subscribe to ours?"

He goes on to quote what various authorities 
have said about the invocation of the Kaxoe, as for examples 
"Abu Hamid al-Ghazall saids "kirst of all I sought to make 
my way upon the path of the mystics with many litanies and 
much fasting and prayer* Then when God had proved the 
sincerity of my purpose, He decreed that I should meet one 
of His Saints, who said to met "l«iy son, rid thy heart of 
all attachment save unto God, and go apart by thyself and 
say with all thy powers of concentration Allah Allah Allah"
He also said, I mean Ghazalis "When thy thoughts are muddied 
with other than God, thou hast need of the negation
^ w Ala ilalia « But once thou hast withdrawn from all things in

1* See above, p* 3-
Al-Qaul al-fttutamad, pp*13-4.

3* Quoted from IbncAjibahfs commentary on Ibn al-Banna* at- 
Tuilbl18 Al-Mabahlth al-Asliyyah« See also GhasSi's I.izan 
al-Amalt pp. 44-5. WiSsc r£

4# "There is no god***", the negative and therefore illusion- 
destroying half of the affirmation of Divine Unity, 
la ilaha illa/llah, "there is no god but God"*
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contemplation of Him who is the Lord of all, tliou takest 
thy rest in ia.y Al.Ial.ij_ and leave them to their idle prating"# 
Then he said: » "When thou has finished recalling that which 
never was and art busied with the remembrance of Him who ever 
is9 thou aetyest All all and takest thy rest from all else”*
He also said: ’’Open the door of thy Heart with thekey of thy
saying la ilaha ilia *Llah and the door of thy opirit by 
saying Allah, and lure down the bird of thy Secret by saying 
Huwa Huwa2"3.

The third vindication of Sufism^ written was also 
published as a serial in Al-Balagh, this time in answer to an 
attack by the Constantina "Beformist" weekly, Ash-Shihab.
The Shaikh quotes the proverb:

"G thou that buttest the high mountain, seeking 
to dislodge it with thy horns, take pity on thy poor head - 
no need to pity the mountaini" ✓

Then, after examining somewhat unmercifully the 
text of Ash-Shihab he goes on to the main part of his treatise

1* Qoran, VI, 91*
2* "He is He% or else it may be understood as a repeated

invocation of the Divine Rame_*Hew# I cannot locate these 
la^t two quotations from Ghazall but they correspond on 
the plane of practice to what he says on the doctrinal 
plane in fciahkat al-Anwar (see below, ^p* iqj ).

3* Al-Qaul al-frirbamad, p*15*
4* hlsalat an-Rasir AaVuf ii <&h-Phabb can ; ajd at-Taaawwuf
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which is to show by quotations that the Sufis hare been 
venerated by all the authoritative classes of the community 
from the first century of Islam until the present day*

"The Imams who codified the Law were the most 
anxious of all the men of their age to follow the precedents 
of the Prophet and to avoid innovation; and Sufiem at that 
time waa already very well known as an unmistakeable feature 
of the community* If it were contrary to precedents we 
should find warnings against it in the books of the Imams, 
and these warnings would be expressed in all clearness and 
directness, as are those against indulging in theological 
discussions.1 There is in fact no school which does not
put its followers on their guard against this in the clearest

2terms ; and there was nothing to prevent them from being 
equally explicit in warning people against Suffers if they 
had considered it suspect* The absence of any such censure 
on their part would therefore be in itself a clear indication 
of their approval of Sufisn and of their recognition of i*es 
place in the religion, even if we could find nothing more 
positive in support of it, and in profession of reverence
for those who adhere to it* But we have in fact found -
TTll-hhaud f i eilm al-kal&nu ~
2* It may be noted^in this connection that Ibn Hanbalfe dis

approval of Muhasibl was not because loihasibl was a Sufi, 
but because he had - or so it seemed to the Imam - a 
tendency to indulge in theological discussions (See Margaret 
Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad;•
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praise bo to GodJ - all that we could desire in the way of 
definite approbation.

There follows an anthology of quotations about 
Sufism, and here are some extracts:

Suf.yah ath-Thawi 
"The best of God's creatures are five souls: 

a learned man who is asceticf a Jurist who is a Sufi, a rich 
man who is humblea poor man who is thankful, and a

<5 H&t Aw fKt^r «j
descendant of the irophet who followsth tho xrophot ô >ont 
(quoted by Ibn Qayyim in his liadarii;.

Abu lianlfaĥ
Once when questioned about the validity of some 

of the practioes of the Sufis, he said: "God hath men who
enter Paradise through their flutes and their drums*'
(quoted from An-Kaarat an-fiabawiyyah by iuhammad Bed.ram 
al-lhamis, Mufti of Tunis, who quotes it on the authority 
of Shaibani.;

1« Aarl̂ aslr i aVuit pp*33~5 (with omissions;.
2. Authority on Traditions, d.738 A.B., and an associate of 

the Sufi Ibrahim ibn Adham.
3. Sharif sunnT+
4* d.767 A.D. He and the following three are the founders 

of the four great schools of Islamic law (see above
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fcallk Ibn Ajfiag3,
"He that applieth himself unto Sufism but not 

unto the Law is a heretic, and he that applieth himself 
unto the Law but not unto Sufism is a transgressor, but he 
that applieth himself unto both together hath found the way 
of truth" (quoted in Sharli ftiuqaduimat Ibn Kushd by ûh’aimnad 
ibn Ibrahim at-Tata^i, )alik£ canonist and chief Qadi of 
Egypt, d.1535-)

Aah-3hafli^
"I have gained from them (the Sufis) two things 

which I never gained knowledge of from the Shaikhs of 
theology, namely, their saying* "lime is a sword, which, if 
tnou cut it not, will cut thee", and "Busy thy soul with 
good, for if thou busy it not with good, it will busy thee 
with the opposite of good" (ftawawl fs Sharh al-^uhadhdhibi

"The Imams Ash-ShafiT and Ibn Hanbal would go 
repeatedly to the gatherings of the Sufis and be present 
with them at their sessions of remembrance, and when questioned 
about it they said* "These people possess the corner-stone 
of the whole building, namely, piety unto God and love of
God" (Sharanl Jamjc al-Usul) •

%

1. d. 795 A.D.
2. st 820 A.D.
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• •Ahmad ibn Hanbal

m m m  " 1 111 —  mtnmm a m n

"The Imam Ahmad would encourage his son to 
frequent the company of the Sufis, saying! "They have 
reached a degree of whole-heartedness (ihhlas; which we 
have not reached” (SharSaal's Xabaqat Qutb ad-lln ibn AiaanJ . 
"Someone said to the Imam Ahmads "These Sufis sit in the 
Mosque in reliance upon God without any learning", and he 
answered: "It is their learning that hath made them ait
there•" He was also told: "Their aspirations are very
great", and he replied! "I know of no folk on the face of 
the earth better than a folk whose aspirations are great."
He was also toldt "When they hear chanting they rise to 
their feet and dance, and he replied: "let them bei let
them rejoice a while in their lord.1" (Ibn bald an-Waisaburl#s 
hi tab al-Hada^iq^)

Ibn Khaldun^
"Our great ancestors, that is, the Companions and 

their successors and the generation which followed them, 
ever held this path (that of the mystics) to be the path of 
truth and right guidance. It is based on unfailing
1. d.855 A*l).
2 m These same three remarks are quoted also by Munawi in his 

Al-K&wakib ad-lurriyyah.
3* Historian, d*1406 A.I.
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perseverance in worship, utter devotion to All-Highest God, 
turning away from the adornments of this worldj renunciation 
of what most men seek after in the way of pleasure and 
dignity, and isolating oneself from all mankind in spiritual 
retreat (khalwahj for the sake of worship, how these were 
the general practices of the Companions and the Moslems of 
old (as-salaf) • Then in the second g en e r a t i o n  and afterwards, 
when worldliness spread and men tended to become more and
more bound up with the ties of this life, those who dedicated
themselves to the worship of God were distinguished from the 
rest by the title of Sufis#* (Maqaddimaht ch.XI).

cIzz ad-Dln *Abd aa-Salam^
"lie was asked about the saying of Quahairl and 

uhazali that the Sufis are superior to the men of deepest 
learning (al-ulama7 ar^rasikhunj» and he said: MThe saying
of Abu hamid and wuehairi is generally accepted, i*o 
reasonable man will suppose that he who has knowledge of the
ordinances of God is better t^an he who has knowledge of God.
Hay, the gnostics are superior to both canonists and 
theologians.* (Yusuf ibn Isma&L an-KabhaniJa hu#um al- 
MuhtadinJ.

1. Canonist and theolpgian, B.1262 A,i), J Contemporary and 
admirer of Abu 31-Hasan ash-Shadhill.
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Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Aneari1 
"Kost of those who strive after purity of soul 

through spiritual discipline.**, namely, the devotees 
(nussak;, attain to states of other-worldly perception which 
are revealed to them with face-to-face directness and which 
are exalted beyond the tongue 9& powers of description.
These states oarry in themselves, that is, in the ecstasy 
which accompanies them, the proof of their own authenticity, 
nor indeed could they be subject to any other proof. The 
devotees of our religion are the Sufis."
(Itehad al-wasidt his encyclopedia of various branches of 
learning) •

Abu Mansur al-MaturidT^
"This path (of the Sufis; has no length and 

breadth like the span of time and space which is trekked 
by souls, whose passage along it is determined by outward 
circumstances and inward strength or weakness* On the 
contrary, it is a spiritual path, and the travellers

1* Encyclopaedist and doctor of medicine, d*1348 A.D*
2. Eminent theologian, d.944 A.D*, contemporary of Asiferl.
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upon it are hearts^, each according to its faith and the 
vision of its inward eyes” (quoted fro® Mahmud al-kurdT's 
Xanwir al-wulubj•

At this point the Shaikh says: "There is no
religious authority or man of learning in Islam who has 
not a due respect for the path of the Folk, either through 
direct experience of it in spiritual realization, or else 
through firm belief in it, except those who suffer from 
chronic short-sightedness and remissness and lack of 
aspiration and who prefer to take what is inferior in

1* The meaning of ”heart” here, and also as regularly used 
elsewhere by the ancients of both East and aest, may be 
understood in the light_of a Sufic commentary on the Qoran 
attributed to MuhyiM-j.in Ibn cArabI and published as 
Tafslr ash-Shaikh al-Akbar (Bulaq, 1283 A*H*), though it 
Has also been attributed to *Xbd ar-hazzafr al-kaahanl and 
is quoted as being by him throughout Brusawl's fluK al- 
Baygn* In it "the night” is always interpreted" as "the 
souIw, ”the moon” as ”the Heart”, and ”the sun” as ”the 
Spirit”* Just as the moon is the last outpost of daylight 
in the darkness of night, so the Heart is the last outpost 
of Divine light, that is, direct knowledge (Gnosis}, in 
the darkness of indirect human knowledge* In other 
words the Heart or the a *  of the Heart fain al-galb) 
is the Intellect in its true sense according to the 
meaning in which intellectus is used by Boethins, for 
example, St* Thomas Aquinas and Meister Eckhardt, the 
organ of transcendent vision, the Uncreated Essence in the 
centre of the creature, the meeting place of the finite 
with the Infinite.
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exchange lor the superior* As lor the believer of high
aspiration, his soul by its very nature strain© yearningly
upwards towards what lies beyond these conditions that
surround us in the hope that he may chance upon some
spiritual perfume or holy breath of inspiration which has
strayed from the next world and which will be as a lamp
in hie hand to light him upon his path. God says*
Whoso striveth after Us, verily we shall lead them upon 

2Our paths , and indeed the true believer looks unceasingly 
for one who will take him to Godf or at the very least he 
looks for the spiritual gifts which lie hidden within him, 
that is, for the primordial nature which he has lost sight 
of and in virtue of which he is human. It is characteristic 
of man that his soul should tend upwards beyond those 
inclinations to cleave to the earth which are what connects 
him with the lower animal species.M

A few pages later he says* MI do not deny that 
the iiufis have been severely criticised by some of our men 
of learning, as for example Ibn al-Hajj, the author of 
Al-Mudkhal and Ibn*ArabI ol-î uafirl, and Ibn Taimiyyah and * 
his pupil Ibn Qayyim, but their severity did not go beyond 
criticizing certain individuals of their own times whom

1. Qoran, II, 61.
2. Qoran, AllX, 69*
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they considered unworthy* This is borne out by what 
Ibn al-Hajj says after he had criticized what he thought 
blameworthy in the actions of some of the Sulis,

Ibn al-Ha.j.j al-Pasl1
"Let no one think that in what I have just said 

I am censuring the practice of pact-making between one who 
is qualified to give guidance and one who is qualified 
to reoeive it according to the conditions laid down by 
the Sufis, for such was the practice of the best T-oslems 
of old, and I do not deny that in virtue of the conditions 
of the pact the disciple becomes truly the spiritual 
descendant of a line of Shaikhs.H (Al-frudkhal, pt*2;

"Know that the path of the kolk is pure, and the
least thing sullies that which is pure" (ibid.)

M .. 2Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah
"There are three kinds of Sufis, those who make

a livelihood out of Sufism, those who adopt only its
outward forms, and those who penetrate to its spiritual
truths. As to the two first of these groups, that is,
those who have no inward reason for being Sufis, their
abuses are well known to anyone who has knowledge of the
Irophet1© wont and the principles of canon law* The real
Sufis are the Sufis of spiritual truths, before whom the
1* ; alikf canonist, d.1336 A.D.
2* Hanball canonist, d*1350 A . D .
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heads of both canonists and theologians are bowed9 for they 
are truly men of learning and wisdom" (Madarij as-Salikinj 

"The gnostic (al^nrif; is to the learned 
(al-alim; as the learned is to the ignorant; and just as 
the learned man is inwardly vaster than the ignorant9 and 
freer from limitations, even so the gnostic, having in him 
the very spirit of learning and the splendour and brightness 
of unveiled truths is freer from limitations and of vaster 
inward horizon than the man of learning who is limited by 
the externals of knowledge and its applications, whereas 
the gnostic sees through these limitations" (ibid,;

Hasan ibn Muliaiamad al-^ttar^
"The Core of Sufism falls into two categories.

One of these is concerned with disciplining the character
and investing it with all the spiritual courtesies, and

_  ~ ^  2to this category belong such books as wut al-Qulub 
and GhazalJ’s I Ay a* and the writings of Sidi^bd al-.*ahhab 
ash-Oharanl and others. This lore is as clear as day, and 
is within the grasp of anyone who ha^ the slightest 
application for learning. In the other category the 
masters of Sufism are concerned with mysteries being 
unveiled arid with direct spiritual perceptions and what

1. Hector of the Azhar University, d.1838 A.D.
2. A Sufic treatise by Abu Talib al-Makkl, d.996 A.D.
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they experience by way of Divine Manifestations. This 
lore, which is to be found in the writings of Muhyi 'k-Dih 
Ibn ̂ .rubl and Jili and others of their bent, is too 
abstruse for anyone to understand who has not shared their 
experiences in some degree* Moreover it may happen that 
their manner of expression does not adequately convey their 
meaning, and if taken literally it may conflict with all 
logical evidence# It is better therefore not to pry into 
it, but to leave its masters to enjoy their own spiritual 
states#" (quoted from his commentary on dubkl’s 
Jamc al- JawaflHi) •

Muhammad CAbduh^
The Shaikh quotes at some length Muhammad ̂ bduh's 

own account of how he became the disciple of the Sufi Shaikh 
JDarwrah, ending with the words: "He (Shaikh Barwlsh; is
the key of my happiness, if I have any happiness in this 
world, and if was he who unveiled for me that which had 
been deposited, though I had lost sight of it, in my 
primordial nature" (Majallat al-Manar, vol VIII, pt#10j#

"It is impossible that the Azhar should go on in 
its present state of decay# Either it roust be given new 
life or else it will go to ruin altogether. I will do all

1. Mufti of Egypt, and Hector of the Azhar, d#1905 A#I)#
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I can to make it prosper, but if circumstances drive me to 
despair of reforming it, I none the less do not despair of 
an Islamic reform, and I will leave the Government, choose 
out a few qualified individuals, and bring them up in the 
path of Sufism in which I myself was brought up, that they 
may be my successors in the service of Islam1*(Majallat 
al-Manar, vol II, pt*12)*

"The Sufis are concerned with the cure of hearts 
and purification from all that obstructs the inward eye* 
They seek to take their stand in spirit before the lace of 
the All-Highest Truth until they are drawn away from all 
else but Him, their essences being extinguished in Hi8 
Essence and their qualities in His Qualities* The 
gnostics amongst them, those who have come to the end of 
their journey, are in the highest rank of human perfection 
after the Prophets."

(His gloss on the word Sufi in his edition of 
Badi^aa-Samah al-Hamadhahl *s Maqajnat, p*29J •

After quoting from one or two authorities of 
his own generation such as iiashid Hi da, ohakib Arslan and 
Mustafa Sir--HifaCI, the Shaikh draws his treatise to a 
close•

"I do not deny, my brother, the existence of many



intruders among the Sufis - only too many - who deserve 
censure, and if you had concentrated on these, no one could 
have blamed you. Moreover you would have had a good 
deed to your own credit, while doing us, in particular, a 
service at the same time. what offended us was your 
vilification of the way of the iolk altogether, and your 
speaking ill of its men without making any exceptions, 
and this is what prompted me to put before you these 
quotations from some of the highest religious authorities.
At the very least they should impel you to consider your 
brothers the Sufis as members of the community of true 
believers, every individual of whom both we and you are 
bound to respect# The Prophet saidi "whoso prayeth our 
prayer and useth our orientation and eateth of our sacrifices, 
the same is a Moslem, and he is under a pact of protection 
from God and His Apostle# So cause not the pact of God 
to be violated*

1# Bukharl, Salat, 28

)

-
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CHAPTER III

THE ORISIBS OF SUJTSM

It is clear from the last chapter that the 
Shaikh’s conception of the origins of Sufism was the 
strictly traditional one* Before passing on to his 
more important writings, let us dwell for a moment on this 
conception, for it was an integral part of his spiritual 
heritage*

x* jL  ̂ M QHujwirl quotes Abu 1-Hasan al-Fushanji as
having saids "To-day Sufism is a name without a reality,
but formerly it was a reality without a name”, and
HujwIrT himself adds* MIn the time of the Companions
and the Ancients this name did not exist, but the reality
thereof was in everyone; now the name exists but not the
reality*"**

If some less absolute expression be substituted 
for the word "everyone", which is a palpable exaggeration 
as no doubt Hujwfrl himself would have admitted if pressed, 
this remark may be taken as representing what ha* always 
been the opinion of the Sufis themselves and, generally
1. d* c*1072 A.D.
2. d*959 A.l).
3* Kashf al-Ivahjub, ch.Ill; in Mcholson’s translation^p.44
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speaking, of the Loelem cominimity as a whole* In fact it 
corresponds exactly to what the Shaikh Al-^lawl quoted from 
Ibn Khaldun^ about the beginnings of Sufism. Similarly 
the Woran*© affirmation that of those who are spiritually 
the foremost (as-sabiqunj - and these can be none other
than the mystics there are many among the earlier

2generations and few among the later generations is glossed 
as follows by Muliyi ’d-hin IbncArabI^s "Many among the 
earliest members of this community, that is, those who saw 
the Prophet and were born in time to benefit from the 
spiritual vigour of the nevelation during his life, and 
those of the second generation who were born shortly after 
his death and who saw his Companions, whereas the later 
generations are those between whom and the Revelation 
much time had elapsed, so that their hearts were hardened 

The purpose of these quotations - and one could 
find scores of others essentially like them - is that 
although there have been holy men and women scattered 
throughout later generations, sanctity, that is, fully
1. oee above, pp. .
2 m Qoran, LVT, 13-4
3* Tafair ash bhaikh al-A^bar (see above, p./£̂ ,note / . )
4# The last words are quoted from the Qoran. Zv77 /£ /
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realized mysticism, has never been so general in Islam as 
it was in the time of the Prophet and his Companions. How 
is it that this unanimous opinion of the experts, that is, 
the Sufis themaelve□, has been almost unanimously set aside 
by Western scholars without ever having been given a fair 
and objective consideration?

There is no doubt that the fault lies partly 
with the Sufis themselves, that is, with certain uninformed 
members of the brotherhoods, who transpose in their 
imagination all that they know of Sufism back into the times 
of the Prophet* Anyone who seeks information from them 
about the origins of Islamic mysticism will probably be 
told that the Prophet created two TarTqahs, one of which 
he placed under the guidance of AbQ Bakr and the other under 
the guidance of All. But such simplifications as these 
do not justify Western scholars in setting aside the 
opinions of the authoritative writers of the third and 
fourth centuries of Islam, who do not express themselves 
in this way but who none the less venerate the first and 
fourth Caliphs as two of the greatest prototypes of Sufism.

There are, however, other more powerful causes 
of misunderstanding* The already referred to pre
dominances*1*, in Christian mysticism of the perspective of

1. See above, pp. 5**2.
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love and In Sufism of the perspective of knowledge, are 
so strong that many of the terms currently used in these 
two mystical forms are apt to he quite misleading when 
taken out of their own particular sphere into the domain 
of comparative religion# for example, in the light of 
Hinduism, where both perspectives are to be found side by 
side\ it can be seen at once that the **contemplative 
oraers" of monasticism in the Homan Catholic Church are 
closer to the path of love than to the path of knowledge#
On the other hand what has been termed “the Sufi path of 
love’* is far more akin to jnana than to bhakti^, :,In other 
words, it is love within the general framework of knowledge# 

Very typical of Sufism is Hasan al-Basri • s 
sayings “He that knoweth Cod loveth Him, and he that 
knoweth the world abstaineth from it”̂ , and the saying of
another early Sufi; “Intimacy (una) with Cod is finer and 
sweeter than longing#1'
1# The comprehensiveness of Hinduism makes it something of a j 

norm by which to measure other mysticisms, for after 
thousands of years it has crystallised into two main 
currents, which evidently correspond to two main mystic 
possibilities, the path of knowledge (.jnana-roar̂ u; and 
the path of love (bhakti-mar ga),

2#cUmar ibn al-farid, "the Sultan of tjje Lovers”, would rank 
in Hinduism as a pure gnostic ( >  •

3# Quoted by Chazall, ifliya*, IV, p#254 (Cairo, 1928-9 edition)
4* Quoted by Abu Said al-Kharraz (d#c#d99 A.D.J in his Kitab 

as-Sidg ("The Book of Truthfulness"), Arabic Text, pTfl, 
Arberry's translation, p#46. The author of the remark 
is not specified#
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Unlike the Islamic doctrine of Divine Unity, the
Christian doctrine of Redemption does not appeal primarily
to man's intelligence. It is therefore in the nature of
things that the perspective of love should be uppermost in

1Christianity * On the other hand the prevalence of the
perspective of knowledge in Sufism is in perfect conformity
with the predominance which is given in the coran to the
symbolism of light, and with the Qoranic insistence upon

2faith and certainty.
Another aspect of the Sufic perspective finds its 

prototype in certain sayings of the Prophet which have an 
unmistakable "dry" flavour about them, a sober objectivity 
which puts everything in its proper place. The already 
quoted: "Be in this world as a stranger or as a passer-by*1
is an example, and also: "What have I to do with this
world? Verily I and this world are as a rider and a tree 
beneath which he taketh shelter. Then he goeth on his way 
and leaveth it behind him"^.

Many Western scholars are prone, consciously or 
unconsciously, to take Christianity as the measure of all
1. There are needless to say exceptions to this, especially 

in the Eastern Churches. A striking exception in the 
West is Keister Eckhardt.

2. In Christianity faith, which is subordinated to love, is 
usually conceived in a much less absolute sense.

3. Ibn Majah, £uhd» 3.



mysticism* Although I assignon stresses Sufisn^s
independence of Christianity, in practice he refuses to
accept as a genuine Moslem mystic anyone whom he cannot
fit into the mould of Christian sanctity or into one which
comes very close to it* His chief argument against the
Prophet*s being a mystic is that "there is no cry of

%mystio love in Surah LIII of the Coran" , a remark which
is doubly beside the point* Similarly M. Hartmann excludes
Abu Bakr from the ranks of the mystics on the grounds of

2his "sobriety”. It is in vain that the Sufis continually 
praise the sobriety (satiw) of the first Caliph as a great 
mystic asset.J Hartmann has his own ideas about mysticism 
which euri not to be overridden. Moreover, generally 
speaking, it is difficult for Christian prejudice to accept a 
temporal ruler as a mystic, despite such examples as 
St. Louis - not to mention David and Solomon.

It is above all difficult for modern Western 
scholars to take seriously the idea that any movement could 
start off near to its highest point and that it could attain

hBsai, p.143.
2* Per Islam. Bd*7» Hft#4, p#349*
3. Hujwiri, hash!, p#239; kalabaethl, iaarruf» end of ch.54 

(in Arberry #s translation, The Doctrine of the Sufis,
p.110.)
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to it almost immediately. Hence their refusal to entei>- 
tain the possibility of Islamic mysticism having reached 
its zenith in the life-time of the Prophet* One has the 
imx>ression that Maseignon has reached the very limit of 
compromise between official orientalism and the opinions 
of the Sufis when he writes: "Contrary to the Pharisaical
opinion of many Puqaha*, an opinion which has been accepted 
for the last sixty years by many Arabists, I have had 
to admit, with MargolioJafth, that the woran contains real 
seeds of mysticism, seeds capable of an autonomous 
development without being impregnated from any foreign 
source#

The divergence in question can be explained to
a certain extent by Montgomery Watt's remark with regard
to something other than the origins of Sufism that "Muslim
scholars" (he is referring especially to those of old) did
not possess "tue modern Western conception of gradual 

2development" • The Sufis could, needless to say, conceive
very well of gradual development*̂ , but their conception of
1# La Passion d "Al-dlallaj, p#480#
2* Muhammad at Mg oca, p.104*
3# Por example, kalabadh! says: "Then (after the second

generation; desire diminished anu purpose flagged: and with 
this came the spate of questions and answers, books and 
treatises#” (ibid# p#3)
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development in general, being far less,crude than the
modern Western evolutionist one, was no doubt nearer to the
truth of things; for they knew also from their own
experience that on higher planes, which escape largely or
wholly from conditions of time and apace, development
may take place with a supra-temporal suddenness, and when
they speak of oufism — in all but name - being more generally
prevalent in the first generation of Islam than in any other,
they are referring to what is by definition the highest
plane of all*

It is clearly possible for a man to reach the
highest spiritual state within a space of time which amounts
to only a small fraction of his span of life,1 and the
Sufis are unanimous in believing that this is what happened
in the case of the Prophet and many of his Companions*
Moreover that spiritual practice which they have always
considered to be the essential means - one miaht say the
only indispensable means - of reaching the end of their
path is expounded in one of the very earliest Qoranic
revelationst Invoke in remembrai.ee the Name of thy Lord,

2and devote thyself to Him with an utter devotion*

1* But in any case he cannot pass on his spiritual attain
ments to be completed by the next generation, each member 
of which must start again from the beginning.

2* Qoran, m i l l ,  8-
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In other words, Sufism dees not develop as regards its 
essentials. But when Orientalists speak oi Sufism, they 
are not as a rule thinking of its essentials, but of secondary 
and external aspects of it such as ascetic practices and 
methods of formulating doctrine, which do develop, up to a 
certain point, from one generation to another, and they 
have continually shown themselves liable to lorget a truth 
which they would all admit in theory, that the history of 
dufic literature is by no means identical with the history 
of Islamic mysticism*

In speaking of the second generation of Islam 
(At-Tabiuh), Massignon says: MI!he interiorization of the cult
is still rudimentary*.."1 The word "still* suggests 
that the remark is applicable in an even greater degree 
to the Prophet and his Companions. . I do not know how, at 
the distance of over a thousand years, one may measure 
"interiorization". But assuming that this word refers to 
"mystical depth", let us take one particular Instance of 
fundamental importance which will enable us to dispense with 
others. The later Sufis were well aware that the ritual
prostration (sujudj signifies extinction (fana^j, that is,

2extinction of the individual soul* The Companions knew

1* Essai, p.165
2. As we shall see, the Shaikh Al^Alawl expounds this at some 

length.
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as well as anyone else that all created things are in 
reality extinct and that only the Face of God is Eternal, 
for they roust have repeated a^ain and again the verses1 
which affirm this. Moreover they prostrated themselves 
very often* perhaps more often than any subsequent generation. 
It is however possible that neither the Prophet nor any of 
his Companions ever mentioned the connection bet ween

2 .oprostration and extinction , and that the term Dana was
not yet in current use. It is possible that the connection
was not even made mentally, that is, in discursive
analytical thought. But all this is somewhat beside the
point. If it were feasible to sound their Hinteriorisation *
of the cult11, the first question to be asked would bes
Did they, when they threw themselves down in prostration,
come nearer or less near to extinction of the soul thattdid,
generally speaking, the later generations? That is a
question which on the face of it is unanswerable, though the
Sufis have long since answered it to their own satisfaction.
But how many Western scholars have even thought of asking it?

It is too often forgotten to-day, by most of those 
who write about mysticism, that a mind which has been dilated 
with continual exercise in analytical thought is one of the
1. Qoran, LV, 26-7.
2. Tlitf however -quotes the-Traditient ’’The slave is 

nearest his Lord when in prostration^^ i îah*
Ikx / ff
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greatest obstacles to spiritual concentration or mystical
vision. The world over, from Christianity to Buddhism,
a state of childlike simplicity has always been considered
the indispensable basis for all mystical experience^, and this
is a virtue in which the first Moslems must have been

2particularly eminent . Feverish mental activity, where it 
exists must first be made to abate by analytical means, and 
that was the reason for "the spate of questions and answers, 
books and treatises" which Kalabadhi refers to as having 
followed upon the heels of the second generation. But if 
this preliminary stage is unnecessary, there can be no 
disadvantage to say the least. dimplicity or childlikeness 
in the positive sense of these words - the only sense that 
is relevant here - is a mode of concentration or, at least, 
a state from which the soul is ready at any moment to come
1. St. i£atthew, XIX, 14; 3t. Luke, XVIII,16-7. For 

references to childlike simplicity (Sanscrit balya;
as indispensable for loga, see The Sacred Books of the 
East, vol.38 (The Vedanta-Sutras with the commentary Tby 
Sankar akelry a j pp. 322 sqq. i| regards Buddhism, the 
following verses from Saraha's Lohakosha are relevanti 
Those who do not readily drink the ambrosia of their

Biaster fs instruction 
Die of thirst in the desert of multitudinous treatises. 
Abandon thought and thinking and be just as a child.

(Buddhist Texts throughout the Ages, edited by 
S . Conze, p • <2 il)

2. Such at anyrate is the immediate impression one has from 
reading almost any of the longer narratives in the books 
of Traditions, as for example the account of the Treaty 
of fludaibiyyah in BukharT's Kitab ash-ohimlt.
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all together into a synthesis beneath the sawy of spiritual 
intuition.

In this connection it may he noted that if the
Qoran is for all Moslems, it was primarily for the
Companions, since upon its power over them depended the very
foundation of Islam; and the Qoran, with its elliptical
aphorisms, its frequent antinomies^, its concrete imagery,
its continual hints, often in the form of appeals to "those
possessed of insight11 (ulu?l-albab» ulu *n-nuha etc*), is
clearly addressed to synthetical rather than analytical
intelligences. Even its logic often serves not so much to
convince logically as to provoke a sudden flash of

2intuitive understanding •
Another cause of divergence between the Sufis and 

the Orientalists is the quite unwarranted orientalist 
assumption that Islamic mysticism began with mere asceticism* 
Mcholson traces the "development" of Sufism from an
1* Eicholson says; "Keither he (the Prophet) nor his hearers 

perceived, as later Moslems did* that the language of the 
koran is often contradictory" (A Literary History of the 
Arabs, p.223). It would no doubt have been truer to say 
that later Moslems were in general less able to make, of 
two antinomical statements (as for example the Qoranic 
affirmations that man is responsible for his actions and 
that his actions are predestined) a synthesis through which 
they might perceive the spiritual truth in question.

2*<A >ishah, when asked what the Prophet was like, saids 
"The nature of the Prophet was as the Qoran". (Muslim, 
Pusafirifrx, 139) •
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asceticism which grew into a via pur&atoria from which in
its turn was developed, partly under the influence of
foreign ideas, a via llluminatiya^. iassignon, while
placing the outset of Islamic mysticism considerably earlier
than Eicholson does, none the less conforms to the same
pattern of thought, except as regards foreign influence*
In a chapter entitled "The First Mystical Vocations in
Islam” he says: **Qnce we have eliminated those fables, the
fruit of later imaginings, about the asceticism of the first
four Caliphs, Bilal and Abu Hurairah, we can study one or
two definite cases (of mystical vocation) among the 

2Companions.” I do not know what "fables” ho is referring
to, but in any case the remark is beside the point*
kalabadhl quotes the saying of the Prophet about Abu Bakr:
”He is not your superior by reason of much fasting and prayer,
but because of something which lias been fixed in his heart.
Similarly the saying of Ibn Hayit that the Companion Abu
Bharr was ”more ascetic” than the Prophet amounts to an
affirmation that asceticism is only of secondary
1* ibid*. p.229*
2* ibid., pp.157-8*
3* ibid., p.66; see also Ghazall, Iliya I, p.88.
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1importance t for whatever Fassignon himself, who quotes 
2the remark , may think, the speaker certainly did not

timagine that Abu Pharr was spiritually superior to the 
Prophet*

That which is "fixed in the heart" is clearly 
beyond the investigation of scholarship, but this does not 
excuse a blind eye being t urned to c e r t a i n  facts w h i c h  

are, to say the least, suggestive. F-uiiaminad was already a 
mystic before he was a Prophet* it was a mystical urge, 
that is, the imperative need to draw near to God - what else? - 
which drove him irresistibly again and again to the solitudes 
of Mt*Hira several years before the first Qoranic revelation; 
and the strength of that urge can bo m e a s u r e d  by the fact 
that unlike the mystics of later ge n erations, who were brought 
up in Islam, with a strong mystical tradition behind them 
and with striking examples of sanctity not only in  all past

1* In neither Christianity (see St* Mark, IX, 19) nor Islam 
was asceticism the starting point - though always present 
as a subsidiary - and in both it developed to a remarkable 
degree alter the Initial impetus of the religion had subsid
ed. The Sufis of the second and third centuries knew that 
the first two generations of I s l a m  had gone forward on the 
crest of a great spiritual wave and that they themselves 
were in the b a c k w a s h  of that wave, and some of them felt 
that the drag of t* is worldly reaction upon them could only 
be overcome by lengths of asceticism hitherto unknown in 
Islam (see for example the paragraph on 3ahl at-Tuatarl, 
d»896 A.I)*, in Qushairl's kisSlah). But evon then it was 
never more than a merely secondary means to the end*
ibid*, p*159» note 2.



generations but also among their older contemporaries, 
Muhammad was brought up amid the rags and tatters of a 
defunct religion at whose outskirts the last vestiges of
Abrahamic mysticism were represented by a few isolated )& 
individuals (ai-hunafa ) i and these, far from being ever 
present examples were not part of the community, but 
remote and unorganized.

What has just been said of the Prophet must be 
true also to a certain extent of many of the first converts 
to Islami and when we read the early Meccan Surahs we are 
conscious of an elite whose lives were utterly dedicated 
to God and whose intensity of worship clearly went far
beyond the norm of human possibility* Such revelations asi

1 2 Flee unto God ; Prostrate thyself and draw nl&h (to God) s
Glorify Him the livelong night î Keep vigil all the nitcht
save a little^I and the already quoted Invoke in remembrance
the Kama of thy Lord and devote thyself to him with an utter
devotion strike the keynote of this period. The path of
Islam was still the purely mystical path of doing one's
utmost, unalleviated as yet by the establishment of a legal
minimum. At first even the ritual prayer had not yet been
prescribed. We have no choice but to conclude that the first
1. Qoran, LI, 50. 2. XCVI, 19.
3. L3CXVI, 26. 4. LXKIII, 2.
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converts, or at any rate the beet of them, repeated 
continually the Bame of God, (dhikr al-lisah; with a view to 
”utter devotion” (tabattul; that is, with a view to becoming 
altogether permeated with remembrance (dhikr al-qalbj, and 
that they recited over and over again what little of the 
Qoran had been revealed, and prostrated themselves time after 
time, both by day and also, above all, in vigil night after 
night.

It is therefore not surprising that in this early
Meccan period the Qoran which is not yet concerned with the
five pillars of Islam, and still less with questions of law,
is already concerned with different degrees of sanctity. For
example the righteous (al-abrar; who are mentioned in two of
these Surahs are evidently those who are on the mystic path

1but who have not yet reached the end, for in both cases 
they are represented as drinking a draught that has been 
flavoured at a fountain from which the Supreme Saints 
(the slaves of God or those brought near to God ) drink 
directly.

Below the righteous are the companions of the
2right who appear to be the generality of believers. The 

water whioh they drink has not been flavoured with the
1. Qoran, LXXVI, 5-6; imill, 18-28.
2. Qoran, 1VI, 27-40.
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camphor or mu3k or linger of cuuy of the supreme fountains1, 
and they are mentioned as being many among the earlier 
generations and many among the later generations.

Again with reference to the second generation, 
Massignon says:

"At the most one finds evidence of abstinences,
_ ^  . j 2spiritual retreats and supererogatory prayers*" This 

brings us to the very heart of the divergence in question, 
for there can be no doubt that this remark would seem like 
a contradiction in terms to the Shaikh al-Alawi or any other 
3ufi, as much as to say: "At the most one finds everything**
1. This makes it clear that they are not to be identified with 

the righteous♦ Moreover this Surah explicitly divides the 
whole of mankind into three groups, the foremost, the 
companions of the right and the c o m p a n i o n s  of the left*
One of these groups - and it cannot be either the first or 
the last - must represent the generality of believers. 
Therefore, although the foremost (see above, p**7° ) are 
identified with the Kigheat saints, those brought near 
(v*ll), we can assume that in this stftah the righteous are 
included with them as being potentially "near".

It is only in the Medina period that with the inevitable 
sacrifice of quality to quantity it becomes necessary to 
divide the companions of the right into two groups, namely 
the believers, and tnose who have surrendered but who are 
not yet believers (XLIX, 14).

2m ibid., p.165
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For to do Massignon Justice we mat assume that by
Hsupererogatory prayers” he means nawafil in general, thus
including not only voluntary performances of the ritual
prayer in addition to the five obligatory performances of it,
but also invocations of the hivine Karnes, recitations of the
Qoran, repetitions of Qoranic formulae, and invocations of
blessings upon the Prophet3*} and these orisons, in particular
the invocation of the Kame Allah, reinforced by the spiritual 

2retreat, which includes fasting, are to-day and have always 
been the chief practices of the mystics of Islam, all other 
practices - some of which are no doubt of later development - 
being purely subsidiary.

Is it unjust to suggest that for many Western 
scholars Sufism consists of a more or less sustained asceticism 
which is punctuated by mystical poems, treatises and above all 
inspired ejaculations (ahatahat)? However that may be, the 
fact remains that for the Sufi all these are as nothing
1. If the remark does not Include all that has just been 

mentioned, then the words "at the most” are simply not 
true, for all these rites are enjoined by the Qoran and 
must therefore have been practised by the Companions as 
well as the second generation.

2. The pre-Islamic practice of Muhammad which he resumed at 
Medina (Bukharl, Tarawlli, 7), if indeed he had ever 
abandoned it.
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compared with the concentration of all the faculties upon 
Uod, - in other words dhikru Îlah.
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CHAPTBfi IV 

THE OBSKESa OF BBIft'G

"Since fi.ysticiam in all ages and countries is
fundamentally the aaine, however it may he modified by its

*peculiar environment and by the positive religion to which
it clings for support« we find remote and unrelated systems
showing an extraordinarily close likeness and even
coinciding in many features of verbal expression*,• • Many
writers on Sufism have disregarded this principle; hence
the confusion which long prevailed*w

In the light of this timely remark by Mcholson1,
no one should be surprised to find that the doctrine of the
Oneness of Being (Walidat al-Wujuci)» which holds a central
place in all the orthodox mysticisms of Aslaf holds an
equally central place in Sufism*

As is to be expected in view of its centralityf
some of the most perfectf though elliptical, formulations
of this doctrine are to be found in the Qoran* which affirms

2expressly: Wheresoe^r ye turn, there is the lace of God*
Everything perisheth but His Face»̂
1* A Literary History of the Arabs, p*384.
2. II* 115*
3* XXVII, 88.
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All that is thereon suffereth extinction, and J&12L 
remaineth the iaoe of thy Lord in Ite Majesty and Bounty.1o f — — e— —new—     ■■■ i mmr-mm«— wJKwm— »

In the Eternal Present, all that is perishable 
has already perished, all that is liable to extinction has 
already been extinguished* leaving only God* The term 
WaBdat al-Wuiud thus indicates that behind the Illusory veil
of created plurality there lies the One hivine Truth - not

2that God is made up of parts f but that underlying each 
apparently separate feature of the created universe there is 
the One Infinite Plenitude of God in His Indivisible 
Totality.

1. LY, 26-7*
2* It is probably failure to grasp this point which is at the 

root of most Western misunderstandings. I/assignon for 
example says that WaBdat al-wujud - which he unhappily 
translates "existentialist monism” - means that "the 
totality of all beings in all their actions is divinely 
adorable" (Encyclopedia of Islam, Tasawwuf). But there 
is no question here of the sum of things being any more 
divine than each single thing. The least gnat has a 
secret which is divinely adorable with total adoration.
In other words, for those possessed of mystical vision, 
there is the Pace of God.
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The lilaalaf~ al-Ahadiyyah1 
says: "When the secret of an atom of the atoms is cleary
the secret of all created things both external and internal 
is clear* and thou does not see in this world or the next 
aught beside Gtod.^H

If there were anything which, in the Heality of 
the Eternal Present, could show itself to be other than 
God* then God would not be Infinite* for Infinity would

1. "The Treatise on Oneness"* also entitled Kitab al- 
Ajwibah or Kitab al-Alif. It is ascribe<fxn some 
manuscripts to Mufiyi ■'d-Dln Ibn^ArabT (d*1240 A.D.J and 
in others to his younger contemporary *Abd Allah al- 
Balyaril (d.1287), (see the prefatory notes to the 
french translation by *Abd al-H&di in Le Voile cPIsis, 
1933* PP*l3-4, and to the English trai.slation by Weir, 
from which I quote, in the Journal of the ffoyal Asiatic 
Society. 1901, >̂.809). It' is one of the most important 
of all Sufic treatises* Hence the large number of 
existing manuscripts* although until now it has only 
been published in translations*

2* We may compare the following Par Eastern formulation* 
"When a blade of grass is lifted the whole universe is 
revealed there; in every pore of the skin there pulsates 
the life of the triple world, and this is intuited by 
prajna, not by way of reasoning* but "immediately" •
TjD.T. Suzuki, Studies in Een, p • 94.)
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consist of God and that particular thing.^
This doctrine is only concerned with Absolute 

Reality# It has nothing to do with "reality” in the 
current sense, that is, with lesscrf relative truths which 
the Sufis call "metaphorical”. Ghazali says: "The
Gnostics rise from the lowlands of metaphor to the peak 
of Verity; and at the fulfilment of their ascent they see 
directly face to face that there is naught in existence 
save only God and that every tiling perisheth but His Pace, 
not simply that it perisheth at any given time but that it
1. This is implicit in the following formulation of

Wafctdat al-Vmiud by Al-Hallaj, who literally takes the 
ground from beneath the feet of those who accuse the 
bufis of localizing God (hulul)#

"It is Thou that hast filled all "where" and beyond 
"where” too. Where art Thou then?" (hTwan, p.46, 1.4#) 

The Shaikh Al-Alawl quotes at some lengtE (An-HSsir 
Maruf, pp.112-5) l uiiammad rAbduh1 a formulations of the 
doctrine in question from pt.2 of his waridgt» ending with 
the words:
"Do not think, that this is a doctrine of localization, for 
there can be no localization without two beings, one of 
which occupieth a place in the other, whereas our doctrine 
is: "There is no being but His Being."

Over 2000 years previously the Taoist Chuang Tzu had 
said: ”A boat may be hidden in a creek; a net may be
hidden in a lake; these may be said to be safe enough.
But at midnight a strong man ma^ come and carry them away 
on his back. The ignorant do not see that no matter 
how well you conceal things, smaller ones in larger ones, 
there will always be a chance for them to escape. But 
if you conceal universe in universe, there will be no 
room left for it to escape. This is the great truth of 
things, (ch.6, Yu-Ian lung's translation.!
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bath never not perished*• *# Each thing hath two faces, a 
faoe of its own, and a face of its Lord; in respect of its 
own face it is nothingness, and in respect of the Face of 
God it is Being* Thus there is nothing in existence save 
only God and His Face, for everything perisheth hut His Face, 
always and forever.** so that the Gnostics need not wait for 
the Resurrection in order to hear the summons of the Creator 
proclaim * Unto whom this day is the Kingdom? Unto God, 
the One, the Irresistible^. for this proclamation is eternally 
in their ears; nor do they understand from His Utterance 
God is Most Great (Allahu Akbarj that he is greater than others. 
God forbid.* For there is nothing other than Himself in all 
existence, and therefore there is no term of comparison for

- 2 ' :His Greatness."
This doctrine is necessarily present whenever there 

is explicit reference to the Supreme Truth ——  the Absolute, 
the Infinite, the Eternal. In Christianity the goal of 
mysticism is most often conceived of as union with the 
.Second Person of the Trinity. Here the Supreme Truth is 
not explicit but implicit: who has Christ has indeed All;

1* Qoran, XL, 16.
2* riskat al-Anwar, pp.113-4 in Al-Jawahir al-Ghawall 

(cifi.ro, X343 A*H.); in Gairdner’s translation, which 
however I have not followed, pp.103-5*
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but for those who follow the path of love this Totality is 
not the direct object of fervour* Yet when it is conceived 
more directly, then in Christianity also*1' we find inevitably 
the doctrine of the Oneness of Being.

On the other hand9 when the Supreme Truth recedes 
into the background, then in all religions this doctrine 
also necessarily recedes9 since apart from the Infinite 
and Eternal Present it is literally nonsense. £o one can 
hope to understand the formulations of the mystics without 
bearing in mind that there is liable to be a continual 
shifting of the centre of consciousness from one plane to 
another.

One of the first things that a novice has to do
r — -in the Alawi Tariqah - and the same must be true of other 

paths of mysticism - is to unlearn much of the agility of 
‘ profane intelligence*1 which an *AlawI faqir once likened, for 
my benefit, to "the antics of a monkey that is chained to 
a post11, and to acquire an agility of a different order, 
comparable to that of a bird which continually changes the 
level of its flight. The Qoran and secondarily the 
Traditions of the Prophet are the great prototypes^of this 
versatility.
1. f,However vile the dust, however small its motes^the wise

man seeth therein God in all His Greatness and Glory." 
(Angelus dilesius, Cherubinischer ftandersmann;.
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Three distinct levels of intelligence are imposed
methodically twice a day in the three formulae of the *Alawi
rosary which are (each being repeated a hundred times)
firstly asking forgiveness of God, secondly the invocation
of blessings on the Prophet, and thirdly the affirmation of

1Divine Oneness. The first standpoint, which is at what 
might be called the normal level of psychic perception, is 
concerned with the ego as such. This is the phase of 
purification* Prom the second standpoint this fragxeentary 
ego has ceased to exist, for it has been absorbed into the 
person of the Prophet who represents a hierarchy of 
different plenitudes of which the lowest is integral human 
perfection and the highest is Universal Man (Al-Inaan

t l u i  1 flTYYiiirM* *»■ *i.:' £ l U V  cai-Kamil) , who personifies the whole created universe and 
who thus anticipates, as it were, the

1* The same formulae are used, with some variations, by 
many branches of the Shadhill and Qadiri Tarlqahs and 
others. See tfinn, ibid*, pp.183-4, 252-3,441, 503*

2* See Titue JBurckhardt fs introduction to his De 1 •Homme 
Universel (translated extracts from Jilifs H-YnsSi 
al-K5milT» (P* Derain, Lyons, 1953)*
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Infinitely of which he is the highest symbol. The disciple
aims at concentrating on perfection at one of these levels*
From the third point of view the Prophet himself has ceased
to exist, for this formula is concerned with nothing but
the Divine Oneness*

All mysticism necessarily comprises these different
levels of thoughtt because it is9 by definition9 the passage
from the finite to the Infinite. It lias a starting point
and an Bndt and cannot ignore what lies between. It follows
that the formulations of any one mystic are unlikely to be

** 2all from the same standpoint 9 and this is especially true
1* The first formula of the rosary may also open onto the 

Infinite, but in a negative sense, for the end of 
purification is extinction (faglS ). The Shaikh Al-Alawl 
often quotes the saying attributed to kabiah al- 
^Adawiyyah: * Thine existence is a fault with which no
other fault can be compared” (I InaK, p.41). It is this 
point of view which Al-fiailaj expresses in the words: 
"Between me and Thee is an "I am" which tormenteth me*
0 take, by Thine Own I am, mine from between us*"
(Akhbar Al-HaJLlaj, Mas s i gnonfa edition, no.50.)

2* The refusal to see that mysticism is never a "system" and 
that mystics are consciously and methodically "inconsistent", 
taking now one standpoint, now another, has led to much 
confusion, especially as regards ahdat al-Wujud. In his 
preface to his translation of Mishkat al-Anwar Tp*61), 
Gairdner says; "The root question in regard to al- 
Ghazzoll, and every other advanced mystic and adept in 
Islam, is the question of Pantheism (i.e* ^ahdat al-Wujud, 
now usually translated, with some advantage, "monism*): 
did he succeed in balancing himself upon the edge of the 
pantheistic abyss? •••• Or did he fail in this?"
Massignon, for his part has devoted much of his output to 
exculpating Al-Hallaj from the "unorthodoxy" in question, 
or in other words, to pinning him down to the dualism 
expressed in certain of his verses, and turning a blind
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Bote 2 (continued):
eye to his affirmations of the Oneness of Being*

Biwant 3ffiir tditu» p *40t 1«4), or in other words 
denying that he ever made thc~transcension^from what 
GhazalX calls the metaphor of union (ittiftad) to the 
truth of the realization of the Oneness (tawflld;
(Mi shkat, p.115). Bttt-lnaooignQn oondemna, amongst other ib
ibrt Arahiy lbn al-fraridt dalaii ad M n  ar Kumi and Yahya 
lbn llabauli as iiuhraward 1 as guilty of-ttmeniam? * Nicholson 
pleads for lbn al-Iarid (Studies in Islamic Mysticism, 
pp*193~4). Gairdner, rightly feeling that GhazSlI Ts in 
great "danger" pleads for him and by charitable extension 
for all other Moslem mystics on the grounds that they do 
not mean what they say*1 (ibid** pp.62-3)* finally
Corbin pleads for Suhrawardi,maintaining that for him the 
goal of mysticism was not Oneness but "the joy of being 
two with God" (Suhrawardi d*Alep, pp*31-4)* The truth 
is that all the Sufis are "dualist" or "pluralist" at 
lower levels of reality; but it is impossible that any 
of them should have believed that at the highest level 
there is anything other than the Divine Oneness, for though 
the Goran changes the level of its utterance more often 
even than the Sufis themselves, it is absolutely and 
inescapably explicit as regards the Eternal that all things 
perish but His face and all that is thereon suffersth 
extinction* and there remaineth the lace of lord in 
its Majesty' and Bounty* Wiis Xa3t word is a reminder 
that for the SufiV the Oneness of Being is That in Which 
there is no loss but only pure gain or, otherwise 
expressed, That in which all that was ever lost is found 
again in Infinite and Eternal Perfection. Therefore let 
those who shrink from this doctrine as a "pantheistic 
abyss" or what Nicholson calls "blank infinite negation" 
ask themselves if they really understand it.
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of the more spontaneous utterances such as those of poetry*
But It is natural that spiritual Masters should stress
Wahdat al-Wujud above all, because it is the Supreme Truth
and therefore the ultimate goal of all mysticism, and also
because, for that very reason, it is the point of view
that is "furthest1* from the disciple and the one he most
needs help in adopting* Helentless insistence upon the
doctrine has therefore a great methodic, not to say
"hypnotic" value***, for it helps the disciple to place
himself virtually in the Eternal Present when he cannot do
so actually. The hisalat al-AJiadiyyah says: "Our
discourse (that is, the formulation of Oneness of Being)
is with him who hath resolution and energy in seeking to
know himself in order to know God, and who keepeth fresh in
his heart the image of his quest and M s  longing for 

2attainment unto God; it is not with M m  who hath neither
1* ’when lbn ̂ rabT for example criticizes some of the

formulations of his great predecessors, such as Junaid 
and iH-H&llaj, as regards the Supreme State, it is 
clearly not because he thought that they had not attained 
to that State, but because the formulations in question 
are not sufficiently rigorous to be, in his opiMon, 
methodically effective.

2* Wusul, translated by Weir as union" which suggests 
IttIliad, a word wMch the author of t. is treatise would 
surely have taken care to avoid in this context.
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aim nor end*"
fcassignon writes1 that this doctrine was first 

c  *formulated by lbn Arabi* It may be that the term 
Vnahdat al-vaUud was not generally used before his day, but 
the doctrine itself was certainly uppermost in the minds of 
his predecessors, and the more the question is studied the 
further it recedes along a purely Islamic line of descent*
The already quoted passage in Shamil* s I ishkat al-Anwar 
is closely followed up by* "There is no he but fie, for 
"he" expresaeth that unto which reference is made, and there 
can be no refereiice at all save only unto him, for whenever 
thou makest a reference, that reference is unto Him even 
thou though knewest it not through thy' ignorance of the Truth 
of Truths*•* Thus "there is no god but God" is the 
generality *s proclamation of Unity, and "there is no he but 
He" is that of the elect, for the former is more general, 
whereas the latter is more elect, more all-embracing, truer, 
more exact, and rendereth more fully unto the Lord of

2Oneness His Unalloyed Singleness and his Pure Unity."
The Shaikh Al-cAlawf quotes^ from the end 

1* Lneyclopedia of Islam, Tasawwuf.
2* pp* 117-8.
3 • An-Ila s i r K a n l f » p . 39 •
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the Manaail as-Ga 'irfn oi'Abd Allah al-harawl (d.1088 A.D.)
with regard to the third and highest degree of fawhidi

"hone afiirmeth truly the Oneness of God, for whoso
aifirmeth It thereby setteth himself in contradiotion
with It...He, He is the affirmation of His Oneness, and
whoso presumeth to describe Him blaephemeth (by creating a
duality through the intrusion of his own person)"*

This recalls the almost identical saying of
Al-iiallaj (d#922 A.I.): "Whoso claimeth to affirm God’s
Oneness thereby setteth up another beside Him"1.

Al-kharraz, in his "Book of Truthfulness", quotes
the Companion AbucUbaidah (d.639 A.i).; as having said:
"I have never looked at a single thing without God being
nearer to me than it*" Only one who stops short at the
outer shell of words could maintain that there is a real
difference between this and the following more analytical

cL
formulation from the llllth century Hislat al-Ananiyyah:

"If a questioner aski "Supposing we see refuse or 
carrion, for example, wilt thou say that it is God?", the 
answer is: "God in His Exaltation forbid that He should be
any such thing*’ Our discourse is with him who doth not see
!• Akhbar, no.49
2. Arabic text, p.59? Arberry’s translation, p.48*
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the carrion to be carrion or the refuse to be refuse; 
our discourse is with him who hath insight (Daalrah; and 
is not altogether blind#"1

Al-Kharraz1s quotation! made about 850 A.D., spans 
the first two centuries of Islam with the Koranic doctrine 
of Nearness- Identity - Oneness. fce have seen that in 
the early Meccan Surahs the highest saints are referred 
to as those brought near to Pod; and what the Qoran means
by "nearness" is defined by the words We are nearer to him

2 > than his jugular vein In the following Tradition-3 this
nearness is expressed as identity: "My slave seeketh
unremittingly to draw nigh unto Me with devotions of his
free will until I love him; and when I love him, I am the
Hearing wherewith he heareth and the Sight wherewith he
aeeth and the Hand wherewith he smiteth and the loot whereon

4he walketh." It cannot be concluded from this Tradition
that this identity was not already there, for the Divinity
1. It is interesting to compare the following Illrd century 

B*G# formulation: "Tung Kuo Tzu asked Chuang Tsui "Where
is the so-called Tao?" Chuang Tzu saidi "Everywhere." The 
former saidi "Specify an instance of it." "It is in the 
ant." "How can Tao be anything so low?" "It is in the 
panic grass." "Sow can it be still lower."... "It is in 
excrement." To this Tung Kuo Tzu made no reply. Chuang Tzu 
saidi "¥our question does not touch the fundamentals of 
Tao. You should not specify any particular thing. There 
is not a single thing without Tao." (Chuang Tzu, ch.XIII, 

")lKLun lung’s translation).
2« Qoran, I, 16. 3* This is a iladTth quduai in which God

speaks in the first person on the*"tongue of the Prophet.
4* BukhSrT, iiiqacj, 37*
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is not subject to change• The "change" in question is
simply that what was not perceived has now been perceived.^
These two levels of perception are both referred to in the
verse: Ye are nearer to him than ye are, although ye see

2not . The lower of these tv»o is perception of the merely 
relative reality of God’s absence which is pure illusion 
in the face of His Absolute Ireserce. lor there is no 
question of relative nearness here. We are nearer to him 
than hi8 jugular vein and God cometh in between a man and 
his own heart  ̂mean that Me is nearer to him than he is to 
his inmost self. The Oneness here expressed exceeds the 
oneness of union (ittiiiad;.

It may be convenient for certain theories to 
suppose that these flashes of Qoranie lightning passed 
unperceived over the heads of the Companions, and that they 
were only noticed by later generations; but is it good 
psychology? Wo men can have been more "men of one book" 
than the Companions were, and there is every reason to 
believe that no generation of Islam has ever surpassed them 
in weighing the phrases of that book and in giving each one 
its due of consideration. They would have been the last
1. It has been perceived only because the agent of perception 

is God, not the mystic. "I am.•.his Sight", or to use the 
Qoranie phrasei The sight o’ertaketh Him not, but He 
o’ertaketh the sight(vt, 163).

2. LVI, 85. 3. VIII, 24.
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people on earth to suppose that the Qoran ever meant less 
than it said* This does not mean that they would necessarily 
have taken Abraham’s saying successively with regard to the
planetf the moon and the sun This is my Lord to be a
formulation of ftahdat al-Wuifld as the Shaikh al-AlawI does,
for this passage1 admits more readily of other interpreta-

2tions . But there are some passages of the Qoran which 
do not* If we take, for example, in addition to the 
already quoted formulations of "fceamess", the verses 
He is the llrst and the Last and the Outwardly Kanifest and 
the Inwardly Hidden,̂  it is difficult to conceive how the 
Companions would have understood these words other than in 
the sense of Ghazall’s la tmwa ilia Huvva, "there is no object 
of reference other than He", though they may well never have 
formulated the truth in question other than with the words
of the Qoran itself, or with expressions such as Abu
cUbaidah’s: "I have never looked at a single thing without 
God’s being nearer to me than it", or the Prophet’s: "Thou 
are the Outwardly Manifest and there is nothing covering 
1* Qoran, VI, 75-6.
2« These however do not invalidate M s  interpretation

(quoted later in this chapter;, for they do not refer to 
the same level of reality#

3* Qoran, LVII, 3.
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thee"****
Before considexiixe ^ome the Sheikh Al-AlaWI*s

own formulations of the doctrine of Oneness of Being, let
us consider what he quotes from "the Shaikh of our Shaikhs,
haul ay Al-*ArabI ad~£arqawl":

"I was in a state of remembrance and my eyes were
lowered and I heard a voice say: He is the first and the Last
and the Outwardly Manliest and the Inwardly Hidden. I
remained silent, and the voice repeated it a second time,
and then a third, whereupon 1 said: ”As to the Urst. I
understand, and as to the Last, I understand, and as to
the Inwardly Hidden, I understand, but as to the Outwardly
Kanifeat, I see nothing but created things«* Then the
voice said: "If there were any outwardly manliest other than
Himself I should have told thee.” In that moment I

2realised the whole hierarchy of Absolute Being."
eAbd al-'Vahid ibnCAshirks Al-Murshid al-&u£n, on

which the hhaikh1 s Al-I/iinah al-wuadueiyyah is a commentary
formulates what mu3t necessarily be attributed to God as
follows: "Being, Beginninglessness, hndlessness, Absolute
Xndependenoe, Incomparability, Oneness of hssence, of
1« Muslim, Bawat, 16; Tirmidhl, hawat» 19. This is not 

incompatlbYe""with other Traditions In which he speaks of 
"veils” between man and God. It is simply a question of 
two different points of view, the one being absolute and 
the other relative.

2. Minah, p.174.
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Quality and of Action, Power, Will, Knowledge, life,
Hearing, Speech, i Sight• "

The Shaikh comments: "Here he explain©th what
belongeth unto God. See therefore, 0 slave, what belong©th 
unto thee, for if thou shouldst qualify thyself with any 
one of these qualities, thou wilt be contending with thy 
Lord.

God's is the prerogative of Being, and Being is 
the very Self of Him who is. This is Absolute Being 
which is not to be limited and measured and set on one 
side. It is not possible that there should exist any other 
being with this Being in virtue of Its Unlimitedness and 
the Force of Its Manifestation and the Immensity of Its 
Light. Thou shouldst know that this Being brooketh no
denial in the inward eye of the Gnostics, just as sensible
objects brook no denial in the sight of those who are veiled. 
Hay, the appearance of spiritual truth to the intellect is 
stronger and more direct than the appearance of the sensible 
object to the sense. Thus the Manifest©th of Absolute
Being falleth upon the perception of the Bufi so that he is
utterly overwhelmed in his realization of the Infinite. If 
he tmek, the vast of Beginninglessness he findeth no starting 
point, and if he then turn unto Endlessness, he findeth no 
limit and no finality* He plungeth into the depths of
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Innermost Mystery and findeth no outlet, and he mounteth 
up throughout the hierarchy of Outward Manifestation and 
findeth no escape from it9 so that in his bewilderment he 
crieth out for refuge. Then the Truths of the Homes and 
Qualities call unto him sayings "Seekeet thou to limit the 
Essence? Wouldst thou qualify It with dimensions? Thou 
art in a station which is attended with knowledge of the 
secrets of the Names and Qualities* Vi hat hast thou to do 
with created things?* And thereupon he surrendereth 
himself unto Being, and realizeth that beside It there is

. ineither nothingness nor being” *
As regards the Divine Ineomparability he comments: 

"Another necessity is God^ difference from what is ̂ contingent, 
but this qualification is not one of the supports of the 
Gnostics, since comparison entereth not into their thoughts*•• 
For them the seer is folded up in That which is seen. There 
is naught that hath being besides God that it might be 
compared with Him* But this qualification of incompara
bility is helpful to those who are veiled - nay, it is the 
very ark of their salvation.

The Truth transcendeth all the qualities of 
contingent things; and if the outer covering be removed for 
the Gnostics from His Quality of Transcendence amazement

1. Minah, p.35.



falleth upon them, for they find that the Truth transcendeth 
Transcendence# Then they wish to tell of the marvellous 
mysteries that are there, hut the encumbrances of the letters 
of the alphabet upon their tongues impede them, and it may 
be that an utterance cometh forth which resembleth comparison 
and which may cause offence in the hearing of those who are 
veiled, although the utterance is in reality an extreme 
affirmation of Transcendence.

Rone is safe from the snare of qualifying the 
Truth and making comparisons with regard to It save him who 
companioneth the Gnostics and treadeth the path of those who 
realise the Oneness.***

How should one be safe from limiting the Truth 
who conceiveth It to be far away? And how should one 
escape beyondthe frontiers of ignorance when the created 
universe still existeth in his sight? #•••

It is of no avail to affirm His Transcendence with 
the tongue and to affirm His likeness to other things in 
the heart* If thou art veiled, in seeming to affirm His 
Transcendenoe thou afflrmest in fact His likeness to other 
than Him through thine inability to conceive the Truth of 
His Transcendence, and if thou knowest Him, in seeming to 
liken Him to others thou affirmest in fact His Transcendence 
through the utter obliteration of thy being in His Being.
In a word, the Folk’s affirmation of His likeness transcendeth
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the generality’s affirmation of His Transcendence.
Another truth that must be believed oi God is Hie 

Oneness in Essence, Qualities and Actions, lor He is not 
composed oi parts, not multiple*

The Oneness of the Truth is not to be added unto, 
lor verily It admitteth not of increase even as It admitteth
not of diminishment* "God was, and there was naught with

1 'f *2 Him." He is now even as He was , for the Qualities stand
not by themselves so as to be independent in their Being or
so as to be separated from That which they describe, which
is the Essence.

As to Oneness in Action, this means that it is
impossible that there should be any act but the Act of God*

The folk may be divided into three groups. The
first is the group of those who see that there is no agent
but God, thus realising Oneness in Actions by way of direct

e
intellectual perception, not merely by way of belief, for 
they see through the multiplicity of actions to the One 
Agent* The second is the group of those who realize the

H.Oneness in the Qualities, that is, that ncje hath hearing, 
sight, life, speech, power, will, knowledge save only God* 
The third is the group of those who realize the Oneness in 
1* Bukhara, Khalq, 1*
2* It is doubtful if even the most exoteric of dogmatic 

theologians would venture to deny the truth of this 
mystical comment on the above Tradition.
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the Essence and who are veiled from all else inasmuch as 
the Infinity of the Essence hath been unveiled to them9 so 
that they find no room for the appearance of any created 
things* They sayi "In truth there is nothing there but 
God”, for they have lost all but Him* These are the 
Essentialists and the unifying Gnostics; and all others1 
are veiled and unheeding: they have not tasted the flavour
of Oneness nor sensed the perfume of Uniqueness, but they 
have only heard of this doctrine and they imagine, because 
it hath fallen upon their earn, that they adhere *fc> it. 
hayf they are remote from the Truth and cut off from It.

As to His qualities of Powert Will, Knowledge, Life, 
Hearing, Speech, Sight, these are as a veil over the Essence, 
for the exceeding force of Its outward manifestation setteth 
up screens. Thus Power is the veil of the Powerful, Will 
the veil of the filler, Knowledge of the Knower, Life of the 
Living, Hearing of the Hearer, Sight of the Ueer, and Speech 
of the Speaker.

The Qualities are likewise veiled from sight: 
thus Power is veiled by the outward manifestations of power, 
Will by the various impulses, Speech by the differentiation 
of letters and voices, Life by its inseparability from the

1. Presumably he means all others apart from the three groups, 
though it is true that the first two groups are "veiled” 
as compared with the Essentialists.
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1Essence , Hearing and Bight by the strength of their
manifestation in creatures9 and Knowledge by its exceeding
comprehensiveness in embraoing all known things*

how these Qualities are of three different kinds,
and each group hath its own specific world* Hearing,
Sight and Speech are of the World of Human Sense (Slam 

oan-nSsutj , Power, Will and Knowledge are of the World of 
the Dominion fglaro al-malakut)^ whereas Life is of the

1* Life, like Intellect (see above, p*162, note 1), is not 
strictly speaking of this world but is an outpost of the 
next world in this world, and Just as there is continuity 
between Divine Light and the intellectual spark in man, 
so also there is a continuity between Divine Being, 
that is, Divine Life, and the vital spark* It is to this 
continuity that the word "inseparability” refers. The 
other Qualities are also inseparable from the Essence in 
virtue of Its Omnipresence, but hierarchically they are 
more remote from It*

2* The world of matter; he calls it elsewherecalaiu al-mulk* 
the World of the Kingdom (sea below, p. 2*g

3* The world of the soul, which together with the material 
_ world makes up what we call "this world" as opposed to the 
next* Thus, as he remarks later (i inatit p*49J * "The
inward aspect of this world is Divine tower, Will and 
knowledge, and its outer aspect is Divine Hearing, Sight 
and Speech - nor is it anything besides this."
clt should be noted that the Knowledge in question is not 

ifiariiah (gnosis, direct intellectual vision), butcllm 
which proceeds from the Divine Hame Al-Alim* the 
Omniscient, and which in man appears as mental knowledge, 
that is, discursive indirect analytical knowledge.
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World of the Domination Calam al-jabbarut) and noe of
2them are separate from the Essence in Its All-Embracingness 

and Its Transcendence over all situation*

1* The next world, the world of the Divine Sprit. The 
Qoran (XV 23) says of the vivification of 'Xdamt
I bivathed into him of Spirit. In naming the three 
worlds, as also in most other points of terminology, the 
Shaikh follows Abd al-Karim al-Jili (see for example 

; <A1—Insan al-Kamil, ch.39), whereas in earlier treatises, 
such as Ghazali"*8 IjyV (IVi p.216j, the last two terms 
are transposed an^ggi. .^Jabbaigt is the intermediary 
world.

2. He has already said Q>.38)« "He that stoppeth short at 
the Actions is veilea from direct vision of the Essence, 
whereas he who knoweth the Essence seeth only It, naught 
else, in all things, and saith that the Essence is veiled 
only by the Essence."

The Sufis often speak of four worlds, of which the 
fourth is precisely this Ultimate Beality, the world of 
the All-Embracing Essence, which is called in relation 
to the other three,*&lam al-̂ izzah, the World of Sovereign 
Power. In his oral teaching tSe Shaikh used to paraphrase 
the Shaikh Al-BtTzidl's formulation of these truths as 
follows i NThe Infinite or the World of the Absolute 
which we conceive of as being outside us is on the 
contrary universal and exists within us as well as 
without. There is only One World, and this is It. What 
we look on as the sensible world, the finite world of time 
and space, is nothing but a conglomeration of veils which 
hide the ileal World. These veils are our own senses t 
our eyes are the veils over True Sight, our ears the veils 
over True Hearing, and so it is with the other senses, 
for us to become aware of the existence of the Heal World, 
the veils of the senses must be drawn aside.• .What remains 
then of man? There remains a faint gleam which appears 
to him as the lucidity of his consciousness...There is a 
perfect continuity between tnis gleam and the Great Light 
of the Infinite World, and once this continuity has been 
grasped our consciousness can (by means of prayer) flow 
forth and spread out as it were into the Infinite and 
become One with It, so that man comes to realise that 
the Infinite Alone is, and that he, the humanly conscious,
exists only as a veil. Once this state has been realized,
all the Lights of Infinite Life may penetrate the soul of
the dufi, and make him participate in the Divine Life, so
that he has a right toexclaimi MI am Allah*1 (*Abd al-Karlm Jossot, quoted by Berque, p.704).
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Bow when the people of God speak of the Qualities
being dependent upon created things1, they mean that They
are dependent upon Themselves for Their outward manifestation,
inasmuch as existence is woven out of the Qualities even as
a mat is woven out of reeds* Thus the Qualities, far from

2being made up of creatures are themselves the very tissue 
of all existing things. Indeed, if thou examine all that 
is, thou wilt find naught that is an addition to the 
Oneness of the Divinity - Oneness in Essence, Qualities 
and Actions*

The Act is one with the Agent before and after its
coming into existences it appeareth not of itself, but
only if He manifest it and be Manifest Himself therein, for
things in themselves are nothing.

By thus enumerating the necessary prerogatives
of God, he^ did not mean to limit them, for the Qualities
of the Truth are unlimited and cannot be circumscribed;
he only sought to make his exposition easier for human
1. He is clearly thinking of such paradoxes as Ibn^Arabl's* 

MHow is He the Independent (Al-GhanI) when I help Him 
(by manifesting Hie Qualities)H - KTsua, end of ch*V.

2* Elsewhere (p*49) he remarks: "Take the reeds from out
the mat and it will retain neither name nor form.*

3* Ibn^Ashir, whose Al-Murahid al~Mu!n the dhaikh is 
commenting*
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unders tandingf
The Shaikh then comments in some detail on the 

opposites oi these Qualities which are enumerated in 
Al-Murshid a l-Ifa S n  as being impossible with regard to God*
I will quote from what he says about nothingness, extinction, 
death, deafness, dumbness and blindness*

"Here he telleth of what is impossible of God 
and inevitable for the slave, and by "slave" the folk mean 
the world from its zenith beneath the Throne to its nadir 
at the nethermost fringe of creation, that is, all that 
started into existence at the word "Be/", all that is "other". 
So realize, my brother, thine own attributes and look with the 
eye of the heart at the beginning of thine existence when 
it came forth from nothingness! for when thou hast truly 
realized thine attributes, He will increase thee with His*

One of thine attributes is pure nothingness,
.v

which belongeth unto thee and unto the world in its entirety. 
If thou acknowledge thy nothingness, He will increase thee 
with His Being* *•

Extinction also is one of thine attributes* Thou 
art already extinct, my brother, before thou art extinguished 
and naught before thou art annihilated. Thou art an illusion

1. MnaH, pp.36-9.
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in an illusion and a nothingness in a nothingness. tihen 
hadst thou Existence that thou mighteet be extinguished.
Thou art as a mirage in the desert that the thirsty man 
taketh to be water until he cometh unto it and findeth it 
to be nothing and where he thought it to be# there findeth 
ho God.~ Even so, if thou went to examine thy self, thou 
wouldst find it to be naught, and there wouldst thou find 
God, that is, thou wouldst find God instead of finding 
thyself, and there would be naught left of thee but a name 
without a form. Being in itself is God's, not thine; if 
thou shouldst come to realize the truth of the matter, and 
to understand what is God's through stripping thyself of 
all that is not thine, then wouldst thou find thyself to 
be as the core of an onion. If thou wouldst peel it, 
thou peelest off the first skin, and then the second, and 
then the third, and so on, until there is nothing left of 
the onion. Even so is the slave with regard to the Being 
of the Truth.

It is said that Rabiah al-Adawiyyah met one of 
the Gnostics and asked him of his state, and he replied:
"I have trod the path of obedience and have not sinned since 
God created me," whereupon she said: "Aias, my son, thine
existence is a sin wherewith no other sin may be compared."

1. Qoran, XXIV, 39*
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Tread then, my brother, the path of those who 
realize the Oneness and affirm not Being for any but God, 
for if one of the lolk affirm Being for himself, he is 
guilty of idolatry. But the generality oannot escape 
from affirming the existence of other than (Tod, though 
in doing so they affirm all evils.

Life is not one of thine attributes, for thou 
art dead in the form of the living, even as a possessed 
madman who claimeth to be someone that he is not. But 
if thou wast brought before thy Lord, and threw down thy 
body even as the body of thy father Adam, He would breathe 
into thee of His Spirit and create thee in His Form and then 
mightest thou say without wrong: ”1 am Alive”, having
realized thy deadness, whereas previously, in attributing 
Life unto thyself and giving thyself an independent 
existence thou wast contending with thy Lord,

Another attribute of the slave is deafness.
Thou art now deaf, 0 slave, and Hearing is not in thy 
nature. God is the Hearer, and it is by attributing 
this faculty unto thyaolf that thou art deaf. Though 
thou hast ears, thou hearest not. If thou couldst hear, 
then wouldst thou hear the Discourse of God at every time 
and in every state, for He hath not ceased speaking. But 
where is thy hearing of this Discourse, and where is thine 
understanding of this Speech? Hay, thou art deaf and art
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still in the fold oi no thinness; but if thou easiest out
into Being, then wouldst thou hear the Discourse of the
All-Worshipped, and if thou couldst hear, then wouldst
thou answer* Yet how shouldst thou answer, seeing that
dumbness is one of thy qualities? How comest thou to
claim Speech which is one of the Attributes of thy Lord?
If thou couldst indeed speak, then wouldst thou avail as
a teacher, but no one sitteth at the feet of the dumb.
If thou wouldst realize thy dumbness, He would increase
thee with His Speech, and thou wouldst come to speak with
the Speech of God and wouldst hold converse with God so
that thy hearing would be the Hearing of God and what thou
wouldst hear would be all from God.

Blindness, 0 slave, is another of thine attributes.
If thou couldst see, thou wouldst behold His hame
the Outwardly Manifest, but noVthou seest only appearances.
Where is thy vision of the Manifestation of the Truth,
when things other than Him are clearer in thy sight? Far
be it from Him that there should be any veil over His

1Manifestation.1 It is simply that blindness, thine
Attribute, hath overcome thee, and thou hast become blind 
although thou hast eyes, all through attributing Sight unto

1. For the Tradition here referred to, see above pp.201-2
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thyself* But if thou would at realize thy blindness and 
then seek to draw nigh unto Him through such actions as 
His Good Pleasure accept©th from theef then He will be 
thy Hearing and thy Sight1! and when He is thy Hearing and 
thy Sight* then wilt thou hear only Him and see only Him, 
for thou wilt be seeing Him with His Sight and hearing Him 
with iiis Hearing.

Consider well thine attribute of blindness* and 
meditate on the wisdom that lieth in attributing it to 
thyself, and then there will appear upon thee the rays of 
Sight. Then will thou hear what thou heardst not and see 
what thou sawest not, but this cannot be but by knowing 
thyself and meditating upon the nothingness that is thine 
by rights.

It is God who hath manifested things through 
His Own Manifestation in them* even as one of the Gnostics 
hath said!

"Thou didst manifest Thyself in things when Thou didst
create them.

And loi In them trie veils are lifted from off Thy
Pace •

Thou didst cut man off as a piece from Thy Very Self,
and he

1. See above, p.133 *
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Is neither joined to Thee, nor is he separate fromThee."i"2
Ibn Ashir formulates 'proofs'* of God's Eternity 

as followst
'*If Eternity were not of necessity His Attribute, 

then must He needs be ephemeral, subject to change and 
vicissitude* If extinction were possible9 then Eternity 
would be banished*"

The ohaikh comments: "In each demonstration he
saiths "If so and so were not the case, then so and so would
be the case", after the manner of the logicians, and this
is suitable for boys who are beginning to learn the doctrine
of Islam, but as for the Gnostics, who are firm-fixed in
the station of face-to-face vision, they dally not with
any such teaching as tiiis, being ashamed before God to speak
in these terms, let alone to imagine the existence of phase
and vicissitude in the bivinity - nay, this is impossible
for the brains of the Gnostics, and it can find no place
in their intelligences where it might be received* Such is
the certainty unto which they have attained that they use
not logical proof and demonstration even by way of instruction,
inasmuch as they are robed with the raiment of nearness in
1* *Abd al-K&rlm al-Jill *s quotation from his owncAini.y.yah 

in his Al-Inaah al-Kamil, ch.XXIII (opening).
2* PP*39-45.
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the presence of direct contemplation*
  * iThey understand proof in another sense , however,x " ■ C' ’’ *

as for examples if extinction which is pure nothingness,
2were possible, Pure Being, Eternity’s intimate attribute , 

would be banished. Thus would Eternity be bereft of That 
which is Eternal, inasmuch as we had spoken of nothingness 
in Its Presence, whereas not only relative being but also
1* Ibn Ashirfs logic is addressed merely to the reason* But 

the Shaikh is now referring to jfrupra-rational argument 
which is addressed to the Intellect and which is intended 
to provoke a sudden intuitive glimpse of the truth. This 
intention lies behind most mystic formulations, especially 
of the kind which are quoted in this and the following 
chapters. If the path be represented as the opening of . 
a series of doors, the "proofs" which the Shaikh is 
speaking of are keys which the spiritual Master gives - 
key after key - to the disciple; and in the Alawi Tariqah, 
as no doubt in other orders, the saying: "When the door
has been opened, throw away the key" is well known. This 
saying is never meant to be followed too rigidly, for 
some keys will open more than one door and must be 
treasured; but at least it serves to show that the 
attitude of the mystics towards their own formulations is 
very different from that of the dogmatic theologians 
towards theirs, not to speak of the philosophers.

2* Being is in a sense the "content" of Eternity and Infinity, 
and the word "pure" is a reminder that although in 
expressing relative truth a distinction may be made 
between Being and nothingness, in the Ultimate Truth 
Being is the Absolute Positive which precludes all 
negativity whatsoever, Just as Eternity is the Absolute 
Present which precludes all beginning and end, past and 
future, and Infinity is the Absolute Totality which 
precludes all notion not only of "more" but also of 
"less*"
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nothingness vanisheth in that lioble Presence. God was, 
and there was no nothingness and no being with His Being.

Count not this world as a tiling nor believe 
that it hath otherness or that it is alien to the Divine

^  f .. . . i  « | a v.. . . . .. .. /Presence, for it is no less than one of Its Manifestations,
one of Its Secrets, one of Its lights. God is the Light
of the heavens and of the earth.1

Thus did v/e show unto Abraham the dominion of
the Heavensand of the eartht that he might be of those
jjossessinff certainty. When the ni^ht ^rew dark upon him,
he beheld a planet, and said: wThia is my lord1*. Then,

2when it set, he said: "1 love not that which setteth."
He did not say This is rna Lord by way of making 

comparisons but he spake thus in utter affirmation of God's 
Transcendence, when there was revealed unto him the Truth 
of all Truths that is indicated in the noble verset 
Wheresoe'er ye turn, there is the lace of God. He informed 
his people of this truth that they might show piety unto 
God in respect of each thing. All this was on account of 
what was revealed unto him of the dominion of the heavens 
and the earth, so that he found the Truth of the Creator

1. Qoran XkIV, 35- 
2* woran VI, 75-6>
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existent in every created tiling1* Then he wished to impart 
unto others the knowledge to whioh he had attained , but he 
saw that their hearts were turned away from the pure doctrine 
of Oneness for which God had singled him out, so he saidt 
Q my people* verily I am innocent of all that se set uu 
beside God.̂ "̂

This last passage calls for the following 
quotation also, though a sentence of it is to be quoted 
later in another contexts

”Albeit the Truth appear unto His slaves in some 
forms, yet is He Jealous on behalf of His other forms of 
manifestation wherein they are unmindful of Him, for the 
limited form unto which they attach themselves is very often 
of the most fleeting transitoriness*** Abraham was not 
willing to abide with God in some fleeting forms without 
recognising Him in all, and therefore he said* I love not 
things which set, that is, I like not to know God in one

1* Elsewhere (Onmudhaj# p.11) he quotes the versest
"Thou didst show Thyself in other than Thee unto mine eyes 
fcrhich saw not the other, but rejoiced in Thee Alone*
Even so before me did the friend invert his glance 
ftTien he beheld the light of the planet, moon and sun#”

(tlmar ibn al-Farid, Kafiyyah 11.45-6*)
2* Qoran, VI, 78.
3* £<inaht pp*46~8.
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thing apart from another lest with the disappearance of 
that thing I should forget Him* Nay, I have turned my face**'# 
and wheresoe*er I turn my face, there is the Beauty of God*jf* t *

Now Abraham incurred a certain preference for one 
of his sons, and God tried him for it with an order to
sacrifice him, and Abraham showed his obedience, thus

2proving his sincerity."
Elsewhere he saysi "It is His Will that thou 

shouldst know Him in what He will, not in what thou wilt, 
so go as He goeth, nor seek to lead the way* If thou 
knewest Him in the Essence, thou wouldst not deny Him in 
the manifestations thereof* It is His Will that thou

V
shouldst truly know Him, not merely by hearsay*

The Outwardly Manifest is veiled by naught but 
the strength of the manifestations, so be present with Him, 
nor be veiled from Him by that which hath no being apart 
from Him* Stop not short at the illusion of forms, nor 
have regard unto the outward appearance of receptacles*

Bo not know Him ohly in His Beauty, denying what 
cometh unto thee from His Majesty®’, but be deeply grounded
1. Qoran, VI, 79- 2* Mlnah, p*71.
3* Just as the Divine Beauty, being the Archetype of expansion, 

presides over all outward manifestation, the Divine Majesty 
presides over the inverse process of contraction, that is, 
of the reabsorption of all created things in the Essence*
In his chapter on Majesty in Al-Insan al-kamil (ch*24),Jili 
gives a list of the Names Majestic [Al~Aaiiil̂  al^Jalaliyyah) * 
amongst which are Al-illbid (He who contraoteth), Al-Mumlt 
(the Slayer), Al-Mfd (the Bringer-back, the Re-integrator, 
oX* the Transformer), Al-*arith (the Inheritor), which are 
enough to show that this Aspect of the Divinity is none other than the Shiva of Hinduism.
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in all the states, and consider Him well in opposites*
Bo not know Him in expansion only, denying Him in contraction,
neither know Him only when He vouchsafeth, denying Him when

*He withholdeth, for such knowledge is but a veneer* It 
is not knowledge born of realization"1.

He illustrates these remarks later with regard to 
the symbolism of the Pilgrimage * Having mentioned that 
the circumnambulatlon round the Kabah signifies being over
whelmed in the Presence of the Oneness, he says that As-Safa

2and Al-Marwah, the two rocks outside the Holy Mosque, 
signify respectively the Beauty and the Majesty*

"The passage of the Gnostics to and from between 
these two stations is even as the rocking of the babe in 
the cradle* It is the Hand of Divine Care which xnoveth 
them this way and that, and protecteth them in both states, 
so that they suffer no trial therefrom, inasmuch as they 
have already, in virtue of their circumnambulation, been 
overwhelmed in the Presence of the Oneness and have become 
even as a piece of It* Thus neither Majesty nor Beauty 
affecteth them Inwardly, being already within them, whereas 
to other than them each is a trial* We try you both with 
evil and with good*  ̂ Por the Gnostic the Divine Majesty

PP#29~30.
2* See above, p*138*
3* Qoran, XXI, 35.
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is none other than the Divine Beauty9 and thUB doth he 
delight in them both together* Our Shaikh Sidi Muhammad 
al-Buaidi would often say in moments of suffering ”My 
Majesty is One with My Beauty11 and thou wouldst see him

>no)c
even more radiantly happy and overflowing in wisdom than 
when he was in a phase of Beauty. At one time he was 
smitten with such agony that one of his legs and one of 
his ax-ms were paralysed , and when we came unto himt lull of 
sorrow, the first words he spake unto us were* "Since I 
entered upon the Path I have not found an expression of 
Truth more eloquent than thiss I slept for part of this 
blessed night, and on waking X touched my arm which is 
paralysed with the hand of the arm which I can move, and 
I supposed that it was something other than myself for 
being lifeless it did not feel my touch* Bo I took it to 
be a foreign body, and I called out to the people of the 
house to light me a lamp, saying; "There is a snake here 
with me* 1 have hold of it*” Then when they lit the 
lamp X found the hand of one of my arms clutching the other, 
and no snake with me at all nor indeed anything other than 
myself, so I saidi "Glory be to God*1 This is an example 
of the illusion that befalleth the seeker ere he hath 
attained unto Gnosis*” See then, my brother, the condition 
of the Folk, how they delight in Godfs Majesty inasmuch as 
they are with Him at all times, not with the manifestations
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of either Majesty or Beauty, but looking upon expansion
and contraction even as they look upon night and day (tte
have made the night as a covering and the*day for livelihood1).
two phases which are necessary for the bodily form* contraction
being the attribute^ of the flesh and expansion that of the

2spirit. God it is who contractsth and expandsth . How
since the Gnostic is with Him who contracteth9 not with the 
contraction itself, and with Him who expandstn, not with 
the expansion itselff he is active rather than passive and 
hath thus become as if naught had befallen him* Be then9 
0 seeker, with God, and all shall be with thee, following 
thy command* Even so will that with for others is as the 
fire of Hell become a Paradise for thee, inasmuch as the 
Hand of Mercy and Grace and Solicitude rocketh thee to and 
fro, taking care that thou shouldst know no pain, and that 
thou shouldst want for nothing* Let the station seek thee: 
seek it not thou\ since it was created for thee, not thou 
for it* Be turned unto God, welcoming all that cometh
1* Qoran, 1XXVIII, 11* 2* Qoran, II, 245•
3* He is referring here to purity of intention. Although 

the Supreme Station is not other than God, it is on God 
exclusively that all spiritual aspirations must be 
concentrated. In the# same sense Kabi&h al«*Adawiyyah 
said: Al-Joi* thuiraaa h'd-Bair. "the Neighbour first, thenHis Housed ^
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unto thee from Him. Busy thyself with naught but let 
everything busy itself with thee, and do thou busy thyself 
with proclaiming the Infinite and saying there is no god 
but Godt utterly independent therein of all things, until 
thou comest to be the same in either state, and art at 
Safa even as thou art at Marwah. let Perfection (KamalJ 
be thine attribute, which is Beatitude in.both Majesty and 
:Beauty.*^

hay, when we look we see that naught is there 
Beside Thy Wondrous Countenance."

he comments! "The Gnostic hath not Gnosis if he know not
God from every standpoint and in whatever direction he
turneth. The Gnostic hath only one direction, and that
is towards the Truth Itself. Whercsoe^r ye turn, there is
the Pace of God, that is, wheresoe^r ye turn your senses
towards sensible things or your intelligences towards
intelligible things or your imaginations towards imaginable
1. Mlnah. pp.283-5
2. Muhammad al-Horraq (d#l845>, a disciple of the Shaikh 

Ad-Baraawl.

In another passage, after quoting the following
verses by Al-Harraq i

"The Bum of quests is in Thy Loveliness.
All else we count not worth a glance*?
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thixxgs, there is the face of God, Thus in every aln 
(where; there iecain^f and all is la ilaha ilia >Llah 
(there is no god but God).

*n la ilaha ilia '"hlah all being is comprised, 
that is, Universal Being and particular being, or Being 
and that which is metaphorically said to exist, or the Being 
of the Truth and the being of creation* The being of 
creation cometh under la ilaha which meaneth that all save

g _. pGod is naught (batil) , that iaf denied, not to be affirmed, 
and the being of th© Truth cometh under ilia *Llah. Thus 
all evils come under the first half, and all that can be 
praised cometh under the second half*

All being is comprised in the affirmation of
mm ^  mmOneness (la ilaha ilia 11 ah;, and thou must comprise it

also in naming the noblest of the salves (in saying
Muhammadun haaulu ^Ilah, Muhammad is the Apostle of God) •

This second testification compriseth the three
1* This highly synthetic word means "eye", "fountain”, "self", 

"origin”, and, as here, in a synthesis of all, "the 
Divine Essence".

2* He is no doubt echoing the Tradition which he quotes 
elsewhere (Al-Qaul al-Maruf, p#51): "The truest word
that poet spake is: ’’Are not all things naught save 
God?" ''(Bukharl, iVanaqib al-Ansar, 26j. The poet in 
question is LablcTI
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worlds i Muhammad denote th the Vvorld of the Kingdom, that 
iaf the sensible world, and the reference to his Apostlehood 
is a reference to the World of the Dominion, the inner 
world of the secrets of abstract conceptionaf and this is 
mediate between the ephemeral and the Etexnalj and the 
Name of Divinity pointeth unto the World of the Domination, 
;the oea from which both sense and conception are brought 
forth*

Kasul (Apostle) is indeed the mediator between 
the ephemeral and the Eternal, since without it existence 
would be brought to nothing* for if the ephemeral meeteth 
the Eternal, the ephemeral vanisheth and the Eternal 
remain® th*

When the Apostle was placed in his exact relation 
unto both, then was the world ordered1, for outwardly he 
is a lump of clay, and inwardly he is the Caliph of the 
Lord of the Worlds*

In short, the meaning of the affirmation of 
Oneness is not complete, nor is its benefit all-embracing^ 
without the aflirmation of Oneness in Essence, Qualities 
and Actions, and it hath, already been explained 
1* At the creation of Adam*
2* That is, by the mention of the three worlds, already 

identified with Essence, qualities and Actions, as 
corresponding respectively to the wordB Allah, nasul and 
Muliammad•
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to thee that this affirmation is to be understood from 
the saving fcu&ammadun Easulu L̂lah»

fthen one of the Gnostics saith la ilaha ilia *1151, 
he findeth in reality9 not merely metaphorically, nothing 
but Allah, 3o do not be content, my brother, with the 
mere utterance of this noble sentence, for then thy tongue 
alone, naught else, will benefit, and this is not the end 
in view* The essential is to know God as He is* HGod was
and there was naught with Him* He is now even as He was”*

»

know this, and thou wilt rest from the burdens of negation, 
and naught will remain for thee but the affirmation, so 
that when thou speakest thou wilt say: Allah# Allah, But
now thy heart is burdened and its vision is weak* Ever 
since thou wert created thou hast been saying la ilaha****, 
but when will that negation take effect? hay, it will not 
take effect, for it is merely a negation with the tongue*
If thou wouldst make denial with thine intellect, that is, 
with thy heart and thine innermost secret, then the whole 
world would be banished from thy sight, and thou would 
find God instead of finding thyself, let alone thy fellow 
creatures* The iolk have denied the existence of other 
than God and they have found rest and have entered His 
fortress, never to leave It, whereas thy negations know no 
ending,* * *
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Other than God will not vanish at a mere f,no"
upon the tongue, nor yet through the eye of faith and
certainty hut only when thou contest unto the atation of
direct perception and face-to-face vision; and verily
th.v Lord is the Uttermost Lnd\ unto which all cometh# Then
wilt thou need no negation ^ust as thou wilt need no
affirmation for He whose Being is Necessary is already
affirmed before thou affirmest Him, and that of which the
being is impossible is already naught before thou negatest
it. Wilt thou not frequent a physician who will teach
thee the art of obliteration, that thou mayeet once and for
all obliterate everything apart from God, and who will
then bring thee into the presence of sobriety where thou
wilt find naught but God? Then wilt thou live with God
and die with God and be raised with God and dwell in the

2abode of truthfulness at the court of an Almighty Kin# ;
and all this will be in virtue of thy remembrance and thy
Gnosis that there is no god but God. How thou knowest
only the mere phrase, and the furthest extent of thy
knowledge is that thou saysts "Rone is rightly worshipped
but God". This is the knowledge of the general!ty# but
what hath it to do with the knowledge of the lolk? Would
that thou had st known the knowledge of the elect before
1. Qoran, LIII, 42*
2# Qoran, LV, 55*
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knowing what thou now knowest, for it is this thy present 
knowledge which cutteth thee off from the other. Wilt thou 
not deny all upon the hand of a Shaikh eminently practised
in the Truth,until there is naught left for thee but God, 
not merely by way of faith and certainty, but by direct 
perception? Hearsay is not the same as seeing face to 
face*”1

He points, as we have seen, to the reeds of which 
a mat is woven as symbols of the Manifestations of the 
Divine Qualities out of which the whole universe is woven.
We find a somewhat analogous but more complex symbolism 
in his little treatise MThe Book of the Unique Archetypev 
(Al-Unmudhaj al-Tarld; which pointeth the way unto the full 
realization of Oneness in considering what is meant by the 
envelopment of the Heavenly Scriptures in the diacritical 
Point of the Basmalah^".

He begins by quoting two sayings of the Propheti 
"All that is in the revealed Books is in the Qoran, and all 
that is in the Qoran is in the Fatihah^, and all that i3 in 

PP*59~62.
2. The formula Blsai *Llahl V-hahmSni V-hahim (In the ham

of God, the 231-Terciful, the fcercii'ul; with which the 
Qoran opens.

3# The first chapter of the Qoran (literally "the Opening")•
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the Patihah ie in Biaml 3 LI Shi ’r-iiahmani *r-Kah!m." and 
"All that is in Bismi ^Llahi *r-Bafanftni V-Hahim ie in the 
letter Ba?f which itself is contained in the point that is 
beneath it#"^ ».i

2 *"This Tradition hath been bandied about from
pen to pen, and sounded in the ears of the elect and
generality, so that one and all they endeavour to probe its
hidden mysteries. Nor had I the strength to stand aloof
from the throng, which had fired the spirit of emulation
within inê so I rose to my feet and groped for a snatch of
some of its fragrance# My hands fell on the perfume at
its very source, and I brought it out from among the
hillocks of the dimes, and came with it before the wisest
of the learned# They received it with all honour and
magnification, and each one said: This is none other than
a noble Angel. I said: "Indeed, it is above my station.

1. These Tradition© are quoted by ̂ ibd al-Karlm al-JllI at
the beginning of his commentary on them, Al-Kahf wa *r-
kaqjin, which was almost certainly the starting point of 
the Shaikh1a treatise.

2# Presumably he is referring to both Traditions. In the
Arabic this preamble is in rhymed prose, from which the
Shaikh is seldom far away in any of his writings.

3* ôi-'un, ill, 31* d
^  tkss* |>A.lrayn. ^
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It is the throw of a stone without a thrower." Then the
tongue of my state answered, and said: Thou threwest not
when thou threwest, hut it was God that threw.

Whenever, in this treatise, I meirfcior one of the
names of "other than God", that is On account of the needs
of expression. So let not thine imagination conceive
"the other" as heing truly other, for then wouldst thou miss
the good I am seeking to show thee. lor verily we bring

2thee great tidings . Incline then unto that through which 
thou mayest be o’erwhelmed in the Heality, and go thou forth
from the relative unto the Absolute.. Perchance thou wilt
understand what is in the Point, though none understandeth 1 
it save the wiee^, and none meeteth it face to face save him 
whose destined portion is immeasurably blessed.4

Whenever 1 speak of the Point I mean the Secret 
of the Essence which is named the Oneness of Perception
(Vvalidat ash-bhuhudj, and whenever 1 -peak of the Alif I

ACor**— . — cmean the One Who (Wahid ol-Wujudp, the Essence Dominical,

1. Qoran, VIII, 17. 2. Qoran, XXXVIII, 67. 3- Qoran, XXIX,
43* 4* XU, 35.

5# It ie here tuat he diverges from Gill, in whose treatise 
the Point stand© for the Divinity in All Its Aspect©, 
whereas the Alii is the Spirit of kuKammad (Jill quotes 
the Tradition: "God created the Spirit of the Prophet
from ills Essence, and from that opirit he created the 
entire Universe"; that is, the Supreme Spirit, which for 
the Shaikh is symbolized by the hg*. heedless to say, 
this does not imply the ©lightest divergence as regards 
doctrinal truth.
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•m 7 Iand whenever I speak of the Ba I mean the ultimate
Manifestation which is termed the supreme Spirit, after
which come the rest of the letters, then single words, then
speech in general, all in hierarchy. But the pivot of this
hook tumeth upon the first letters of the alphabet on
account of their precedence over the others. The Foremost

2art the Foremost, it is they who are brought nl^h. These
are Allf and Ba*, and they hold in the Alphabet the place
that is held by the Basmalah in the Qoran, for together they 

•amake up AbJ w^ich is one of the Divine Karnes. By It would 
Jesus speak unto His Lord, and he used it when he said:
"Verily I go unto my lather and your lather", that is, 
unto my Lord and your Lord. And now, if thou understandest
that these two letters have a meaning that thou knewest not,
be not amassed at what we shall say of the Point, and the *

1. Ultimate, because this Spirit which is none other than 
"Universal Man", contains the whole Universe.

2. Qoran, LVI, 10-1.
3. lather. It may be noted here incidentally how close the 

Basmalah is in reality to the In Nomine. The relationship 
Fe tween the two Hares of Kercy in lslam, of which the 
second only is both Divine and human, is identical with 
the relationship between the first two Persons of the 
Christian Trinity, while the Mercy Itself which is implied 
in. the flasmalah, both itahmah uahmaniyyah and hahmah 
nalfciyyaht that is, "proceeding from the Father and the 
bonM, is none other than the Holy Ghost.
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rest of the letters*

The Point was in its hidden-treasurehood^

before its manifestation of itself as Alif t and the letters

were obliterate in its secret essence until it manifested

the inward outwardly9 revealing what had been veiled from

sight by donning the various forms of the visible letters;

but if thou graspest the truth9 thou wilt find naught there
2but the ink itselft which is what is meant by the Point , 

even as one of us hath said:

"The letters are the signs of the ink; there is not one9
ho9 not a letter9 save what the ink (hatR̂ anointedf’
It hath anointed them; their own colour is pure illusion*
The ink1 a colour it is that hath come into manifest being*
Yet it cannot be said that the ink hath departed from what

it was*
The inwardness of the letters, lay in the inkfs mystery9 
And their outward show is through its self-determination*

1. Referring to the haulth quclusi i "I was a Hidden 
Treasure and I wislied to be known; and so I created 
the world• "

2* The point and the ink are interchangeable as symbols in 
that writing is made up of a series of points of ink* l^reovQgf in-Arabic-eolligraphyf the oiae--ef a particular 
utylerof wilting is moaeurod by 4he number of pointo-in tho-elifi tjrvr%-ii , i * Q te the nmsnnt■ etf ink inM m  iVl j T
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They are its determinations, its activities,
And naught is there hut it* Understand thou the parable!
They are not it} say not, eay not that they are iti
To say so were wrong, and to say Mit is they" were raving

madness*
lor it was before the letters, when no letter was}
And it remaineth, when no letter at all shall be*
Look well at each letters thou seest it hath already

perished
But for the face of the ink, that is, for the Face of

His Essence,
Unto Whom All Glory and Majesty and Exaltation.1
Even thus th© letters, for all their outward show, are

hidden,
Being overwhelmed by the ink, since their show is none

other than its*
The letter addeth naught to the ink, and taketh naught

from it,
But revealeth its integrality in various modes,
Without changing the ink* Do ink and letter together

make two?
kealize then the truth of my words % no being is there
Save that of the ink for him whose understanding is sound;
And wheresoe fer be the letter, there with it is always

its ink* n
Open thine intellect unto these parables and heed themi91 

If thou hast understood how all the letters are 

engulfed in the ]̂ >int, then wilt thou understand how all the 

books are engulfed in the sentence, the sentence in the 

word, the word in the letter, for we can say with truths 

no letter, no word, and no word, no book* The word hath
l.^Abd al-Ghani an-ftabulusl, Eiwon al-Uaaa^iQ. q.435 

(Cairo, 1306 A*H.) ----------
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indeed no existence save through the existence of the letter*

* Analytical differentiation prooeedeth from synthetic 

integration, and all is integrated in the Oneness of 

Perception which is symbolized by the $>int. This is 

the Mother of every book. Pod eiiaceth and cOi.firmeth what 

He willt and with Him is the Mother of the Book.̂ 1

The j&int is essentially different from the letters.
p- Ik?.™. io naught like unto Him and He is the Hearer, the Seer. 

Even so the $oint, unlike the other signs, is not subject 

to the limitation of being defined. It transcendeth all

that is to be found in the letter by way of length and
:  ̂ • / shortness and protuberance, so that the sense cannot grasp

it either visually or aurally aa it graspeth the letters.

Its difference from them is understood, but its presence in

them is unknown save unto him whose si, lit is like iron^
Aor who giveth ear with full intelligence , for although the 

letters are its qualities, the quality encompasseth not the 

Essence, not having the universality which is the Essence's
1. Qoran, xili 39* , 2. XLII, 11. 3« Lf22.

4. L.37.
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own* The Essence hath incomparability as Its prerogative

whereas the Qualities create comparisons*

And yet to make a comparison is in reality the

same as affirming incomparability by reason of the oneness

of the ink, for though the letters are comparable each to

other, this comparability doth not belie the incomparability

of the ink in itself, neither doth it belie the oneness of

the ink which ie to be found in each letter* Here lieth

the ultimate identity between striking comparisons and

denying the possibility of comparison, for wherever there

be any question of comparison, it is always in reality the

ink itself which is compared with itself* He it is who is
: 1God in Heaven and God on earth* Howsoever and wheresoever 

He be, He is God, so let not that which thou seest of Him 

in the earth of comparability prevent thee from conceiving 

of Him as He is in the Heaven of incomparability, for all 

things are made of both incomparability and comparability. 

Wheresoe'er ye turn, there is the Face of God. This is in
mu***"',*** ■ i n in><fciniii»i » * . ii>i     mtmn mm,

virtue of the general Attribute which overfloweth from the

1. Qoran, XLII1, 84.
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Infinite hlohes of the Point onto the utter poverty of the 
letters* But as to that which belong©th unto the Point98 
Own Mysterious Essence, it is not possible that it should 
undergo the least manifestation in the letters, nor can 
any letter, either in its form or its meaning, carry the 
burden of the Point9s innermost characteristics.

Seest thou not that if thou tracest some of the 
letters of the alphabet, ati for example:
thou wilt find for each letter another letter than resembleth 
it: is like * for example, and
is like • Then i  ̂thou wislj/to pronounce one of
these letters, thou wilt find a sound that fitteth it 
exactly, whereas the Point hath no exteriorization that so 
fitteth it* If thou seekest to utter its truth, thou 
sayest nuqtat. and this utterance will force thee to submit 
unto letters which have nothing to do with the essence of 
the point - nun, naf, ta> and ta\ It is clear, then, that 
the Point eludeth the grasp of words* Even so is there 
no word that can express the Secret Essence of the Creator* 
Therefore whenever the Gnostic ueeketh to denote the Divine 
ineomparabillfcy in words, that is, when he seeketh to convey 
what is meant by the Plenitude of the Essence with all Its 
Attributes, there cometh forth from his mouth an utterance 
which goeth far wide of its mark by reason of the limitations
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of language.
The Point was in its principial state of utterlyjns reseeis &«.£ w ̂  • *

impenetrable secrecy where there is neither separation nor
union, neither after nor before, neither breadth nor length,
and all the letters were obliterate in its hidden Essence,
just as all the books, despite the divergence of their
contents, were obliterate in the letters* As to this
reduction of books to letters, it can be perceived by all
who have the least intuition* Examine a book, and thou
wilt find that naught appeareth on its pages to convey their

2sense but the twenty-eight letters, which in their manifests- 
tion of each word and meaning will be forever reassembling 
in new formations as the words and meanings vary, until God 
inherit the earth and all who are on it  ̂and all things

Acome unto God* Then will the letters return unto their 
principal centre where nothing is save the Essence of the 
Point*
1* cAma literally "blindness" with reference to the blindness 

of other" than It, inasmuch as It is, as has been 
mentioned, pure, unshared Perception (tVahdat ash-ohuhudj.

2* It must be remembered that the purpose of a mystical
treatise is always eminently "practical", and the practical 
purpose of this one is in fact indicated in its title.
The Shaikh is here inviting his disciples to transpose 
this operation to the book of Nature in such a way as to 
see there the "letters" rather than the "words".

3. Qoran, XIX, 40.
4. XIII, 53-
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The Point was in its impenetrable secrecy with 
the letters all obliterate in its .Essence, while the tongue 
of each letter petitioned the length, shortness, depth or 
other qualities that its truth required* Thus the 
promptings unto utterance were set in motion according to 
the demands of the Point's attributes which lay hidden in 
its Essence* Then was determined the first manifestation* 

The Point's first manifestation, its first 
definable appearance, was in the Alif* which came into being 
in the form of incomparability rather than of comparability, 
so that it might exist qualitively in every letter while 
remaining essentially aldoi from them* Moreover, thou 
shouldst know that the appearance of the Alif from the Point 
was not caused, but the Point overflowed with it* Thus was 
the primal Alif not traced by the pen1, nor was it dependent
upon it, but sprung from the outward urge of the Point in

- ^ / its princlpial centre* Whenever there streamed from it an
overflow, there was Alif, naught else* It dependeth not
upon the pen for its existence, nor needeth it any help
1* The pen symbolizes the Supreme Pen after which Surah 

LXVIII of the Qoran is î amed. cAbd al-Earlm al-Jlil 
(Al-Iiisan al-Kamil, ch*47>, says: "The Prophet said*
"fhe first thing which God created was the Intellect" 
(TabarSnl, Al-Jamf al-Awsat) and he also said: "The
first thing which &od created was the Pen" (Abu Da^dd, 
Smmuh, 16; • Thus the Pen is the Pirat Intellect, and 
"ih'ey" are two aspects of the Spirit of Muhammad*"
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therefrom in virtue of its straightness and its transcending 
all that is to he found in the other letters by way of 
crookedness or protruberance or other particularity*
He is not questioned as to what He dothg but they aru 
questioned.1 As to the other letters, they need the 
movement of the pen upon them, nor could any of them have 
appearance except by means of it, on account of their 
concavity, roundnesa, and whatever else characterlzeth them. 

It is true that the Alif also may be made to 
appear by means of the pen, while yet remaining independent 
of it ana without any disparagement to the transcendence of 
its station, inasmuch as the pen hath its length and 
straightness from the Alif2# nay, it is the Alif, whose 
penned appearance is thus through itself for itself*

The Alif is a symbol of the One who Alone is, of 
Him whose Being no being precedeth* Thus the appearance of 
the Point as Alif is what is called "Firstness”* Before its 
manifestation it was not so qualified, even as it was not 
qualified by "lastness"* He is the First and the Last and 
1* Qoran, a*I, 23*
2* The Spirit of tfuhamznad, of which the Supreme Pen is an 

aspect, is symbolized in this treatise by the Bar* of the 
Baamalah which also, as we shall see, lias its length 
from the Alif.
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the Outwardly Manifestand the Inwardly Hidden.imkmrnnm tm w i»— mil. *m« m m  m m m - -  -----  - - -- —  r   —  . . m * . , |f[_...

If the unique lirstness of the Alif be confirmed1,
then of necessity must lastness also be reserved for it

2alone • Thus doth it declare unto the other letters 
Unto Me is your return^, one and all# Yea, unto Sod come 
all things.

As to the Outward Manifestation of Alif in the 
letters, it is easily perceived* Consider the question 
well, and thou wilt find that there is no letter whose 
extension in space is not derived from the Alifi the 
HST7 for example is nothing other them a hunchbacked Alif, 
where the i/Jm is a circular Alif, and such is the manifesta
tion of the Alif according to the dictates of its wisdom, 
in all the letters, but the sight attaineth not unto Him, 
and this is the meaning of the Inward Hiddenneas, for it 
is clear that no one can perceive the existence of the Alif 
in the circle of the Miia except after much practise^ and 
naught hindereth us from perceiving it but its roundness, 
that is, its manifestation in a quality that we do not 
recognise. It itself is the veil over itself.

The Outward Manifestation of the Truth may be
1# "The Alif, unlike all other letters, is only one degree 

distant from the Point, for two points together make an 
alif" (Jill, Al-Kahf wa’r-Raqim, y«?|,

2# In the inverse process of reintegration*
3# Goran, JU1, 15*

A
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stronger In some visible forms than in othersy and this is 
not difficult to see for him who looketh, Canst thou not 
detect the Alii in some letters as not in others? Not far 
from its form is the form of the Lam, for example; and there 
is in the Ba^ of the . >asmalah that which revealeth the 
manifestation of the Alif therein. But few are they who 
can esily detect it in the other letters. As to the 
generality! they are ignorant of the rank of the Alif; some 
know it in its lirstness and are ignorant of it in its 
La8tneasf and there are some who know it in both; but

9

whoso knoweth it not in every letter9 small and large9 long 
and short, early in the alphabet and late9 verily he seeth 
not aright9 and his perception faileth. If thou hast 
understood that the Alif is manifest in every letter9 tell- 
me whether this causeth it to fall short of the dignity of 
its incomparability wherein it retaineth ever that which 
belongeth unto it alone, Nayf the essential truth of the 
Alif remalneth as it is9 and 1 see no short-coming on account 
of its manifestation! which I see rather as one of its 
perfections. The short-coming - though God knoweth best - 
is in him who would confine it to one quality, not allowing 
it to reach out unto another, but constraining it, limiting 
it, refusing to know it, aid reducing it to comparability by 
making of it a thing like other things.
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The truth of the knowledge which befitteth ite
station is that thou shouldst see the Alif manifest in every
word of every* book. All is Alif.

The letter Ba is the first form wherein the Alif
appeared, and thus it manifested itself therein as never
elsewhere. ”God created Adam in His Image”1; and by Adam

2it is the Pirst Man who is meant, and he is the Spirit of
Being. It was in virtue of his having been created in His
Image that He made him His representative on earth, and
ordered the Angels to prostrate themselves to him.
•’Had not His Beautyshone in Adam’s countenance,
The Angels never had bowed down prostrate before him.”

Was their prostration to other than Him? Hay, God
pardoneth not him who is guilty of idolatry.
1. Bukharl, lsti7dhaaf 1; and most other canonical books.
2* Al-Insah al-Awwal, another name for Al-Inaan al-Kamil, 

the spiritual prototype ofnan. If God created the' human 
being in His Image, He created a priori its spiritual 
prototype in His Image; and since earthly man is the 
final outcome of all creation, it follows, according to 
the inverse analogy which exists between this world and 
the next, as expressed in the Beal of Solomon, that man’s 
spiritual prototype was the first created thing.

3. Husnu-hu. But of the two British Museum manuscripts of
J H Y ’s Âiniyyah, of which this is a verse, one
(Or.3684,f.WTr.) reads iNuru-hu (Hie light) and the
other (Or.4361,f.44 r.) re adscAinu-hu (His Essence).
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The Ba^ of the Baamalah differeth from the ordinary 
Ba^ both in form as in function# Verily thou art of a 
tremendoue nature^> and its greatness is none other than the 
greatness of the Alif* flhoso obeyeth the Apostle obeyeth 
frod* Beest thou not that elsewhere the Ba^ is not 
lengthened, whereas in the Basmaleh it is lengthened, and 
its length is none other than the elided Alif* Bism was 
originally bi-ism# and then the Alif in ism  ̂left its place 
vacant and appeared in the Ba'* which thus took on the form 
of the A l i f as it fulfilled the function of the Alif*
Even so did the Prophet say: "I have a time wherein only
my lord eufficeth to contain meM, and thou seest that the 
baj hath a time, namely in the Basmalah, wherein only the 
Alif sufficeth to contain it9 both in its form and in ita

APoint , albeit the Point of the Alif is above it, whereas
the Point of the Ba^ is beneath it. Indeed the Alif is
none other than the Point itself which is an eye that wept
or a drop that gushed forth and which in Its downpour was
named Alif, without any detriment unto itself in virtue of
the Integrity of the Alif and its flawless Transcendence
X. Qoran, LXVIII, 4.
2# Qoran, IV, 80.
3# An initial vowel is always written with alif.
4# In many of the older manuscripts of the Qoran, the alif 

is dotted throughout.
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wherein the Point remaineth in its Eternal Incomparability, 
Verily we stand over them Irresistible,1 lull descent 
only took place at the manifestation of Alif as B_a*, 
followed by the other letteis. If its form had been identi
cal with that of the ilif, the 3a7 would have lost its 
distinctive characteristics. But the Ba^la Ba* and the 
Alif is Alif: the Alif was manifested spontaneously, of its
own free will, whereas manifestation was forced upon the 
Ba7. Hence the necessity of the difference between its form
and that of the Alif, lest we should deny the latency of

2Alif in the other letters 9 or lest we should think that 
freedom is altogether incompatible with obligation,**

Moreover the Point, which is above the Alif, 
is beneath the Ba*, so let this be for us an illustration 
of the truth that the things of the lower worlds are

X. Qoran, VII, 12?.
2, But for the mediation of the 3d* of the Basmalah, which 

on the one hand clearly suggests the Alif while on the 
other hand it is distinguished from it precisely by the 
lower curve which joins it to the other letters, it would
not have been possible for us to see the Alif in the other 
letters. Otherwise expressed, but for the mediation of 
the V*ord made flesh, the latent -Divinity in men could
never be brought out.

3* This seems to mean either Mlest we should think that there 
is an absolute barrier between free Gfod and predestined
man" or "lest we should think that the coexistence of free
will and predestination in man is impossible,** The Ba* 
is in fact an image of this coexistence, for its resemblance 
to the Alif symbolizes man1® relative free will, whereas 
its difference from the Alif symbolizes man's 
predestination.

/
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manifestations of the Point even as are the things of the 
higher worlds, nor let the manifestation of the Point in the 
Essence prevent our recognition of it in the Qualities, The 
Prophet said: "If ye lowered a man by a rope into the
nethermost earth, ye would light upon God*"* Even so 
doth the Point beneath the Ba* signify the effaeement that 
underlieth all things. Everything perisheth but his Face.
He it is who is God in Heaven and God on earth. . The 
Pointfs being above the Alif instructeth us that the Alif 
is its state of manifestation} but the Bâ  is its veil, 
and therefore doth it lie beneath the Ba'*, like the hidden 
treasure beneath the wall that Al-Khidr feared would 
collapse.^

When Ba* understood its true relation unto Alif,
it fulfilled what was incumbent upon it both by definition
and obligation. It submitteth unto its definition, by #

4 . ^cleaving unto the other letters , inasmuch as they are of
1, A comment, by the Prophet, on the verse: He is the First

and the last and the Outwardly I/ianifest and the Inwardly
Tf I <f den“[Ti 37).

2* Qoran, XVIII, 77-82.
3, Referring to the Prophet’s fulfilment of the normal 

functions of the human being, which were his by definition, 
and of his religious obligations.

4. Ba * is joined to the letters on either side of it, Alif 
only to a letter that precedes it.

'/
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its kindf unlike the Alif which etandeth aloof from the 
letters when it precedeth them, though they attain unto it 
as a Finality; and verily th;v Lord is the Uttermost End#

. ■„. u tii® *1vr-. i .* i t ki . a fo.rld

*
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CHAPTER V

THE GREAT PEACE Ih THE dUPhhiVE 6TATI OH

The Shaikh Ad-Parqawl quotee Abu Said ibn 
al-Arabl as having said when asked of the meaning of 
extinction (fana*)i

MIt is that the Infinite Majesty of God should
appear unto the slave and make him forget this world and the
next with all their states and degrees and stations and all
memories of them, extinguishing him both froti all outward
things and also from his own intelligence and soul, and
from his extinction therefrom, and from his extinction from
extinction therefrom, inasmuch as he hath been utterly
©•erwhelmed in the waters of Infinite Realization.

c -The Shaikh Al-Alawi says:
"The Gnostics nave a death before the general

death. The Prophet said: "Pie before ye die", and this
is the real death, for the other death is but a change of
abode. The true meaning of death in the doctrine of the
Sufis is the extinction of the slave, that is, his utter
effacement and annihilation. The Gnostic may be dead unto
himself and unto the whole world, and resurrected in his

  — *

1* d. 95£ A.D., at Mecca. .In his youth he was a disciple
of ,Tunaid (see SulamI, Tabaqat as-Sufiyyah, pp.427-3C )

2. Ar-Ra3afil ad-Darqawiyyah, quire 3, p.l.
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Lordf so that if thou ahouldst ask him of his existence he 
would not answer thee inasmuch as he hath lost sight of his 
own individuality* Abu Yazld al-Bistaml was asked about 
himself and he said: 11 Abu Yazld is dead - may God not have 
mercy on himi This is the real death; but if on the Day 
of Resurrection thou shouldst ask one who hath died only 
the general death "Who art thou?" he would answer:
"I am so and-so", for hie life hath never ceased and he 
hath never sensed the perfume of death, but hath simply 
passed on from world to world, and none graspeth the 
meaning of the real death save him who hath died it* Thus 
have the Sufis a reckoning before the Day of Reckoning, 
even as the Prophet said: "Call yourselves to account
before ye be called to account*1,1 They laboured in 
calling themselves to account until they were free to
contemplate their Lord, and theirs is a resurrection before

2the Resurrection."
The Shaikh continually affirms the spiritual

precedence of Prophets over Saints; others have affirmed
the superiority of sainthood over prophethood* But the
apparent contradiction was resolved once and for all by
1* Tirmidhl, wlyamah, 25*
2* Minati, p#74*
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Ibn^Arabl t
"If a Prophet maketh an utterance which

ifcli L* ulftlMiltranscendeth the scope of his function as law-giver, then 
he doth so inasmuch as he is a Saint and a Gnostic, for his 
station as one pos^essine Gnosis is moie universal and 
perfect than is his station as an Apostle or Lawgiver.
Thus if thou hearest any man of Goa s&y - or if he is 
reported as saying - that sainthood is higher than 
prophethood, his meaning is as we have just explained. Or 
if he say that the Saint is above the Prophet and the 
Apostlei he is referring to one person, and neaneth that 
the Apostle is more universal in virtue of his sainthood than 
he is in virtue of hie apostle-prophethood.1 He doth not

s

mean that those Saints who are followers of the Apostle
2are higher than him*"

It is clearly to the sainthood of the Prophet
and not to prophethood in itself that the Shaikh is referring
when he affirms the spiritual precedenoe of Prophets over
Saints. Lone the less he makes it clear that this
1* Elsewhere (Kalimat Shaithiyyah) he explains this by

remarking that "apostlehood and prophethood come to an end 
(with the fulfilment of the mission in question) whereas 
sainthood knoweth no end." *Abd al-^hanl an-habulusl, in 
hie commentary, distinguishes between the sainthoods of 
the Prophet and the non-Prophet by the respective terms 
wilayat an-nubuwvvah (the sainthood of prophecy) and 
wllaya't al-Runl [the sainthood of faith) •

2* iusua al-Kikam, Kalimat \jgairiyyah.
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precedence is not an absolute one, for he speaks of the 
Supreme Station as belonging to "the Prophets and the elect 
of the Saints4, and he mokes it clear that their ultimate 
equality lies in nothing other than the Oneness of the 
Essence or in other words the equality of the Essence with 
Itself, whereas the precedence of the Saints who are 
Prophets over those who are not lies in receiving greater 
plenitude of Divine Manifestation as it were below the level 
of the Essence| in the realm of the Barnes and Qualities*

"The Divine Manifestation varieth in intensity 
from one person to another, nor can any single rule be laid
down for it, nor doth it keep to the same mode, but the
inward eyes of men are ranged in hierarchy and the secret 
receptacles are more capacious in some than in others*
Even so doth He manifest Himself unto each according to his 
capacity to receive the manifestations of His Most Holy 
Beauty in respect of which no end or limit can ever be reached* 
Know then, in view of these disparities that such Manifesta
tions of the Barnes and gualities and Truths as are vouchsafed
unto the holder of the degree of our Lord Muhammad are
beyond the aspirations of the greatest of the Steadfast.^

Ulu ̂ l~Azm, Qoran, X1VI, 35* The term applies directly to 
Thegreatest of the pre-Islamic Apostles and by implication 
also to Muhammad* Hut the Shaikh here evidently identifies 
Muhammad with the Supreme Spirit*
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Similarly the degree of the Steadfast ia beyond the 
aspirations of the Witnesses of Truth.1 As to those 
ejaculations on the part of the greatest of the Gnostics 
which imply or even definitely claim that they have 
transcended the degree of the Prophets and Apostles, they 
are to be explained as follows, and by way of example let 
us take Abu YazTd al-Bistaml's HWe plunged into a sea while 
the irophets remained standing on its shores", and cAbd 
al-Qadir al-JllanI*s "0 Companies of Prophets, ye have been 
given a title, and we have bean given that which ye have

c __not been given", and Umar ibn al-farid’s
"Haste ye to share my Sternal Union by whose Light
The tribe’s alders axe still but the babes I knew in

childhood,
and his

"All those under thy protection desire thee ,
AYet by myself am worth all the rest,"

and the saying of one of the Gnostics*
As-Siddlqun, the highest of those Saints who are not 
Prophets. The Shaikh clearly does not set out here to 
establish a complete hierarchy. Otherwise he would no 
doubt have mentioned, between these last and the Steadfast, 
the degree of those Prophets (such as Isaac, Jacob and 
John the Baptist, for example) who are not Apostles.

2* At-Ta îyyat al-Kubrg, 1.760. 3» All mystics.
4. gaflyyah, 1.36.
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MThe steps of the Prophets end where those of 
the Saints b e g i n . T h e  explanation of these utterances 
is that the Gnostic hath a tide even as the Prophet said:
"I have a time wherein only my lord oufficeth to contain 
me.” Extinction and submersion and annihilation come 
suddenly upon the Gnostic* so that he goeth out from the 
sphere of sense and loseth all consciousness of himself, 
leaving behind all his perceptions, nay, his very existence. 
Row this annihilation is in the Essence of the Truth, for 
there floweth down over him from the Holiness of the Divinity 
a flood which compelleth him to see himself as the Truth*s 
Very Self in virtue of his effacement and annihilation
therein. In this state he giveth utterance to such sayings

2 zas: HGlory be to Met** and "There is no god but I Alone”,
speaking with the Tongue of the Truth, not with his own
tongue, and telling of the Essence of the Truth, not of
himself. Such are the demands of the extinction which
appertaineth unto this station. We are not to understand
that these Saints have transcended the degree of the Prophets.
Therefore,.my brother, whenever thou heareat of any such
utterance on the part of the Shaikhs, interpret it as having
1. Al-Hakfrn at-Tirmidhl (see Kaasignon, F.saai, p.292).
2. Said by Abu lazld al-Bistaml.



been uttered by them in a state of extinction from themselves
and of submersion in the Infinity of their Lord."'*’

This last quotation is relatively easy to understand9
at any rate in theory* More difficult to conceive is the
state of the supreme baint as compared with that of other men
during the ordinary course of his life, that isf at times when
his life has not beon interrupted by the reabsorption of all
his faculties into the Essence.

With regard to one of the Shaikh Al-BuzIdPs
disciples, the Shaikh says: "One of our brethren was
troubled and perplexed by the case of Jacob and the grief
which he suffered on account of Joseph, according to the
words of the woran: His e^es grew white with blindness for

2the grief that he was suppressing. He asked me how he 
could have felt such exceeding sorrow, and how the beauty of 
Joseph could have diverted nis attention from the Beauty of 
the Truth, and he quoted as an argument the words of 
Ibn al-iarid:
"If the Beauty of His lace in Jacob's ear3 they had

sounded, .. *
The beauty of Joseph from Jacob's memory had been banished"*5

1. Minah, pp.51-2
2. XII, 84.
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I humoured him until he had subsidedv and then 1 
©aid to him* "Jacob*© exceeding sorrow wa© not for the 
person of Joseph, but because Joseph was for him a place of 
the Manifestation of the Truth, so that when Joseph was by, 
Jacob*e own presence with God was increased in intensity.
The Truth would appear unto Jacob in Joseph even as He 
appeared unto Moses in Mount Sinai so that Moses could 
scarce attain unto the Great Intimacy save when he was on 
the mountain, although God is Present in every place.
He is with you whereaoe1er ye be.,"*’ Even thus would the 
Beauty of the Truth manifest Itself unto Jacob in the form 
of Joseph, so that he could not endure to part with him, 
for he had become as the orientated sanctuary of his 
vision of God. Likewise did the Prophet say: "I saw God
in the form of a beardless youth." Hence also the 
prostration of the Angels beiore Adam, for God created him 
in His Image, and hence also the prostration of some of the 
Christians unto Jesus even in his lifetime and their 
attributing unto him the Attributes of Divinity. All these 
prostrations were unto God, and unto none other than God, 
for the Manifestation of His Beauty can be so intense in some 
forms that the human imperfections are obliterated.

1. woran, LVII, 4«
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Men of perfect intelligence, the Prophets and the 
elect of the Saints, know Him who manifesteth Himself in the 
form, not the form itself, so that their knowledge, far 
from implying limitation and comparability, is an affirmation 
of Ilia Transcendence and Incomparability. Thus when they 
contemplate Him in any form their vision is attributed unto 
His Name the Outwardly Manifest#

Jacob’s intimacy with God had been wont to grow 
exceedingly Intense when he beheld his son, and when he lost 
him direct vision came not so readily unto him. Thus was 
it that he grieved."

Thou shouldst know also that although the Truth 
appearsth unto His slaves in some forn:3, yet is He Jealous 
on behalf of those His other forms wherein they are 
unmindful of Him, for the limited form whereunto they attach 
themselves is very often of the most fleeting transbience* 
Thus the Truth trieth those whom He loveth by the sudden 
disappearance of the form, so that their vision may be 
deflected from the part unto the whole, as He did with Jacob* 

It is clear from this passage that there is no 
comparison between the intimacy of the Saint even at its 
lowest decree, and the remoteness of the mere believer. The 
words: *When Joseph was by, Jacob’s own presence with God

1* itinah, pp*70-l.
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was increased in intensity” show that Jacob was always 
present with God even when Joseph was not there. Similarly, 
in another passage, with reference to the state of supreme 
sanctity, the Shaikh speaks of the Divinity "taking one of 
His slaves unto Himself and bringing aim into His Presence, 
where sometimes He revealeth Himself unto him, and sometimes 
withdraweth from him.

That the "withdrawal" in question is merely as 
it were a separation within the framework of a union is 
confirmed a few pages later where, having considered what 
must and must not be believed of God, he goes on to consider 
what may be believed of Him, that is, what is neither 
inevitable nor impossible. These possibles he divides 
into the two categories of self-evident possibility (that 
which is more or less bound to happen on occasion) and non- 
self-evident possibility (that which is theoretically 
possible, but improbable).

"An example of self-evident possibility is that a 
creature should be drawn into the Presence of the Truth 
and that he should become one of the people of direct 
contemplation without any previous spiritual effort on his 
part. An example of theoretic possibility is that God 
should eject one of His loved ones from among the people

1. Minah, p.20.
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of contemplation and nearness end that He should place him 
amongst those who are cut off from Him and veiled* for 
this might indeed happen* though none perceiveth the 
possibility thereof save after due reflection, on account of 
the strangness and rarity of such an occurrence among the 
iolk - may God protect us end all who submit to Him from 
the like!"1

2There can be no doubt that the rare "cutting off" 
here referred to is altogether different from the regularly 
repeated "separation" of beatific sobriety. One must 
beware however of trusting to the terminology rather than the 
context, for the Shaikh says that when the Saint's faculties 
are given back to him after having been utterly absorbed in 
the Divine Essence, it may be that he will cry out: "I am
cut off after being united. I have gone forth once more 
after I had entered in", until thou mightest think that he 
had never sensed the fragrance of God's welcome. And yet 
his Beloved is not hidden from him but hath only let down
1. Minaiit p#28.
2. An outstanding example of this rare occurrence*though

somewhat beyond the scope of the Islamic perspective, 
would seem to be the cleavage between the two natures 
of Christ as expressed in the last worde on the Cross.
If the human nature had not been "forsaken" by the Divine
Nature, the Sacrifice would not have been complete - 
wa 3llahu eElam.
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the thinnest of curtains that He may hear him call unto Him 
and that He may see him turn unto Him for refuge, and this
is what aod desireth of the Gnostic, at all times#1,1

9 c — 2Abu 1-Abb as al-Mursl used to pray* "0 Lord,
open our inward eyes and illumine our secret parts, and
extinguish us from ourselves, and give us subsistence in
Thee, not in ourselves#This extinction from oneself
and subsistence in God are precisely what the Shaikh
has termed in a previously quoted passage "death to creation”
and "resurrection in God#" In summing up all that he tells
us about the Supreme Station (Al~ft*aqam al-Ala), that is, the
state of "the Prophets and the elect of the Saints”, one may
say that the subsistence in God is Absolute Eternal Infinite
Oneness, within the framework of which there is room - if one
may seek to express the inexpressible - for relative
Reparation" and "reunion"# Subsistence in God during life
on earth will normally be extended as it were in hierarchy
throughout the three worlds which are the domains of the
Essence, the Qualities and the Actions# As we saw in the
last chapter, this hierarchic subsistence in God is affirmed,
in ascending order, by the words Kuliammadun Rasulu "*11 ah,
IV Minaii, pp*16’CKl~ ~~
2. The successor of Abu ^1-Hasan ash-Shadhill
3# Quoted by the Shaikh ad-LarqawI, ibid# q.3, p#2.
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and here the possibility of the relative "separation" 
within the Absolute Oneness is at its greatest* But 
when the hierarchy of the three worlds is folded up into 
the One World of the Essence, the possibility of even 
relative "separation" no longer exists* Moreover this 
subsistence of "union" is in a sense always retained even 
in "separation", for "Wheresoe'er be the letter, there with 
it is always its ink"*

The state of "extended" subsistence in God, 
expressed by the words Muhammadun xtasulu ^Llah, is further 
defined by the Shaikh as follows«

"When the Gnostic knoweth God in His Essence and 
Qualities and is drowned in direct vision thereof, this 
Gnosis should not take him beyond the prescribed bounds, 
but he maintainsth a deep-rooted Integration of his law- 
abiding outside with his visionary inside. His separation 
(faro) veilsth him not from his union (£am), nor his union 
from his separation* He beholds th directly the Truth

2within him, while the Law is binding upon him from without."

1. He has already "apologized" for his terminology by
quoting Jill’ss "He (man) is not joined to Thee, nor is 
there any separation."

2* Mlnah, p*31*
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Elsewhere he says that spiritual perfection 

demands "that one should combine outward stability with 
inward o’erwhelmedness, so that one is outwardly spiritual 
effort and inwardly contemplation outwardly obedient to
God's command and inwardly submissive (mustalimj to His

ipUtter Compulsion ” » and that the supreme state belongs to 
those Nwho combine sobriety (satiw) with uprootedness 
(iatllaitij3.

This same double qualification of full spiritual
maturity - or virility (rujuliyyah) as the Shaikh usually
calls it - is expressed in the aalah and salam of the
invocation of Blessings upon the Prophet, this being the
second formula of the cAlawI-I)arqawi-Shadhill rosary* He
sayat "By sal ah the Sufis mean the Manifestation of Divine
Glory as when God poureth forth His Badlance upon one of
His slaves, taking him unto Himself and bringing him into
His Presence* As for sal am, Peace, when it is conferred by
God on one of ills skives, it denoteth safety and stability
beneath the Glory that hath come over them* One must
therefore not ask God for His Glory alohe, but for His Glory
lr ̂ trrrb-ter -outwardly possessing free -wHl, predestined*
-g. Minahi

p§
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totes 
Jt 111 IJl w *  I * * ' «■ 6i •: j' ■ J ' to*. UJ &V4

1* That is, inwardly predestined and outwardly having 
free will (we see here, as always, that the mystics carry
in themselves the solutions to the so-called '♦problems*
of religion) which needs, as complement, another of his 
formulations about this state, namely that its possessor 
is "inwardly free (because he is none other than Destiny) 
and outwardly enslaved" (rinah, p#117).

£* ) 'inuh» p* J7f-
3* innh. p. Z o g .
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together with His Peace, nor must one mention the Peace 
first for it referreth back unto the Glory denoting stability* 
and strength beneath it* how God may manifest .His Glory 
unto some of His slaves and delay the vouchsafing of His 
Peace, so that the Glory shake th them with all manner of 
agitation and turmoil, and causeth them to cry out, and 
divulge some teaching unto those who are not qualified to 
receive it* Thus are they wrongfully accused and unjustly 
condemned, all by reason of the isolation of God's Glory 
upon them* Therefore if God wisheth to preserve them and 
to preserve others through them, He immediately followeth 
up His Glory with His Peace, whereupon their agitation is 
stilled and the course of their lives is made straight, so 
that outwardly they are among creatures and inwardly with 
the Truth, integrating two opposite states and combining 
the wisdom of each* They are the heirs of the Prophets, 
and they refer unto this noble station as drunkenness and 
sobriety, or extinction and subsistence, and the like* Thus 
by drunkenness they mean God's manifesting His Glory unto 
them, whereas sobriety is Peace after being utterly 
overwhelmed in the direct vision of their lord* How it is 
the special prerogative of the Prophets that God's Peaoe 
should come upon them together with His Glory, or immediately
1* See above, p*15, note 1.



after It; but as for Hie Saints* some of them are 
characterized by the manifestation of His Glory without 
His Peace* and some die in this state* whilst others (the 
heirs of the Prophets) return unto their senses while 
remaining inwardly firm-fixed in drunkenness#"*

Death to creation and resurrection in God means 
that there is no longer any vital difference between life 
and death in the ordinary sense# It would be true to say 
of the Prophets and their heirs either that they are already 
in the next world or that* for them* the next world has 
descended into this# In view of the constant interpenetra
tion of the two worlds* death is no longer a closed door 
but an open one# Moreover the centre of consciousness is 
in any case altogether above the level of death* Yet on 
the plane oi this world* from what might be called a 
secondary centre of consciousness* they are glad to be alive* 
because for them the Paradise of the next world has been 
hastened on (adil)» as the Shaikh continually remarks*
quoting the verses Theirs are good tidings in the life of

2this world and the i.ext* Prom the same secondary centre
of consciousness they are also glad when the time comes* to
1# Minah# pp#20-2. This is also the main tenor of his

little treatise Dauhat al-Asr5r.
2# Qoran* 1*24*
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die^; and this is to be explained not only in view of 
the possibilities of "separation* within their union, 
which are aggravated by the limitations inherent in the 
bodily form as such, but also in virtue of their igtisl&i^* 
which enables their interests to ebb from thi3 world 
grain for grain, as the sands ebb from the hourglass 
of their bodily life,

With regard to the limitations of the 
bodily form, the Shaikh says: "Those who have this
degree (of the irophets and their heirs), attain 
unto vision of the Truth with their

1. Shortly before his death the Shaikh wrote at the end 
of a letter to one of his disciples: "As for me,
I am now not far from breathing my last breath of 
this wretched life,M (Ralldah, p. 113).

2 . see above, p.70*



hearts in this worldf and with their eyes in the next*1,1 
The impossibility of seeing the Divine Essence in this world 
with the eye of the body except through the veils of Its
various outward manifestations is dwelt on as an example

2of non-self-evident impossibility! an impossibility which 
had not been evident to Mosest for instance, when he asked 
to see God* ̂

"When Moses asked to see God distinctly! apart 
from the world• He answered hist Thou shalt not see Me,

     »!■— ■> ■ I— I , a n ^ ̂S

for I am not outside the world nor am I in it; I am neither
separate from itt nor joined unto it* Gage upon the
mountain: if it stand firm in its place* then shalt thou
see io. And when his Lord manifested Himself unto the
mountain* and the shadow gave place to the substance 9 and
separation attained unto union9 and the mountain and all other
places were levelled out of sight9 Moses fell down senseless*
for "between” had been obliterated and "where” had vanlshed9

a 5and the eye had been refreshed with the Eye •*r. igMK.- P.17T------------------------------
2. As an example of self-evident impossibility he mentions the 

Impossibility of relegating the Essence9 that is9 of setting 
It on one side* From this results the impossibility! not 
immediately obvious9 of seeing the Essence as distinct from 
this world9 since this implies relegating It to other than 
this world,

3* Qoranf VII9 143*
4* Or Essence! that is9 the human eye of Moses had been 

replaced by the Divine Eye,
5* Minah, p.28,
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The difference between the Manifestation of the 
Truth to the mountain for the sake of Moses and to 
the Lots Tree of the Uttermost End for the sake of Muiiammad 
would seem to be that whereas Moses was unprepared - hence 
the extreme violence attendant upon the vision - Muhammad 
was fully prepared inasmuch as on the Night Journey he was 
altogether in the next world9 with his outward eye already 
absorbed into his inward eye* But the Shaikh affirms that 
it is none the less possible for the outward eye9 while 
still "In this world"t to see the Truth9 provided that it 
can first achieve a perfect coordination with the inward 
eye | and this is not in contradiction with what has already 
been said9 for the thus coordinated eye is no longer the 
outward eye as such9 but has quite literally excelled 
itself.1

"The outward eye (basar) is the ray of the inward
eye (b&slrah) and the faqlr should not open his outward eye
(in the hope of seeing Beality} until the connection hath
been established between it and his inward eye. When, in
▼irtue of this connection, his outward eye hath become pure
inward vision, then will he see the Lord of the verse
1. During this life the Saint's "resurrection in God" is 

a resurrection of the soul, not yet of the body. But 
through the coordination just referred to, he may also 
have foretaste of the resurrection of the body.
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Kaught la like unto Him with all his faculties1, just as he 
will also hear Him with all his faculties, even as one of us 
hath saidt

"I am all eyes when He appeareth before me
Even as when He converseth with me, I am all0

ears."

1* He has already been quoted as teaching that the Intellect T 
is as an outpost of Divine Sight (see above, p.xoynotex. ), 
and he has just extended the continuity still further by 
saying that the ray of the Intellect virtually reaches 
as far as the outward eye* In speaking now of all the 
outward faculties he means that they are all as 
differentiated "rays" or branches of the Intellect which, 
being a synthesis, may be called "inward eye", "inward 
ear", etc*, according to the context. The coordination 
of the outward eye with the inward eye implies that the 
other outward faculties will also be coordinated with their 
intellectual archetype; and in virtue of this coordination 
each outward faculty will take on something of the 
versatility of synthesis which normally belongs to the 
Intellect alone, so that, for example, the touch, smell 
and taste will become as it were endowed with both vision 

hearing.
2VcUmar ibn al-Iarid, f—bhe Ainiyyah^ef-whloh -the.

seeend line bogis 4-the first line
being the some iir troth his Ainiyyah odeebk

3* Mlna&i p#174*
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Moreover in his commentary on the Surat An-Najm1 
the Shaikh speaks of the Prophet*s vision of the Lote Tree
as if it had taken place from this world, which is to he
explained in the sense that such a vision, being altogether 
supra-temporal, cannot be limited to any single moment of 
time but has, as far as time is concerned, a certain 
permanence• & Thus not only must the remainder of Muhammad*e 
life on earth have been altogether penstrated by the experiences 
of the Eight Journey - hence the legitimacy of transposing 
the vision to an earthly standpoint - but also, by extension,
the vision could be in a sense inherited as a virtual
possibility, to be actualized by the Saints who were his 
spiritual heirs.

The woranic verses in question ares 
Verily he saw Him at another revelation by the 

Lote Tree of the Uttermost End. Even here is the larden 
of Ultimate Refuge» When there enshrouded the Lote Tree 
That which er.suroudeth. the eye wavered not nor did it
tran.gr.am. Verily he beheld, of all the Signs of hia Lord.

2the Greatest.

1. LubSb al-^lm fl Surat Wa* n-Kajm.
2. LIII, 13-8.
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He comments* "This vision was with the eye of the senses9
whereas the previous one had been with the eye of the
intelligence^. Now the genitive after Lote Tree is
possessivef and what is meant is the Lote Tree of Him at
whom all things reach their end. Verily thy Lord is the
Uttermost End, The Lote Tree here signifieth the whole of
manifestation which groweth out from its root in Him. Thus

2is it also named the Tree of the Universe.
This vision was more excellent than that which 

preceded it in virtue of its union of separate elements and 
its integration of widely scattered fragments. Thus He 
said: Even here is the Garden of Ultimate ftefuge. meaning
that the Lote Tree marketh a finality of Gnosis, and that 
he who attainsth unto this point is enshrouded by the Lights 
of the Divine Presence - nay, the whole world is enshrouded, 
so that he seeth naught without seeing therein God. This 
is explained in the words When there enshrouded the Lote 
Tree That which enahroudeth. that is, when it was enfolded 
and covered by the all-enshrouding Lights of the Divinity, 
so that the whole hierarch; of created beings disappeared,

1. The heart lied not in what it saw (ibid., 11).
2. Shajarat al-Kaun. He is probably referring to Ibn 

cArabl* s treatise of that name.
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the majestic and the lowly, in the manifestation of the 
Lights of the flames and Qualities, God is the Li^ht of the 
Heavens and of the earth. It was through the appearance
of These, which is referred to in the words at another
revelation that Muhammad attained not more through the 
vision of the outward eye than through the vision of the 
heart alone. His outward eye was at its vision one with 
his inward eye, and therefore did God praise him with the 
words* His eye wavered not, nor did it transgress, that is, 
the outward eye wavered not from what the inward eye beheld, 
nor did it transgress by going beyond the bounds and turning 
its attention away from that wherein the Truth manifested 
Himself unto him, but it kept its gaze upon Him in each 
several thing.

Thus did Muhammad combine the two visions, that of
the Heart and that of the eye, and God said of the first

of ̂  X e c r v ' X  < 1  A y x W m W i t
the heart lied not in what it saw nor did it transgress. istA
Hence the Prophet’s saying, as reported by Muslim, "I
saw my Lord with mine eye and with my Heart."

flow the Truth is not to be seen by any outward
1. The first vision was with the Heart alone, the second with 

both eye and Heart. The Shaikh appears to be "borrowing" 
what the Qoran says of the first and applying it to the 
inward aspect of the second, but it would no doubt be more 
correct to say that in virtue of the supratemporal 
"permanenceM of the first vision it merges with the 
Inward aspect of the second.
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eyes whatsoever except their sight be inverted and have 
taken on the function of the inward eye, even as the sight 
of Muhammad's outward eye had been inverted and become one 
with his inward eye* The Huh al-Bayan, citing tfca A t -

Ta*wllat an-Na.jmiyyah1 aaith that his other-worldly sight
p(baaaru malakuti-hi ) was united with his earthly sight 

(baaaru mulki-hi) so that with the former he beheld the 
Inward Aspect of the Truth in respect of His Name the 
Inwardly Hidden* and with the latter he beheld the Outward 
Aspect of the Truth in respect of His Name the Outwardly 
Manifest.^

Now if thou askests "What impedeth others also 
from seeing Him with the outward eye in this world9 inasmuch 
as nothing can come between the sight and His Outward 
Manifestation? And in what consisteth the special 
privilege of the Prophet's vision?%  my answer is that the 
cause of the impediment is not that the Truth refuseth to 
allow the sight to fall upon His Essence. The sight's
1. By the Sufi Ahmad as-Samnani (d*1336 A.D.).
2. SamnanT, like Gh&zall and most of the earlier Sufls9 uses

the terms Malakut arid Mulk for the next world and this 
world respectively. fheShaikh himself9 like Jill,
terms the next world Jabbarut (see above, note / )

3. This is only a paraphrase of the considerably longer 
quotation from SamnSnT given in huh al-BaySh.
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lack of vision is the natural result of its lack of 
preparation. As one of the greatest of us hath said, 
what preventeth vision of the Truth in this world is that 
the creatures recognize Him not. They have eyes9 yet 
they see not, that is, they know not that what lieth before 
their gaze is the Truth, being veiled from Him by naught 
else but their own obtuseness. The special privilege of 
the Prophet cometh from his being more perfect that others 
in intellectual penetration (fatahah). He knew with all 
certainty that the sight cannot attach itself unto nothing, 
and that therefore no object of sight can be void of the 
Outward Manifestation of the Truth, for things in themselves 
are naught. Thus there came over him the vision of the 
outward eye, nor is anyone who hath Inherited the least 
share of the Prophet's penetration cut off from the Truth's 
Outward Manifestation in things.

The Heart's vision was hierarchically nearer to 
the Truth than was the vision of the outwakieye, which could 
never have achieved the union of separate elements and the 
integration of widely scattered fragments if the universe 
had not been enshrouded by the all-enshrouding Lights of 
Unification which are lit from the tree^ of

1* He is referring to the Light Verse (Qoran, XXIV, 35)
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Wheresoe'er ye turn there is the Face of God. Whoso 
attaineth unto This hath reached an End beyong which there 
is no passing, and Muhammad* s attainment thereunto is 
indicated in the words Verily he beheld, of the all the 
Signs of his Lord# the Greatest. We know from this last 
word that the Sign in question was not of the category of 
created beings nor yet of the Manifestations of the flames

H *

and Qualities,* but it can have been no less than the 
direct vision of the Lights of the Holy Essence. Thus 
was this state greater than all his other states, and of 
it he saidi "I have a time when only my Lord sufficeth 
to contain me,” and in this connection also did he say; 
"Increase me, 0 Lord, in marvelling and wonderment at Thee”.

What I have said about the possibility of the
outward eye gazing at the Truth in direct vision is so
exceedingly improbable in the opinion of moat of those who
make a claim to learning, let alone those who make no such
claim, that some may even consider it as being against
reason end also against the Law. Such was the opinion of
1. He has already said that at the manifestation of That which 

enshroudeth "the whole hierarchy' of created things 
disappeared.... in the manifestation of the Lights of the 
flames and Qualities.” These were evidently a transitional 
pre - aration for the Supreme Lights of the Greatest Sign.
To use another of his metaphors, it may be said that for the 
words to be re-absorbed into the Folgt they must first be 
re-absorbed into the letters.
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the Mutazilites, and they were satisfied that this conclusion 
was necessary on the grounds that what is seen roust be 
localized in order that the sight may fall upon it* They 
were not fully alert unto the inevitable corollary of this, 
that the Sight of the Truth would be prevented from fixing 
Itself upon created beings, on the ground that Its doing so 
would presuppose Its localization upon the object seen.
Thus in following them we should be attributing a lack of 
perception unto God - High Exalted is He above all such 
Incapacity! The remedy is not to speculate about the 
spiritual state in question, but to leave it unto its 
masters, for indeed the mysteries thereof are beyond the 
scope of most intelligences.

..

lababt pp*8-10
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CHAPTER VI

THE SYMBOLISM OF THE RITUAL PURIEICATIOM AML PRAYER
T1' ~1T~  ' ' "" ' ' '' ................. — .     . ■ ■«.

It is a general principle of Tasawwul that a 
thorough grounding in exoterism is indispensable as a 
preparation for entry upon the esoteric path; and in the 
barqawl Tarlqah, at the time when the Shaikh wrote 
Al-Minah al-wuddusiyyah1* all novices were made to learn by 
heart Ibn Ashir's little verse treatise Al-Murshia al-Muin 
cala ^d-Dururi mln^lum ad-bin (Ouide to the Essentials of 
heligious Knowledge; as a means of ensuring that they had a 
minimum of religious instruction*

This poem is divided into three parts9 one for
-  -  2each of the three planes of the religion - iman t Islam,

ihsan, that is9 theology9 ritual and mysticism, represented
respectively for Ibn*Ashir by Asharl9 Malik and Junaid*
1* As we have seen he wrote the first version during the 

Shaikh Al-BusTdl's life-time, but subsequently revised 
it before publication*

2* If it be asked why Ibn<Ashir does not take them either 
in ascending or descending hierarchic order9 the answer 
is no doubt that he follows the order which ia natural 
for an expositionf treating of doctrine before ritual9 
and leaving until the end what does not concern 
everybody*
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AlrMinah al-Qudouoiyyah is only one of n&ny commentaries 
on it* But it differs from the others in that it transposes 
the two lower planes of the religion on to the highest plane, 
reintegrating Imah and islain in ihsan by giving a purely 
mystical interpretation both to the doctrine and the rites, 
then the Shaikh finally comes to the last part, that is, 
to Ibn^Ashir's exposition of Tasawwuff he saysi "Until 
now I have but taken my bearings from the poem, regardless 
of what may have required comment in its details of expression, 
but now I propose to follow it literally, word for word."
But he does not dwell much on this part of the poem since 
he has already commented on it implicitly in what hau gone 
before. **—

The symbolism of a rite is its very essence, 
without which it would lose its ritual quality* A prostra
tion of the body, for example, which does not signify inward 
effacoment is a mere physical act, and the same applies to 
an ablution which does not signify inward purification. 
Definitions of the degree of inward effacement and 
purification respectively symbolised by the rites of

1* Probably the best known of these if Muliammad Wayyarah's 
Ad-Durr ath-Thamln.

2* Minah, p#313*
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prostration and ablution will vary according to each person's 
powers of conception; and so it is with all other rites* 
GhazaH mentions that the pilgrim's doffing of hie sandals 
before hi© ritual entry upon the Pilgrimage, signifies, like 
Moses' doffing of his in the Holy Valley^, stripping oneself 
of this world and the next; but he adds* "Yet if thy soul 
taketh flight before this symbolism, seek comfort in His 
Wordsi He sendeth down water from heaven so that the

2valleys are in flood with it, each according to its capacity , 
for the commentaries tell us that the water is knowledge 
and that the valleys are Hearts*,,w

He follows this up with a passage in which he may 
be said to speak with the voice of all true mystics as 
regards the symbolic interpretation of sacred textst

"Whoso taketh unto himself the outward or literal 
meaning alone, abstracting it from the whole, is a 
materialist (ftashwl), and whoso taketh unto himself the 
inward meaning alone, abstracting it from the whole, is a 
pseudo-mystic (batirii), but whoso combineth the two is 
catholic, perfect* Even so did the Prophet sayi "The 
Qoran hath an outside and an inside, like a wall with a

1* Qoran, XX, 12 
2# Qoran, XIII, 17*
3. Mishkat al-Anwar* p*128.

i
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watch-tower above it**' Or perchance it w&b CA11 who said
tillst since its lineage stoppeth short at him, Ky meaning
is that Moses understood that in being told to dofi his two
eandals he was being told to strip himself of the two worlds, 
so he obeyed the command outwardly by doffing his sandals 
and inwardly by doffing the worlds. Such is the true 
relationship! one must pass to and fro, from the one to 
the other, from outward word to inward secret#"

Almost all the Sufi writers have referred in
their poems or treatises to the inner meaning of the Islamic
1 > ^  «  2rites, some only in passing, others with more insistence#
But it is very possible that the Shaitfuwas the first -
and that he will prove to be the last - to write a
comprehensive commentary which gives a metaphysical interpre
tation of the smallest details of ritual not merely as regards 
what is obligatory (fardj, but also as regards what is 
recommended (mandub;, permitted (mubaJri) f strongly discouraged 
(makruh; and forbidden (haramj •

In commenting on Ibn'Ashir’s verse:

1# ibid#♦ pp#128-9#
2# £ee, for exampleGh&soll, Ihya*, III-VIIj IbncArabI, 

end of luaus al-Kih&m; Jill, ena of Al-Insan al-Kamil#
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"Purity is thine through water which naught else hath
changed1*

he says: MPurity is reached through Absolute Water, the 
Water of the Unseen (Ma^al-Ghaib). that is, the Limpidity 
(bafa*j with which the visible world is flooded1, Limpidity 
which is variegated in Its manifestation, One with Itself in 
Its seeming multiplicity, Self-manifested, Hidden through the 
intensity of Its manifestation, Absolute in Its relativity - 
this is "the water which is free from any taint and which 
availeth for purification; and of It hath one of the 
Gnostics saidi
"With the Water of the Unseen make thlre ablution
•  2 If thou hast the Secret, and if not, with earth or stone."

1. He means, in other words, the ink with which the letters 
are flooded (see above, pp.A55-v) that is, the Divine 
Essence*

2. Sharahl, in his life of Abu^l-M&wahib ash-Shadhill 
(Xabaqat, II) attributes these verses to IbncArabI, and 
quotes Abu^I-Mawahib' s commentary s "The meaning of 
ablution is the purification of the limbs of the qualities 
of the Heart from the defilements of mental conceptionsi 
and the Water of the Unseen is Pure Unification (TawhidJ.
If thou have not direct access unto It in Its Purity, then 
cleanse thyself with the clean earth of logical demonstra
tion (see also E.J. Jurji, Illumination in Islamic 
Mysticism, pp.80-1.}

this earth-purification which the Law allows to take 
the place of the ablution if one cannot find water, or if 
one is not well and fears some harm from using water, the 
Shaikh says (p.Ill;* "He who feareth to lose the balance 
of his soul should perform the earth-purification, keeping 
to the outside of the Law and constraining himself to do 
deeds of piety until he be cured of his ailment. The same 
holdeth good also of him who findeth no water, that is, 
who findeth no one to initiate him into that Unification 
which is the prerogative of the elect." Elsewhere (p.106)
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he say* that earth represents "the Lore of Certainty" 
ftlm al-Iagin), that is, mental knowledge of the 
doctrinet whereas water represents "the Truth of Certainty" 
(Haqq al-Yaqinj, direct intellectual perception, Gnosis, 
and ne quotes^AlI ibn al-Parifil (the grandson of'Umar)!
"Pass on unto the Truth of Certainty, transcending all that 
others tell thee, and thine own mind which is a barrier. 
fAiniyyah, 1.45).
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This ie the ftater of the Unseen which availeth ior
purification, and all other water in relation unto it is
as dry sand, not to be used except when This fcater hath been
lost * In order to qualify for use in this special rite of
purification, water must be free from any taint* This
restriction excludeth the waters of the sensible world1

2and the psychic world , since both these waters have suffered 
change from their original 3tate. It is the water of the 
Spirit^ which fulfils all that the definition requireth, 
for This is indeed Absolute, being free from any taint, and 
remaining ever as It was, not adulterated by anything, not 
flavoured by anything, not added to anything, not restricted 
by anything, with naught above It and naught beneath It*
Here lieth the Truth of Absoluteness and it is only This that

ideserveth the name water. hy It, naught else, may one i 
attain to purification from the existence of “other”* Thou 
shouldst know, moreover, that the springs whence This Water 
flowsth are the Hearts of the Gnostics, and therefore he that 
aspireth unto purification must seek out their tents and 
wait humbly at their doors. If he findeth This Aater , then
1* Mulk 2*Halakut 3* Jabbarut
4* That is, if he believes that he has found it, namely, 

if he finds one who appears to be a spiritual Master in 
the fullest sense*
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let him look to the three qualifications1, and if these be 
fulfilled he hath gained what he sought# But if he findeth 
that it hath suffered change from what it originally was 
inasmuch as something hath adulterated it, then it must be 
judged according to the cause of adulteration, even as our 
author hath said*

"If it be changed by aught unclear, ' tis thrown away
But if by aught that’s clean, 'twill serve for common

use.M
The meaning of "changed b̂  &u0ht unclean" is that it hath been 
tainted by a lowei soul that claimsth independent existence, 
for if the lower soul hath imparted its flavour unto the 
water, then hath the being of that water become as 
nothingness, arid it will serve neither for worship nor yet 
for common use, but is thrown away and shunned# But if he 
findeth that it hath been changed in one or all of its 
attributes by something clean, then will it serve for common 
use, not for worship; and the meaning of "common use" is 
that it will serve as a means of helping one to carry out 
the obligations of the religion and to avoid what is forbidden 
and to perform voluntary acts of piety such as lasting and 
keeping vigil and the like; but it will not serve as a

1* These are that it should be Absolute, free from any taint
(that is, free from any presence other than its own), and
remaining ever â  it was" - in other words, Absolute,
Infinite, Eternal.
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1preparation for worship , which is a means of entering the

Presence of God and beholding Him* The purity needed for
this is not to be attained save by finding the Heal Water#
In short, there are three kinds of water, unclean, clean
and Puret he that hath the unclean water is one whose water
is adulterated with love of this world and excess of
inclination unto it, and he that hath the clean water is
one whose soul is permeated with such exceeding love of the
next world as hath turned him away from loving its Creator,
whereas he that hath the Pure Water is he who is wholly
unadulterated and untainted, having no desire and no quest
apart from his Lord, and not consenting to be aught apart
from Him* The worship of such is unto Cod through Cod,
even as one of them hath said*

"Home worship through their fear of Hell,
Seeing in salvation an ample boon,
And others worship that they may dwell 
In Paradise, and bask till noon 
In the meads, then drink of Selsebil*
I keep not Heaven or Hell in view.
lor naught I'll change my Loves Thou me
In spirit, blood, bone, breath, through and through

A thorough friend must thorough be."
1. It will serve as a means to the relative purity necessary 

for salvation* but not as a means to the Absolute Purity
of the Prophets and their heirs* who alone know what worship 
is in its highest sense* which he defines later.

2. From the basic Arabic root kha lain - lam are derived the 
words takhallul (intimate penetration) and khalil 
(intimate iriend). 71^. ****** h»
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This is the Truth1 of the Water's Limpidity and 
Purity, so that he who findeth It: not suffereth privation 
indeed# Therefore let him who hath intelligence spare no 
pains in his quest for Itf nor he content with aught else, 
and let him take It even there where he findeth Itf though
it cost him all his fortune and his very soul#

Water is not spoiled if it hath been changed by 
nothing other than stagnation# Hense the exceptions

"But if the ohange be but from long association 
With something clean, if for example it be muddied 
With red clay, count it pure, as also melted ice#**

He maketh exception in this verse for water that
hath suffered change only through stagnation and for water
that hath melted after being frozen# The exception of
stagnancy holdeth good for the intermediary world, whose
1* He means that this is the secret of Its irresistible 

effectiveness, referring to what the last three verses 
express of the All-Penetrating Omnipresence of the Divine 
Spirit which is everywhere and yet at the same time 
"no where" since Its Purity transcends all localisation# 
Elsewhere (p.46; he s&yss "When Bod hath revealed unto 
them (the Gnostics) the Presence of Eternity and they 
have beheld the World of Limpidity, they find there the 
true meaning (by comparison) of ephemerality, for the 
ephemeral is in a state of constant change, whereas 
the Archetype is Pure Limpidity unclouded by any 
turbidness of fluctuation." Then he quotes Ibn al-Parid's 
line about the Eternal Archetypes of all four elements 
(Khamriyyah, 1.22) Safa*un wa 18 aa’un wa lutfun wa Id 
hawan wa nil run wa 15, nErun wa rTXhun wa lg jlsinu 
(limpidity, not water; Sufeteftty, not air; IdgKt, not 
fire; Spirit, not body.)
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water w as first of all excluded for its being changed from 
what it originally was; but since this change was through 
atagnation9 it may serve not only for common use but also 
for worship, yet not for worship unless the Heal Water be 
lost*1

Also Included in the exception is the sensible
2world t tout only on condition that it hath melted after its

crystallisation! in which case it must be considered as
Absolutei for the Archetype is Absolute9 and to return unto
the Archetype is to be one > more the Arche type 9 as the poet
1* By "stagnation” he is referring to a Tarlqah which has 

become "static” because it has no longer a Shaikh who can 
offer guidance in the fullest sense, but only one whoy 
not being an heir of the Prophets, cannot dispense the 
Real water, though he remains none the less orthodox 
(the water has not been tainted by any alien body)* The 
Heal Water is virtually there9 in the doctrine (which 
being primarily addressed to the mind belongs precisely 
to the intermediary world) and also in the spiritual chain 
and the rites9 and It may be actualized at any moment by 
special Grace* But such Grace could only be hoped for 
if one had entered that "stagnant" brotherhood as a last 
resort9 not if one had wilfully avoided a Shaikh whose 
Heart flowed with the Real Water*

2* Yet more remote# beyond the stagnation of the mental world9 
lies the crystallization of the sensible world* But 
failing more direct means, virgin nature (the untainted 
"orthodoxy" of the sensible world) hats powers of purifloa* 
tion for one who can "absolve" it by reducing it to the 
Essence, that ia9 by transforming it, through intellectual 
penetration, to the flood of limpidity which it really is*
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of the Ainiyyah hath said t
"The world is naught else hut as a berg of ice9
And thou art of the water that from its sides

is flowing.
Nor is the ice, if we grasp the truth, other than

its water; 2
And though it be deemfed ice in the doom of the Law
Yet at the ice's melting is that doom revoked.
And it is deemed water, even as in truth it is«""^

The purpose of the ablution in Islam is the 
removal of inward impurity# symbolized by various modes of 
outward impurity or, in oases of doubt, supposed outward 
impurity, which necessitate the ablution before one can 
proceed to the ritual prater. The Law only defines the 
outward or symbolic impurity; the conception of what it 
symbolizes will vary from individual to Individual* At , 
the highest level its conception is expressed in the already 
quoted saying of itabiah al-*Adawiyyahs "Thine existence is 
a fault with which no other fault can be compared*"
1* Jill, Al-Inaah al-kamil, ch*7, says: "God hath saidi

We created the 'heavens and the earth and all that is between 
them with naught but Truth (Qoran, J* Even so
I s  the world like ice and the Truth Glorious and Exalted -
is the water which is the Origin of this ice* Thus is
the name “ice" but lent unto that crystallization, whose 
true name is Water. * Then he quotes the following lines 
from his own cAiniyyah+

2* The omission of this line from the Shaikh's text* is almost
certainly one of the many printer's errors, so I have
restored it in translation.

3* fflnah, pp*83-6.
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"The meaning of defilement (hadath;", continues
N|the Shaikh, "is ephemeral existence (iiuduth ), that is, the

existence of other than God# This Is not ousted from the
heart of the Gnostic and its film is not removed from his
inward eye to be replaced in his sight by Eternity save
through his finding the Water and his Purification therewith.
Except he be purified by It, he is far from the Presence of
his Lord, unfit to enter It, let alone to sit therein.
Likewise the slave will not cease to suppose the existence
of defilement in all creatures until he have poured this
Absolute Water over their outward appearance. Without It
he will not cease to condemn them, and how should his
verdict be revoked when he seeth their defilement with his
eyes, and when his heart believeth in the independent
existence of creation? Far be it from him to take the
outward appearance of things for other than he seeth it to
be, and to deem them pure, as if the cause of his condemning
them had vanished from his sight* How should he deem them
pure, when he seeth their transgression, disobedience,
disbelief, hypocrisy, idolatry, contentiousness and the like ~
how, until he hath changed this standpoint for one which is
altogether beyond his experience? On seeing the letter

-
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Shin11 should he say that it is Zain2? Kay, he telleth 
of what he seeth, naught else* Jars only ooze out what is 
inside them* Thus passeth he judgement upon most creatures 
that they are guilty of defilement, nor is this verdict 
rescinded from his heart, nor is the stain of guilt removed 
from existing things but through purification with this 
Absolute ftater. .Once purity hath been achieved, that is, 
once he hath washed the outward appearance of things in this 
Water - nay, once he hath washed his own sight therein, 
since as for the things they are already pure before they 
be purified - then will his eyes tell him that his verdict 
was false, and he will come to see what he had never seen 
before.

In distinguishing between the two ablutions, the 
greater and the lesser, he says that the purity obtained 
through the lesser, which only involves washing certain parts 
of the body, signifies extinction in the seven Qualities of 
the Truth - Power, Will, Knowledge, Life, Hearing, Sight and 
Speech. This purity, he says, "is current among both the
1. This suggests also the word shain which means "deformityM.
2. In many dialects the letter £ay is 2aln, which also means 

"ornament11 •
3* Mina&t p.86*
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generality of the Sufis and the electf unlike the Great
Purity which is only for the Prophets and the greatest of
the Saints.1,1 To each one of these, when he has obtained
the purity of complete extinction signified by the washing
of the whole body in the greater ablution, Mthe Truth
appeareth on a sudden, immediately he hath finished his
ablution, and this Vision cometh unto him in Its Totality,
with neither limitation nor Interruption nor revealing of
one part without another, but the Truth appeareth unto him
in All His Manifestations so that he knoweth, by directly
seeing it and living it, the verity of His saying Whereaoe* er
ye turn, there is the Pace of trod." Even so did our author
speak of the necessity of "rubbing the water all over the
body", inasmuch as the Truth*s Manifestation embraceth all
beings, the higher and the lower, the majestic and the
beautiful. Thus doth he attain unto the Station of Intimate
Friendship (khullah; in that he is permeated with the love
of his Beloved, mingled with His Blood and Flesh, both
without and within, whence the necessity of "wetting through
and through (takhlll) the hair", that the Gnostic may be as
throughly drenched with the Love of the Truth a& is his hair

2with the water, since ablution, in its highest sense, means
L  Mnaht T# 87>
2. Mlna&t pp.97-8. He then quotes the last three of the 

verses already quoted on p*£82..
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the attainment of a state beyond which It is impossible to
go9 it might be wondered9 on first thoughts, what is left
for the ritual prayer to symbolise. But what is One in
the tiorld of Heality is multiple in "the world of symbols”
Cfclam at-tamthllJ as this world is often called. In other
words Its Light is reflected in innumerable mirrors, some
of which catch only one of Its aspects, some more. The
Supreme Station is symbolized, according to one or more of
Its aspects, in every fundamental rite of every religion,
when that rite is considered in its highest aspect.1
The same may even be said of each different part of any
composite rite such as the Islamic prayer which consists of
a series of ritual acts. It is possible to consider each
act either in itself or in relation to the other acts which
precede or follow it, that is, either as a complete symbol
or as part of a symbol - or as both. This complexity,

2inherent in all symbolism , is what makes - or helps to
1. It is not difficult to see, for example, how this applies 

to each of the Seven Sacraments of the Church.
2. This complexity is none other than the complexity of the 

Universe itself, symbolism being the science of the 
relationship between the different levels of existence,

, as Grhazall explains in the last quoted passage from 
Mlshkat al-Anwar.
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make - mystical texts often ao difficult for modern Western
minds* But the dhaikh assumes that the relatively synthetic
intelligences for which he is writing will grasp this
complexity as something which is second nature to them, ao
he says nothing at all to explain it. What appear to be
inconsequences or even contradictions in his interpretation
of the movements of the ritual prayer are simply caused by
the presence of two symbolisms together in his mind at once.
For although he is mainly considering the movements of the
prayer as mutually related parts of a whole, he never
altogether forgets the supreme significance of each movement
in itself. In other woros - to use a manner of expression
which conforms to his - the Water of the Unseen is never very
far from the surface and is continually welling up in a
spring which floods the whole exposition with the Absolute
For example, in speaking of the recitation of the Fatihah
which one makes in a standing position at the beginning of
the prayer he says* "This is the Intimate discourse which is
specifically demanded of the worshipper in the Divine Presence
1. In virtue of this his interpretation is in a sense an image 

of what he is interpreting, namely the prayer itself, 
during which the Absolute continually wells up in flood at 
the repetition of the words AllShu Akbar with each ritual 
act. As he himself says (p.Tifi), the purpose of this 
repetition by the worshipper is "that all his moments 
should be saturated with consciousness of the Absolute 
dreatnesa of ilod."
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when he standeth before hie lord and when the Secrets of the
Divinity flow over him in flood* fthoso attaineth unto
this Divine Manifestation! on him do the lights of the Holy
Presence shine clearf and he hath reached a state of nearness
beyond which there is no going* Haught remainsth thereafter
but the exchanging of confidences* The Folk name this the
Station of Intimate Discourse, and in it the ears of the
Unostics are delighted by what is spoken unto them by the
Lord of the worlds."**

Then he draws us back to the significance of this
in relation to the rest of the prayer rather than as a whole
in itself by letting his expression of the Absolute end with
a hint that there is more to come and that what has been
gained is only a foretaste, not yet an Eternal Possession!

"The best that they hear from their Divine Protector
is5 "Leaveth this nearness aught to be desired?", whereat
he who is immersed in the Lights of contemplation anawerethi
"Hay indeed, and therefore Praise be to G-od> the lord of the
feorldŝ ", inasmuch as he hath been favoured beyond others and
1* A few pages later (p*U6j he speaks of this stance at the 

beginning of the prayer as being "far from the Truth" as 
compared with the nearness of prostration.

2. i inati, p*112*
3* The first words of the "intimate discourse" which is 

spoken at this part of the prayer*
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hath gained what his imagination had been powerless to
conceive9 even as one of them hath eaidi
HI gained my Desire beyond my highest hopes.1 20 that It were mine, utterly and ioreverJ" *

In considering the prayer as a whole he gives a 
summary account of it as followss

’’When he hath made good his entry into the rite of 
the prayer (by raising his hands and saying Allahu Akbarj 
and when the Lights of Divine Manifestation have shone visibly 
upon him, he beginneth to draw himself in little by little 
and his first shrinkage is the letting down of his hands to

3his sides or putting them on his breast9 after they had been
on a level with the top of his head. All this is through
his approach unto the Truth9 and the nearer he appro&chetA.
the more he draweth himself in. First it is demanded of
the worshipper that he raise himseli unto his full height and
lift his hands before the Manifestation of the Truth upon
him. But when some degree of union hath been achieved and
he hath begun to approach nearer and nearer unto the Truth,
his stature is changed and his existence is brought low and
1. Ibn al-Iarid, laiaiyyah (Ushahidu mana Husnikum.. •) 1.5*
2* Minaii, pp. 112-3*
3. The schools oi Law differ as regards this point of ritual. 

In this connection see Appendix A o<> )
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beginnetii to be folded up like the folding up of a written
1 * k£Lscroll , all on account of his nearness unto the Truth, 

until he attaineth unto the extremity of nearness, which is 
in the state of prostration# The Prophet saidi "The slave
M 2is nearest his lord when in prostration." At hie
prostration he descendeth from the stature of existence unto
the fold of nothingness, and the more his body is folded up,
the more is his existence folded up, even as one hath said:
"My existence hath come to naught in my vision, and I

have parted
Prom the "I" of my vision, effacing it, not affirming it"^ 

Before his prostration the Gnostic had the upright 
stature of existence, but after his prostration he hath 
become extinct, a thing lost, effaced in himself and Eternal 
in his Lord#"*

1# Qoran, XXI9 104•
2# Ibn Hanbal, II, 421#
3# Ibn ul-Tarid, At-TaJjyyat al-Kubra, 1.212. The poem 

continues *
"I embraced what I perceived, and effaced mine own

perceiving"
that is, I embraced the Object of my vision and effaced its 
subject.

♦ • pp*156-7*
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Among the movements of the prater there is one
__C

obeisance (ruku; followed by two prostrations (aujud;• In 
another passage, having specified that the obeisance 
signifies "effacement of the actions and also of the qualities 
(in the Divine Actions and qualities;", he says of 
prostration*

“When the worshipper hath obtained the degree of 
prostration and hath been extinguished from existencef he 
prostrateth himself a second time that he may be extinguished 
from that extinction. Thus is hi© (second) prostration 
identical with his rising up from (the first) prostration, 
which rising signifieth subsistence.**

After the first prostration the worshipper rises 
to a sitting position and then immediately prostrates himself 
a second time. The Shaikh means that the first prostration 
is the gateway to Supreme oainthood of which the two aspects, 
outward and inward, are symbolized respectively by the rising 
from the first prostration and by the second prostration. 
Symbolically this rising and falling must be considered as 
simultaneous; each is an extinction of the extinction in 
that each represents s purely positive “result" of the 
extinction* the rising means subsistence in the Qualities, 
whereas the second prostration means Eternity as Essence.

1. Minah, p.114*
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Referring to the simultaneity of these two positions, he 
continuest

"He is prostrate with regard unto the Truth, 
upright with regard unto creation, extinct (from extinction) 
in the Oneness^, subsistent in the Unity* Thas is the 
prostration of the Gnostics uninterrupted, and their union
knowsth no separation, even as one of them hath said:

2"I prostrate myself - am extinguished, then extinguished
from extinctions 

Then prostrate myself again, whereat love-drunk I blaze with
passion.

And since Thy Bounty hath eternized my heart in Its Presence,
&y he art* s greetings^ are from Thee, even as, unto Thee they

speed".
1* The Divine Oneness (Ahadij.yah; is Pure Hon-Dualit; , which 

excludes all concepts such as those of Essence and Quality, 
Creator and creation, etc* The Divine Unity (v»aHldiyyah) 
is that more outward Aspect of Hon-Duality whicF embraces, 
penetrates and unified! all apparent differentiation* It 
is none other than the "One God" of the Christian Saneta 
Trinit as Unus Doua. Jili (Al-Insan al-Kamil, ch. 5) says 
ihat ASadiyyah" corr©appads to "God was and there was 
nothing witn Kim" and tuat aaSif diyyah corresponds to "He 
is now even as he was*"

2. By rising from prostration.
3* Heferring to the ta&Xyyatu li’llah (greetings to God), 

the first words spoken aiter the~Tinal prostration of the 
prayer.

4. Jill.*Ainiyyah. See Mcholson, Studies in Islamic 
Gly oticism, p. 143•
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The Truth hath slain the Gnostics with a death
that knoweth no resurrection. Then He hath given them Life,

1Endless Life, that knoweth no death.”
With regard to the perpetuity of the prostration,

the Shaikh draws our attention to the fact that it is
recommended (mandftb) that on rising from prostration to the
sitting position the worshipper should not lift his hands from
the ground and place them on hie knees but that he should
draw them up to his knees. He interpret© this recommendation
as being "lest one wrongly Imagine that after the worshipper
prostrateth himself, that is, after he hath been put out of
existence and hath taken hold of the Hope of the Essence
which is the sum of his desires, on rising he relinquisheth,
by lifting his hands, all that he hath gained.... whereas from
this recommendation it is to be concluded that he who hath

2reached hie Goal keepeth ever hold upon the hope oi God."
After the final prostration before the end of the 

prayer, the worshipper resumes the sitting position from 
which after expressions of devotion to God and invocations 
of Peace on the Prophet, himself and all the faithful,he seals 
the prater by turning to the right and the left with the
1. Minaht pp.114-5*
2* MnaH., p. 162.
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M Cword© As— oalamu alaikum - Peace be on you!
Of this final sitting position the Shaikh says:

"He must take a middle course when he returneth unto creationy
that is, he must be seated, which is mid way between
prostration and standing* tnat he may make good his
intercourse with creation. for if he went out unto creatures
in a state of being prostrate, that is, in a state of
extinction and obliteration, he could take no notice of
them. Hor must he go out unto creation standing, that is,
far from the Truth as he used to be before his extinction,
for thus would he go out unto creation as one created and
there would be no good in him and none would profit from his
return. Even so must he take a middle course, ana
"midmost is best in all things'*. It is saidi "long live
the man who knoweth his own worth and taketh his seat
beneath it!" how a man gaineth knowledge of his worth
only at M s  obliteration. Thus is a sitting position*

2required of him after his obliteration."
As to what is displeasing to uod (makruh; during 

the prater, Ibn^Ashir mentions, amongst other things: 
"pondering on what is inconsistent with awestruck reverence."
1. Sitting is "beneath" prostration which signifies, beyond 

obliteration, deification.
2. fclnaiit p.116.
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The Shaikh says* "All pondering is in fact
inconsistent with awe-struck reverence which (in ite fullest 
sense) is nothing short of amazement and wonderment at the 
Essence of God. Meditation may be on things that are made, 
but not on the Essence, even as the Prophet said*
"Meditate upon all things, but meditate not on the Essence 
lest ye perish."* Thought is only used with regard unto 
what is made, but when the Gnostic hath attained unto the 
Maker, then is his thought changed to wonderment. Thus is
wonderment the of thought, and once it hath been
achieved the Gnostic must not swerve from it nor change it
for that which is its inferior. Hor can he ever have enough
of wonderment at God, and indeed the Prophet would say:
"0 Lord, increase me in wonde ment at Thee". Meditation is
demanded oi the laqir whilst he be on his journey. One
meditateth on the absents but when He that was sought is
Present in Person, then is meditation changed into 

2wonderment."

1. Massignon quotes this Tradition as evidence that the 
Prophet was no mystic.

He quotes

2. MinaH, p.168.
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"Give me excess of love, and thus increase me in
marvelling at Thee;

And &ercy have upon a heart with flame of passion
seared for thee; «.

And when I ask to see Thee, make not rep^y thou shalt not
but let me see*"

Also makruh are trifling fabathj and looking away 
(iltifat)* The Shaikh says* "Trifling, for the Gnostic, 
is being busied with that which concerneth him not once 
he hath realized the decree of Perfection; and everything 
except being busied with Goa is such frivolity ana trifling 
as justifieth neither a turn of the head thereunto nor the 
waste of a moment of time thereon. The occupations in 
question may be allowed for the generality, but for the 
Gnostic they are counted ill, and it hath already been 
mentioned that "the good deeds of the righteous are the ill 
deeds of those brought near to God "•'j and if even good 
deeds can be faults for them, what of other deeds which 
directly impair their nobility? It is permissible for 
them to hang out their lamp of this world, but it must be

4on their outside, and not within them , for the Gnostics
1* God's reply to ftoses (see above, ]).ZG9

2. Ibn al-iarid, fia’iyyah (£idni bi-farti 'l-hubb)
3* Haaaaatu^l-abrgfri sayyi*Stu M-muqarrabin* lor a defini

tion of these two categories of persons, see above,pp*184-5• 
4* dhaikhrIsa hur ad-hln (see above, p*30, note ) once aaid 

to me that it is impossible for a Saint to be preoccupied 
inwardly even with being a spiritual Guide, and that he 
will only accept that function if it be imposed upon him, 
in which case he is given the means of guidance, without 
any effort on his part*
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are inwardly ever with God* and if their inward parte were
to be dueled with au0ht else* they would be trilling in
His Pregenes*

A& to "looking away"* it is as il the Gnostic
alter realizing the Oneness of God by way of direct vision
should turn unto another station or seek lor something more
than he hath already* as ii* lor example* he should turn
unto working wonders and should crave that normalities be
violated on his account*1'* that he may have power* aide by
side with the Truth* to destroy him whose destruction he
willeth and to make sale him whose security he willeth*
II God in His loving-kindness go not alter him and bring
him back unto where he was* then will he perish with those
that perish* inasmuch as he sought to exchange the better
lor the worse* the higher lor the lower, and was

2not content with ono food • Thus it may be feared lor him

1. Elsewhere (p*171) he says* "The working of wonders is not 
a criterion of sanctity such as the slave may seek from 
God, but rather doth it impose itself upon the slave 
(at the right moment)*

2* Heferring to the Jews whom Moses threatened with return 
to Egypt when they asked for a change from the manna 
and quails (woran, II* 61)*
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lest he have to go down unto Egypt* the Egypt of souls, 
inasmuch as he was riot content with the Presence of the 
All-Holy.m1

He makes it clear however that such an example 
would only apply to Mthose who make false claim to attainment 
of sanctity* As regards the true saint he says: MThe
needs and words and states of the Gnostics range between 
what is bounden and what is recommendeu, not going beyond 
these* But this they achieve with God's Help, so that if 
any one of them should purpose to turn away from that which 
is pleasing unto God and His Apostle, it would be scarcely 
possible for him, nay, he would be incapable of it, and 
incapability in this sense is God-sent achievement. Hence 
is it said that the protectedness (hlfaj of the Saints is 
as the infallibility fismah) of the Prophets*”2

Passing on to the funeral rites, he says with 
regard to the washing of the corpse:

”He in whom there is a residue of life is not 
washed* Even if he were already on the washing table and 
it was seen that there was life in one of his limbs, the 
washer would leave him then and there.
1* Ivlina#t pp. 169-70
2. Minafi, p.169*
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Even eo the Shaikh proceedeth not to the purification of 
the disciple so long as there be any residue of lower soul 
in him, that is, unless he hath realized his death, having 
reduced unto ashes the fire of his nature* Otherwise he 
will let him be, so long as he hath any claim to be alive# 
Therefore doth he require of the disciple who is eager to 
enter the Presence of God that he should first make every 
effort to reduce his soul unto nothing and to deal the 
death-blow to hia existence, that he may be passive in the 
hands of the washer, and lest he be left with all his 
impurities upon him by reason of his stubbornness and 
wilfulness and want of passivity. Even ao did one of them 
say*

"If Petto be propitious and 'hcatiny drive thee 
To a veritable Shaikh, one versed in the Truth,
Be thou with him as a corpse in the ablutioner’s hands. 
He turneth it at will, while it passive remaineth.

1. Jllit cAiniyyah» After line 2 the Shaikh has omitted a 
line, which i translate from British Museum Msk.Or.4361, 
f.46(rj as follows:
"Then take pains to please him, and follow his wishes,
And leave all that Vert this thou wast bent on achieving."



Thus should the disciple be between the hands of 
him who bringeth him up if he would be purified of all that 
hath contaminated him and if he would escape from his natural 
limitations. Then when his purification hath been made good 
and he is cleansed, so that the light of his Heart hath 
shone forth from the niche1 of his existence, he must hide 
it, for guarding secrets is one of the marks of the Perfect 
Gnostics, just as divulging secrets is a characteristic of 
the ignorant. Here lieth the meaning of the shrouds he 
must enshroud the glass of Freedom with the niche of servitude 
until nothing of the secret of his electhood appeareth save 
what is necessary* When the death of the soul hath been 
realized, when it hath been purified from seeing with the 
eye of the senses and cloaked in a seemly garment, then 
hath it deserved concealment from prying eyes, and this is 
what is meant by burial, that is, it hath deserved burial 
in the earth of obscurity, that its growth thereafter may be 
beautiful and acceptable unto God, even as the author of the 
Hikam hath said*
It Using the symbolism of the Light Verse (Qoran, XXIV, 35) 

which begins: God is the Light of the Heavens and of the
earth* His LiSh't Con earth! is like a njchej wherein la 
a lamp; the lamp "is of glass; the glass is like a 
shining planet***

2* IbncAta9 Allah al-Iskandarl, the successor of 
Abu ^l-AbbS"s al-MursT (see Appendix B).
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"Bury thine existence in the earth of obscurity, 
for if a seed be not buried it bringeth not forth in 
fullness*"

Indeed, there is nothing better for the disciple 
than obscurity after attainment, and no harm is greater 
for him than fame at that moment, that is, at the moment of 
his entry unto God, not afterwards, for after his burial 
in the earth of obscurity there is no harm in the spreading 
of his fame inasmuch as the growth hath come after the roots 
were firm, not before, so that there is no doubt that he
will bring forth in fullness*

Moreover he did not seek manifestation for 
himself, but it was Goa who manifested him after his burial*
He slew him and entombed him; then, if He will, He raiseth 
him up; but if He will not, then the Gnostic hath it not 
in him to raise up his own fame of his own accord, for in 
this station he is void of preference, desiring neither 
manifestation nor obscuration and being but as a tool in

a m  • 1,91
the hands of the Craftsman, as one of them hath saids

"Thou aeest me as an instrument of which He is the Mover*1 2I am a pen in the lingers of late” *M
1* Jill,cAiniyyahI dee Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism 

p.147. British Museum Mŝ * Or*4^61 agrees with Mcholaon 
(that is Brit*Mus*Or*3684) in reading arani (1 see myself), 
1X0 * tarani, but with the dhaikh in reading al-iqtidaru 
(late), not the indefinite iotidarun*

2* Iviinali, pp*179~8l.
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Analogously, by a symbolism parallel to this last, 
the realization of supreme sainthood is mirrored in the 
funeral prayer* Just as the body yields up the soul at 
death, so the soul, at spiritual death, yields up the spirit* 
The Shaikh says t

"Bodily death taketh not place without the An^el 
of Death, and even so spiritual death taketh not place save 
through the intermediary of a Master who knoweth how to 
grasp the spirits of his disciples*

tthoso understandeth the outcome of spiritual 
death which is the delight of contemplating the Divinity, 
how should he not deliver up his soul unto destruction, 
counting all that he leaveth behind him as a trifle, for 
trifling indeed, in the eye of him who knoweth what he 
seeketh, is that which he leaveth behind? Kay, though 
the soul be precious, yonder lieth That which is more 
precious than its

"The soul is precious, yet for Thee will I exchange it,
And being slain is bitter, yet in Thy Good Pleasure is

it sweet.
^hen the disciple surrendereth himself -under 

unto a Shaikh that he may unite him with his lord, then is 
the Shaikh bound to bring him into the Presence of God with

ynujm/H, 4ft.
A cX ol.
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a rite whose obligations are lour*1
Among the obligations through which this death 

is fulfilled and through which the existence of the disciple
is folded up are four affirmations of the Greatness of God.
The meaning of this is that the Master should cast upon the 
hearing of his disciple the four Aspects of Being, the 
Pirstness and lastneas and Outward Manifestation and Inward 
Hiddenness all at once, cutting short all his arguments 
and stopping up all loop-holes. Then doth the truth of 
God's Words He is the first and the Last and the Outwardly 
.anifest and the Inwardly Hidden become so evident that 
when these Aspects have closed their ranks and the disciple 
findeth no outlet for want of any gap between them, his 
spirit departeth and hie body goeth to nothing, inasmuch as 
the directions ol space exist no longer for him through his 
finding not even so much as the breadth of a finger-tip left 
vacant by these four Aspects, whithersoever he tumeth.
Even if he turn unto himself, he findeth that he himself 
is one of these Aspects, and so it is wherever else he turn,
according to His Words wheresoe'er ye tuxn, there is the Pace

1. The four necessary, elements in the funeral prayer are, in 
the words of Ibn*Ashir, "Pour magnifications, prayer, 
purpose, peace", that is, saying Allahu Akbar vGod is 
Greatest^ four times, invoking Mercy on the dead with a 
resolute purx̂ oee, and say ing Aa-SalSmu ̂ alaikum (Peace be 
on you) as at the end of the ordinary ritual prayer.
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oi God# Thus when the rapt one turneth his lace unto 
himself and seeth in the mirror of his existence the lace 
of God, he aaith aa Al-Hallay saida "In my cloak is none 
but God"5 and it is not the cloak alone which is meant, but 
all bodies, the higher and the lower, the sensible and the 
spiritual*

Then do the spirits of the disciples vanish, for 
in the Presence of the Truth's Being they find neither 
"where" nor "between" in which they might exist.

He that prayeth over the dead must know how to 
bring him into the Presence of God inasmuch as he is 
interceding for him* Thus must he make him beloved of God, 
that he may be duly received; and then will he himself be 
one of the dearest of men unto God, even as the Prophet 
said, speaking with the Tongue of the Truth! "The dearest 
of men unto Me is he who maketh Me dear unto men, and 
maketh men dear unto Me*"

Go let him be as importunate in prayer as he
can, until the Truth let down His Beatitude upon the dead;
and He receiveth him not, unless his Master have an utterly
resolute purpose.

When the entry of the dead into the Presence of 
God hath been fulfilled, then doth the Shaikh bid him set 
about issuing from that station unto another, which is the
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synthesis between the two stations the outward and the 
inward; and this is expressed by the word Peace.

1. ;»inaht pp.176-9
■—1
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SJiaCXIQIU s l i p t H Hi:; P^XRY

0 ye that yearn for the All-Highest Presence,
Come ye unto me, for through me ye may attain it.
So set out now for the Supreme Station.
God be praised.' Worthy Hu hath made us.

2God's Summoner did summon us ere we had being,
And when we were, then heard we his call,
And within us the dove of union did long
For home after absence, and home we went
Not to be exiled. We are earth's icings
Through our nearness to Him, for love of whom
Souls and kinsmen we gave up; and now
In the sun we bask, while it is night for others.

Tl The titles are mine. This poem (Dlwgn. pp.3-12) generally 
known as his Alifiwah is by far his longest. The metre 
is iawil, with some irregularities. As Shaikh kuHammad 
ibn al-Hashimi remarks, in a short preface to the second 
edition of which he is editor, Hthere are lines which do 
not conform to the rules of prosody here as also else
where among the utterances of the Gnostics, who axe 
liable to be distracted from architectural considerations 
by the overflowing wealth of spiritual truths.” After 
having first tried both blank verse and prose, I have 
translated this particular poem into the Old English 
alliterative metre (that is, the metre of Beowulf), but 
without forcing the alliteration when it would not come 
easily. In the short-lined poems, most of which were written 
for the express purpose of being chanted during the dhikr» 
a3 they still are, I have kept as near to the original
metre as possible*  ̂ , _«. .2. The Prophet, a3 Divine Word from which all things were
created.
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He that cannot with the light of one glance 
Avail the disciple, the same is still fettered 
With the fetter of ignorance, in ignorance's dungeon. 
He only is a Guide who giveth with all bounty 
From his secret store, more zealous for the true 
Aeal of disciple than the disciple for himself.
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Ho liftoth from off his heart the veils which prevented 
His attainment unto the All-Highest station,
And bringeth him, after absence, to the Presence of God,
And he seeth now the Truth wheresoever he turneth. 
Extinguished is he from the world altogether,
Nor longeth he for friend, nor the Huris of Paradise*
A  Shaikh indeed is he that can bring this to pass,
Peerless, the age’s paragon, the one amongst many.
If thou seekest to draw near him, lo, he is that star 
Whose brilliance pierceth the thickest of glooms,
And be thy soul ne'er so precious, yet more precious is he* 
God's Prophet hath invested him with a caliphal robe,
And to put on that robe he hath stripped off all else.
Suffice it that he is heir to the Secret of his bord,
His heart a clear crystal, soul decked with Beauty’s Jewels. 
He hath received from the Prophet no less a lore 
Than the lore of the Inwardly Hidden, let down 
From Heaven into his heart, from the multitude sealed,
A  Secret that is kept, for no language can express it. 
Precious he, for a Precious One abideth in his heart - 
All Glory be to God, and the Prophets, and the Saints 
That in every people do stand for the Prophets,
Summoning even as they did unto the Truth when they are gone, 
Making plain what is meant by the path unto the Truth,
Direct witnesses, like those of old,
To the Oneness of God. Welcome are they forever.
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/% F o l k  whose L o r d  hath vouchsafed them His N e a r  P r e s e n c e ,
And over them His Own Beatitude let flow.
They are the Folk of whom their Prophet hath said -
For so it is reported on high authority -
That whoso sitfeth with them shall not be confounded*
They are the firm handhold  ̂— take ye hold of t h e m  and clings 
Safety-pledge~ of earth’s people in desert and thronged t o w n .  
They have hearts that see what other's see not,
Hearts vigilant in sleep, since sleep for them is union*
In sleep the Gnostic hadJuio need of remembrance*
What then of the Gnostic’s prayer,^ when he prayeth?

jtAbove the Throne’s Canopy is he in his nearness,
©diking his stance with God, unutterably blessed *••
Lven so it is as when the beloved cometh home 
From afar, when the pilgrim paceth his circle 
Of union after separation, and w© are the shrine*
Thus are we once more as we were, and ever have been,
In the Presence of Oneness, at Last as at First.
A Beloved hath radiantly revealed unto us His Light,
And for ail It3 Idaoestŷ  have we taken of It our portion*

1. Qoran, II, 256.
2* Aeferring to the Tradition about the 40 Saints (quoted

above on p.131) which continues: "Through them receive
ye rain, ana through them are ye kept safe."

3. A reference to the words "Prayer is better than sleep”
which are part of the call to the Dawn Prayer.

4. Beyond all duality such as that of Creator a n d  
created, inasmuch as the Throne represents the 
starting point of creation. (See for e x a m p l e  Q o r a n ,
XI, 7)*
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The Sun’s Light shineth in the moon^ of darkness,
I am of its branches, and It is my Hoot*
Our intelligences are made drunk with the wine of love,
Lven as if we were mad, yet mad we are not*
Thou seest us amongst men, but we are not as thou seest,
For our spirits shine clear above the highest heights*
Ours i s  a n  i n t e l l i g e n c e ,  a  f l a w l e s s  j e w e l ,
Incomparable in beauty, which perceiveth naught but God -
Unto Whom all Might and Majesty and Praise!'

2 3This is the bond which bindeth, even when it be but a gleam.
Be ye welcome, Polk whom your Lord hath chosen,
The works of His Art, for Himself made perfect*
You hath He privileged by unveiling His Pace’s Light.
What thanks can vie with the Infinite in recompense?
Give then what thanks ye may unto Him Who hath vouchsafed you*
W h a t  i s  r a r e r  t h a n  a l l  r a r i t y ,  m o r e  v a u n t a b l e  t h a n  a l l  t r e a s 

u r e *
U « A. Jt •• 4Lxult thei upon the Throne and upon the soil of earth,

For ye, none but ye, are the slaves of God.
In you bodies that were bone-dust have life
For ye are of God’s Spirit that entered into Adam,
The reath that Gabriel breathed into Mary.

1* See above, p. 162, note.
2* The root in - Qaf - Lam has the basic meaning of

intelligence a n d  b i n & f r i g *  Hence he says that the
intelligence caql) is the bond (*iqal) which bindeth 
(yafoil).
Referring to the first glimmerings of intellectual 
perception in the novice (See above, p*209, note 2)*

4. Since the Saint has Being on every plane throughout 
the whole hierarchy of existence;
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Dance then in ecstasy, exaltation and joy,
And trail the robes of your glory, for such is your due. 
iiweet is your utterance: it arresteth the ear 
As ’ twere the Archangels their Lord extolling,
For in it is God’s magic that draweth the heart,
And God fulfil loathe Truth, and the false faileth.
Ye have gained glory, untold riches and might,
And your glory is Glory and your might is Might.
I have praised you, nay, but I praise him that praiseth you.
Ye are worthy; to praise you is to wear a jewel.
Through you coraeth God’s Peace - say what your blamers may. 
ifvhoso summoneth unto the Lord, God giveth him his guerdon.
If I were your slave, the slaveling of your slave,
I should take therein pride, and exalt among princes.
Who loveth you, his love for you is love unto God - 
Majesty All-Highest -^or ye are God’s Gate.

But thou, hast thou sensed aught of what they perceive?
If thou art as they, then authority is thine,
But if thou findest nothing in thyself of what is theirs,
Then claim justice from thy soul, let it heed this description; 
Hast thou folded up the world out of sight with one look, 
Witnessed the All-Merciful where’er He showeth?
Hast effaced mankind from thy ken with one glance,
And strayed beyond the bounds of all, beyond the heights 
Of heaven and earth’s deep? The whole universe 
Hast encompassed with full pilgrimal visitation?
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and hath that same universe made thee its shrine,
The holy uxis of its reverential orbit?
Have the veils vanished from before thee in thine honour? 
Hath the cloak been lifted, the curtains drawn aside?
And hath it been said unto thee: "Draw nigh:
Here is Our Beauty: welcome, enjoy it 
As thine, at thy most intimate ease"?
Hath the duramoner summoned thee, and hast moved to his com

mand?
Hast doffed thy sandals, as one that is steeped 
In the courtesies of the path? Hath the Infinite closed 
Around thee on all sides? And when the moment came 
For Union, didst lean to it with all thy bent?
Hast kept God*s Secret after Its revelation 
Faithfully? Hast put on the raiment of His Qualities?
All this is part of what would testify to thy nearness*
But else - there are secrets which are not for the many.
If to this description thou answerest, then all hail!
If not, then art thou far from the Presence of the Lord. 
Stand away from the lore of the Folk; thou art not of them; 
Nor lay hands on the heritage of the orphan,1

1. while taking this often repeated Qoranic injunction
in a literal sense, the Sufis understand it to refer, on 
the highest plane, to sobriety in Gnosis, the special 
heritage of the orphan Muhammad as indicated in the verse 
The eye wavered not nor did it transgress by contrast 
with 7irid Moses fell down senseless (see Hujwifit Kashf, 
p* 18671 It will be remembered’ also that tne Shaikh inter
prets the hidden treasure which was preserved by Al- 
Khidr for the two orphan boys as being Gnosis (see above, 
p*246,note 2.) Moreover, generally speaking, the mystics 
are "orphans" in the same sense that they are fujfrru. j
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Most grievous.4into God it is hateful to put
Painted promises in the place of deeds.
tfhat use is a tongue that in euphemies is fluent?
#hat good to o’ergild the wound and not heal it?
Doth aught but his cure avail the sick man?
Doth the exile take delight in folk other than his own? 
Rehearse well thy speech} thou canst talk as they talk,
But ftis the hornet1s wax, not the honey-comb of the bee. 
Would I knew what hath prompted the lie he hath incurred!
What folly is his, a life lost in seeking 
To draw down the stars with his paralysed hand!
Better is it than wasting one’s portion of this life 
To be true before God* Let him act on what he knowmiC 
To inherit what he knoweth not, as the Prophet hath said,'*' 
Entering the houses of God through their doors,
Shrinking from falsehood, not counting it light.
Dreadeth he not the Throne Lord on the day of his meeting Him? 
Claimeth he attainment when the Goal he hath not reached? 
Honoureth he not the All-Merciful, for his own honour’s sake, 
And to safe-guard his faith’s light, lest it be extinguished? 
Peareth he not God when in speech he alludeth 
To his attainment of the Truth and the Supreme Station?
His tongue uttereflLwhat is not in his heart,
Yet as though he had knowledge of That whereof he speaketh.

1. "fhoso acteth upon what he knoweth, him will God 
cause to inherit that which he knoweth not.*'
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"The Gnostic,f? he saith, "is above his words,
For he is with God, in desert or thronged town."
The multitude taketh his gilt surface for true gold,
But in the eyes of the elect he is deeply at fault•
If God had not shown us the truth of his state,
Being prone to think well, we had judged him most worthy,
And but for God^ veil which we fear to rend,

unspecified I had, not generalized, declaiming his name outright.

Will the seeker of God be content to be far?
Nay, for he aeedeth no less than Union,
The true seeker hath a sign on his face,
A light shineth gleaming upon his forehead, 
liiver near is he, courteous, reverential,
Eesolute, forbearing before censure, true friend 
Honouring, His purpose all purposes transcendeths 
Naught can prevent him, the steep he seeth as level.
He hath no aim aside from his mark.
longing for family divert©th him not, nor blame.
Fair his description, yet alone needeth he
This, most excellent, that he seeketh the Truth,
vVhoso is Its seeker, he maketh his ̂ uest
Sole object of his eyes. Then strippeth he his soul
Of all faults he can detect, and when stripped, robeth it
In their opposites. God*s slave at each time and place,
His bounden debt of worship fulfilling,
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He addeth thereunto of his own free will,
Until the Truth he his Hearing, Sight,
Tongue and Utterance, and Hands and Feet.1 
He dieth before his death to live in his Lord,
Since after this death 1b the supreme migration#
Himself he calleth himself to account &  ere he be called, 
He herein most fitted to act for the Truth.
The Truth’s Being he seeth before his own,
And after it, and wheresoever he turn.
Alone God was, and with Him naught else.
He is now as He was, lastly as firstly,
Essentially One, with naught beside Himself,
Inwardly Hidden, Outwardly Manifest,
Without beginning, without end# i.hate’er thou seest, 
Seest thou His Being. Absolute Oneness 
No "but" hath and no "except." How should God’s Essence 
Be confined with a veil? No veil there but His Light, 
fet This is not for thee, except thou companion 
One of high station, of all-honoured rank.
If a summoner call unto guidance, alluding 
To his attainment of the Truth, and the Supreme Station, 
Of remissness beware, and examine well his words. 
Question him of Union; see if he reflect It.
If he say It be far, ’tis because he is far,
But if he say It be near# count him most worthy#_______
1# See above, p#199, note 4#
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He will make plain to thee the path unto the Truth
thereby thou mayegt seek the Face of God#
He will take thee at once, even at thy first meeting,
And set thy foot in motion on its way unto the Lord#
Keep in thy mind’s eye the Name’s hatters
Through his grace thou wilt come to see them shine
Glear on the horizons, though they shine but in thy heart,
And when the Name is thine, all forgetfulness will vanish#
Magnify then the Letters to thine utmost capacity,
Trace them on all things, both high and low.
Through keeping the Name in thine eye, thou wilt rise
By Light to where the worlds vanish into nothingness#
But at the Shaikh’s order, not at thine, do they vanish.
Where he pointeth God pointeth, so take him in all trust,
That he may bring thee out of the cramp of prisons
To Freedom’s Freedom, to the First of the First,
And thou seest the whole world nothing in His Lssence,
Less than nothing in the Infinity of the Lord.
When the Infinite appeared, thereat thouvanishest,
For "thou” hast never been, from first until last.
Thou seest not who thou art, for thou art, yet art not "thou."
Thou endurest, yet not as thyselfj no strength is thea-e but

God’s#
After thine extinction to Lternity thou wilt rise,
Endlessly in Kternity of Lternity art affirmed,
Grown of all Altitude s for is it not Face 
To Face with the Truth that our riders dismount?
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Sweet is the Folk's drink* I t^Ll of its flavour,
And 1 mean not wine nor mean I honey,
But an Ancient Draught beyond my power to describe,
For words ever fail the describer of Beauty.
Its cup'1’ is like it, can also be drunk,
Sufficient unto itself, and needing naught else.
I marvel at this cup that itself quencheth thirst,
And of itself goeth the round, from lover unto lover.
Of its qualities is magic that is graven round its rim:
To gaze on this seal is to be emptied of all strength*
wondrous that I have not uttered its secret.

^  ^  . ' 2 Other than me, drinking it, would neither fast nor pray.
If the prayer-leader beheld its beauty's light
He would bow down to it rather than unto Mecca.
If the learned in mid lesson scented its perfume
They would break off their teaching on the instant without

delay.
_ •1. The wine is Divinity, that is. Gnosis. In Ibn al-Farid's

Khamriyyah the cup is the full moon which, according
to the commentary of 'Abd al-Ghani An-NabulusI signifies 
Universal Man, personified by the Prophet. Here too the 
cup no doubt signifies the Prophet and by extension the 
Spiritual Master who is his heir. But it may also 
signify any other plenary manifestation of the Essence 
such as the ^oran or the Supreme Name Itself, both of 
which are vehicles of Gnosis and at the same time essen
tially identical with the Divinity. If it be objected
that all things are manifestations of the Essence, the 
answer is to be found above, p.255 (last two lines).

2. Only one who is truly an heir to the Prophets can
retain sobriety in drunkenness.
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If the pilgrim in full course between oafa and Marwah 
Sighted its splendour he would stop in his tracks,
Nor go round the Old House,1 nor kiss the Black Btone. 
Nay, the rim of this cup demandeth to be kissed

pwhere each one seeth, in his mirrored self 
The meaning of his quest* How shall he be restrained 
who thought himself vile and is become full of honour? 
He must needs break all bounds in exultation and joy* 
This is an ancient wine, most rare to drink;

5It inciteth to no evil; fear no bemusedness*
In it is no heat, nor any cold,
Nor cloudeth it the wits, causing them to falter* 
oubtle it is, elusive, beyond my powers to describe, 
For words ever fail the describer of Beauty.

1* iiiven for the pre-Islamic Arabs the Kaabah was ’’the
Ancient House,” as it is called in the Qoran*

2. For the mystics of Islam the Prophet is the mirror
in which they see themselves not as they appear to 
be at the moment but as they will be when all their 
latent possibilities have been realized*

3* This is not in contradiction with what has gone before
since ghaul (bemusedness) suggest heavy-headedness 
which is the opposite of the intoxication of Gnosis*
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The iiummoner unto God's Nearness hath called to them.
Lo, X am with you.̂  for wheresoe'er ye turn
There shineth My Light. One in Essence*
In all things I am seen* Hath ever aught been seen
But Me? I have made the veil of My creatures
As a screen for the Truth, and there aref in creation,
Secrets which suddenly like springs gush forth*
tfhoso is ignorant of My Essence beneath My Veil,
He asketh where I am* day "am" without "where,"
For in My Being is no gap, as from one "where" to another*2
Oonfer but the point of the Aain on the Rain,^
And behold its the stain is an ornament, perfect

4In virtue of the point. Come then unto Union
With the Eternal. Is there aught beside Him to oppose Him?
Nay, He alone was, is and shall be#

5I then  ̂am Absolute in Essence, Infinite*

1* ^orun, V, 12. The "I" refers to God, whereas the
Eummoner is the Prophet, but in this context the 
distinction between "wine" and "cup" is effaced*

2* These last three lines are one in the orabic:
Man jahila *ainl fi ghaini quia ainl wa-innl wa-la 
ainf wa1 1-bainunah 15" fa-la.

3* The letter Ra^is called Rain in many dialectSĵ  which
word means also "dirt." (See also above, p.2&7, note 2)*

4. The Divine Essence (see above, pp. 231 sqq*)
5. Since there is no room in the Infinite even for 

nothingness, I cannot be nothing; and since the 
Infinite has no parts, I am therefore the whole.
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My only "where11 is "through Myself I am*11 
Ignorance, to know1 me either "here" or "there*"
No quest can transcend the crown of the summit,
Nor deep underlie the nethermost depth.
I am the Secret of the assence, Treasure Inscrutable*
No end to My Breadth, no end to My Length.^
I in the Inward Hiddenness was Manifest 
a'er It outwardly showed. I asked Myself 
Of Myself, and a pure positive was the answer,
For can other than God appear in God's Truth?

9Ke struck terror, then inclined, o'erwhelmed, and then spake.*' 
I am Jissentially One, Single, Unencroachable 
By the least object, heave 1 any crevice,
Any space vacant that might go to another?

1. Probably referring to the Tradition: "Verily there 
is knowledge which is ignorance and ignorance which 
is knowledge."

This line, which is really in parenthesis, sums up 
as it were in retrospect the spiritual alchemy which 
led to the "pure positive" just mentioned. The 
reference is to the two aspects of the.essence 
expressed in the Names AHad (One) and Samad (He who 
utterly and eternally satisfies all aspirations) which 
from the point of view of the creature correspond to 
extinction (being terror-stricken and overwhelmed) 
and extinction of the extinction (being inclined to 
and spoken to - or rather, speaking to oneself, since 
there can no longer be any question of subject and 
object).
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F o r  t h e  I n s i d e  a m  I  o f  t h e  E s s e n c e  i n  I t s e l f
And the Outside of the quality, Diffuse Concentration.1
“Thither" is there none whither I am not turning.
Doth other than Me exist, empty of My Attribute?
My hssence is the essence of Being, now,
Always. My Infinity is not limited by the least 
Grain of mustard, rfhere can the creature 
Find room to intrude on the Truth's Infinite? 
inhere other than It, when All is Full?
Thus Union is the same as separation, 'tis its Root; 
and creation is the same as Truth, if it be 
Interpreted as it is, truly, in Reality*
Interpret then all in the Light of He is Near.
And thou thyself of that Nearness shalt partake.
Deem not this localization?^ That were impossible,
For He cometh not to dwell In any e&e place.
Lxtol the ilssence of God above the touch 
Of other than It. It is borne by none,
Beareth no burdenj It is Hidden in Its Own 
Outward Manifestation, wherein It doth appear 
As Veil after Veil made to cover Its Glory.

1. The Truth of the Indivisibility of the Infinite can 
only be expressed through such antinomic terms as 
this, or "expanse of contractedness," "unfolded 
synthesis," “differentiated sameness," etc.

2. See above, p. 210, note 1.
3* Hulul.
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Accept none other for thy love bat God*
All things apart from Him are pure illusion.
Here is my counsel, if thou canst counsel take.
The rememberers are ever absent in their Beloved, 
For none have life save those who are near to Him. 
Between such and the Truth there is no veil.
What are the blessings of Paradise to them?
Passion God's slaves hath meltedj they have drunk, 
And still drink, His eternal-treasured tfine,
The draught whereof hath robbed them of themselves, 
would thou mightest take one sip out of their cup.
*Twould help to bridge the gap twixt thee and me.
A good slave he who saith: "I am at Thy service/* 
Hearing God’s Call which 1 address to him.
If God thou seekest, then companion me:
For thee, be very sure, there is no way else.
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0 thou who understanaest not
My words, why speakest thou against me?
Thou art empty of the Spirit,
Nor knowest the divinity*
xVert thou acquainted with my state,
Thou wouldst admit mine excellence,
Wouldst see me amongst human kind 
As a sun shining on creation*

My Lord hath granted me my prayer*
He guided me, and now hath robed me 
In robes of His Beatitude,
Hath quenched my thirst from a rare cup 
With draught more precious than the elixir, 
And raised me to a high estate,
Loftier than the Pleiades.

If thou seekest me, 0 Saint,
Question thou the Lord of me,
Look for me above all heights,
It may be thou wilt light upon me*
Jixalted, rare, secret and strange 
Are such as I, for I have found 
The buried treasure that was mine:
All things lie hidden here within me*

1* PP* 25-6*



But thou, what knowest thou of my states, 
Who hast no knowledge of the elect?
Thou thinkest within me is a void#
Think as thou wilt: since the Beloved 
Is mine, 1 look not to the world,
Whatever my detractors purpose 
In their opposition to me,
/[y heart is mine, remaineth mine,
My senses do 1 give to them,
Since all my days are now unclouded,
I count not woes as others count them#
Who knoweth God, were he to lose
The entire world, would need no solace.

The empty-souled, the opaque of heart,
Hath eyes but for this fleeting life#
He rusheth blindly into error 
To amass something in this world,
Nor lookath to the fated ends
Of all things, nor to his death's nearness,
Nor felloweth any perfect man,
But hath no outlet from transgression, 
Firra-fixed in his contentiousness,
Forever warring against God#
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0 thou that hardest the Folk, come sing us homewards.
And as we go, in God’s Name, spare one look 
For me; or shoot an arrow, with thy voice:
’Twill strike some vigilant ears, and pierce my heart.
They that surround me know not what love is.
Seeing me so smitten, they would say: "He is mad."
If it be madness to love whom I do long for,
May God let languish with wasting sickness my frame.
If the denier would give ear to my speech,
He would not turn from my teaching, but would lean 
Unto it, and become my follower.
A s k  t h e m ,  t h e  day w h e n  f a c e s  are a l l  h u m b l e d

2Before the eternal Livingt if they were with mo.
That day is even as that other day

Am I not your Dord:^ I said "Xea^" then,
1. p*53« H&diya ’l-^aum. The word hadl (all the more sig-

nif i c a n Y T o r  being suggestive of’T E d l , guide) means "one 
who urges on camels by singing to’ them •" The herdsman 
here is the Prophet, his songs are the <^oran and the
traditional formulae out of which the Sufic litanies
are woven.

2* ^oran, XX, 111. The reference is to the Day of Judgement; 
of which it is said in v.109: On that day no intercess
ion availeth save his whom the"11 I-;\fe'rcif ul perniitte th" 
Yo~ speak, with "whose* words he' is well pleased. Tie means 
that those who turn from him now will wish That they had 
followed him, so that he might have interceded for them* 
Hemember when thy Lord took the seeds of the sons of 
Adam from their loins and'"made '"them bear witness against 
YEemselves, and said: HAmrl ho't your L»ord?H They saldT~ 
^Yea, we testify. ** This was lest ye should say" ori~Y5s 
Cay of Resurrection: w<5f this we were unaware.^ (Qorah, 
Vli, IV27. He means that in his case the !Tea" has been 
prolonged, and will be until the Resurrection, whereas 
for them it has been interrupted and forgotten.
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And have not ceased to say, "Lord, at Thy service#” 
God’s Summoner I answered when he did call.
Will ye not answer the Summoner, my people?
If ye seek solace in love, such as ye see 
Me blessed with, turn from all who slander it.
If thou wouldst know the rank of those who love, 
Here is my answer, that will cure all doubtsi 

and the men who fought at Badr"^ of old 
Are equal, they as I, and 1 as they.

1# The first battle of Islam (624 A.D.) in which
Muhammad and his followers completely defeated a 
Meccan army three times as large as theirs#

2. Referring no doubt to the words of the .Prophet:
"How knowest thou that God hath not looked upon the 
men of Badr and said: "ho what ye will, for I have 
forgiven you.r,M ( .iuslim, Pada’il as-duhabah, 3 6 .)
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THiS ,-jiN r. 1

Friends, if the truth of my state ye have understood,
Here lies your path before you: follow in my footsteps,
For by Heaven, here are no doubts, no vague imaginings:
1 know God, with a knowledge part secret, part proclaimed* 
I drank the cup of love, and then possessed it,
A n d  i t  hath b e c o m e  m y  p o s s e s s i o n  f o r  all t i m e *

pGod reward him who lavished his Secret upon me,
For bounty, true bounty, is to bestow the Secret.
I hid the Truth on a time, and screened It well,
And whoso keepeth God*s Secret shall have his reward*
Then when the Giver vouchsafed that I might proclaim It,

3
He fitted me - how I know not - to purify souls,
And girded upon me the sword of steadfastness,
A n d  truth ad piety, a n d  a W i n e  He gave me,
Which all who drink must needs be always drinking,
Even as a drunk man seeketh to be more drunk.
Thus came I to pour It - nay, it is I that press It*
Doth any other pour It in this age?

1. p.35.2* The oh&ikh Al-Buzxdl.
l&jjrld, literally “abstraction,11 “disentanglement*” 
Ee^is probably referring to the process alluded to 
on p*12 in the words: “Then the Shaikh would show
the way out of this standpoint - it is impossible
to express in words how he did so, etc.”
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Marvel not that I speak thus* for our Lord 
Himself hath said that He singleth out for Grace 
Whomso He will and giveth unsparingly.
This is God’s Grace: He giveth It whom He will•1
Surpassing Praise and Glory and Thanks be His!

2Lord, with the spirit of the Be loved , Thy Spirit,
With the Spirit of Holiness help me, make easy my task.^
Untie my tongue, Lord. Let one share my burden
From Thy true helpers, and confound me not
The Lay of the Gathering. Lord, whelm with Thy Presence
And greet with Peace, bless, magnify, extol,
The Beloved’s Spirit, in the Abode of the Secret.

1. Hora:;i, V, 54-*
2* The Prophet.
5# This and the following quotations are from the p r a y e r  

which Moses uttered on being told to go to P h a r a o h .  
( Q o r a n ,  X X ,  25-35)#

A #  T h e  L a y  of Judgement.
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U.1LA

Full near I came unto where dwelleth 
Laila, when I heard her call.
That voice, would 1 might ever hear it I 
;She favoured me, and drew me to her,
Took me inf into her precinct,
With discourse intimate addressed me.
She sat me by her, then came closer,
Baised the cloak that hid her from me,
Made me marvel to distraction,
Bewildered me with all her beauty*
She took me and amazed me,
And hid me in her inmost self,
Until I thought that she was I,
A n d  my life she took as ransome.
She changed me and transfigured me,
And marked me with her special sign,
Pressed me to hor, put me from her,
Named me as 3ho is named.
Having slain me, made me piecemeal,
She steeped the fragments in her blood*
Then, after my death, she raised me:
My star shone in her firmament.
 ......                 —       ", i. .

1* p#22. Laila, a woman’s name meaning "nighty here
represents the Divine Lssence*



flhere is my life, and where my body, 
Where my soul with all its passions? 
Mine eyes have never seen but her:
To naught else can they testify.
All meanings in her are comprised# 
Glory be to her Creator!

Thou that beauty wouldst describe, 
Here is something of her brightness. 
Take it from rae# It is my art#
Think it not idle vanity#
My heart lied not when it divulged 
The secret of my meeting her#
If nearness unto her effaceth,
I still subsist in her subsistence.
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SIGNATORY. 1

Thou who seekest to know ray wisdom# 
Unto God address thy questions,
For mankind knoweth me not*
Hidden are states from them*
Seek me as thou drawest nigh 
To Him, beyond the state of sl&vehood, 
For in the created universe 
No residue of me remaineth.
A manifesting of the Supreme 
Presence Dominical am I,
And this ilLme my state doth witness.
A river, I, of the o1erflowing 
Mercy of the All-Merciful 
In flood on earth for men to see* 
Spirit was I before my slavehood,
Now home have come, am free once more* 
Think it not me thou seest here,
Clad in human qualities,
For beyond these are archetypes,
The kternal Baiment of the Spirit.
If thou couldst look to where I am 
In the All-Holy Presence, thou 
Wouldst see Me One, nor any other?

1. pp« 17-19*



But Truth hath given me a cloak,
Nor can thy sight to me attain*
Thou seest me, yet thou seest me not, 
Giving but a heedless glance* 
sharpen thy faith’s eye, and look 
With a look of purest vision*
Then if thy faith prove certainty 
It may be thou wilt light upon me*
Thou wilt find me clothed in Secrets,
And Lights belonging to our Prophet.
Thou wilt find there heavenly Angels,
Lyes vigilant for my needs. Thou1It find 
That my Lord hath chosen me.
He shineth from me through what is in mê  
Thou seest Him when thou seest me,
But thou sensest not the truth*
Guidance my Lord hath given me,
And vouchsafed me purest vision,
Taught me knowledge of myself,
Taught me to know the Truth of the Spirit.

. Thus if thou wouldst grasp my wisdom, 
Companion me, and heed me well,
Listening to me, telling of me,
Raising ne'er thy voice above me.
Thou seest naught in the world but me;



Seek not then to look beyond me,
Nor account thyself secure:
Not hidden from me is thy state.
So if thou art truly mine,
A slave sincere unto his Lord,
Prove it, not with tongue alone,
For the tongue is wondrous false*
Thy soul to the spear point stretch out, 
And die utterly the death*
Busy fthy* oofal with me, not thee,
Or take thy leave else, and depart*

I lay upon thee what my Master 
Buzldx, dead to all creation,
Laid upon me ̂-er̂en? his body's death* 
Leave thine all here, where now I am, 
Rise up to God, slough off the worlds, 
And leave no vestige of them on thee. 
Alike are this world and the next; 
Behold them but with full-grown vision; 
The World-Creator and the worlds 
Both manifest His Unity.
Look but truly face to face,
Thou wilt find naught to be afraid of, 
For all is even now extinct 
iiixcept the Countenance of Lordship.
When thou knowest what we



Then, if thou wilt, dispense with me - 
Yet wilt thou not, by Heaven, for none 
But empty souls can e’er forget me#

God well knoweth my estate*
May He shield me for the rest 
Of life, and shield my brethren all, 
And whoso entereth my house, 
whoso is present at our Sessions,
Whoso seeth one who saw me,
If he would have wished to see me*

Lord, make my tongue the instrument 
Of Thy Blessings on the Prophet*
Turn me to walk all in his ways.
If I heed Thee, he commendeth,
If I do wrong, he intercadeth*

I have placed my signature 
At the ending of these verses,
For so my brethren did request.
My body’s lineage belongsth 
To the tribe ofcAlswi*
My line of spiritual descent 
To BuzIdT's gracious presence*
Have Mercy, Lord, on both these lines,
And on my posterity
In both, unto the world's end*
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His writings

His writings fell into two groups, according to 
whether or not they were published in his life-time. Those 
which he did not publish, und which presumably he did not 
wish to publish, or intended to revise, are*

1. Miftahofrsh-Shuhud fi Mazahirc Kl-fe.ujud*
A hand-book of cosmology, and in particular of astro

nomy, modern as regards facts but traditional in that the 
complete dependence of physics on metaphysics is never 
lost sight of. Its many references are mostly to the 
Qoran, to Brusawl's Ruh al-Bayan, and to Ghuzali.

2 . Idf s T r ^ l -  Qur 'an.
A Qoranic commentary in which each verse is given 

four interpretations, ranging from the literal to the purely 
spiritual. It only goes as far as verse 40 of the Surat 
al-Baqarah. The reason why it was discontinued is given 
on p.16. It has not yet been published, and the only
manuscript is at the Mostaganam Zawiyah.

2 • & 9 5* £1-Mawaddtffrl-Ghaithiyyah aa-Ha~ahiV&ai >,1-Hikam<
nl-Ghauthiyyah.
A commentary on the aphorisms of Shu&ib Abu Madyun. 

Shaikh Muhammad ibn al-Hashiml tells me he thinks it was 
written about 1910, that is, shortly after the Shaikh Al- 
Buzldl's death. Part of it was published in 19̂ 2.
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Works published during his life-time*

4• Al-Minahu *1-^uddusiyyah fi Shar&i fl-Murshldi
»1-Mu ini bl-'rariqi 1 s-Suf iyyah*

(see p. 41 and pp. 275-6).

5 * Al-Unmudjiatju "l-Parld.
V/rittea c. 1910. (See pp. 229-47).

6. Al-Qaulu 1 I-Maqbul fi-ma tatawassalu ilalhi 1 lAjqul
A brief exposition of Islamt Bian and lhsan. Written

A commentary of Chapter LIII of the Qoran. Written 
in 1915*

(See pp. 268-74).

8. Dauhatu *l~Asrar fi Mana * s~Sala^i ̂ la fn-Nabiyyi 
tl-Il,!uklilSr.
A short treatise on the invocation of Blessings upon 

the Prophet. Written in 1917* (See p. 263# note 1.)

9* Diwan.
First published in 1919* 1‘he poems must have been 

composed at various times during the previous 20-25 years. 
(See pp. 5°<f-S2 )

10. Nuru '1-Ithmid fi Sunnati Wa& ' 1-Yadi*ala »1-Yad.

in 1913.

Lubabu 'i-Ilm fi Surati Wa'n

A short tract written to show that the Imam Malik, 
like the other three Imams, held that the worshipper's
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hands should be placed on his breast, the right clasping 
the left, during the recitation of the Fatihah in the 
ritual prayer# As a result the Alawxs adopted this prac
tice, which they still keep to, whereas all other members 
of the M&likl madhhab place their hands by their sides 
during the Fatitiah# This is the ohaikh’s only piece of 
writing which is altogether confined to the domain of
jurisprudence*

  c11# Ar-Risalatu tj-Alawiyyah*
An ©position, in 1000 verses, of Islamic theology, 

ritual and mysticism, composed on the lines of IbnCAshirfs 
Al-Murshld al-Muin but in much simpler language.

12# Al-Qaulu ’l-Maruf fi ’r-Raddi^la man ankara * t-Tasawwuf«■ ...■ —  «■« * **■ ■■■   ■ ......I,.......................................... . ■  — ■ «

Written in 1920# (Bee pp. 117-51)•

13# MabadiV 1 t-fafyid fi ba^Ll ma yafitaju ilaihi fI-MurTd*
A veiy simple prose exposition of the minimum of 

instruction necessary for a novice in thecAlawT Tarlqah, 
on the same lines as (11). Part 1, comprising theology, 
and the rites of purification, was finished in 1 9 2 6 , but 
it was never completed.

14* ihfslru Surati Wa ^-^isr.
A commentary on Chapter G U I  of the Qoran. Whereas 

most commentators take the words Verily man is in a state 
of ruin to refer to the degeneracy of the pre-Islamic Arabs, 
Persians, and others, he takes them to refer to the state



of bodily man on earth as compared with his purely spirit
ual state in Heaven after he m s  "created*1 (makhluq) but 
before he was formed (a u a a w r ).

15 • Allah: al-Qaulu 11-Mutamad fi MashruCiyyati * dh-Dhlkri 
bi *1-Ismi '1-Mufrad.
Written about 1927 (see pp. 151-5)•

16. Hisalatu fn-Nasir Ma^uf^ fi fdh-Dhabbican *,4ajdl
* t-l&sawwuf.
written about 1927. (See pp. 155-68).



Of these writings he would no doubt have considered 
4f 5, 7 RndyXO as the most important; but, except for 
they all reflect, in one way or another, his remarkable 
function as a last far-flung outpoat of the Middle Ages. 
!*ore great Sufic texts had accumulated over the centuries 
than could possibly be assimilated by the Sufis of hia 
generation. It was not the time for any new development 
but rather for calling to xaind and summing up; and having 
extracted the essential from what hod gone before, he 
presented it in such a way as might best suit the under
standing of those about him, not by any simplification 
whatsoever, but by taking the nearest way into their 
souls. An example is his use of Ibn ̂ s h i r ’s poem as a 
basis for expounding the supi'eme i^ystical doctrine; for 
in addition to the fact that his readers regularly 
practised the Islamic rites, roost of them had known this 
poem by heart from boyhood, which meant that an extra 
dimension a3 it were was added to their intelligences 
for Al-MlnaH al-Q.uddusiyyah as for few other writings. 
What makes this treatise more than usually difficult in 
places for the Western reader 13 precisely what enables 
it to impose itself on^Arabs, even on(those who are not 
normally given to reading at all.

As regards his poetry the average Arab literary 
critic would no doubt turn away from It after a glance 
on account of it3 metrical irregularities. The remark



quoted on p.309, note l^ia something of a euphc£$s*n .Yet 
apart from the metre everything else la there, for the 
Shaikh was a master of language, and he was undouotediy 
Inspired in the fullest sense, which is by no means always 
the case v*ith more expert technicians.

However this may be, the writings of a mystic in 
relation to his spirituality arc never more than as it 
were so rmmy sparks thrown out by a fire or a light, No 
Christian would maintain that the greatness of St, Francis 
of Assisi lies in his Canticle of the Sun* Kor docs any 
'oslem visit the tomb of Kutiyi fd-Dln Ibn cvrabl for the 
sake of his Ifususu ,l~rilkaxa.
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APTOTOIX B.

The lineal tree given in the folder (frô othur wifrh 
a note on initiation)  ̂has been taken in the main from 
Irshad al-3aghibin by Hasan ibn cAbd al-AzIz, a disciple

cof the Shaikh Al-Alawi, and completed from a manuscript 
tree in possession of another disciple, from Muhammad 
Zafir al-Madanlf s Al-Anwar al-Qudsiyyah, and from tfatimah 
al-Yashrutiyyahfs aiHlat ila yl-Haqq (Beiimt, 1954) 
pp,71-5.
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It Is scarcely c*n exaggeration to say that in all 
civilizations but thfc\ modem one initiation was required 
for almost may 3orlous undertaking* It was not considered 
enoi {£h for a roister sinply to teach his pupil; he had also 
to graft onto his soul the competence which had previously 
been grafted onto his own soul, and which could be traced 
back to so me outstanding authority In that particular function 
(sacerdotal, royal, chivnlric, etc*), art, craft or whatever 
else it might be* It is not surprising therefore that 
initiation should always have been considered necessary for 
what is the most serious undertaking of all, namely the 
path of the mystics, which involves not merely certain 
faculties of the soul but the whole soul, or rather the being 
in Its entirety, for the ’art* in question is no less than 
that of Perfection. This integral initiation, of which 
baptism^ and the Hindu rite of entry into one of the castes 
of the "TWice-baffii" am examples, may take many different 
forma*

We have already seen (p*33, note 1) that the initiation 
into the Alawl farlqah takes the fom of a covenant* But

1* However much this nay have been lost sight of, the 
teachings of Christ are purely esoteric; and one has 
only to rend the Ppistlcs of 3t* Paul to see that 
Christianity, in Its beginnings, was one large Tariqah*



thi3 is followed up by one or more other Initiations in the 
form of transmissions of litanies or Divine Nunes. On the 
title-page of most of the Shaikh Al-^lawi’s books he is 
described as "renowned for the transmission (talgln) of the 
Supreme Iloac."

Some of the first links in the chain (sllollah) - or 
rather chains - by which these transmissions are traced back 
to the Prophet liave been criticised as unhist or leal. Jalal 
ad-Din aa~3uyutl has convincingly answered3' one of these 
criticisms by showing that Hasan al-Basr! could certainly
claim to be one of the spiritual heirs of All Ibn Abl ?olib.

*>If Masslgncm casts doubts^ on this rind other links. It is 
largely because he assumes that a spiritual h e i r  must be 
something analogous to the raw! of a poet, vihlch la not 
necessarily the case. ?he covenant or transmission in 
question Is not something which 13 loads over a period of 
years but the transfer of  a synthesis o f  spiritual Influence,

1. Ifrilaf nl- :'lrqa3i« in Al-Tawl 11U-1W; avil. II, p.102. 
basal. !!assIgnon none the less denoustx%ntes
tliroughout this work that In every generation for the 
first three centuries of Islam there were spiritual 
Masters, each with a group of disciples, and in doing 
so he inevitably establishes certain "chains**, though 
not explicitly, as fox* example: diammad
* usain lbn*!Dnran Hasan al-Basri -!>• Thabit al-
DunShl Bakr Ibn Khunais aruf al-KSarkhl

SarF as-Saqatl June id. But if he
understood what the Sufis mean by a link in the chain, 
he would no doubt be the first to admit that the chains 
are in reality too numerous, with fir too many 
ramlfications, to be reproduced in one tree. Whether 
one believes in their efficacity or not is another 
matter. *■-- ^ 'i



c.

a seed which can be sown in a few moments of time; and this 
seed can be passed on by anyone who has received it, even if 
ho has not brought It to full fruition hinoelf, though in 
this case the chain becomes as It were stagnant*1 on the 
other hand where there 13 full spiritual realization, the 
chain, while remaining "horizontally* dynamic, la given 
added vigour "vertically* from the Divine Source Itself.
oreover moat of the Poles (agtab) of :ufloa claim, like 
the Shaikh Al-Alawl̂ [ (see pp.ao-30), and the Shaikh ol- 
Hadani (p.39), to have received a special investiture from 
the Prophet himself#

- - —...................  —Mil. .....    ..I. - I. .1.1.

1. See page note/.
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